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Oral evidence

Taken before the Trade and Industry Committee

on Tuesday 31 January 2006

Members present:

Mr Peter LuV, in the Chair

Roger Berry Miss Julie Kirkbride
Mr Brian Binley Judy Mallaber
Mr Peter Bone Rob Marris
Mrs Claire Curtis-Thomas Anne MoVat
Mark Hunter Mr Mike Weir
Mr Lindsay Hoyle Mr Anthony Wright

Witnesses:Mr A S Lakshminarayanan, Vice President and Country Head, Tata Consultancy Services, and
Mr Edward Gardner, Financial Director, Diligenta, gave evidence.

Q1 Chairman: Gentlemen, welcome to our first a little bit about the general background and how
evidence session of this inquiry into trade and TCS fits into Tata, so that we understand the general
investment opportunities with India. We are very framework?
grateful to you for being our first witnesses. I ought Mr Lakshminarayanan: TCS is the young kid on the
to start with a small procedural formality, which is block in the Tata family. The Tata Group itself
that a number of us round the table, myself included, started in 1868 and they have seven clusters of
have from time to time been guests of the Indian businesses, and within each of the clusters there are
Government on visits to India, and I myself also was over 80 diVerent operating businesses. In the UK
there with Richard Branson inMarch for the launch they have been present since 1907, and there are
of Virgin Atlantic. That is a sort of generic several companies that operate here, including
declaration of interest, which does not apply to all Tetley tea, and the St James Court Hotel, which is
members of the Committee but to some of us. I do part of the Taj group of hotels, and several other
not think anyone else has any relevant interest to companies. Tata Consultancy Services is part of this
declare. This is a very important inquiry for the group. We started in 1968 and we have been present
Committee, because I hope it will both draw towider here since 1975.attention the opportunities that exist for wider and
deeper trade between our two countries, and also, in
terms of our final report and its recommendations, Q3 Chairman: I am interested about how big Tata is
more importantly, identify any obstacles that exist in the UK. You mentioned Tetley, which is
to furthering that process which should be swept obviously a well-known brand. How big is Tata and
away to encourage that trade to deepen; but, of TCS in the UK?
course, you are already experts in the field of trade Mr Lakshminarayanan: The Tata Group itself has a
between our two countries. Can I ask you, perhaps number of diVerent organisations here. Tata Ltd has
before we start asking you our questions, to identify had a presence here—they are in Grosvenor Place—yourself for the record for the Committee? since 1907, as I mentioned. The Tetley group, inMr Lakshminarayanan: My name is Lakshmi. My

terms of revenue, is 190 million. There is Tata Elxsi,full name is Lakshminarayanan. I amVice President
which is another technology company, Tataof TCS, which is Tata Consultancy Services. I have
Technology, which is an arm of Tata Motors,been with the company for 22 years. I have been in
looking at automotive specific engineering—theythe UK working with various projects and
have a presence here of about 200 people—and Tatacompanies for the last 14 years and doing this
Consultancy Services, which recently also acquiredcurrent role, which is heading up theUKand Ireland
Tata Infotech. Tata Consultancy have about 70operations for the last six years.
customers here in the UK. We have roughly aboutMr Gardner:My name is Ed Gardner. I head up the
2,000 people here in the UK and about 5,000 peoplefinance function for Tata Consultancy Services,
working out of various locations, primarily out ofwhich is TCS, in the UK. I recently joined TCS in
India but also in Budapest, servicing the UKJuly 2005, so very recently, and I was helping them
customers. Broadly, that is the size of the group.refine their oVer for the business processing

outsourcing they—we—are doing for Pearl up at
Peterborough. Prior to joining TCS I was the Chief

Q4 Chairman: One final introductory question,Financial OYcer for Sun Life of Canada, and that is
perhaps you could explain for the record the naturebased down in Basingstoke, Hampshire.
of the services you operate. Toomany British people
think you might just be a provider of call-centreQ2 Chairman: I wonder if we could start with one or
services, which is clearly a very serioustwo general questions about Tata, which is quite a

big company to say the least. Could you explain just misunderstanding of what you do.
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Mr Lakshminarayanan: Actually we are not in the Mr Lakshminarayanan: India, as we all know,
started only liberalising since the 1990s. For a verycall-centre business at all. We divested what we had

in the call-centre area. We are primarily IT brief period of about three years I was heading the
insurance practice in India where we were activelyconsulting, an IT services provider: that is about

90% of our business. We do infrastructure services; talking to insurance companies here and trying to
see how we can engage with them and engage inwe do business process also. Again, Edward can

elaborate and talk about the specific instances of partnerships with other companies in India. The
whole process took quite a while, and then it openedwhat we are doing at Pearl. We are also oVering

engineering and industrial services for up. India used to have 200 insurance companies
which was then nationalised, and since the 1990s themanufacturing companies where all the process

control systems have to be integrated with their globalisation process has started, so I think India is
starting to open up in terms of certain sectors, and Iperformance management systems, and so on, and

consulting, where we have a very strong presence. guess more could be done, but there is a whole
process in terms of how one engages with theWe have been recruiting fairly heavily in the UK for

the consulting presence here. We already ramped up companies in India, the markets in India, and takes
advantage of the opportunities that exist in Indiato a team of about 40 people and we plan to grow

that to about 150 to 200 people. That is the portfolio today.
of services oVering that we have.

Q9 Mr Bone: One of the things I am trying to get at
in this question is do you think Indian/British tradeQ5 Chairman: Thinking about both the Tata Group
is held back by the fact that the European Unionand TCS, how do your operations in the UK
negotiates on the trade as a whole with the UK ascompare with the scale of operations elsewhere in
part of it rather than if we were working morethe European Union?
bilaterally. With our history, I wonder if we areMr Lakshminarayanan: I can talk more about Tata
losing out a bit because of that.Consultancy Services. The UK is the second largest
Mr Lakshminarayanan: I possibly cannot commentmarket for TCS and contributes to 15% of our
very knowledgeably about that, but intuitively, Ioverall revenues.
guess, there would be an advantage because of the
history and the cultural advantage and the languageQ6 Chairman: The largest market being? aYnities that goes way back.Mr Lakshminarayanan: The largest market being

the US. Mainland Europe will be another 7–8% of
Q10Mark Hunter: I am interested that you say thatthe overall contribution to TSC globally. That
there are no real barriers to investment between thewould be the rough order of sizes.
countries. We are aware, obviously that there are
diYculties and obstacles, whether or not youwant to

Q7 Mr Bone: At the moment trade relations are count them as being specific barriers, but what more
negotiated between India and the European Union do you believe the governments of the UK and India
with the United Kingdom within that. I suppose the could do to encourage trade between those two
question really is: what are the main barriers countries?
between UK and Indian trade, and does that relate MrLakshminarayanan: I think I would start looking
to the European Union or directly to this country? at education first. Previously, I was told that
Can you say what the barriers might be betweenUK students from India could come to theUK for higher
and Indian trade? education. When students then leave, set up small
Mr Lakshminarayanan: I would say there are no companies, increase trade, which I think the USA
barriers as such. We have been here since 1975, as I has capitalised enormously using that process, I
said, and the barriers have been about the would think that would be a definite way of
knowledge people have about what could be done in improving trade between the two countries. The
India. For example, when I first came here and I had second aspect of it, again talking about our own
to make a call to companies and say, “This is what business, I have, for example, worked in many
we could do”, the impression of what could be done countries for Tata since I joined, for 23 years. Even
was very diVerent, and, as the process of education though I have been with the company I have worked
improved, the customers saw what could be done, in several parts of the world. One of the key
the businesses started growing and they started to components of that replaces learn-ability of
see what benefits could be achieved through individuals—how quickly you can learn new things
engaging with companies such as ourselves. Other and how quickly you can adapt to new situations—
than that, we do not see any trade barriers as such, and the second is mobility. Mobility is very
and obviously people movement is important and important for us in this business. We find that that
we have been working very closely to ensure in some form should be encouraged over here in the
compliance in this. UK. Even the students when we recruit them here,
Chairman: Although we do have microphones, they we send them to India. The first batch spent three
are not quite functioning as loudly as I would like, months, the second batch is spending six months,
so perhaps a little more volume. but some of them chose to return back because they

are not used to travelling and being outside for that
long a period just after university, and also some ofQ8Mr Bone: Looking at UK companies wanting to

invest in India, do you think they face barriers? the workforce when we recruit here, we want them
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to be more mobile because our customers are the graduates when we recruited here are more
rounded in terms of their business skills, in terms ofeverywhere—in Bristol, in Edinburgh, in Norwich,

in Peterborough, in all kinds of places—so mobility their inter-personal skills and in terms of their
business analysis skills, and that is why we are tryingbecomes a very key aspect of our business, and, I

guess, trying to get people to become more mobile is to marry these two skills to see how we can leverage
the skills that are available in this market and thevery important. I do not know if that is helpful.
skills that are available in the Indian market to the
betterment of the services that we oVer to the clients.Q11 Mark Hunter: So education and mobility are

the key things to it. Are there specific issues that you
would like to see addressed that you think would Q15 Chairman: Before I bring in a couple of
make it easier for trade to develop between the colleagues, can I lead you as a witness, which I
countries? I am just asking you if that is it: there are should not really do from the Chair, and say is it not
no other specifics that you think at the moment may true that the IT sector in India, which emerged
be eased by governments of India and the UK in relatively recently in the country’s history, is the
order to improve the levels of trade that are already most deregulated sector in the Indian economy and
happening? You do not see any other barriers or has acted as an exemplar for what can be achieved
obstacles? by a deregulated approach?
Mr Lakshminarayanan: Again talking of my own Mr Lakshminarayanan: I think so.
business in the services area, I cannot think of
anything else that the governments could do. Again, Q16 Chairman: I am asking because I am slightly
if you look at what the Indian government was concerned by the picture you are painting of a
doing, we grew in spite of what the government of broader Indian economy which has no obstacles to
India did. It was very diYcult in the early 1970s and investment and trade, which is certainly not the case.
1980s when were doing business to import anything You enjoy a uniquely privileged position in your
to India.We had to pay 250%duty on hardware, and company, do you not, in terms of the Indian
so on, so I would say, in spite of what the economy?
Government did, we were able to grow. I think a lot Mr Lakshminarayanan: I think so. I made a point
of it is left to the enterprises to find avenues for earlier that in the early 1960s and 1970s it was not
growth and adapt themselves to situations. without obstacles. We had great diYculties in terms,

as I mentioned, of investments that we had to make,
Q12 Mrs Curtis-Thomas: Would you say that the in terms of even to procure hardware, and so on and
characteristic of an Indian person is that they are far so forth. It is only in the late 1990s, when the
more innovative than their British counterparts? Do Government saw the opportunity, that all these
they demonstrate a greater degree of ingenuity? You deregulations happened; they had export zones
have just said, “We look for more learn-ability”. where you could export things, and so on, and the
Mr Lakshminarayanan: Yes. I would say learn- government started taking more proactive steps to
ability is important, working in teams is important. facilitate more entry of companies into this trade.

So, I guess, if you ask me the question, was it always
deregulated? “No.” If you ask me the question nowQ13 Mrs Curtis-Thomas: What does learn-ability
does it enjoy a more privileged position compared tomean?
other sectors, the answer is, “Yes”.Mr Lakshminarayanan: Learn-ability means you

have a sound foundation of various aspects—
mathematics, science and so on—so, again, in the Q17 Miss Kirkbride: I want to take you up on what
computing business when new methodologies came you said a moment ago about education and howwe
about people talked rapid application development compare with the United States. I had rather
and diVerent methodologies that came about. assumed that was true, but I would be grateful if you
People were able to learn those methodologies very could explain a little bit more what the States oVers
quickly because of the foundation that they had, so to students coming from India that creates thismuch
we looked for the right aptitude of the people and bigger link which then has its pay-oV later in terms
then we can educate them and train them to learn of investment and trade and what we could do with
new things on top of that foundation. our education system that would help to create the

same fertile ground?
Mr Lakshminarayanan: Let us look at if you wentQ14 Mrs Curtis-Thomas: That aptitude that you

referred to, is it more prevalent in India than it is in and pulled the students of India—the premier
educations, the IATs, and so on—and asked them,the British cohort counterpart?

Mr Lakshminarayanan: From the recruitments that “Where do you want to go and study?”, the answer
would be that, because the system is already in place.we have done so far, I think so. You find in India

that there is a very strong process discipline. I guess, Their predecessors have been there, they know how
to apply and how to get grants, and so on and soeven if you look at the education system, there is

competition at all levels; so people are competing all forth, and so the system is very established for
students to go there, and I guess the same kind ofthe time and, therefore, they have to learn more to

attain a certain level of education, a certain level of encouragement and the visibility is not therewith the
UK-based universities. I do not know what youjobs, and so on and so forth. The natural tendency

is to learn more and the hunger for that has been should do—I am not an authority on the subject—
but I was told that it was fairly easy for the studentsthere. On the other hand, what we have found is that
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to come here, and at some point in time it became from governments, including state governments in
India, or from the UK government, what kind ofmore diYcult because of the fee structures. I do not
assistance has TCS had in setting up in the UK?know what changed it, but at that point in time and
Mr Lakshminarayanan: Even though we have beenhenceforth it was not in the top of the mind for
approached by several regional development agenciesstudents to come here as their first destination. The
for assistance, since we have been present here for aecosystem it then generates is very diVerent. The
long time and we understand the market, how to gostudents go there, they get educated, they get work
about setting up companies and recruiting and so onexperience there, the cream goes there and the cream
and so forth, we have not taken that much assistance.goes to the companies who are in on the set up of
When we set up our centre in Guildford, certainly wecompanies there.
had visibility and we were oVered help. We were
introduced to the universities there in terms of where

Q18Mr Binley: It is well-known now that India could we can recruit and so on and so forth, but what I am
well be the greatest economy, the largest economy in told is these agencies are very proactive in terms of
theworld in 40 years time, certainly overChina, and in their engagementwith newer companieswhichwant to
terms of population increase that might aVect it with come and set up oYces there, and I have been told all
that rating, and so we will have to see a reverse good things about how proactive they have been
immigration in some respects, and you need to be engaging, but we specifically have not made use of any
aware of that, I think. In that respect I am concerned specific help or grants from these agencies.
about property rights in India. I was thinking
specifically about the right to own non-intellectual Q21RobMarris:Moving on to your engagement with
property, which I will come to, but the right to own the UK, and I understand—and forgive me if I got it
actual property in India, and there is diYculty for wrong—the Tata Group has been in the UK since
foreign nationals in that respect, is there not? 1907 and TCS since 1975, I think. Does Tata, or
MrLakshminarayanan: I amnot probably qualified to separately TCS, reinvest its profits in the UK or are
answer that. some of them divested back to the owners in India?
Chairman: I do not think it is the right witness to ask Mr Gardner: There are three levels of organisation, I
the question of. suppose, within the Tata Group. The highest level,

TCS and other Tata companies, are owned by a
charity, or two charities, Tata Sons, and the idea is theQ19 Mr Weir: I would like to pursue the question of
organisation is run to make a profit, that profit iseducation. We were told yesterday that Australia and
reinvested globally for the growth and it grows veryNew Zealand was now attracting a large number of
fast, about 40% per annum.Indian students because they have gone out of their

way to try and attract Indian students to their
Q22 Rob Marris: I am sorry?universities, and also itwas, I think, cheaper to go there
Mr Gardner: TCS has grown about 40% per annum.than going to theUnited States or theUK.Do you see
Mr Lakshminarayanan: Between 30 and 40% over theIndia perhaps focusing more because of that on
last few years?specific regions rather than Europe in the future?
Mr Gardner: So it is reinvesting a lot of its funds. ToMrLakshminarayanan: If you look at the ecosystemof
the extent there is surplus, TCSdoes pay dividends outIndia, the students will go wherever they get
to the charities, through to the charities, and that isopportunities to equip themselves with proper, good
then reinvested for good causes and the benefit of thehigher educationwhich leads them to better prospects.
people.In that sense, the UK should be in the forefront in

terms of the choice that is available to them, and it is
not. I do not know about their going to Australia Q23 Rob Marris: In India?
because of the prospects in Australia. I am not aware Mr Gardner: In India, and Leukaemia Research in

the UK.what prospects there are for students going there, but
Mr Lakshminarayanan:We are members of Businessstudents would go there for education, easy access in
in the Community. We were quite happy; we got intoterms of the grants available and the quality of higher
the One Per Cent Club within one year of being in theeducation that they would get.
Business in the Community in theUK.Other forms ofMr Weir: It is also suggested that there might be an
investment goes into investments like the centres theyopportunity to stay on for a couple of years after
are setting up in Guildford, now the investments wegraduating andwork, which is perceived as a diYculty
have been making in Peterborough from setting up ain the UK. Is that something you have come across?
centre of excellence here for UK outpatients.Chairman: I think these are questions we need to turn
Mr Gardner: That sort of covers TCS and TCS is ato in some detail, because it is a very important issue.
holistic company in India so 15% of its shares areCan we move on to Rob Marris’ questions?
owned by nonTata companies, butmost of it is owned
by the charities. Within TCS we have the UK branch,

Q20 Rob Marris: Focusing perhaps a little more on which is what Lakshmi is talking about, and there the
your company and the group of which it is a part, you profits formpart of theTCS global profits, and it is not
mentioned in terms of barriers and assistance, and so undistinguished, it is not repatriated as such, and if we
on, the deregulation that took place in India in the look at the Peterborough deal, significant investments
1990s: getting rid of the 250% tariV on the import of are coming into the UK, that is coming from that pot

of money. Lastly, in the UK we are setting up a newcertain goods, and so on. More specifically than that,
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company which will be FSA regulated called Q28MrWeir:Can you tell us about any further plans
for expansion of any of the companies in the UK?Diligenta, that is specifically to provide the

outsourcing deal for Pearl and others. In terms of the Mr Lakshminarayanan: Outside of TCS?
growth thatwe have planned in theUK to do the Pearl
deal, we are oVering to take out—Peterborough’s call- Q29 Mr Weir: The whole Tata Group. Are there any
centre is about 2,500 seats that that can accommodate, plans for TCS or of other members of the group to
and probably of itself is only about 950 seats for us, so expand further?
have significant growth in the UK and we are looking Mr Lakshminarayanan: Yes, certainly. I think all the
to get UK people on board the TCS route. businesses are looking to expand. The tea business is

looking to expand here, and we are looking at other
opportunities other than Tetley. Tata Chemicals isQ24RobMarris: I realise that some of these things can
making investments here in terms of certainbe commercially sensitive, so just stop me if I go too
acquisitions. I know Tata Technologies, which is partfar. Can you give some idea of the balance between
of Tata Motors, have just acquired and are looking toreinvestment, say, in the UK and repatriation of
grow their engineering business here, and TCS, as Iprofits for charitable works, et cetera, to Indian
mentioned, we have very ambitious plans to grow, andcharities?
that is the reasonwhywearemaking investmentsmoreMr Lakshminarayanan: I cannot give you a quick
than what we require today. In Peterborough, foranswer.
example, that place can hold 2,500 people andwe have
made a huge commitment there in the form of the

Q25 Rob Marris: Some rough idea, if that is centre that we are setting up there.
commercially allowable?
Mr Lakshminarayanan: I think with the growth that

Q30MrHoyle:Doyou see Indian companies using thewe have significant amounts are reinvested in the UK
UK as a bridgehead for Europe?and elsewhere. That is the fact, and Iwill trawl through
Mr Lakshminarayanan: It has been talked about aswhat can tell you afterwards and I will provide it as
such, but I look after the UK and Ireland and we alsoadditional information.
have started operations in Europe, not at the same
time as we started in theUKbut in the 1980s where we

Q26Chairman:Before I bring inMikeWeir to ask one started in Switzerland and then theNetherlands and so
or two specific questions, can I go back to one earlier on. We have not used the UK as a bridgehead so far,
theme of questioning. You suggested there were no but we are now planning—I talked about starting a
problems at all for your trade and investment here as consulting division here where we recruited about 40
a company. We have heard in the past a lot of or 50 people, a team, and we are planning to expand
suggestions that there is diYculty in getting visas for this to about 100, 150 people in a very short order of
highly skilled staV from India to come andwork in the time, so we will leverage that across Europe. Similarly,
UK for TCS and the other information technology the centre that we will set up in Peterborough could
companies. Is that still the case? potentially be leveraged for Europe as well. Having
Mr Lakshminarayanan: I find this to be cyclical. We said that, we also set up a centre in Budapest,Hungary
have to work with the system to ensure that we can which we are leveraging for mainland Europe for
complywith andunderstand the rationale behindwhat language reasons. We have not really used the UK as
is going on, and policies change, and so on and so a bridgehead for Europe, but certainly there are other
forth. Again, when I first came here, it used to take us companies which are looking to do that.
about eight weeks to get a work permit. Now it takes
less than four weeks to get a work permit for people. Q31 Mr Wright: Touching on the issues which have
There are improvements, and, if you ask me, you obviously been looked at in previous submissions,
know, “Can further work be done to enhance this?”, certainly, Mr Gardner, you mentioned in your
the answer is, “Yes”. The context which I am talking introductory comments about the joint venture with
about iswherewewere before andwherewe are today. Pearl Group in Peterborough. Could you explain a
In terms of do I see this as a barrier and we cannot do little bit more about the investment and how it is going
business, the answer is, “No”. We have to go through to benefit the diVerent parties involved in that
some of these processes that are required to be gone investment?
through; so I do not see that as a real barrier as such MrGardner:First of all, the contracts do not have dry
because there are certain processes that one has to go ink on them as we speak, so I will talk of what is in the
through in every other place that you have to do public domain, but I can provide additional
business. information once the ink is dry, if that is all right.

Broadly speaking, what is happening at Peterborough
is there are 1,100 jobs for the Pearl Group in total,Q27 Mr Weir:We have heard that the Tata Group is

to expand in the UK automotive sector and Pearl are retainingabout 150 staV andweare takingon
a commitment for 950 staV todowhatwe call ‘businessparticularly investing in a development centre near

Coventry. Are you able to tell us any more about this process outsourcing’. Therefore, much of their back-
oYce function, their UK call-centre and the UKinvestment?

MrLakshminarayanan: I cannot commenton that, but operations will then be run by Diligenta Ltd, which is
a UK subsidiary, which is to be regulated by theI know that TataMotors are looking to set up a centre

of excellence and are at the moment researching Financial ServicesAuthority.What is in it for the staV,
I think, is they are going into an organisation, they areappropriate locations to set that up.
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transferring staV into an organisation, that is looking Mr Lakshminarayanan: It will involve certain
technology procurement, but it will involve ato grow its business significantly in the UK, so

therefore theywill have significantopportunities ahead significant amount of services around those
technologies. What they have is a number of diVerentof them.With our growth plans, as we add new blocks

of business to the Peterborough centre of excellence, silos in the systems that they have today and all of
those technologies have to impact together to a moreand we are looking to develop it as a centre of

excellence, the opportunities for staV there are also uniform model.
enhanced. They will see diVerent types of business
coming on, and it will not just be insurance business

Q34 Mrs Curtis-Thomas: Is that investment going tothat will be operating from that call centre. That is
be sourced in the UK? Can you find the capacity towhat is in it for staV and for TCS. For the Pearl Group
deliver your technical aspirations here in the UK?they have acquired close blocks of business—that is
Mr Lakshminarayanan: I think already we do a lot ofinsurance business from insurance companies that are
technologies software work for this company out ofnot writing new business any more, so year on year
our centres in India, and that could continue to be thethose policy counts go down and therefore they have
case as far as technology delivery is concerned.to have an opportunity tomake their costs variable, so

as a policy goes oV the books they are going to get
charged less—and TCS is oVering that as part of a Q35 Mrs Curtis-Thomas: The £50 million investment
deal. That is probably the dynamics of both aspects. It is really going to be out in India and then purchased
is good for TCS and good for Pearl. here?
Mr Lakshminarayanan: To add on to that, fairly MrGardner: Iwould argue a sort of 50:50 split, at least
significant technology investments to make a full oV the top of my head.
transformation of the technology footprint that they
have. In about four years’ time we plan to transform

Q36 Mrs Curtis-Thomas: Can we get down to theall the technologies that are currently being used,
question about universities? I understand that you arewhich will oVer significant benefits to the policy-
a primary sponsor of the Oxford India Forum, whichholders eventually.
is excellent.Why that university?Doyouhave interestsMr Gardner: I forgot that. I think it is public
in other universities here in the UK and why?knowledge that we are looking to invest £50 million in
MrLakshminarayanan:Yes,wehaveassociationswithimproving the capabilities, which then makes us more
King’s College and University of York. We have beenattractive to take on more outsourcing.
a doing some joint research projects with these two
universities for a while.We also have linkages with theQ32 Mr Wright: Obviously any investment is to be
London Business School. The Oxford linkage is fairlywelcomed, but ultimately what may well be the case is
recent where we are working with them specifically, orthere may well be a reduction in the amount of jobs,
plan to work with them, on IT sponsorship. Again,or perhaps you see it as an investment to increase the
Oxford/India has linkages and there was interestamount of jobs. If that is the case, is it the intention to
expressed byOxford to say that theywould like to visitoutsource those jobs, tomove them oVshore, or would
India and have dialogues with diVerent businesses andyou see investment within the UK to be one of
we were quite happy to sponsor that.expansion?

MrGardner: I think it is both.Weare taking on seating
for two and a half thousand people, and the original Q37Mrs Curtis-Thomas:What does the investment in
deal starts with 950 people on our account. Therefore universities look like? Do you put staV into
we are planning to have filled more seats, therefore we universities? Do the universities put staV in with you?
are planning to grow theUKheadcount.With regards Do you sponsor students? Do they provide you with
to the Pearl deal, I think it has been made public that students? Do you provide funding for research? What
we are not looking to oVshore those jobs in the initial does that investment look like?
term. What we would like to do is to add more bits of Mr Lakshminarayanan: The one that we did with
business, to grow the UK staV and then selectively King’s College and University of York was us
oVshore, depending on our customers’ requirements; sponsoring the research project, which means that we
so the Peterborough centre of excellence will give the funded with money as well as some of the people from
company the ability to outsource to TCS in the UK our own R&D centres in India to come and work here
and then selectively, as they chose to, oVshore some of and doing joint research. We also work with a student
that capability, so therefore they will be growing both body called AIESEC. We are one of the principal
bits of the business. That is our plan. partners of AIESEC, which is a student body, and we

take students on training, we give them projects to
workon andwehave recruited someof the peoplewhoQ33MrsCurtis-Thomas:Tactically that is an excellent
have come out of AIESEC into TCS. The funds andthing to do, is it not? It really addresses some of the
relationship goes into diVerent group. One is to doBritish people’s concerns about oVshoring if it is done
joint research and development, as a means to recruitin that staged way. My question really centres around
from those universities and we use that as a body,your involvement in higher education, but I would like
being our partners, to help the students to get exposureto take you back to the point you have just made. I
to international companies as well as use that forum towelcome £50 million growth of investment. Is that in
recruit people into TCS. Those are the forms oftechnical procurement or is it going to be in the

development of your staV? engagement that we have with universities today.
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Q38MrsCurtis-Thomas:That is here in theUK.What satisfied our customers in terms of the processes that
we have about protecting their intellectual propertyabout over in India? Do you have investment in the

universities there? rights.
Mr Lakshminarayanan: Investment in the same form.
We do joint research projects with the universities Q44Mr Binley: I know that Tata has about 25% of its
there. We have a fairly strong academic collaboration total turnover overseas, out of India, and you are
in terms of advising the universities around what kind trying to grow that, as I understand it?
of curriculum they should look for in the interests of Mr Lakshminarayanan: Tata or TCS?
businesses so that when students come on board we
can see that they have the right skills. There is a very Q45 Mr Binley: Again, I am talking about the whole
strong collaboration.We host this kind of interchange company.
within the academia once a year. It is a big forum. Mr Lakshminarayanan: Okay.

Q46 Mr Binley: I know you are trying to grow that.Q39 Mrs Curtis-Thomas: Do you have the same
Can I ask what the Indian government is doing andopportunity to influence curriculum and development
what Indian companies are doing to increasehere? Is it something you would like to see?
intellectual property rights in that respect, because thatMr Lakshminarayanan: I think it would be definitely
becomes an important factor in terms of new growth,more productive for organisations to engage with
does it not—trust and those qualities that are soacademia in terms of advising onwhat curriculum they
important?should have and what kind of students and what skills
Mr Lakshminarayanan: Yes. Again, I can talk aboutthey should have when they come out of universities.
TCS. The purpose of the TataGroup is leadership and
trust, so they place a lot of emphasis on trust, andTCS,

Q40 Mrs Curtis-Thomas: Have you had any the way we have grown, has been demonstrating the
opportunity to have those sorts of discussions yet? trust and that is how we get repeat business from
Mr Lakshminarayanan: I would not say that, not yet. customers, and we have to satisfy at every turn with

our customers that they can trust us in terms of what
we promise to deliver and how we deliver it as well asQ41MrsCurtis-Thomas:Finally, youhave talked a lot
protecting their intellectual property rights. As I said,about thedegree of activity, but ifwehad toputdollars
regardless of what the copyright law in India says andor pounds to that activity,what does it look like?What
the legal system says, we hold that as of great value inis your bottom line investment in higher education or
terms of how we demonstrate that, and we prideresearch and development capacity?
ourselves as a group as well as TCS on very highMrLakshminarayanan:TCS overall, I do not have the
ethical values.exact numbers, but we spend something up to 4% of

our revenues in research and development activities
Q47 Mr Binley: You are totally satisfied that theand income capacity factors, all the interaction with
regime is as good as it should be and needs to be?academics as well as investment that grows into what
MrLakshminarayanan:Again, I amprobably not verywe call the place of the research. So that is the order of
well qualified to answer to that question.magnitude.

Q48Roger Berry:There have been a number of media
Q42 Mrs Curtis-Thomas: UK investment then, what reports recently suggesting a skills shortage in the
does that look like as a proportion of your 4%? Next Indian IT industry. I think one report suggested that
to nothing or something more than that? by 2010 India would be short of half a million
Mr Lakshminarayanan: I do not know how we can professionals in the IT industry. Is this, in your view,
quantify it. I do not have the figures handy with me. I likely to be the case? How does this impact upon the
can try and find that out. activities of Tata in India?
Mrs Curtis-Thomas: I would be grateful. Thank you. MrLakshminarayanan:That is the recentNASSCOM

study where they projected what kind of opportunities
exist in the oVshoring market. If you knew nothingQ43 Mr Binley: I will not press you on why I cannot
about it, that would be the skill shortage, but what webuy a house in India, but I will press you on the
find, and we recruit roughly about 12,000 people inquestion of intellectual property rights. Can I ask how
India every year.they diVer between the UK and India?

Mr Lakshminarayanan: I would not profess to be an
expert on the legalities. I know that India has a Q49 Chairman:How many?

Mr Lakshminarayanan: Twelve thousand, and whatcopyright lawwhich they recently changed as well, but
as a company we deal with several organisations, such we find is we need to obviously work, as I said, closely

with the academic institutions tomake sure thatwe getas Microsoft, IBM, HP, and so on, for whom we are
working on some of the very core software, and we the right calibre of the people, and as long as the

companies can continue to do that and the academichave always satisfied our customers on the processes
that we have to protect their intellectual property institutions can raise the bar. Amongst the engineering

graduates and the graduates the same report says thatrights going way back. If you look at banks, who are
competing with each other, most of the banks are very only 25% of the students are really qualified enough to

join companies such as ourselves; so even thoughcomfortable in terms of working with us, in terms of
the newdevelopments and soonand so forth.Wehave people have gone through the process of educating
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themselves, the quality of education is not the same or of the turnover is much higher there—but potentially
the opportunities withinChina it is said are going to beuniform amongst all the universities. There is a job to

be done by the government there as well as the great, so our establishment in China to service our
international customers going into China and alsocompanies to work more closely with academic

institutions to raise the bar, but as far as the number of service some of the key customers in the south-east
Asian markets, as well as Japan, out of China, andpeople who can potentially come out of the

universities, provided that the bar is raised and if that when the right opportunity is there, we will be able to
scale those operations up; so we are expanding ouris achieved, we do not see this shortfall becoming an

issue. footprint and building our footprint in terms of
delivery capabilities outside of India, but we do not see
India becoming either non-competitive or theQ50 Chairman: So you are optimistic about the ability

of the education system to produce the required resources becoming scarce there yet.
number of professionals to not really cause concerns
about the future of the IT industry in India? Q51 Roger Berry: What is your view about the

position in relation to skill shortages in the UK?Mr Lakshminarayanan: We have to. I mean, if you
look at it for us, a manufacturing company will look Mr Lakshminarayanan: There is an issue there. We

find that the companies that we work with do struggleat the supply chain and start worrying about the
supply chain and see what it can do to enhance the to get their proper level of skills, and the other aspect

that I talked about is the learn-ability for people toquality of the supply chain. That is what we are doing,
to work with the universities. It is not just the upgrade and have the motivation to do that. The

second is, of course, we are also recruiting for ourgovernment, but we have to work with the universities
to improve the supply chain. We are also expanding consulting business here, and we are finding it hard to

get the right level of people regardless of what salariesour global footprint. As I mentioned, our operations
in Budapest in Hungary, we already have a team of one wishes to pay. The market is again hotting up and

to get the right candidates, we are finding it diYcult.about 250 people there and we plan to grow that
facility. We have established ourselves in China. We Chairman: Thank you. That concludes our

questioning.Whenwereflect onwhat youhave toldus,were one of the first to get in there and establish
ourselves there. At the moment there is talk about if we want any further information either about TCS

or the Tata Group I hope you might help us find thatIndia and China with China starting to compete for
this kind of business in the future.Wedo not seeChina out by means of further correspondence. Gentlemen,

thank you very much indeed for your attendancecompeting at this stage.We find the unit cost in China
is actually higher thanwhat it is in India—the attrition today.

Witnesses:Mr John Ainley, Chairman, Aviva OVshore Services andMr Sean Egan, Planning and Business
Development Director, Norwich Union, gave evidence.

Q52 Chairman: Thank you very much indeed for we have had diVerent experiences in terms of the
openness to India to growing those two diVerentyour time. I wonder if I could begin by asking you to

introduce yourselves. sectors. We are obviously willing to answer any
questions you may have about any aspect of ourMr Ainley:My name is John Ainley, I am a member
operation.of the Aviva Executive and I have specific

responsibilities for oVshore services as a part of that
membership. Q54 Chairman: The life company you were talking
Mr Egan: My name is Sean Egan, I work in the about provides services entirely within India, or
general insurance business now, but up until the end beyond India?
of last year I had spent a little over three years Mr Ainley: It is a life insurance sales and service
working in India building our oVshore capabilities. company based within India, selling to the Indian

market. It is a joint venture.

Q53 Chairman: Before we get into the questions, I
Q55 Chairman: A joint venture with?know it is in your written submission but it would be
Mr Ainley: Dabur. We have 26% ownership of thathelpful if you could just paint a picture of your
joint venture and that is the maximum that we areinvolvement with India.
allowed to own in India in the insurance industry.Mr Ainley: Aviva is the UK’s largest insurance
Chairman: Thank you. Julie Kirkbride.company and the world’s sixth largest insurance

company. We have two operations in India, one is
Aviva Life, which is our life insurance company that Q56 Miss Kirkbride: In your submission you do say
is based in India, the second is Aviva OVshore that one of the reasons why you went there was
Services which is the oVshore or BPO—business because the Indian Government gave you foreign
process outsourcing—operation. Aviva have been in investment help for outsourcing. I wonder if you
India since very early, we were there in 1834, and we could tell us what kind of help that was and whether
are trying to do two things in India: we are trying to there was any other help, other than just direct
both grow the business process outsourcing financial help. Does this help still continue and what

is the support by the Indian Government?operation and grow our life insurance business, and
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Mr Egan:We alluded to this earlier on with the TCS Mr Egan: By 2007.
evidence. In the IT sector in particular there are
some benefits which are given to both Indian Q62 Roger Berry: The support that you receive from
companies and overseas companies if they want to the Indian Government, how does that compare
set up in India. To put it simply, basically when you with what might have been available in the UK to
purchase goods you do not have to pay any customs engage in exactly the same activity here?
and excise on them, they are all duty free, and that Mr Egan: The obvious comparison in my mind is
makes those goods pretty cheap in terms of set up, that we have set up oYces in Belfast, which is some

kind of special economic zone, where there has alsoand there is a 10 year tax holiday on basically what
been financial assistance available. In many wayswe would call corporation tax and they call income
both of those schemes suit the circumstances oftax in India. Those are financially the two main
those countries; both of themhelp you and they havethings. The other thing which was alluded to and is
certainly never been for us huge determining factors.very diVerent in the oVshoring world, the BPO
Again, I would say if we look at the Belfast one itworld, which is everything that I am talking about at
probably makes you want to choose one place inthe moment, the regulation has been simplified and
Belfast versus another place in Belfast. Certainly inthe processes that you have to go through to set up
my experience of this it has not been a hugea company there have been made much more
determinant of what we do, for us it is to do withstraightforward. None of those benefits exist if we
things like where our customers are and where wewere talking about the Aviva life business; although
need to serve them, all those sorts of things in thethey are both called Aviva, they have a firm, solid
UK environment are pretty important to where wewall between them and are regulated entirely
want to place our oYces.diVerently and one business basically cannot work

with the other part. They are two quite separate
Q63 Roger Berry: Just to clarify what you mean bybusinesses under quite separate regimes and
huge determinant, are you saying, basically, that thetherefore have diVerent experiences of what is easy
incentives oVered by the IndianGovernment and theand what is diYcult in India.
possible incentives oVered by the UK Government
in relation to Belfast, actually these did not

Q57 Miss Kirkbride: So the help you are talking determine the decision at all?
about from India expires after 10 years, so your Mr Egan: Not at all. They are nice to have.
corporation tax holiday expires after 10 years and
there are the one-oV set-up costs and that is it. Q64 Roger Berry: So the Indian Government does
Mr Egan: They cease. not realise that they are oVering these incentives and

actually it does not make any diVerence at all, they
are just handing out tax revenue for 10 years without

Q58 Miss Kirkbride: After 10 years what is already any benefit.
there does not get any advantage, but what you Mr Egan: I think it is to do with ease of set-up, it has
bring along in the future would then attract the same to be seen within that whole package of trying to
amount or how does that work? make the regulation around this and going through
Mr Egan: The Indian regulations are changing all the bureaucracy in establishing something. It is all
the time. If we set up a completely new place in a part and parcel of trying to make that easy.
diVerent city it would attract its 10 years’ worth of
tax incentives. Q65 Roger Berry: I can see you would not say no, if

there was that oVer on the table, but since you have
referred to it can I find out a bit about the problemsQ59 Miss Kirkbride: Even though it is part of your
that you do face in India. In setting up oVshoringgroup.
activities, what in your experience have been theMr Egan: Even though it is part of our group.
main problems, the main obstacles to doing it
quickly and eYciently? What has really got you

Q60 Miss Kirkbride: So the clock that starts ticking down when you have been trying to make progress?
Mr Egan: I am going to draw the distinction,on that is entirely separate.
because I think there is a distinction, it is a point thatMr Egan: Yes. I would not want to over-exaggerate
was made earlier. We are working on the oVshoringthis, however. In terms of your overall costs of
side in Rolls-Royce of how to get it done, how torunning a big operation—we have a very big
expand quickly and well. Yes, there is bureaucracyoperation, we have 4,500 people working out there
to get through, yes, there are complicatednow and our ambition is to get to 7,800, which is our
regulations but they have been simplified, they dopublicly stated ambition. That is a nice-to-have, if I
not really seem that much more diYcult than if Icould put it that way, rather than something which
tried to build a shed where I live really. It is justis a determining factor in why you might place your
familiarity, so local know-how tends to be the mostinvestment there. It has just facilitated things rather
important thing. Where you start to then say BPO isthan hugely determining them.
defined as this box and I would like to do something
that is a tiny bit outside that box, then you can start

Q61 Miss Kirkbride: When are you going to get to see “oh gosh, this is going to get very, very
complicated, there are going to be a whole load of7,800 employees?
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diVerent bureaucratic and regulatory things that I some of which you have referred to. What ideas
would you have for both Governments to lowermight need to go through”. So there is that aspect,

but I think the experience which we began in 2002 those sorts of barriers? Would it be reduced
regulation and a cut in the bureaucracy, would it bewith the Aviva life business, was probably a lot

harder because it took something in the region of 18 other legislation?What sort of ideas would youwant
to bring?months to originally get a licence. I know the world

has probablymoved on since then, but there are very Mr Ainley: Certainly we would like to have the
strict regulations about ownership, which cause opportunity of owning a far greater percentage of
challenges for us in terms of how much are we going our life company than we currently have, and we
to invest in a company in which we have got a would like to have the deregulation that exists in the
minority holding of 26%—and it is the same for all BPO industry applied to all our business. We have
the financial services companies—those then certainly been able to move very quickly as a result
become barriers to how far you take that forward. of the extensions and reductions in regulations that
Roger Berry: Thank you. there are in the BPO world to achieve scale very

quickly, faster than we would have been able to do
in theUK—not to dowith regulation, just to dowithQ66 Mr Hoyle: On financial services what you are
a workforce and the ease of being able to buildsaying is that it really is a protected market.
buildings quickly and recruit people quickly etc. DoMrAinley: It was denationalised in 1972 and the old
you want to add to that?national company still has 70% of the market.
Mr Egan: My experience of India is not that it isHaving said that, they have lost 30% of the market
really any more bureaucratic than the UK, it is justrelatively quickly, over the last five to six years, when
diVerent. It is getting used to a diVerent culture andthere has been significant growth in other companies
it is bureaucratic on the left side where we might belike ourselves coming in to start joint ventures. So
on the right side orwhatever. As John says, it is morethere is opportunity to grow and from Aviva’s
about opening up some of the other areas of theperspective India and China, from a life insurance
economy to things like foreign ownership, to beingperspective, are huge opportunities for us. There is a

rapidly growing middle class that has not yet got the able to clearly invest in them. I am not an expert in
levels of life insurance cover that we would expect in this, but there are diVerent regulations happening in
Europe, and we would like to be very big in that diVerent sectors, it is not uniform, and that makes it
market. In contrast to China, India has much more probably quite diYcult if you are a big conglomerate
restrictive ownership rules than those that we would type of company, I suppose, where you might be
like to have. wanting to go to more than one sector, because your

experience in onemight not help you verymuchwith
the other.Q67 Mr Hoyle: That is the point, 26% is what you

can invest.
Mr Ainley: Yes.

Q71 Chairman: Do you have any problems with
diVerences between states and central government?

Q68 Mr Hoyle: It really is a protected market in a Mr Egan:No, basically, would be our experience of
sense, is it not? You either gamble with a minority it, and that is probably true of the life business as
stake or you do not enter the market. well. That has not been an issue for us.
Mr Ainley: The Indian Government has said that
they will change the law to allow up to 49%
ownership, and they have mentioned that Q72 Mr Wright: In your submission to us you
subsequently that could go to 76%. However, we mentioned “developing our oVshoring operations in
have not seen any actual changes taking place as yet India to support ourUKbusinesses, also provides us
to move towards that. with opportunities to leverage Aviva’s existing

market in the country”. You have already touched
on the fact that you have already got investments inQ69 Mr Hoyle: Jam tomorrow but no firm date.
some of the insurance industry within India itself,Mr Egan: It does require in financial services—for
could you just mention what other products you areconvoluted reasons I am sure—a change to primary

legislation, which is not true in other areas. In that interested in providing andwhat impact is that going
particular regulated area that is the case, but we have to have on your UK interests?
still not seen a bill or plans for a bill to come before MrAinley:Weare aUKplc and forAviva to expand
Parliament. I know it is a sensitive issue and it is a internationally helps UK plc. We do have growth
coalition government so it is not easy to make these plans in India for the life insurance industry, but we
things happen, but I guess companies like us are have no plans to grow outside the BPO work we are
patiently waiting for those promises to be delivered doing and our life insurance industry. We see a huge
on. market for us there. We think there are roughly 300
Chairman: We have some more questions in this million people who would benefit from life
area, so I will move on to Anne MoVat. insurance, of which about 80 million people are

currently insured, so the potential of the market is
enormous. That is where we see our expansion and,Q70 Anne MoVat: In your paper you spoke about
as Sean has said, we do not see us expanding thepolitical stability, that it is not going to be politically
BPO operation beyond our currently announcedstable, just by the point you were making about the

coalition, but my point is more about the barriers, plans, we think that that will give us the right level
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of capability and resource to supply the right level of Mr Egan: I know some of this is changing, so you
will have to forgive me if some of what I say is a littleservice that we want to give to our customers in

the UK. bit out of date. When we started on this in 2002 I
know that there were basically foreign investment
challenges about where the investment was comingQ73 Mr Wright: You did mention the fact that you
from; I believe, to be fair, that some of that wasare only allowed to own up to 26% of a company, is
removed in the last budget. Somebody alludedthat very restrictive for you in terms of the way you
earlier on to being able to buy property in India;are going to go forward?
again, when I started on this it would have beenMr Ainley: It restricts us from growing more
impossible for me to buy a home for myself, forquickly. We have a very good and eVective
example, but I know that is now possible and waspartnership with Dabur, the Indian company that
made possible last year. So there are changespartners us, but we have made no secret of the fact
happening, but the challenge probably in mythat we would like to have a greater level of
experience around this does come down to theownership for Aviva plc.
boring old stuV about know-how. A lot of India can
seem quite familiar; a lot of the laws are on the

Q74Mark Hunter: The evidence that you submitted statute book from pre-1947 and are very like British
to us suggests that India has only recently reopened laws. It leads you into a trap really of thinking that
its financial markets and that these oVer very working in this country has a lot more in common
promising growth opportunities for UK companies. with the UK than it actually has, and one of the best
Could you tell us a little bit more about precisely things that we did—and I would certainly commend
what the opportunities are that you see? Are this to other companies—was to employ a good
they confined to the financial markets in India, or Indian legal firm to take us through all of that, and
are we talking about other markets providing therefore I did not think it was that diYcult. Because
opportunities, and if so what are they? we made a good decision upfront we found our way
Mr Ainley: Aviva will restrict itself to the life to navigate through it.
insurance market and BPO but both of our
experiences of working in India are that this

Q78 Mr Bone: It is a sensitive subject, but I think iteconomy is shifting radically, and the trickle-down
has been suggested somewhere that of courseimpact of the new wealth that is in India is causing a
commissions have been used in the past to ease thehuge growth in many, many markets and therefore
way forward. Is that something historic now, or dothere should be lots of opportunity for UK
you still see it?companies generally to get out to India and sell
MrEgan:Mypersonal experience of this, being verymore.
honest, is that with the types of companies that I
ended up dealing with it absolutely does not exist, I

Q75 Mark Hunter: What do you think the key have not come across it. Where it is still prevalent
market opportunities are? would be much more in day to day life: if you want
MrAinley: I am not an expert outside life insurance. to get a telephone put in, you can get it put in more
MrEgan:There are huge opportunities, I would say, quickly if you are willing to pay a commission. A
around infrastructure. India’s infrastructure is not number of Indian companies—CCSwould be one of
keeping pace with its development and there is lots them, Wipro would be another one which springs to
of evidence on that. Utterly anecdotally, I was living mind, and indeed our own company when we set up,
in a place which has a big European manufacturing it took us 18 months to get a licence. Could we have
place and I guess it is true to say that everybody’s got that licence quicker? I think we probably could
eyes seem to be turning to China as far as that is have done, but that world has really changed in the
concerned, so it does not feel to me that that is last few years. Everything I hear and everything I
something—taking manufacturing to India is a little saw has said that to me.
bit old hat if you like. I think around aviation there
are huge opportunities. Q79 Mr Bone: There are certain regulatory barriers
Mr Ainley:Retailing as well. The shift in retailing in such as ownership, but generally speaking if you are
India, in the small city that you lived in, it is amazing on the ball and you set up properly locally, you are
the diVerence in the last 18 months in terms of the going to do well.
shift from the small corner shop style of retailing to Mr Egan: You can go through that pretty quickly,
enormous growth in shopping malls and the sure.
opportunities that those provide.

Q80 Chairman: I just want to follow up on one of
Q76 Mr Bone: I gather from what you are saying your answers there. What you are saying is you can
that the Indian market is not fully open to set up in India in business easily as a British
competition from overseas companies at the company. It might take a bit longer if you do not
moment. That is what you are saying really. actually pay your commission here and there, but it
Mr Egan: Yes. can easily be done.

Mr Egan: Anecdotally again I would say it does not
help people to do that at all. What helps,Q77 Mr Bone: You have lifted some of the barriers

already; could you summarise what those barriers unquestionably, is bringing in the right local know-
how. There are British companies, there are otherwould be?
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companies that I have met, where they have not Q85 Mrs Curtis-Thomas: I will just repeat my
question, were you able to give additional servicebrought in that know-how and it has slowed themup

and brought them into diYculties later on. I know it because you outsourced at a lower cost per unit head
and that is what has given the extra time?sounds crass and obvious, but people do not do it.
Mr Ainley: Yes, we are able to give extra service.
Mr Egan: That is partly true, but the other part of

Q81 Chairman:We heard yesterday from the Indian the truth, which John has alluded to, is that we have
Trade Minister that the new Freedom of a lot more staV servicing our customers than we used
Information Act has been introduced to enable to have. India did give us an opportunity to expand
companies who think they are experiencing our staV numbers in a period of growth when we
problems they should not, to ask for the reasons for wanted to do that, and also when we wanted to
the delay, and he thought that was actually a very actually up our whole approach to the customer and
helpful development. Do you think that would help actually provide better service. So it is a little bit of
you, to be able to ask for the reason you were both, it gives us the headroom as well to be able to
experiencing delay in getting something done? say things like we do not have to restrict calls to an
Mr Egan: I have to say I have not found that to be average of six minutes and 30 seconds, it gave us the
a problem. We have opened up some buildings in capacity to do that.
some pretty short order and it feels no more
bureaucratic to me than doing it in the UK.

Q86 Mrs Curtis-Thomas: Do you like the mix then,
do you like the flexibility that a lower cost cohort of

Q82 Mr Bone: It might be even more diYcult here. employees gives you because overall you are
providing a better service?Mr Egan: In some ways it might be.
Mr Ainley: We like the flexibility because, if youChairman: Do not lead the witness, please. Claire
think about it, we can extend the working day quiteCurtis-Thomas.
easily because of the time diVerence, we can do some
back oYce processing when the UK is closed.

Q83 Mrs Curtis-Thomas: Your submission states
that “oVshoring of some activities releases the UK

Q87 Mrs Curtis-Thomas: But you could do that allstaV from elements of administration and
in India, could you not? Why do you retain capacityprocessing”—is that a euphemism for they are made
here in the UK?redundant, I wonder? Then you go on to state
Mr Ainley: A number of reasons. We are a UK“leaving them free to ‘trade’ with customers and
company and we believe that we should have thepotential customers”. What have you done with
majority of our work in the UK.these people who have been freed up from one job?

How has employment at Aviva in the UK changed
Q88 Mrs Curtis-Thomas: Does it make financialsince the initial oVshoring project was begun and
sense to do so?how much can be attributed to your decision to
Mr Ainley: Yes, because to have the balance ofoVshore?
diVerent types of people oVering solutions to howweMr Ainley: We employ almost exactly the same
can do a better job for our customers—number of people now in the UK as we did prior to

our decision to oVshore. What oVshoring gives us is
the ability to give a better service to our customers; Q89 Mrs Curtis-Thomas:What does it mean—
at the same time as we oVshored we changed quite a Mr Ainley: If you would allow me to give you an
lot of the processes that we had within the example, if you look at some of the more complex
organisation to become more customer-centric. For claims issues, a general insurance claim around a
example, we used to have to restrict the amount of house, for instance. We have found that it is far
time somebody spent on a telephone call to a better for a UK person to deal with that because a
customer; we now no longer have to do that, we are UK person is more familiar with what an airing
now free to be able to say to people, give the service cupboard is, for instance, and things like that. To
that that customer wants. have the understanding of how serious it is when my

boiler bursts, when the Indian house is very, very
diVerent—a car is a car so selling car insurance canQ84 Mrs Curtis-Thomas: Is that because a unit of
be done in India. It is not as simple or astime in India is much, much cheaper than a unit of
straightforward as perhaps it might appear whentime in the UK and training out what you were able
you first look at it, you need to determine what it isto oVer was an improvement in the service because that is best done in India.of that diVerence in funding?

Mr Ainley: One of the things that is probably worth
Q90 Mrs Curtis-Thomas: Horses for courses.bearing in mind is that our call centres are what we
Mr Ainley: Sure.call virtual call centres, so you could call a Norwich

Union number and you could end up in either
Glasgow or India or one of our other call centres, so Q91 Mrs Curtis-Thomas: Some of your British
there are no diVerences as far as the customer employees are far better at tackling British claims,
approach is concerned. We spend just as much time for example.
on a customer in a UK call centre as we do with a Mr Ainley: Yes.

Mrs Curtis-Thomas: Thank you very much indeed.customer in an Indian call centre.
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Q92RobMarris:Youmentioned earlier,MrAinley, Q96 Rob Marris: There are diVerent rules for IT,
are there?recruiting people quickly in India being one of the

advantages at a certain stage. Do you think that MrAinley:Yes, because IT is exempt from a number
of restrictions that insurance faces. Insurance was aIndia is going to continue to be able to meet your

recruitment requirements, particularly in the IT nationalised industry and I think—I am not 100%
sure—insurance is one of the most regulatedindustry which, as we heard earlier on when talking

to TCS, is an issue? industries.
MrAinley: I am very optimistic about that. If you do
nothing then, as TCS said, I thinkwe are going to see Q97 Mr Weir: You mentioned earlier that some
a skills crisis, but what it is causing is organisations types of claim are better dealt with within the UK
like ourselves to move out of the Bangalores and the and you mentioned home insurance and an airing
big centres into the smaller cities—still significantly- cupboard. Are there any other processes that you
sized cities—where good quality graduates have feel are better retained in the UK and why? Do you
been coming out of university, not being able to find see yourself attempting to train oVshore workers to
a job at all. What it is forcing, therefore, is deal with matters like that, and services that are
organisations like ourselves to start to recruit from currently oVered in this way within the UK, are they
the smaller cities and to move to some of the smaller directly byAviva employees or do you contract them
cities. If you take the smaller cities into account and out to call centres within the UK?
the opportunities that they oVer, that 500,000 Mr Egan: I will answer the first bit last.
shortage that NASSCOM spoke about is not going Predominantly we do those activities within the
to be there. I think it is a win for both sides in that it company, but we do actually outsource some of it
will cause more trickle-down of wealth in India as within the UK, so if you have a household claim
well as enable us to continue to develop our business because your pipe bursts in the middle of the night it
in India as well. would go to a third party, it would not come to

Norwich Union, whereas it would if that happened
during the day. So, yes, we do use third parties. WeQ93 Rob Marris: Does this in part explain your
do think very carefully about the work that we putrecently announced tie-up with this bank in Punjab
oVshore: there are considerations of businessas I understand it as a geographic diversification in
continuity and things like that, as John alluded toIndia that you are engaged in?
earlier on, and we have experimented with, forMr Ainley:Although we are something like the fifth
example, the household stuV and decided actuallybiggest insurer in India, we have chosen to take
that some of this, particularly when it is a traumatica bancassurance route so we distribute a lot
experience for the customer—anything where weof our product through banks, and the latest
think that the customer is in trauma and theannouncement was exactly that, about spreading the
circumstances might in any way be complicated—distribution reach in order to improve our presence.
you kind of want them to be speaking to somebodyWe believe that bancassurance is the best route to
with whom they can build immediate rapport andsell in India, in addition to other ways that we have
who will understand the situation. So those kinds ofwhich involve going to very rural communities as
things, almost by definition, we have decided need towell and selling there.
stay onshore.

Q94 Rob Marris: That is interesting, because I Q98 Mr Weir: Is what you are saying then things
thought you had an idea of bringing some of your that require an immediate response—your burst
oVshore operations in-house. Apparently that runs pipe, your plumber or your car breaking down and
contrary to what you just said about bancassurance. needing a mechanic—those are the things that have
MrAinley: I am sorry if I have caused any confusion, to be done in the UK?
I did not mean to. I am talking about two separate Mr Egan: It is that first notification when you have
entities. The bancassurance distribution deal is the a problem,when you have just smashed your car and
life insurance operation, the business process you are traumatised, you pick your mobile phone
outsourcing operation, the oVshore call centre and up, we want to make sure that that call is answered
administration that we do, our whole strategy of by somebody who might understand something
getting into India andmaking it work quickly was to about the locality that you are in. It is very hard to
work first of all with three providers who are used to train some of those things in. I suppose that is a fair
providing that service, Indian providers, to work proportion though not the biggest proportion of an
with them to operate the business and then to insurance claim. What is involved in an insurance
transfer ownership when we had got our own team claim then is all the follow-up, making sure that that
that was fully able to run the operation, transfer claim is dealt with properly, all the dealings with
ownership to ourselves. We are starting at the end of maybe another insurer if another insurer is involved.
this year transferring ownership to some of what is All of that, in our experience—those are the types of
currently run by a third party for us. activities which lend themselves much more to

oVshoring.
Q95 Rob Marris: But that will only be currently up
to 26%. Q99 Mr Weir: Just so I am clear on this though, if I

phone up Norwich Union Direct because my pipeMrAinley:No, because the BPO industry runs to the
IT rules and we can have 100% ownership. has burst, I get someone from the UK; will that
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claim always be taken through the UK operation, or There was a case that was taken to the European
Court to do with some services being provided byafter the immediate traumatic incident when you get

your plumber out to fix my pipe or whatever, would Accenture and the European Court came to a
diVerent view on that and said that those should notit then be oVshored to deal with the back oYce stuV?

MrEgan:EVectively it goes into our virtual network be exempted anymore, so there was issue number
one if you like, which aVects our industry, which isand you might ring up again and the person who

then answers it could be answering from Delhi or about whether those should be exempt, and that
aVects whether you are dealing with a company likeEngland, they would be looking at the same system

in either, saying this is where it is, tell me what your Capita in the UK or dealing with a company in
India, it potentially aVects both.problem is, this is how I can deal with it.

Q100 Mr Weir: I am not sure I am quite Q104 Chairman: Outsourcing rather than
oVshoring.understanding this. You are saying to me that the

original traumatic incident is always dealt with by a Mr Egan: Yes. From an oVshoring point of view
there is also a review being done at the momentUK-based employee. The second phone call goes

into the virtual system and can be routed anywhere which is going to aVect some of the economics of this
in terms of saying that at the moment it is the sourcearound the world.

Mr Egan: Yes. of supply that determines whether something is
VAT-able; there is a review going on to change that
to place of consumption, and that would mean ofQ101 Mr Weir: There is no continuity of dealing

with the UK employee after your initial call. course that the services that are to be provided from
oVshore would definitely all be VAT-able. The endMr Egan: No, there is continuity dealing with

NorwichUnion in all honesty, but not with the same point of this is that it is going to cost our industry a
lot more money and will no doubt, I suppose, makeperson, that is not how we operate.
parts of our industry have to rethink where it
outsources versus having things in-house.Q102 Chairman: Perhaps I should have declared an

interest because my insurance policies are largely
withNorwichUnion. I have not had tomake a claim Q105 Chairman: The predominant eVect is on

outsourcing, not oVshoring.for a while, but at least I know what will happen
when I do. Mr Egan: It aVects both because both are eVectively

the same thing from a supply point of view.Mr Ainley: Thank you very much.
Mr Ainley: It particularly aVects Aviva from the
perspective that a lot of our outsourcing is oVshored.Q103Chairman:The purpose of this inquiry really is

our concern that British companies do not seem to
be exploiting the opportunities in India to the extent Q106 Chairman: Is there anything else you want to

say to us?that some of our competitors are; the Indian growth
is not being exploited fully by Britain. We are Mr Ainley:We believe there is huge potential in the

Indianmarket forUK companies like ourselves, andlooking for obstacles, that are either real or
imaginary, and you have helpfully suggested today in particular in the life industry we would like our

Government’s help to persuade the Indianthat quite a lot of them are actually imaginary
obstacles, and getting the right advice in India is a Government to deliver on their promises to raise this

ownership restriction that currently exists in ourvery important conclusion. But there are some
practical actual obstacles too, both in India and here industry. India and China remain huge potential

markets for insurance companies; there are 300in the UK, and I would just like you to talk a bit
more about one that you referred to in your million middle class people in India and, currently,

we are restricted in terms of the investment we canevidence, and then just reflect as you do that whether
there is anything else you want to say to us as a final make. That is our only plea.
concluding message. That is the VAT issue which
you refer to in paragraph 49 of your evidence, which Q107 Chairman: To put it in context, the middle

class in India is bigger than the entire population ofseems to be an EU-based regulatory problem for
increasing trade and investment relations with India. the United States of America.

Mr Ainley: Exactly.MrEgan: I guess I should have put this in the proper
context, in a sense. Insurance services are zero-rated
for VAT and traditionally it has been the case that if Q108 Chairman: It shows the size of the market.

Mr Ainley: It certainly does.you get a third party provider to provide some of
those insurance services, those would be zero-rated. Chairman: Gentlemen, thank you very much.
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Witnesses: Mr Paul Whiteway, Director International, Inward Investment Group and Mr Asif Ahmad,
Director of Asia Pacific, International Trade Development Group, UKTrade & Investment, gave evidence.

Q109 Chairman: Gentlemen, welcome. Thank you act on our behalf. Overseas, every post is headed by
an ambassador who carries anything up to 60% ofvery much for giving evidence to this Committee.

Can I begin, as always, by asking you to introduce their workload devoted to commercial matters.
yourselves and tell us what you do, for the record?
Mr Ahmad: Thank you very much. Good morning. Q112 Chairman: Six zero?
My name is Asif Ahmad, I am a Director Asia Mr Ahmad:Up to. The range is between 5 and 60%.
Pacific, looking after the trade development side of In the case of India it is nearer 40%. Our role in the
UK Trade & Investment, covering our operations UKTI, from my side of the house, is to ensure that
between Afghanistan and Fiji. these overseas oYces deliver the goods for UK

businesses of all sizes. Underneath that we have a
number of initiatives that the Government hasQ110 Chairman: That is quite a portfolio.

MrWhiteway:Goodmorning, everybody.My name launched. The Joint Economic and Trade
Committee is a bilateral arrangement between theis PaulWhiteway. I am the Director International in

the Inward Investment Group of UK Trade & United Kingdom and India, where we interact with
the Ministry of Commerce under the leadership ofInvestment. The Inward Investment Group is the

UK’s national inward investment promotion agency the Secretary of State for the DTI, and that is a
platform for intergovernmental exchanges.We haveand my responsibility is to cover all the priority

inward investment markets across the world. added an extra dimension to that by asking
businesses to contribute both on the Indian side and
the UK.Q111 Chairman: It is best to be honest with you: I

think we are rather confused. There are an awful lot
of organisations with initials out there doing an Q113 Chairman: Is it right to charactertise JETCO

as a formalisation of the kind of relationships thatawful lot of diVerent things: JETCO, IBPN, UK
Task Force, UKTI, RDAs. What is this structure often exist between countries?

Mr Ahmad: Very much so but we are very careful aslike? Is it actually delivering the goods?
Mr Ahmad: If I may start by explaining the to who we engage with on that basis. In my patch, in

Asia Pacific, we only have an arrangement like thisdiVerence between what is an architecture and
creation of government and what belongs to the with India andwith China. TheAsia Task Force was

launched by the Chancellor of the Exchequer a yearprivate sector, UK Trade & Investment was
formerly known as British Trade International and ago, compelled by his belief that we were not doing

enough in a region which was otherwise growinghas been in existence in one form or another ever
since we have had diplomatic posts overseas. exponentially and it was a way of addressing

whether the Government, whether business andEssentially, it is the commercial arm of what the
Government does in terms of promotion of trade other interlocutors were doing enough to address

what were the issues in trade and investment in theand investment. The head oYce of UK Trade &
Investment is based in London and is composed of region, and that met for the first time last October.

There is a programme of work that UKTI istwo departments, both the DTI and the Foreign &
Commonwealth OYce, acting as parent undertaking on behalf of the Chancellor, as we have

the secretariat-ship for that. The IBPN is adepartments with UK Trade & Investment being
composed of staV from both. The London HQ and completely diVerent animal that we are seed-corn

funding what is essentially a business-to-businessour oYces in the regions are, by and large but not
exclusively, staVed by DTI colleagues, and the organisation. Its antecedents go back to 1993 when

the Indo-British Partnership was formed where onoverseas network, again, by and large, staVed by
Foreign OYce people. The Regional Development the Indian side and on the UK side businesses got

together to act as a focal point for raising issues thatAuthorities, essentially, are our partners in
delivering what I would describe as our retail arm they wanted to raise and promote on bilateral trade

and investment. The IBP, as it was, probably fell intothroughout the UK on the trade and development
side, where they, as our partners, essentially, engage some state of disrepair until it was re-launched and,

under the leadership of Karan Bilimoria of Cobrawith the local business community and deliver the
services that we have on oVer. We have teams of Beer, who represents theUK side of the partnership,

he formed the IBP Network which is still in itsbusiness advisers and regionally based directors who
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infancy but only launched formally at the tail end of East Midlands and Advantage West Midlands. Our
last year, which is essentially a UK networking job, as the national inward investment promotion
organisation and, very recently, the Indian side, also agency, is to lead and guide that network, to try and
rejuvenated their side of the house by appointingMr ensure that there is no overlap and to try and ensure
Sunil Mittal to set that up as well. The linkage that wemaximise the opportunities for investment in
between the IBPN, the IBP and JETCO is that when the UnitedKingdom, and to make sure that as far as
we asked the private sector to engage with JETCO to possible there is transparency between the RDAs
come up with the issues that we ought to be dealing and ourselves.
with on an intergovernmental basis, it was through
the IBPN that we, by and large, trawled what those

Q118 Chairman: Mr Bone will come in with someissues are—but not exclusively so; the CBI and also
questions on this, so I must not steal his line ofindividual companies made representations to
attack. Let us move on to something a little moreJETCO.
specific. You have said to us that you are
concentrating, in relation to India, on 16Q114 Chairman: It is quite complicated, is it not? Is
international sector groups. Concentrating on 16it necessary all this?
diVerent groups is quite a challenge it is not?MrAhmad: It is in a sense, that it is a big agenda and
MrAhmad:Letme set that into some sort of context.we are dealing with a very large economy. We are
When UK Trade & Investment decided how italso dealing with the need to diVerentiate between
should approach trade development globally it hadwhat the Government can do quite rightly and what
a choice: whether it would do it geographically orbusinesses can get on with, and throughout the
whether it would do it by industry sectors. What wehistory of what UK Trade & Investment has had to
decided was that it was necessary to do both. Somedo is to bring together various industry groups,
two years ago, we came to the conclusion that weassociations, individual companies and government
were covering far too many sectors and, as a processagencies to the table. So it is a role of co-ordination.
of prioritisation we came down from about 30-oddI do not think one could even hope for some sort of
to the 16. What that actually means is thatunified organisation that would capture what is
particularly for SMEs we provide subsidisedalready a very complex agenda.
assistance to businesses in those sectors for which
there is an active programme, but the truth of theQ115 Chairman: So if an SME wants help to trade
matter is we actually serve businesses of all sectors.then it should come to you, but the rest is high level
It is simply a neat way of saying that, on a globalstuV they should not trouble with?
basis, these are the ones for which programmeMr Ahmad: On a practical level all they need to do
money is available for specific government designedis find their local contact for UK Trade &
activities. So it is not a question of narrowing theInvestment and the rest is for us to signpost all the
focus even further so that we have greater impact; itway through, depending on customer needs.
is to say, on a matrix basis, for country X, which are
the sectors of greatest relevance. We find for India,Q116 Chairman:When I was in India last year I did
of course, that almost all 16 score well.hear some complaints from the Indian side that they

did have quite a bewildering range of British
organisations on trade. Have you heard those Q119 Chairman:UKTI has not had a tremendouslycomplaints?

good deal in terms of resources recently. Can youMr Ahmad: Not to the extent that I would be
really cope with this very wide range?concerned about it. There are, both on the Indian
Mr Ahmad:Well, it is true that as a result of the lastside and ours, various organisations who are not
spending review we had to make cuts in a number ofexclusively bilaterally focused. There is the
areas.We had to find £20million worth of savings inFederation of Indian Chamber of Commerce, the
the overseas network which we then passed back toCII—their equivalent of the CBI; there are local
the Foreign OYce to use and our programmechambers, there are trade associations, and these
budgets have been reduced by some 12%. There hashave their own purpose and their own linkages.
been a shift in resources from trade development toWhat we have done is at least embrace them all and
inward investment, to a certain extent. Having saidbrought them to the table.
that, this has not been a blunt instrument. In the case
of India and China we chose not to reduce resourcesQ117 Chairman: I was in Maharashtra in Mumbai
at all—quite the opposite, in fact; we have increasedand I was told there they had representations from
our resources very slightly. What we have had to doall the RDAs on the case for inward investment, but
is prioritise, and in that we have had to look atif they had only realised that the United Kingdom is
markets where we might not have as active asmaller than the state of Maharashtra. There is this
programme as in some other places, and some of theplethora of representations we find rather confusing
programmes that our colleagues in internationaland overwhelming. Have you heard that complaint?
sectors would run have become a little bit moreMrWhiteway: I have heard that sort of complaint in
focused. However, I do not think that for marketsa general sense; not specifically in relation to India.
which are important to our customers the impactIn the case of India, three of the RDAs actually have
will be as great as one might think based on thoserepresentation in the market, that is to say SDI, the

WDA and the British Midlands representing both changes.
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Q120 Chairman: So you are happy you have got the airports as an area for growth and, indeed, a British
company, Arup, is building Hyderabad Airport.resources to deal with all those issues?
There is no British involvement currently in the leadMr Ahmad: We would be, obviously, pitching for
bidders for Mumbai and Delhi, but I am pretty suremore, but on the basis of better results and
that in the supply chain British business will beeVectiveness. We are managing with what we have.
involved. On the issue of roads, this is far more
complicated. At the moment it is the national

Q121Chairman:One of the things that has surprised highways agency in India that has been
me about the evidence that we have received so far masterminding this, and our discussions with the
on this inquiry is how little we have heard from Planning Commission in India suggests this is an
British business, and we will be asking some area where they would like FDI. It is quite tricky.
questions later on about the reasons for that. There The issues of land, the issues of tariVs which are
are two particular areas you have not mentioned regulated by the Government are still far from clear,
which I thought were quite important. I do not think and I do not think, in the immediate future, this will
they are in your priority areas (correct me if I am be oVered up as a package where UK businesses
wrong). Infrastructure—generally defined in India might take an active interest. In the sectors of power
as ports, roads, railways, where there are huge and bridge building, I would say that British
opportunities, and cold storage for agriculture industry is fairly well engaged.
products. Huge levels of wastage of Indian food has
occurred, and there are real opportunities there to

Q122 Mrs Curtis-Thomas: Can I ask a furtherget the processing chain, the transport chain and
question to the Chairman’s: how many people workdistribution up and running. Do you have a view on
in your department and what sort of budget are youthe potential in those two areas andwhat restrictions
prescribed annually?are there in terms of foreign ownership and so on, on
Mr Ahmad: UK Trade & Investment is, in a way, athe Indian side?
virtual organisation, in the sense that we have noMr Ahmad: Those two sectors that you mention—
direct employees, but if you add up the employeesinfrastructure very broadly and what I might
who are charged with delivering UKTI objectivesdescribe as the agri-sector, including the food
globally it is some 2,300 people round the world whochain—are very much part of the JETCO agenda.
work for UK Trade & Investment. In the case ofThey are formally recognised as issues that we need
resources, the overall package is a combination ofto engage on bilaterally. If I can start with
the budgets that we have from the DTI, from theagriculture first, the issue in India is that 80% of
Foreign OYce and what UK Trade & Investmentagriculture is still very much subsistence agriculture;
gets directly from Parliament as programmemoney.very little of it is what one might describe as market-
Last year the total value of all sources was just underrelated. The sad fact is that some 30–40% of produce
£300 million.rots before it reaches the first market. So there is a

huge demand for agriculture to become industrial, if
I can put it that way. In some sectors in India there Q123 Mrs Curtis-Thomas: Can I ask a further
has been relative success, in the areas of the question? Is there a relationship between budget and
international flower market, for example, but in benefit? If you had more money could you get
terms of grocery produce it is still very much in its better results?
infancy. The case that we have made from the UK Mr Ahmad: That is the essence of how government
is that if one broadens FDI into the retail sector, for finance is currently distributed. The only basis upon
example, then there will be a very natural which we secure funding from the Treasury is to say
progression from that where the large-scale operator that these are the specific public service agreement
would look downstream and invest downstream in targets we will meet, these are the deliverables under
the cold chain and in contract production, but retail each of them, and any case we make for funding
is still a restricted sector. Where there have been incrementally has to deliver additional output, yes.
some very good developments are in crops that do
not quite fit in that category. The one I would cite Q124 Mrs Curtis-Thomas: Is that why they reduced
where there is active British involvement is bio- your budget—because you were not very eVective?
diesel, where a British company has now entered Mr Ahmad: I think we were engaged in a public
into a joint venture with an Indian company called sector spending round where budgets were tighter
Nanda, and they have now planted a particular overall and there were other competing demands on
species of seed that turns into bio-diesel. Within the the Foreign OYce and the DTI.
next two years there will be an active production of
this within India. It is a huge area that needs to be

Q125 Mrs Curtis-Thomas: So it was not a reflectionaddressed, and we have an agricultural working
on your performance?group now which has members both from India and
Mr Ahmad: I would like to think not. In fact, iffrom UK business focused on this. They met for the
anything, the focus of the Treasury and our parentvery first time last month. On infrastructure, the
departments on our agenda has increased ratherstory depends onwhich sectors one is addressing.On
than decreased.the issue of ports, P&O and others already have

some joint ventures there and they are running
alongside ports that are run by the state. We Q126 Mrs Curtis-Thomas: Was your performance

better or worse when you had a lower budget?certainly see this as a growing sector. We also see
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Mr Ahmad: That is a very good question. The way I Mr Ahmad:No, we did not. He was a relatively new
minister having just taken over from his predecessorwould describe it is that I think because we have been
who had passed away. So the meeting had to beforced to prioritise we are delivering better results in
calibrated accordingly.those areas where we are prioritising.What we have,

perhaps, lost is the ability to provide a Rolls-Royce
service regardless of which market the customer Q132 Mrs Curtis-Thomas: Do you know if the
wanted to access. Germans have been there? Which of our European

colleagues had been there? The Chinese?
Mr Ahmad: I cannot answer that question. We have

Q127 Chairman:And, of course, you have resources not any information as to who else is on the beat, but
diverted (and one of my colleagues will come in on I do know that we were very early.
this) to the RDAs as well. Have you not?
Mr Ahmad: That is included in the global figure. Q133MrsCurtis-Thomas:Can you find out? IwouldWhat we are essentially doing is not just simply be very interested to know.parking funds with the RDAs; what we are saying is Mr Ahmad: Certainly we will do that.that the decision on funds which were previously
allocated from London would be done on a dual

Q134 Chairman: I was in India in October and I wasbasis where there is local input as to how the money
told the Australians had already cleaned up,is spent, but the budget really comes from UKTI.
virtually, at the Commonwealth Games. That is notThe plus side of this is that the RDAs themselves are
your understanding?making a sizeable contribution of funds to trade and
Mr Ahmad: That is not an impression that I haveinvestment work—
picked up, but, having said that, the Australians
were very actively involved in the Manchester
Games and they have their own coming up nextQ128 Chairman: That figure you gave Claire Curtis-
month. It would be surprising if they were notThomas includes the money delegated to RDAs?
equally fast oV the blocks as we were, but we haveMr Ahmad: It includes the money that UKTI has,
been on the case for at least two years now.that is jointly spent with RDA involvement.
Mrs Curtis-Thomas:Would it be possible to have a
specific note about that?

Q129 Mrs Curtis-Thomas: The question I was
intending to ask, before I was diverted by my own Q135Mr Clapham: Just on the infrastructure, I note
interests, is about the Commonwealth Games in that from the brief we see that the Netherlands are
2010. What is the British involvement in those investing more than what we are, and of course the
CommonwealthGames and what has your role been Americans, and I think we are fourth in the league
in promoting and encouraging British business to of investors. Are they involved at all—the
participate in this very lucrative event? Americans and the Netherlands—in infrastructural
Mr Ahmad: There is a happy coincidence on that projects in India? Is there anything that we can learn
issue in the sense that when I was last in the Foreign from what they are doing? Or are we doing equally
OYce I was responsible for the Foreign OYce’s as well as they are?
contribution to the Manchester Commonwealth Mr Ahmad: On a broader scale, the UK is certainly
Games. So, in a way, I have a fairly direct one of the largest EU investors in India. The US,
understanding of what that entailed. As part of the for obvious reasons, has a significantly larger
JETCO process, we actually discuss the commitment, particularlymore recently. Investment
Commonwealth Games quite directly, and when we in infrastructure I do not think has been markedly
took a business delegation under Ian Pearson last European or US financed; it has been largely
month we had a meeting with the Sports Minister domestic. Some investment has come from ASEAN
specifically on the Commonwealth Games, and the countries and the Chinese are looking at it, but it is
idea, perhaps, of using some of the private public not an area where one sees a huge amount of what
partnership schemes that could fund the I might describe as Western interest as yet, but it is
requirements of India. At this stage, the Indian side certainly there and is coming. In the ports sector,
are still very much on the planning stage of what this certainly the likes of Nedlloyd in their joint venture
will entail. with P&O have been involved, and the Germans

have recently been actively involved on the airport
side.Q130 Mrs Curtis-Thomas: They have not let any

major contracts for stadiums or the infrastructure?
Q136MrClapham:But there are opportunities thereMrAhmad:Not as yet, and the belief in India is that
that you are going to ensure that British industry isthey might focus initially on refurbishing what they
able to engage with?have. We are working very closely with the Indians
MrAhmad: Infrastructure is one of the top prioritieson oVering what the learning points are from the
and almost every one of our trade oYces has a sectorManchester experience.
specialist just dedicated to that sector alone.

Q131Mrs Curtis-Thomas:Did you say to the Sports Q137 Roger Berry: I would like to ask you about
Minister: “What other countries have been to see your assessment of the work of the RDAs and the

devolved bodies and development agencies inyou before we got here?”
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relation to promoting trade and investment. On the on in the market, and the hope is that in a general
way the overall amount of inward investment goingone hand, the RDAs are quite small organisations

and there is the whole world out there. Are they to the UK will be greater, not less.
really adding value to promoting investment and
trade relations with India?

Q140 Roger Berry: I can understand the importanceMrWhiteway: Perhaps I could answer that, as far as
of links betweenUKTI people in India and RDAs ininward investment is concerned. I think it is
the UK, but do you think, therefore, the moneyimportant to understand that the UK’s inward
being spent on RDA reps in India is far better spentinvestment network is precisely that—a network—
on that purpose than giving it to UKTI to get themof which UKTI forms part. The part we have is the
a job?headquarters organisation here in London and we
Mr Whiteway: There is an argument for saying thathave our overseas teams in, more or less, 33 priority
the priority should be spendingmoney onmarketingmarkets. We could not do our business, however,
your oVer. We do not actually have a position onwithout the assistance that we get from the RDAs
that. The position is that the RDAs—because we have no resource on the inward

investment side actually in the English regions or,
indeed, within the devolved administrations. So the Q141 Roger Berry: Do you mean you do not think
whole trick, as far as we are concerned, is firstly it would be better if the money was given to UKTI
identifying companies abroad which are ripe for rather than having these RDA freelancers in India?
expansion and then working with those companies Mr Whiteway: It is a matter of policy, which is a
and working with the RDAs to assist them to locate matter for Ministers rather than for oYcials. We
somewhere in the United Kingdom. So it is a work with what we have got; we seek to make the
fundamental part of what we do andwe could not do best of what we have got and we believe the way
our business without them. ahead is to work as closely as possible with those

overseas oYces of the RDAs and try and maximise
their eVectiveness.Q138 Roger Berry: You mention that three RDAs

actually have representatives in India. Which are
those three and what are they doing? Q142 Judy Mallaber: It is quite hard to pin down
MrWhiteway: Scottish Development International; exactly how these bodies work. I am interested with
WDA have their own oYces, and the East Midlands you saying that theMidlands RDA has a consultant
Development Agency and Advantage West or, as Roger put it, freelancers out there. Are you
Midlands have a joint oYce which is classed as able to—for me as a East Midlands MP—illustrate
BritishMidlands. They are actually represented by a how it works, by giving any examples of what they
consultant, so they have that presence all the time. have done that has helped us within the Midlands
Of course, other RDAs and DAs will visit the and how you would relate to them on that work?
market from time to time and have meetings with MrWhiteway: I cannot give you a specificMidlands
clients. example, but what I can tell you is that the

transparency arrangements that we have with the
RDAs involve, for example, exchange of pursuit listsQ139 Roger Berry: It is a standard question about
in both directions, so that we know those targetsRDAs overseas: to what extent are they competing
which theMidlands are pursuing and they know theagainst each other for the location of inward
ones that we are pursuing. That is generally helpfulinvestment and to what extent, therefore, is public
in the process of trying to co-ordinate the nationalmoney being wasted on duplication?
eVort.Mr Whiteway: There is an element of competition

between RDAs in respect of any given market, but
our task as the national inward investment agency is Q143 Judy Mallaber:Would you be in a position to
to try to work with all the RDAs to try and guide give us a note about those specific links and what
them in such a way that there are no wasteful kind of opportunities are in issue, because that will
overlaps and to try to minimise duplication between give me, certainly, an understanding of how it
them. For example, one of the issues which arose works?
earlier was this question of confusion over having so Mr Whiteway: Yes, certainly.
many diVerent organisations. That is something we Chairman: We have a quite a number of East and
are trying to address by means of a pilot which we West Midlands MPs on this Committee, and the
are running in Chinawhere theRDAs are able to use subject is of interest to them.
the UKTI brand on their visiting cards to try to
reduce that sense that there is multiple
representation in the market. So it is a question of Q144Mr Bone: I am also an East MidlandsMP—or

allegedly East Midlands. I am trying to get my headtrying to co-ordinate the eVort rather better. The
upside of having all those bodies in themarket is that round the RDAs and their overseas involvement. I

suppose the first question is would you like to see theif properly co-ordinated the sales force is expanded,
if the transparency arrangements work as we would RDAs setting up and doing a country for a

promotion of trade and investment? That is the firstlike them to work between the RDAs and ourselves
we actually get more intelligence about what is going question.
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Mr Whiteway: In the sense of leading? Mr Ahmad: Yes.

Q148 Chairman: I do not think I am aware of howQ145 Mr Bone: Yes.
that actually operates. It would be helpful, notMr Whiteway: I think the answer to that is, given
necessarily now, to have a note on what thatthat our responsibilities as the national agency is to actually is.the UK as a whole, that would be diYcult for us Mr Ahmad: I am happy to do so. It is a series ofbecause our task is to try and ensure a level playing outreach programmes where, with the help of ourfield, which is not to say that we overlook the High Commissioner and other senior staV and other

strengths of a particular region in a particular sector. experts on India, we brief local businesses on the
We certainly do not do that. If you gave one RDA opportunities, the pitfalls and how to do business
the lead in a particular sector, that could lead to in India.
disadvantages to otherRDAs and other regions, and
I think we would find that rather diYcult.

Q149 Chairman: You distinguish between seeking
inward investment from India into the UK (in fact,
this Committee is going to go, on Monday the weekQ146Mr Bone:This is where we have problems with
after next, to see Hindustan in Belfast on inwardthe RDAs. I think, on inward investment,
investment) and you talk about trade promotionChairman, the country has done very, very well and
of British companies to India. What aboutis very good at inward investment. I can remember
encouraging British companies to invest in India?20 years ago, when I was the lead for an inward
Where does that responsibility lie?investment by American companies, the
Mr Ahmad: That also falls under the tradeGovernment was very good, particularly the Welsh
development side but I would express what we do inDevelopment Agency and the Welsh OYce. Of
a slightly diVerent way, which is that our job is notcourse, they do heavily promote themselves abroad,
to encourage outward investment but to deal withso there is some disadvantage to English regions if
customer requirements once they have decided thatthey are not doing that. So I think we would bear
is what they want to do. In terms of providing themthat in mind. However, where I think we fall flat on
with advice, with chargeable services, with research,our face is the other way round: for British
with appointment arrangement and findingmanufacturers to do business in India. I still do not
adequate suppliers in terms of advice and services tosee how that is really being promoted at the moment
them, that is something we will do but we do notand how actually RDAs can help with that.
have a programme which actively asks a BritishMr Ahmad: Perhaps I can tackle that because that,
company to establish a presence abroad anywhere.essentially, relates to the trade development side of

the house. Constitutionally, if I can put it that way,
Q150 Chairman: If companies came to you and said:the RDAs do engage on inward investment but on
“We think we would like to make an investment in atrade promotion it has been left to UKTI to deliver
certain sector in India”, how would they be helped?on behalf of the English regions. However, the
Mr Ahmad: In a number of ways. They could beRDAs are very much partners in the sense that their
given an oV-the-shelf sector report that our oYcerswhole eVort in targeting SMEs, in terms of helping
already produce as a continuing process. Theytheir competitiveness and developing their regional
would certainly help with their inquiries remotely ifstrategy for which sectors they want to promote as
they chose not to actually venture into theclusters, be it in biosciences or high-tech, means that
marketplace, but once they decided to go theywouldthere is some continuity, if you like, of how they
be helped with our staV in any which way that weengage with small businesses through their various
would any British visitor.activities and support for Business Links and other

agencies.We essentially complement that oVering by
Q151 Judy Mallaber: We have a recent article herenot duplicating the architecture that they actually
from The Financial Times which suggests that UKhave. So it would be quite normal, as we hadwith the
leading companies are less adventurous than thoseIndia road shows round the English regions, where
in the US and the rest of Europe. It quotes a numberthe host is the regional authority with other trade
of figures. This specifically related to acquisitions,associations as partners and we come there to
and more broadly in relation to tradingpromote what UKTI has to oVer. By having that
opportunities. Do you think it is true that ourclose proximity, essentially we are addressing that
companies are less adventurous and if so why?issue of delivery head on because our staV and the
Mr Ahmad: In terms of engagement with India, Ilocally recruited trade advisers are verymuch part of
think the facts would indicate otherwise. Thethe architecture of the RDA and their agencies. So
UK is still the largest exporter from the EU intoin some respects it is almost indistinguishable when
India. We still are very much high on the league ofyou look at it from that perspective. I think, if you
investors into India itself. I think it is when youlike, everything that we do, in terms of UKTI’s
look at individual sectors that, perhaps, the figuresengagement with businesses in the UK, has a very
may tell a diVerent story. Primarily, of course,strong link with the RDAs. It is quite clear.
there are many sectors in India, particularly in the
services area, which are still restricted in terms

Q147 Chairman: Did I hear you mention an India of foreign investment and those certainly act as
a barrier, whether it is financial services orroad show?
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telecommunications, for example. The other issue is North America. You seem to be saying it is not a
problem. If I am wrong, tell me I am wrong, but Ia matter of perception, and it is quite often the case

that where you do not have British-made cars on the think we are losing ground.
Mr Ahmad:We are very aware of the fact that thereroad or UK shop carrier bags, people have this

impression that in the consumer goods industry, are issues that are of concern not just to HMG but
to UK plc, if I may call it that, which is why the Asiawhich is very much visible, that the UK is less

prominent than others. Our investment tends to be Task Force itself was created. It was created because
the Chancellor felt that in an otherwise growingat the heavy end or what I might call the invisible

end, which is the inner workings of a port or region we are less equipped, perhaps, or less able, to
address what those opportunities are. There is nopetrochemical ventures—something that will not be

readily visible to a consumer. complacency, certainly on theUKGovernment side,
on the fact that our trade with India represents only
1% of our total exports. We prefer to see that as anQ152 Judy Mallaber:On acquisitions, if I can quote
opportunity rather than a threat in itself. I do nota KPMG study, 79% of acquisitions by UK
think we are failing as such, I just think we can andcompanies were in Western Europe in the period up
should do more.to the end of 2004, but it has now grown to 90%

compared to only 74% for other European
countries. This suggests that UK companies are Q155 Rob Marris: My understanding of the Asia

Task Force is that its goal is to identify genericstuck in the rut of looking for targets in mature, low-
risk, low-growth markets, and do not seem to have barriers which can impede trade between the

economies, whether regulatory or cultural. If that isthe appetite for exposure to emerging markets. Are
you saying you do not recognise that picture? right, those generic barriers apply to Switzerland,

Belgium or wherever. So the Asia Task Force is notMrAhmad: I can see where that comes from but I do
not recognise it from an India specific perspective, dealing with exports because it is addressing generic

barriers. We are going to get on, in a minute, tobecause it is quite natural that the UK businesses
would look to the EU and North America as barriers but I cannot see where the Asia Task Force

comes in.lucrative places to invest.However, if you look at the
investments the UK has made in Korea, in China, it MrAhmad: I think the Asia Task Force is looking at

both generic and specific issues. As I speak, my teamis not a lack of adventure; it is a question of good
business sense, where they can see returns. I think is out there researching with customers who are

already in India and other parts of Asia as tothe appetite for Indian investment would rise if there
were fewer restrictions on certain sectors in terms of precisely what got in the way and in what ways were

they able to succeed. However, there are genericforeign ownership and the regulatory environment.
issues like intellectual property rights and tariVs.

Q153 Judy Mallaber: I think we are coming on to
that. While we are sticking on this, what does UKTI Q156 Rob Marris: Sure, but those apply to

Switzerland or Belgium orMauritius or whoever. Ordo to make UK companies feel more comfortable
about acquisitions in India or trading with India? do they not?

Mr Ahmad: They do, but we are also in a situationWhat is your role in trying to soothe those fears and
encouraging them into that investment? where there is a bit of a turf war going on with free

trade agreements and the like between variousMr Ahmad: I think our role is not necessarily to be
promoting the opportunities in that way; our job is regional groupings, and India is certainly indicating

its interest in entering into some of those. We areto provide them with facts and advice on the basis of
informed research. It is up to businesses then to also in the position of having more to lose, perhaps,

than the Swiss example. Mauritius is rather a quirkmake up theirminds. I think our customers value the
unbiased, warts-and-all advice that we are able to in all this; there are very specific tax-based reasons

for why that flourishes.give to a customer on a one-to-one basis.

Q154 Chairman: You have done terribly well as Q157 Mrs Curtis-Thomas: I have been reading this
very interesting UK Trade & Investmentwitnesses until now but I think your answers to Judy

Mallaber slightly disappointed me, because what I departmental report, and also looking at your
submission. I would just like to point to Annex B,hear is that we are falling down the league tables on

trade and investment in India, we are actually which is your Barriers to Investment in India
consultation paper, and you state that there is anslipping down, and what should be one of the

strongest relationships in the world for this country, information deficit in the UK about opportunities
available in the Indian markets. First of all, I wantgiven our history, we are actually going backwards.

In FDI theNetherlands invest more in India thanwe to know what you have done to encourage SMEs
rather than large organisations to invest in India. Ido, and in terms of trade Switzerland, Belgium and

Germany export more to Australia than we do, also want to point out and ask you to respond to a
paragraph under development and trade servicesaccording to statistics we have got from the FCO

website, and it is getting worse not better. What here, where you say that you are intending to
rationalise some 50 schemes to focus on services thatseems to me to be happening—and it is one of the

purposes of this inquiry—is that British business is add value to most customers. Fifty schemes, to me,
sounds like an awful lot, and producing a lot oftaking its sights oV the expanding markets and

concentrating on safe, secure markets in Europe and information or, maybe, generating an awful lot of
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information of advice, and here there is a reference have to oVer. I cannot say that we have got it right
to “an information deficit” disorder. So what are as yet, and it is going to change as we go along, but
you doing? It seems to me you have got too much what we do have is a gathering of similar agencies
and too little and what you should be trying to do is that takes place in Europe on an annual basis, and
improve what you have. Where are you with this? in that gathering the UKTI does come across as one
Mr Ahmad:On that subject, if I can address the two of the better agencies. Indeed, our corporate
separately because in a way I alluded to what we are benchmark is to be as good as, if not better than,
doing vis-à-vis India and information when I talked anybody else, so we are constantly looking at what
about the road shows. Our role, if you like, in UKTI rival agencies like us are oVering.
is to address a market failure that would otherwise
exist if we were not there; to bring information on a
marketplace to a customer base. That we do through Q159Mark Hunter: In the submission that has been
our website oVering, through any international referred to, you say that India is nowunquestionably
trade adviser who meets a customer and, a strategic partner for the UK. Could you define
periodically, for countries where we think it is what you mean by “strategic partner” and how
worthwhile and there is a demand, we hold surgeries diVerently do you treat a strategic partner from
or road shows (or however you want to describe it) those countries that are not considered to be so?
where those precise issues are raised and Mr Ahmad: Certainly. It leads on from the point I
disseminated in terms of doing business in India.We was just making about senior level engagement. Theare also currently in the process of producing a Prime Minister has picked out a number ofbooklet which should also address specifically the

countries, of which India is certainly one, where hechallenges and the rights and wrongs and dos and
believes that all of government needs to bringdon’ts of doing business in India, which will be a
something to the table. That has been sealed by apractical benefit to businesses dealing with India.
bilateral initiative that has been agreed between theThe service oVering is something slightly diVerent.
Indian Prime Minister and the British PrimeThe 50 or so schemes were a number of products—
Minister on areas where interaction between the two
governments should be developed and developed

Q158 Mrs Curtis-Thomas: Before you go on, I am further, and trade and investment is very much part
intrigued by all this because we clearly have of that architecture—very predominantly so.
European countries that are being a bit more Underneath that, servicing it, is the Cabinet OYce
adventurous in terms of promoting India to itself which periodically gathers Whitehall oYcials
indigenous countries. When we are developing our and people charged with delivery of that initiative,
oVerings, are we actually going to their websites to and we constantly go through a process of reviewing
see what advice they are there providing on their progress against that agenda. The JETCO was
domestic market? Have we learnt any lessons from created in answer to that requirement for having a
that? I am in favour of plagiarism, quite frankly, if vehicle that treats India and the UK on a strategic
that helps this British business of ours, so what are basis. The added value of what we do is where we
we doing about taking advantage of the intelligence actually then have what I call cross-sectoral feeding.
being acquired by other nations working in this So if Defra are engaged on climate change and
market with comparable sorts of economic and environmental issues we can then see where UK
business structures to our own? business can actually add value to that process. I can
Mr Ahmad: Perhaps I can illustrate that with one draw similar lines to a number of issues that areexample—a concrete example? In the case of addressed under that strategic scheme. Inmy region,Germany we were told in India and in other markets

in Asia Pacific, we only have India and China whoin Asia that it was the leadership of the Chancellor
get that sort of trade related strategic focus but thereand ministers that had played a very important part
are other countries in Asia where the HMG focus isin raising the profile of German business in a place
slightly diVerent and trade would not be as high onlike India. That is something we took due note of
the agenda as this case, but I think the materialand as a result of that we now have quite a senior
diVerence between a non-strategic country and Indiaprogramme of engagement, led by the Prime
is that it brings the entire spread of what WhitehallMinister, on India, followed up by Alan Johnson,
has to deliver on a shared agenda that is constantlythe Secretary of State, and Ian Pearson, the
monitored, and we are answerable ultimately to theMinister. We have a programme of activity that
Prime Minister in terms of the progress we aretakes up the whole year in terms of trademission and
making.high-level interaction with Indians to give UK

businesses that level of profile. That was a direct
learning fromwhat theGermans have done.We also

Q160 Mark Hunter: A principle characteristic oflooked very carefully at the EU Chamber network
what defines a strategic partnership as opposed to aand how the Europeans use that. We learnt a great
non-strategic one is the agreement—the say-so—ofdeal while the UK had the Presidency of the EU to
the Prime Minister, eVectively, is it?see how that mechanism works, and we are certainly
Mr Ahmad: That certainly is a very importanttaking some of the learning points from that. The
factor. The secondary factor is where we believe thatIBPN, which I referred to earlier, and its role was
by bringing the sum of the parties together we havevery much part of that process of seeing what are the

best parts of what some of these competing agencies a bigger impact on the subject matter.
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Q161 Mark Hunter: I think that is a yes, for my where there are simple limitations on the degree of
FDI allowed in particular sectors. I have talkedpurposes. Can I go on? Later on in the same

paragraph you suggest that more and more top about a number of them. If you look at the legal and
accountancy professions, for example, no FDI isBritish companies are finding business partnerships

with India. If that is the case, and I do not dispute it, permitted in those sectors—and we are working on
that at the moment—and that is quite a large area ofwhat value does UKTI add for those businesses who

are keen to trade with and invest in India, if it is interest for UK businesses. The regulatory
environment, even when it is permissive, tends to bealready happening?

Mr Ahmad: There are certainly two aspects to this. rather complicated and bureaucratic and there are
issues also of the courts not always being speedy orOne is what I call the UK Government engaging

with Indians on the whole issue of market access and transparent in the way it deals with commercial
disputes. We have also had issues regardingreform, in the sense that once we have cleared the

path it is actually then possible for businesses to intellectual property rights, whether it is
publications or pharmaceuticals. So there are wholeengage in those sectors. If you take banking as an

example, there has been progressive relaxation of the areas, if you like, of the way in which business is
done in India which do create diYculties and thesepercentage that a foreign investor can invest in

India. Now, that is a result of sustained lobbying on are certainly part and parcel of the agenda that we
have on JETCO to address.the part of the UK and others. It is what I call a

clearing of the pathway of creating the right business
environment. Secondly, it is very unusual for a large Q165MarkHunter:Are you satisfied that the Indian
investor not to touch on the Indian oYces that we market is now fully open to trade competition from
have, particularly the High Commission in Delhi, to overseas countries?
make sure that their political lines and the advice Mr Ahmad: I would not describe it as being fully
that they are getting in terms of tactics accords with open, but it is a gradual process of market access and
what our experts on the ground believe. In that openness that has been going on for the past 10 years
sense, we are adding very direct value to a choice or so. Certainly the pace of liberalisation has
which a business makes. increased noticeably.
Mark Hunter: Thank you. I will leave it there for the
moment. Q166 Chairman: I have two specific points before I

pass on toRobMarris. Corruption—let us deal with
Q162 Mrs Curtis-Thomas: You did not finish the that diYcult issue. I am told by people who do
question about the 50 schemes. If you recall, I said business in India that corruption is a problem, but,
you have a plethora of schemes. if you do not oil the wheels with money, it just takes
Mr Ahmad: Yes. a bit longer. You can still deliver the outcome, but it

just takes longer. Do you think that is fair?
Mr Ahmad: It is a diYcult area to address because itQ163 Mrs Curtis-Thomas: It is not helping or
is not a subject that we deal with day-in, day-out.hindering, why have you decided to rationalise them
From my own knowledge of the marketplace, theand who is going to lose out as a result?
expression quite often used for what you describe isMr Ahmad: When we took stock of the 50 or so
‘speed money’. It simply means that something doesproducts, if I may call them that, which were on
get done that little bit faster and at times it can be onoVer, we basically felt that it was confusing to the
a very petty basis. I think in some respects peoplecustomer to have somany branded services, whether
have learned to live with that but our advice to anyit is a trade exhibition service or a particular type of
UK businesses is a clean-hands policy.sector-based activity, and we have rationalised all

our services under three broad headings of
information, advice and practical assistance on the Q167 Chairman: The Trade Minister told us the
ground. We are less, if you like, product/brand-led week before last that now they have introduced this
now and simply saying, “Tell us what your issue is freedomof information provision, whichmeans that
and we will find a solution.” Broadly, we have anybody who is experiencing unexpected delays
simplified the oVering rather than reduced the could ask for a reason in public. He hoped that
oVering. would have a serious eVect on clearing up the
Mrs Curtis-Thomas: Thank you. problem. Do you think that is a helpful

development?
Mr Ahmad: It may be, as part of a full armoury.Q164 Mark Hunter: A previous witness told us they
Generally speaking in India, the attitude that I havebelieved there were no barriers to UK and Indian
seen adopted by the UK business side is not to betrade. However, coming back to your own
public and vocal about their issues of concern. Theysubmission, it suggests that there are still barriers to
have the mechanisms to address them quite directlytrade and investment in India, and you have
and we certainly facilitate that.mentioned things like heavy import duties and

protracted legal cases in some instances. Which of
these views is the correct one? Q168 Chairman: We had witnesses in last week,

Aviva, and they were saying, “People are put oVMr Ahmad: I would certainly not say—and I think
my colleagues would agree—that there are no from going to India to do business because they

think it is diYcult: the regulatory environment is abarriers to trade or investment in India. We have
already touched on some of the structural barriers tricky one, but, actually, viewed from India, Britain
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looks a pretty tricky environment in which to do Q172 Rob Marris: You were referring earlier to
sector by sector diVerences, such as the legal sectorbusiness.” I think he said, “Have you tried to get

planning permission for a garden shed, for being currently excluded, accountancy, and
diYculties with pharmaceuticals and internationalexample?” He said that all you really needed was a

local man, woman, person, an agent, who property rights and so on. I wonder if you could do
a note for us of the sector by sector barriers—and Iunderstood the local market and could help you

through it. Do you think that analysis is fair? am talking broad-brush, here—and what the UK
Government and you are doing to try to addressMr Ahmad: I think it is, to some extent, fair, in the

sense that businesses which are operating in India— those areas for India where there are barriers.Would
that be possible?and I have engaged with the British Business Group

in both Mumbai and Delhi—will tell you that, Mr Ahmad:We would be happy to do that, yes.
having gone through the diYculty of establishing
their presence in India, not only has it been positive

Q173 Rob Marris: Thank you. Secondly, I do notbut it has actually added new dimensions to their
think you have mentioned double taxation, which isprofitability and the service range that they are able
a concern. There is a double taxation agreement butto oVer. Getting a good, local sign-poster is certainly
my understanding is that it is not quite working outimportant, and we play a role in that ourselves. As
and I wonder if you could say a bit about that.to the garden shed side, that is perhaps more Paul’s
Mr Ahmad: Yes. I have to confess that I am not anterritory than mine.
expert on matters of tax, but, as you rightly say,Mr Whiteway: On issues such as that we regularly
India and the UK are party to the double taxationsurvey the views of our inward investors, looking not
agreement. It is not that the rules of the game areat the barriers to inward investment—because we do
unclear, it is the way in which they are applied. Anot believe there are barriers coming into this
particular complication in India is the definition ofcountry—but looking at the issues of concern to
partnerships. That has created a huge diYculty. Ifthem.We do this on a systematic basis. The last time
there is a common theme running through thewe did this, between January and June last year, we
diYculty, it is that a partnership in India, regardlessproduced a list of issues of most concern. Top
of its size and its reach, is regarded as having theamongst those was skills; that is, skills shortages.
attributes as though individuals were members of aNext, interestingly, was the issue of planning and the
firm, and therefore there is a tendency to extend thedelays in the planning system. After that came
possible tax liability beyond the immediate partnersregulation, after that came transport, and then a
who may engage on India business. That is onewhole series of issues of the same degree of concern:
manifestation of it.business costs, environmental regulation, exchange

rates and then issues like the euro bringing up the
rear. Q174 Rob Marris: It is entirely the same under UK

partnership law, unless it is a limited liability
partnership, is it not?Q169 Chairman: In other words, their concerns are
Mr Ahmad: It is, but, in India, it is rather unusual,almost identical to those of British businesses based
in the sense that, because of the number of family-here in the UK.
type run businesses and the like, what wouldMr Whiteway: Yes.
otherwise be a fairly small partnership is actually
quite huge in India—which is why the interpretationQ170Chairman:The same shopping list of concerns.
by lawyers can be diYcult. Another area which is aMr Whiteway: Yes.
global issue and is not just India-specific, is that with
businesses increasingly booking diVerent profit

Q171 Chairman: On the business about having a centres for their work, there has always been an
local partner to help you, to what extent should argument as to where the value was generated. Our
UKTI be doing that job or helping businesses find belief is that sometimes, in cases which have been
that local partner? What is your role in that? brought to us, this application has been far more
Mr Ahmad: It is two-fold. Where a service is enthusiastic than it should otherwise be.
required—let us say, a local lawyer or accountant, or
any kind of expertise in any particular sector—then,
simply because of the track record that we have Q175 Rob Marris: More enthusiastic by the

Government of India?there—particularly our locally engaged colleagues
who have sometimes 10 to 15 years experience in that Mr Ahmad: Or the Indian tax collector, if you like,

in determining where the value actually lies. This isparticular sector and they simply know who the
leading players are—at the risk, if you like, of the going to become quite an increasing issue, because,

as businesses move their processes from one place tobuyer, such introductions can be made and the
website will direct people to those. In terms of another, quite often that is actually a passing up of

a cost of an operation to a place like India ratherfinding joint venture partners, I think we probably
do this more eVectively by having the sort of than a profit-making enterprise. So the problem will

not go away and it is complex. We do have anexchange that we have vis-à-vis the CBI and the CII
in India or with FICCI and the Chambers undertaking by the Indian Finance Minister to our

Secretary of State that he will look at everymovement, where, as businesses interact, in fora in
which we are present and support, there is a natural individual case where we feel there is a grievance and

come to a conclusion on each and every one of them.way of that evolving.
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Q176 Rob Marris: Forgive my ignorance of tax law incentive that they chose to do business in India. The
rationale usually is just the basics of whether it is ain India, but does it vary from state to state or is this

all done at a national level? sensible business proposition.
MrAhmad:No, there are tax regimes which are both
national and state wide. If one looks at the issue of

Q181 Roger Berry: Yes, this is the question. Ataxation on spirits, for example, that is a very
previous witness said that their company chose togermane issue.
invest in India because of “Indian Government
support for foreign investment in oV-shoring.”

Q177 Rob Marris: Is the DTI and the FCO When pressed it was reasonably clear that the
addressing that on a state by state level, as financial incentive was not enough to justify a big
applicable, or simply engagingwith theGovernment decision like that, it just helped create a more
of India at a national level? favourable environment. In a sense, that is the area
Mr Ahmad: We are engaging primarily with the I am exploring: whether financial incentives, such as
Government at a federal level—because that is the tax holidays, that the IndianGovernment does oVer,
correct way to do so—but the issue of the way in make any diVerence. If they do not, of course, the
which state behaviour impacts is something that is Indian Government has got it all wrong and we
on the agenda. should advise them that they do not need to give

these tax incentives to UK companies.
Mr Ahmad: I will perhaps pass the general subjectQ178 Mr Bone: Could I just get in on that double
matter to Paul, but I would say specifically that yourtaxation point, Chairman. I am sorry, I have lost
assessment accords withmine, in the sense that somethat, because if you pay your tax in India you are
of these incentives oVered by the state alone are ‘niceallowed that against your British tax, so it does not
to haves’ rather than part of the core decisionreally matter, does it? I could not work out where
making, because there are a far greater number ofthat was a barrier.
factors that a company would take into account.Mr Ahmad: The issue primarily is to define what is
The other thing I would say is that Mr Pearson, thethe taxable profit. That in itself is an area of dispute,
Minister, recently visited Standard Chartered’sargument or resolution. If, at the starting point, the
operation in Chennai, where an entire back oYceissue is where the Indian side would argue that a
function has been taken to India, and the result ofgreater amount of profit is being made from the
that is a group cost-saving exercise. The issue oftransaction than would otherwise be apparent to the
profits being generated from that outfit—andcompany, the tax bill, whether it is oVset in one
typically from many of these IT relatedjurisdiction or another, is immaterial because the
investments—is not material, but, where there is atotal tax is higher than what a company or a
joint venture to do IT services or programming, thatpartnership would contend it should be.
is clearly a material factor.
Mr Whiteway: If I could comment on incentives inQ179 Mr Bone: We are not talking about double
reverse. There are of course some incentivestaxation; we are talking about diVerent tax regimes
available for inward investors seeking to locate inand where it falls—which is a slightly diVerent
the United Kingdom, but we do not market theargument.
United Kingdom on the basis of the incentives onMr Ahmad: Yes, but it is related. The double
oVer. That is partly because those incentives onlytaxation agreement allows the oVset mechanism, as
apply to relatively restricted areas of the country—you rightly say, but then what it is that is being oVset
and of course they are being significantly reduced asis an issue still in dispute.
more of the associated resources are transferred toChairman: Before I call Roger Berry, I should make
the accession states in Eastern Europe. Theit clear that we have not asked any questions about
incentives oVered can be quite substantial for theScotchwhisky because we take the case of the Scotch
right type of project; for example, a manufacturingwhisky industry absolutely for granted. We raised it
project which employs significant numbers ofprivately with the Commerce Minister the week
people, but in the case of India the overwhelmingbefore last at the Indian High Commission. He says,
majority of Indian investments in this country of“Why is it that British politicians always talk about
course are not inmanufacturing and they are locatedthe Scotchwhisky industry?Wewill not let go of that
in areas that would not attract such incentives.one, I promise you.”

Q182 Roger Berry: To be absolutely clear about theQ180 Roger Berry: It is a very eVective lobby, that is
situation: for a UK company that is considering oV-why! Could I ask for your assessment of the extent to
shoring part of its activities in India, as I understandwhich financial incentives or other incentives to UK
it from what you have said, the financial incentivescompanies considering investing in India are
or other incentives that India might oVer insignificant?What are the incentives, as you see them,
comparison with the support that the UKthat the Indian Government provides to encourage
Government might give should the investment takeUK companies to invest in India?
place in the UK, that diVerential is not significant toMr Ahmad: The ones of which I am aware relate to
explain why a company makes a decision to oV-tax holidays, and in some cases fast-tracking the
shore an activity in India as opposed to undertakingapplication for investment. I have yet to come across

a customer telling me that it was because of state an activity in theUK. It is for the lower labour costs,
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skilled work force, et cetera—it is other factors than their funding for their inward investment promotion
activities. Asmy colleague says, that is separate fromthe incentive regime. Just so that I am clear, that

would be your judgment. the money that he is describing for our network in
India.Mr Ahmad: Very much so, yes.

Roger Berry: Thank you.
Q190 Rob Marris: Trade and jobs and investment

Q183 Rob Marris: I would like to carry on from are very important. And one has to look at the
what Roger Berry has talked about in relation to bottom line and bear that in mind. The figures we
Indian investment in the UK. We talked about have from2004 are that Indian investment in theUK
RDAs before. There are four RDAs: East and West was a negative figure, negative by £18 million.
Midlands, Scotland and Wales. Could you give me Probably, one imagines—and you can correct me if
an idea as a background as to the budget that the I am wrong—because of remitted profits (profits
UK Government is putting into India for trade, for made in the UK by Indian companies and sent back
example? It is a strategic partner, we have the Prime to India). That raises a question mark as to howwell
Minister going there, we have Mr Pearson going we are doing on this and how much it is benefiting
there, we have Alan Johnson going there. For all our economy. I wonder if you could comment on
those kinds of things, plus any cash floating around that. We seem to be leeching money out.
quite properly, can you give me a figure? Mr Whiteway: We have spoken to our statisticians
Mr Ahmad: I can give you very much a ballpark about those figures and they do not regard a 4%drop
figure. It is an exercise that I commissioned just in the stock of inward investment in theUKbetween
before I came here, anticipating that you might be one year and the next as being very significant. It is
looking for that sort of direction. As I explained not possible really to determine exactly why that
right at the beginning, we are an amalgam of various stock has gone down. We do know that inward
people’s budgets and the nearest figure I can come to investment from India has been growing virtually
by adding all the various bits and pieces is just under each year, in terms of project numbers, since
£6.5 million devoted to India. 1999–2000. I can tell you that this year is also going

to be a very strong year. I would not attach toomuch
importance to an apparent drop in the stock levelQ184 Rob Marris: Each year?
between two years.Mr Ahmad: Each year. That includes our High

Commission network, the contribution that we
make from the UK head oYce. It does not include Q191 Rob Marris: You are fairly happy with the
things like overheads and other corporate expenses upward trend, are you?
that might be, if you like, smeared over the top of Mr Whiteway:We are happy with it.
this, which might double the figure.

Q192 Rob Marris: Are you suggesting that is a
Q185 Rob Marris: Does that £6.5 million include statistical blip or it might be?
money that the four RDAs might put as financial MrWhiteway: The honest answer is we do not know
incentives to attract Indian companies to invest in exactly what it is, but the diVerence of 4% or so is not
the UK? suYciently great for us to be concerned about. We
Mr Ahmad: No. That figure basically is the staYng see fromour ownfigures theway in which the project
of the devolved administrations and the RDAs on numbers are climbing and the employment numbers
trade development work, but not, if you like, their are climbing.
investment promotion budgets.

Q193 Rob Marris: That might be good for
Q186 RobMarris: That £6.5 million is RDAmoney, employment but if the project numbers are rising
is it? and we are getting repatriated profits, so the net
MrAhmad:No, it is total UKTI orUKGovernment investment figure is negative, it could be that the
expenditure on trade matters. trend is the negative debt figure, could it not?

Mr Whiteway: I think it is very important not to
Q187 Chairman: Is it trade and investment? focus just on issues like repatriated profits.
Mr Ahmad: It is trade and investment to the extent Obviously repatriated profits can be very important
that it is our India network, but in the UK the figure for the foreign investor because they have a duty to
is largely composed of the trade development their shareholders to make a profit. The reason we
activities. seek to attract foreign investment from other

countries is not because of the capital investment per
se; it is because of the technology that we obtain inQ188 Rob Marris: Rather than investment
that sort of way and it is because of all the economicdevelopment activities.
spill-over benefits for the economy, and it isMr Whiteway: I can give you some more detail on
connected with employment and so on and so forth.that if you would like.
Rob Marris: Thank you.

Q189 Rob Marris: Yes, that would be helpful.
Mr Whiteway: The money that goes to the English Q194 Mr Clapham: A little earlier we were talking

about the problems that companies face, bothRDAs is channelled through UKTI and into the so-
called single pot. I think £15 million a year is Indian companies investing in the UK and UK

companies investing in India. It seems that one of thecurrently going to the RDAs. That is the source of
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ways around that is diVerent models, such as joint take the big and small together when exploring the
marketplace, whether it is airports, roads orventures. We hear there is a joint venture which

Tata, through Diligenta, is having with the Pearl railways. The linkages that then might then be
formed are something that, again, we will facilitateGroup based in Peterborough. Is that themodel that

you see for the future, whereby we are going to see but not necessarily promote.
more Indian companies, through joint ventures,
investing in the UK? Q197 Mr Clapham:Mr Whiteway, you were saying
Mr Whiteway: I think it is certainly a model. At the that joint ventures are not regularly happening here
moment, so far as we are aware, there are not very in the UK between UK business and Indian
many examples of joint ventures coming in in this business. Are any of our competitors doing better
sort of direction, but we have a so-called global than us in facilitating joint ventures? If so, who are
partnership service, which aims to find partners in they?
the UK for Indian companies in high technology MrWhiteway: I do not have any information about
sectors specifically with a view to forming competitors’ products in relation to partnership, no.
partnerships. I have to say that has not been I am sorry, I cannot answer the question.
particularly successful in India so far. We are
looking at whether there are particular cultural

Q198 Chairman: There is one curiosity in my mind.factors connected with that. We are keen to try to
I know that the very high figures for Mauritiusfind partners for UK companies in India because of
investment into India flow from very special taxthe sort of high technology sectors present in that
advantages.market.
Mr Ahmad: Yes.

Q195 Mr Clapham: Could I ask about investment Q199 Chairman: But do we have any clue as to whatand joint ventures in India. We know, for example, lies behind that investment in Mauritius? Werethat some of our competitors, the Germans, have British companies part of that extraordinarily highcertainly been much more successful in joint figure for Mauritius?ventures elsewhere. The Germans, for example, in MrAhmad: There is only one instance of which I amthe mid ’90s were piggy-backing, using large aware, which is the investment by Vodafone intocompanies to bring small—and medium—sized Airtel that was routed via Mauritius.companies into engagement in those particular
economies in which they were interested. Are we

Q200 Chairman: That is quite a significantusing initiatives of that type? Do you see such
investment.initiatives as being successful for UK investment in
Mr Ahmad: That is a very significant investment.India?
Chairman: That adds to the British figures. ThankMrAhmad: The answer to that is very similar to one
you. That is helpful.my colleague Paul Whiteway gave, which is that in

certain circumstances the joint venture model is the
right model, partly because that is the law, whether Q201 Mr Bone: I understand that Indian chambers
retail or telecommunications, and partly it is simply of commerce have dedicated oYces in the UK but
business sense. There have been, for example, a UK chambers of commerce do not have dedicated
number of supermarket chains who have invested oYces in India. Is that right?
abroad, where, even though the regulations do not Mr Ahmad: Yes, in some respects. FICCI
require a joint venture partner that has been a (Federation of Indian Chamber of Commerce and
preferred way of entering the marketplace. It is Industry) has a presence in the UK. They achieve
really not UKTI’s job to promote such joint that by appointing a local handling agent, if I may
ventures; it is simply to advise customers as to the describe them as that, to act as their representative
pros and cons and whatever information we are able here. In India, the British Chamber movement has
to give towards the regulatory environment and the not established itself in the traditional manner. In
prospective partner that they might have. But in India, the British Business Groups fulfil a very
India I think we will see both the go-it-alone model similar function, in the sense that it is a body that
as well as joint ventures. meets voluntarily to lobby and to progress issues of

business interest. The functions that a chamber
would fulfil are things that we have been examiningQ196 Mr Clapham: I hear what you say about the
very closely. Indeed, only last week the head of theadvice but would it not be helpful to advise some of
British Chamber had a meeting with the IBPN andour larger British companies, particularly, say, in the
the Indian High Commission to address this veryinfrastructural investment, to look at piggy-backing
issue of whether a joint chamber of commerce is ain smaller companies, with a view to being able to fix
possible solution to some of this interaction. Ourup joint ventures?
view on this is towait to seewhat proposals come outMr Ahmad: That is something that is actively
from that movement.promoted, which is what I describe as taking the

supply chain with you when you go into a
marketplace. It is certainly a feature when we do Q202 Mr Bone: Does the CBI and such

organisations have representations in India?sectoral briefings; it is a feature when we do our
missions into India, which more often now than MrAhmad: The CBI does not have an oYce in India

at the moment.before tend to be industry-sector specific, so you
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Q203Chairman:Could I just be clear about that. No being a critical area of support, but, increasingly,
whether it is automotive or aerospace, some, if yourepresentation at all, the CBI, as far as you are

aware? like, of the harder manufacturing industry presence
Mr Ahmad: Not a physical presence in India. in India has a greater level of UK interest thanmight
Through participation in our trade missions and have been visible five years ago.
ministerial visits, their presence is very much felt in
India, and they are partners with the CII in terms of

Q207 Mr Bone: Coming on the back of thebilateral exchanges and programmes, but they do
Chairman’s question, we see in high tech that somenot have an oYce in India.
of the universities in India are spinning out ideas.
Are we looking at how we might link some of our

Q204 Chairman: The CII have a very light-touch cutting-edge companies to some of that spin-oV in
representation here. technology ideas in India? Is that something you are
Mr Ahmad: The CII have a dedicated country working on?
representative who happens to work in the same Mr Ahmad: Very much so and very actively. Onebuilding that the CBI is in. leading member of the IBPN board here is

associated with that very activity in Cambridge. As
Q205 Mr Bone: Evidence we have heard previously part of the last ministerial visit, a seminar was held
is that things are going the wrong way with trade in Chennai specifically on the subject of spin-oVs.
with India, and I think we are concerned about that. On that, there is a huge amount of interest on both
Some people might say there is the UK Trade & sides.
Investment overseas oYces in India—which might
be a very nice thing to have and it might be a very

Q208 Mrs Curtis-Thomas: My question is aboutnice place to go—yet we do not have a lot of
education and promoting education. What, ifcommercial representation there, which might do a
anything, is UKTI doing in India to promote thebetter job. Would it be better to cut back on UK
UK as a place to study for prospective IndianTrade & Investment establishments in India and try
students? What is the UK Government doing toto get that investment in private organisations which
make the UK a more attractive place for Indianmight do a better job?
people to study in?Mr Ahmad: I am not sure they are mutually

exclusive, in a sense. We would certainly encourage MrAhmad:The lead on education lies in the Foreign
any private sector representation in India. The oYce and the British Council and theDepartment of
London Stock Exchange, I know, have been actively Education. It is also very much a part of the Prime
looking; the CBI in its deliberations might choose to Minister’s initiative with India. When he last visited
do so. But I do not think they will be a replacement in September, he announced a £10 million
for the added value that a diplomatic presence brings programme of Government funding to encourage
and the impartial advisory service that we are able to Indian students to come to the UK to study. At the
provide, through a network of oYces not just in the moment private sector contributions are being
big cities, in the big states, but also in what onemight sought and UKTI is playing its part in promoting
describe as the next layer. that scheme to the private sector here.
Mr Bone: I think, Chairman, I was being a little
provocative there, but basically—

Q209 Mrs Curtis-Thomas: What does that mean?Chairman: As you are going to meet these people in
Do you go out with a begging bowl and say, “Couldtwo weeks’ time . . . No, you are not, are you?
we have a bit of your money, please, because we
want to pay for a few students to do theirQ206 Mr Bone: I am not, so I do not need to worry education here”?about that! On a more serious point, when I was
Mr Ahmad: The way we have put the oVering is:running a manufacturing company and we had a
Here is a government scheme which is a similarhigh-tech project whichwe exported toEurope fairly
model to the Chevening scholarship model, whereeasily, India was not on the horizon then. How do
government funding is matched by private sectoryou connect with potential manufacturers in this
participation. Most business participate in that,country in the small and medium sized sectors? That
either because it is part of their CSR programme—is my worry.

Mr Ahmad: One example I can start oV with—and
we have very recent experience of it—is the Q210 Mrs Curtis-Thomas: CSR?
automotive industry. India certainly now has a fairly Mr Ahmad: Corporate social responsibility
well developed and emerging car industry. In the programme—or they see a direct business linkage
past, our attentionmight have been focused towards between training and manpower needs.
Japan and other car makers. Increasingly, we are
seeing active participation by the automotive

Q211 Mrs Curtis-Thomas: Does that mean they areindustry supply chain in the Indian market. In
sort of bolstering the Chevening award programme?January, the trade mission that went to the
Is that what they are doing?AutoExpo in Delhi was the largest ever from the
Mr Ahmad: This is a separate scheme but itUK. Eighty SMEs were represented on that trip—
has the attributes of the Chevening scholarshipand it was not simply an exhibition; they were doing

business there. I think you are right to point to that programme, yes.
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Q212 Mrs Curtis-Thomas:Who is running this? Q217 Mrs Curtis-Thomas: How much money have
you attracted from business?Mr Ahmad: The Department of Education, the

British Council and the Foreign OYce together. Mr Ahmad: That I cannot say. It is something that
the Department of Education would have a better
idea of.Q213Mrs Curtis-Thomas: So it is a second strand to

the British Council’s armoury in terms of providing
grant-funded aid to people wanting to study here in Q218 Mrs Curtis-Thomas: Would you be kind
the UK. enough to find that out?
Mr Ahmad: Yes, it is. Mr Ahmad: Yes.

Q214 Mrs Curtis-Thomas: Fine. That does not Q219 Chairman:Wewill find that out.When we talk
account for the fact that you had a boost in the to businesses in India, they always highlight this area
number of students coming to the UK to study last as an area of key concern. I do not want to steal the
year, because this is new money since that natural thunder of Mark or Rob, but there are visa
rise in students. Is that right? restrictions and they say: “It is not fair, if you go to
Mr Ahmad: Yes, the numbers have increased America you get easier visas than you get here and
because there has been a fair amount of marketing therefore we are more likely to go to America.”
activity undertaken by individual universities in Australia is setting a target of 80,000 Indian students
India. TheHighCommission has certainly been very because they see the long-term business advantages
active in that. of having this close relationship with the country.

We are not doing the same amount, are we?
Q215 Mrs Curtis-Thomas: I am eager to know, is Mr Ahmad: Again, it is not something that falls to
that their own initiative or is that an initiative where UKTI as a policy issue, but it is a message that we
you in conjunction with the British Council and get repeatedly from our interaction with India.
FCO have got together and said, “Look, we want to
work with our universities in this country to market Q220 Chairman: You would not dissent from the
themselves abroad”? I know lots of universities who view that it is a good thing to do, certainly.
just did it oV their own bat. They do not know about MrAhmad: It is something on which we are working
you; they just went. They said, “There is a business on behalf of, if you like, the student community and
there and we want some of it. They have just gone the business community.
over and said, “Come to us, please”. Chairman: I will let Rob ask the questions and then
Mr Ahmad: If I could clarify one critical point here. come back.
It is not UKTI’s job or remit to increase the number
of students in the UK per se. It is part of the strategy

Q221 Rob Marris: I would like to turn it round.that I was describing, where, at Cabinet OYce level,
When we are talking about this £10 million, that, oneducation is regarded as one very critical part of
a back of the envelope calculation, is going to addwhat the UK has to oVer to India. Our role, in the
1,000 students to the 18,000 students we get everymore traditional business sense, is where a UK
year: very welcome but it is 6%. What I think wouldeducation company or sales provider wants
come within your remit is what UKTI is doing tostandard services that any other company would.
assist those organisations which export educationalThey are assisted in the marketplace through trade
services to India—and I am thinking, particularly, inmissions, through the introduction network that we
terms of language training and so on, where we havehave, et cetera.
companies, and there is one in Cambridge—training
tens of thousands of people every year. That wouldQ216 Mrs Curtis-Thomas:Would you just run that
seem to be more within your remit. Are you doingpast me again. Why are you seeking sponsorship
anything to increase that export market?from British companies to support this scheme?
Mr Ahmad:We most certainly are. The figure that IHow does that work?
have is that some 40 UK education companies wereMrAhmad:Theway it works is this:When the Prime
assisted into the marketplace through the UKTIMinister announced the initiative in September as
network over the last three years, and 30 specificallypart of his visit to India, he got commitment from
commissioned research projects were undertaken onvarious UK Government departments to come up
behalf of that very sector.with £10 million worth of funding for this initiative.

It is then down to the Department of Education and
the Foreign OYce to go and promote the scheme to Q222 Rob Marris: To explore the market in India?

Mr Ahmad: Exactly.the business community as well.We, as an armof the
FCOwho are in touchwith businesses of that ilk, are Rob Marris: Thank you very much.

Chairman: I think this is an area we will explore aable, if you like, to pass on the message on behalf of
the FCOand theDepartment of Education that here little more with the British Council and others as

well. This Committee regards this as a veryis this opportunity. This opportunity was
announced in the presence of 30 CEOs who were important area where we could be doing a lot more.

Although we did hear from the businesses we met atwith us anyway on this visit, so they were the first
port of call. Our role, if you like, is one of promoting theHighCommission a couple ofweeks ago that one

of the chief issues for Australia was the weather, andanother government department scheme rather than
running it ourselves. I do not think we can change that!
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Q223 Mr Clapham: My question relates to climate North America, and, increasingly, we see a need to
fill that knowledge gap by doing the sorts of thingschange and some of the projects that are going on.

You referred earlier to the bio-diesel project. Is there we have been doing on information on India.
any bio-fuel project, whereby we are encouraging,

Q226 Chairman: We have a gentle complaint fromfor example, the burning of crops with coal-
the people who are over on the JETCO visit, saying,generated electricity, or, should I say, in the units
“When we come here, we never meet chiefthat provide for generated electricity. Is Defra
executives. We always meet consultants andinvolved? Are there British companies involved in
advisers, we never meet the top people.Why do theythese projects?
not want to meet us?” Do you think that reflects aMr Ahmad: I will have to answer that question in
lack of interest or do you think the huge success yourather more general terms because I do not have any
get for your outward missions to India suggests thatinformation on that very specific example that you
CEOs are fully engaged?have cited. Defra certainly has a very active
Mr Ahmad: I think it depends on what expectationsengagement programme with India. The Secretary
people come with to the UK for some of these visits.of State,Margaret Beckett, has visited India andwill
The delegation that went with the Prime Minister tocontinue to do so, because India is regarded as a very
India was straight oV the A-list. The boardkey player in the whole debate on climate change.
membership of the IBPNhas a healthy smattering ofWe have seen a number of UK consultants and
very recognisable larger companies. It really doesconsultancy firms engaged in this whole area of
vary from one sector to another. It is highly unlikelyenvironmental impact and environmental
that in what is sometimes a very short window ofprotection as a commercial oVering. That is
opportunity there will be parallel level exchanges,certainly alive and well. In this context I should also
particularly on seminar panels. I think this is wheremention the OYce of Science and Technology who
the diYculty arises: if there is a particular discussionare key partners with India, again, part of that whole
forum, the expectation sometimes from high levelpanoply of strategic initiatives we have on India.
Indian visitors is that there will be an equivalentThat is also something that addresses, if you like, the
chief executive sitting on the other side of the table,subject matter you raised.
when it is more likely that UK plcs put forward their
country expert. But, where a one-to-one meeting isQ224 Chairman: To both China and India
sought, it is very unusual for that requirement not toenvironmental exports are a big opportunity, are
be met.they not, for this country?

Mr Ahmad: Very much so, yes.
Q227 Chairman: One last question from me—and I
always like asking people this. We are oV to India in

Q225Chairman:We are virtually at an end now, you a week’s time and we are meeting a lot of people in
will be pleased to hear, I am sure. Go into relaxed the Government and the commercial organisations
mode now, for the last couple of questions, and just there. What is the one message you would like us
tell me: in Britain do you think perceptions of India to take?
are accurate? Do we see India more as a source just Mr Ahmad: To continue the pace of reform and
of people who steal our jobs from call centres, which liberalisation, recognising that there is a political
you and I know is a tiny part of the Indian economy. environment that they have to manage. Therein lies,
Do we have an accurate view of India? if you like, India’s fulfilment of a promise that it
Mr Ahmad: Those who have dealt with India, who itself has and external commentators have said is
know India well and who have engaged regularly their potential.
with India, will have seen the transformation. What
never ceases to surprise me is the dynamism of what Q228 Chairman: What one wish would you have
is happening in India; perhaps not at the same visible about your own organisation?
pace as in China, but it is happening. One sees that Mr Ahmad: If I could change what I do, I would like
in the way of people’s lifestyles and the whole travel to be able to have a bigger delivery capability to the
pattern and the way that has changed, with, for mid-sized corporate marketplace in the UK. We
example, the recent air services agreement. I think have a very well developed SME service delivery
that is something that is missed by British industry oVering. The big companies knowhow to use us very
or firms who are not regular engagers in the eVectively. There is a gap which we are beginning to
marketplace. But I think it would be true to say, if address now with some thinking and money, but it
one looked at the SME market, for example, that probably needs more than my exhortation.
their preoccupation has been with what I would call Chairman: Thank you very much indeed. We are

very grateful.the near markets and easier markets in Europe and
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Q229 Chairman: Gentlemen, welcome to this decided then that the Initiative had a lot of potential
and needed to be revived, so I was appointed as theevidence session on the Committee’s inquiry into

Trade and Investment Opportunities with India. UK Chairman in July 2003 with a specific remit to
revive this Initiative because it had lost momentum.Can I begin by asking you to identify yourselves,

please, for the record? It tookme a long time actually to revive it, to initiate
and start the Indo British Partnership Network as aMr Bilimoria: I am Karan Bilimoria, founder and

Chief Executive of Cobra Beer and the UK way of implementing the Initiative, to set up a
Board, to set up a membership organisation,Chairman of the Indo British Partnership and the

founding Chairman of the Indo British Partnership supported by UK Trade and Investment.
Network.
Dr Vyakarnam: I am Shai (short for Shailendra) Q231 Chairman: What value does it add? UKTI
Vyakarnam. I am Director at the Centre for does its work, the RDAs do their work, there is
Entrepreneurial Learning at the Judge Business JETCO now, which has been established relatively
School, Cambridge University, and I am a director recently, there is the Asia Task Force, which seeks to
of a few small businesses and various other draw the attention of British business to wider
aYliations and I am on the Board of the Indo British opportunities in Asia; with all of this work going on,
Partnership Network. are you convinced that the Network actually adds

value to the sum total of the relationship?
MrBilimoria:At the time I was appointed, we foundQ230 Chairman: Thank you. We are now becoming

if not quite experts at least quite familiar with the that there was a policy existing where UKTI were
focusing on sectors, helping business throughstructures in the UK to support trade and

investment with an interest in India, but I just worry sectors, dividing business up into sectors, and were
not focusing on promoting markets or countries,that sometimes to the outsider it could look like

quite a bewildering plethora of initials and such as India. One of my challenges was to persuade
government that, yes, you look at things from ainitiatives. I wonder if you can just explain to us

exactly how the IBPN fits into the overall picture sector point of view, but you have got to look at
countries, like India, as a market, it has got to beand what value it adds?

Mr Bilimoria: India started its liberalisation process markets and sectors, not markets or sectors. To the
extent that there was no funding available, the headin 1991 and Britain and India were pretty quick oV

the mark to take this occasion as an opportunity to of the South Asia Unit of UKTI used to have 36
individuals in that Unit just five years ago; todaytake the relationship between the two countries on a

trade and business level to a high level, and John there are six people in that Unit. Of course, 80% of
the work done in the South Asia Unit at UKTI isMajor and Narasimha Rao, the Prime Ministers at

the time, in 1993 formed the Indo British India-related, and in those five years India has
grown, on average, between 6–8% year on year andPartnership Initiative, which later became the Indo

British Partnership. It was a way of engaging with UKTI have reduced the resources from 36 people to
six people. My great challenge was to say we needthe private sector in both countries to help increase

trade in business and investment both ways between this Initiative because British businesses throughout
the country, particularly the SMEs, are not aware ofthe two countries. At the UK end, the Indo British

Partnership was always supported by the British the opportunity of doing business in India and
investing in India, and doing business with India,Government, and a private sector chief executive has

been appointed as the Chairman every few years. andwe need tomake them aware of the opportunity,
we also need to help them to do business, to guideWhen it was launched, it started oV in a very bigway.

Concorde was chartered to take a delegation across, them, point them in the right direction and help
them capitalise on the whole area. It did not exist,Britannia was sailed across, a lot of investment and

eVort was put into the Initiative. Later on, the and this was a great way of engaging with the private
sector and for the private sector and theInitiative did lose its momentum over the years, and

we celebrated the tenth anniversary of the Indo Government to get together, which was not
happening.British Partnership Initiative in India in 2003. It was
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Q232 Chairman:We want them to succeed and one Q235 Chairman: I want to get on to some of the
questions you hinted at in that very helpful answerof the reasons the Committee is having this inquiry

is our concern that Britain is not being suYciently just then. For example, the list of events you are
planning says: “A programme of proposedentrepreneurial in its relationship with India, and

probably also with China and Brazil and Russia and forthcoming events includes regional business
seminars in Birmingham,Manchester and Glasgow/other emerging economies, so we want them to

succeed. I am not clear actually what it is you do, Edinburgh . . .” That is very useful to draw to the
attention of the smaller and medium-sizedbecause your very good documentDoing Business in

India, which you have kindly passed to the businesses. How will you contact these businesses,
will the RDAs do that for you, will you hire UKTI,Committee, seems to say basically “Go and talk to

UKTI and they will help you”. Are you a PR the Chambers of Commerce; what mechanism will
you use?operation or do you provide actual services? We

value the PR operation, but what is it? Mr Bilimoria: The way that these regional events
operate is that, for example, we had one in DerbyMr Bilimoria: I presume that you have received the

submission, apart from the guide to doing business, which was organised by the local region.
of the Indo British Partnership, its background and
actually what are our objectives. The objectives are Q236 Chairman: The Regional Development
very simple: to help increase bilateral trade, business Agency?
and investment between Britain and India, both Mr Bilimoria: Yes, the Regional Development
ways. We have, in a short time, with actually Agency, the local BusinessLinks gets involved, and
relatively very small amounts of funding, we are they invite local businesses to come and attend, and
backed by UKTI, for which we are very grateful— there is growing interest; these events sometimes are

oversubscribed by 50%.
Q233 Chairman: Initially you were backed by
UKTI? Q237 Chairman:Howmany did you have at Derby?

Mr Bilimoria: In Derby, we had almost 200 people.MrBilimoria:The plan is that for the first three years
we are backed by UKTI and after that the plan is to In Warrington, Cheshire, we had an event where

they had budgeted for 60 people and the room couldbe self-funding. The sorts of sums of money we are
talking about are not very large for what we are take a maximum of 80 people, but in the end they

had about 50 or 60 more on top of that who wanteddoing.
to come, so there is a growing interest.

Q234 Chairman: What is the sum we are talking
Q238Chairman:Were they businesses whichwantedabout?
to come, or were they public sector employers whoMr Bilimoria: The first year’s funding was £70,000;
were networking and finding out, or were they actualon top of that, we have raised sponsorship to the
companies?value of about £10,000. Relatively speaking, really it
Mr Bilimoria: There were lots of local businessesis a very small sum of money, when we are talking
there and there is genuine interest. What we areabout dealing with the second-largest country, in
doing is providing the private sector input, butpopulation terms, in the world, and one of the
it is the government-backed initiatives, likefastest-growing economies in the world. The figures
BusinessLinks, UKTI with their trade advisersare quite stark. The trade in goods and services
around the country, who are there to organise thesebetween Britain and India, both ways, amounts to
events, we go there, speak at the events and give the£6.4 billion, that is 1% of Britain’s overall trade of
private sector perspective and advice. The goodjust over £600 billion, so we are scratching the
thing, frommy personal point of view, is that when Isurface. If you look at the submission, the objectives
talk I am talking not only as a Chairman of the Indoare very clear, but, in terms of what we have
British Partnership but as somebody who is walkingachieved, the company was incorporated in April
the talk and doing business with India myself,2005 so it took me over one and a half years actually
through Cobra Beer.to convince government that we needed this

initiative to be in place, that we needed a
membership organisation that people could join, Q239 Chairman: I understand that, and your name

is well known and probably you are the onlythat we needed an initiative that was going to help
promote business between the two countries. We household name on the Board of the company, some

household name companies are there. Do you feelwere incorporated in April 2005 and, since that time,
in the submission you will see the list of various you are overshadowed slightly by the Asia Task

Force, which has rather bigger companies involvedactivities that we have engaged in. As a Board, we
meet bi-monthly, we have two-hour Boardmeetings, with that?

Mr Bilimoria: When we decided on selecting theextremely well attended, UKTI sit at the table, quite
often we have the Foreign and Commonwealth Board members for the Indo British Partnership

Network, we were very clear that we wanted aOYce present as well, if there are members of the
British High Commission team in India in the variety of sectors, which I think you can see from the

Board members, we have representation from thecountry they attend themeetings as well, and it is the
private sector, with government backing, addressing London Stock Exchange, from Virgin Atlantic,

from lawyers, consultants, the brewing industry, sothe issues of doing business and promoting doing
business with India. a variety of diVerent sectors. From the companies, I
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wanted senior-level individuals who had the plans being considered to have a tier of members
who could be members who would be sponsoringknowledge and expertise of doing business with

India, as opposed to having a well-known chief members. We are getting sponsorship already, as I
said, we have obtained to the value of approximatelyexecutive, I would much rather and we decided

deliberately to have people who had that in-depth £12,000 of sponsorship in our first year alone, for
example, the guide was sponsored by Virginknowledge, who were genuinely passionate in their

knowledge about doing business with India. For Atlantic, and increasingly we will get sponsorship.
We are very confident about the funding part of it.example, the Board member from KPMG actually

set up KPMG in India from scratch and is now a Particularly given that we are not talking about very
large sums of money, I think we are punching wellpartner over here in the UK. The Board member

from Accenture, which is now one of the largest above our weight.
consultants employing thousands of people in India,
set up Accenture in India and is now a senior

Q242 Chairman: Let us move on to the biggermember of Accenture here in the UK. It is that sort
question of India itself. This Committee isof expertise of peoplewho have been there, who have
concerned, as I said, that British business is notdone it, who have that in-depth knowledge and we
responding as aggressively as it should be to thehave got a superb Board. Our Board meetings are
opportunities in such a big and fast-growingabsolutely packed. We come out of them feeling
economy, and that is one of the things which isreally we have achieved a lot. They are constructive;
driving this inquiry and led to you being established.it is not a talking shop.
Certainly it is reflected in some of the very
disappointing evidence we have received from

Q240 Chairman: To try to read between the lines of British business and representatives of British
what you have said, you think that your added business, I think a failure to understand the
value, as an organisation, is that you can reach out challenges and opportunities that there are. Suggest
to those small and medium-sized businesses and to me what you think are the main opportunities for
show them how business can be done in India, that UK companies in India; do your sales pitch for me
is, talking with the benefit of experience and now.
understanding? Mr Bilimoria: In many ways, the Indo British
MrBilimoria:Yes. It is creating awareness for doing Partnership is the voice of the private sector, it is the
business in India, so we have a website that we have private sector lead for British business with India,
set up. It is an excellent website, we are still and what we see is that there are huge, huge, huge
developing it, but even as it stands now it is very opportunities and we are only scratching the surface
informative, and it is a membership organisation, at the moment. I think British business is waking up
this is the other aspect of the Indo British to the opportunities, and thankfully waking up
Partnership Network, and it is free to join. We before it is too late. The opportunities are there, and
wanted to keep it accessible and already we have 265 when people say “In which sectors would you think
companies that have joined and within the there are opportunities for doing business between
companies quite often you have more than one Britain and India?” you say, “Well, actually, yes,
individual who joins as a member, so we have there are priority sectors but in just about every
approximately 400 individuals who have joined sector there is potential for a British business to
already in such a short time. Our website receives operate.” I think, playing on the strengths of Britain,
huge numbers of hits, I think that was in the our financial sectors, the London Stock Exchange,
submission as well, so it is getting known, and really there is a perception in India very much, when it
it should be, in many ways, the first point of call for comes to education or financial markets, of thinking
a business wanting to do business with India. They of the United States as the first priority. Yes, the
come to the Indo British Partnership website and NewYork Stock Exchange is by far the largest stock
from there they get information, they can ’phone the exchange in the world, but the London Stock
Secretariat and they can be pointed in the right Exchange is by far the most international stock
direction and, of course, to UKTI and all the exchange in the world and in many ways it would be
services it oVers. far more appropriate for Indian companies perhaps

than New York Stock Exchange would be, so it is
encouraging Indian companies to list on the LondonQ241 Chairman: I have one last organisational
Stock Exchange. India does not have the equivalentquestion, my colleagues have other points on this
of the Alternative Investment Market; we have thatand we will move on to the real subject of our
expertise, the Alternative Investment Market now isinvestigation, which is actually how to do business
widely considered as one of the leading, if not thewith India. You said your budget is £70,000–£80,000
leading, secondary markets in the world, and wea year, with the sponsorship, which is a very small
have that expertise, and there is potential for ansum of money indeed, considering the scope of the
Alternative Investment Market in India, and themarket, but even that money largely will dry up in
London Stock Exchange has that expertise to helpthree years’ time. How will you be funded after that,
India achieve that. It is both ways. In terms ofwill you be looking for subscriptions, what will
investment in India, one of the greatesthappen then?
opportunities is for British companies actually toMr Bilimoria:We would like to keep it as accessible
invest and operate in India, in the way that we atas possible, particularly from the SMEs’ point of

view, to be able to join free of charge, but there are Cobra Beer are doing.We brew now in five countries
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around the world, including in the UK and in government, regardless of which government is in
power in India, wants liberalisation, so there is thatEurope, and we started brewing in India again, after

a big gap, a year ago because we see the Indian alignment, which has never been there historically,
and there is no turning back. I think that reform ismarket as an enormous opportunity. I think there is

the whole issue of perception and reality, where the going to continue, the pace of the reform is there, the
economy is predicted to grow at 8% now, year onperception is that China is where the manufacturing

potential is and China is where manufacturing year, they are aiming for double-digit growth, and I
think British business is now waking up to that, soexports are the expertise, and India has the expertise

in software, in BPO, in outsourcing, in IT. Yes, of there is a huge awareness-raising exercise that needs
to be carried out. Also, if a company has never dealtcourse, India has that expertise, however people

overlook that India is actually a huge and growing with India, quite often they do not know where to
start, they do not know to whom to talk, and I thinkmanufacturing base in itself and has huge expertise

and world-class companies, producing world-class there is a big role to be played by the Indo British
Partnership, by UK Trade and Investment, bothproducts. For example, the second largest producer

of CDs in the world is Indian. Indian here and in India, to help these companies. There is a
superb initiative, which has just been started by UKpharmaceutical companies produce world-class

products. The Cobra Beer brewed in India last year Trade and Investment, called the OMIS, the
Overseas Market Introduction Service. It is not thewas submitted to the Monde Selection World

Quality Awards and won two gold medals the first old, standard, if a company wants to do business
with a particular sector in India, when you are in thetime, so India is capable of world-class

manufacturing. The growing middle-class, automotive sector and you are given just a standard
‘automotive sector in India’ report, which has beenconsuming class, in India, which is estimated now at

up to 300 million people and growing at the prepared by somebody and it is given to everyone.
This is a tailor-made, bespoke service, where theypopulation of The Netherlands every year, is a huge

and growing market, and that is a huge and growing will look at your individual company, your
requirements and try to tailor a report that will helpmarket for British companies. I think British

companies need to go out there and operate over you as a company, going so far as introducing you
to the right people in India, and that is at a nominalthere and take advantage of this enormous

opportunity, and India, of course, from its side, is cost; these reports start at £400, to £800, to £1,200
each. I am sure that a lot of businesses do not knowvery keen on foreign direct investment, so India

would welcome that. It is more than increasing about that service, that it is available, and it needs to
be marketed over here, so there is a huge marketingexports and more than increasing inward

investment, it is also about investing in India and exercise to be done.
participating and partnering in India’s growth.

Q244 Miss Kirkbride: One of the things that the
press say is that the reasonwhyBritish companies doQ243 Miss Kirkbride: I have to say, it is a stunning

figure that India represents such a small amount of less well abroad is because they are more risk-averse
than other countries, the US particularly but otherour international trade, especially given this massive

historic link that the United Kingdom has in India European countries. Do you think that is part of the
psyche of British companies, and Shai might like toand our own significant population of Indian

extraction. Why do you think that is; because India answer this, is that part of what you think is going
on, as to why Britain has not been doing as well inwas closed for such a long time and that it dropped

to nothing and now it is rebuilding? Why is it right these emerging markets?
down there at the bottom of the list of the people we Dr Vyakarnam: If I could pick up the earlier
do trade with, given that history? question and roll the two together, the sectors of

experience of British business in India I think comeMr Bilimoria: I think, firstly, it is not bottom of the
list, it is £6.4 billion. Since the Indo British from the traditional areas of manufacture, the older

industries, if you like, to what has become the newPartnership was launched in 1993, the trade between
the two countries showed business investment, both knowledge-intensive industries. It has a little bit less

experience in that area between India and Britain ofways, has grown by over 120%; however, as I have
said before, it is still scratching the surface. I think, each other, apparently because the Indian diaspora

has been going to America for the last 20-odd years,primarily, it is a lack of awareness. For too long
now, everyone has been focused on China’s growth, with the universities there attracting the top talent.

Though there are people of Indian extraction here,which has been truly impressive and is continuing to
grow and there have been huge opportunities in they have not come from the elite institutions of

India, and the numbers are quite large, somethingChina, but people have not been as aware of the
opportunities in India. Also, the Indian economic like 100,000 people of Indian and Chinese origin.

For example, in Silicon Valley, a third of the start-reform, the momentum was far greater in the early
years and then the pace of the liberalisation reform ups in hi-tech were described as “IC start-ups”, not

integrated circuits but Indian and Chinese start-ups,did slow down. It is only in the last four or five years
that the Indian economic reform has really taken oV. so 30 or 40%. You do not have those sorts of

numbers in the clusters around Oxford, CambridgeNow I see in India that there is an alignment between
the consumer, who has always wanted liberalisation; and London. That is certainly one aspect. From

what I have seen over the last few years, I thinkbusiness, which earlier not always wanted
liberalisation now wants liberalisation; and British business has been focused on the European
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Union and looking at France, Germany, Italy, and telecommunications, for example, and that is
increasing really very significantly. Of course, a thirdso on, closer markets, nearer markets. That is

understandable; there is a lot of noise around being tier is the free market and having a genuinely free
market, and Indian tariVs are still relatively high.part of the EU. There is the Indian diaspora

question, there is the EuropeanUnion question, and We are not talking about extreme items, like Scotch
whisky, where the import duties are between 400 tothe third part of it, for me, I think, is that British

business currently is trapped a little bit in its own 500%, on the whole, tariVs have been coming down,
generally speaking, but still need to go down muchproblems: pensions problems, companies running

out of cash and it just seems more risky to fly further further. In India, in terms of being a genuinely free
market, it still has a long way to go compared with,afield to look for new businesses, so there are other

structural issues of Britain’s own making which say, a country like ours, which I believe is one of the
freest markets in the world and is one of Britain’sprevent the sense of adventure, if you like, which is

implied in your question. It is opening up; there is a greatest strengths.
huge amount more work to be done though, at all
levels. Awareness-raising needs to be done, there are Q246 Mr Hoyle: Are there any barriers which aVect
barriers of perception as well as barriers of UK investment, in particular, that there is a
opportunity andwe ought tomake the opportunities disadvantage to the UK investors compared with,
look more exciting than the sense of threat posed by say, Indian investors in their own companies, or
the barriers. non-Indian companies? Are there any trade barriers

which diVer from country to country?
MrBilimoria:Wenever look upon it that there is anyQ245 Mr Hoyle: Can I take you on to trade and
diVerence between the UK and any other country.investment, and of course we have had witnesses
Yes, quite often, within India, it is a diVerent matter,already before us, we have had a pitch painted, “This
when you talk about Indian companies within India,is the place to be; no problem on trade and
and of course you have got all the investment limitsinvestment,” yet, on the other hand, we have had
in so many sectors as well, that really is a barrier toother witnesses who say, “Oh, no, it really is a
investment, in the insurance sector, for example, inproblem, not only is there a problem with import
banking. In my own industry, to get the Foreignduties but also protracted legal cases.” What is the
Investment Promotion Board (FIPB) clearance toreal answer? Are you satisfied that India is fully open
invest in India it took us three years, but, on thefor business or do you think that really there are
other hand, in the Cabinet meeting in January, theybarriers there?
have just freed it up, completely. It took us three
years but, ironically, actually it was freed up for

Mr Bilimoria: The pace of reform and liberalisation everyone, so steps are being taken, areas are being
is increasing significantly, and whenever we have freed up, one by one.
had the opportunity to question them on this the
Indian Government say quite often that they would

Q247 Mr Hoyle: Besides being a pathfinder for thelike the reform to be even faster than it is, theywould
companies, and obviously three years of pressurelike the liberalisation to be even faster than it is. One
and they all ought to thank you afterwards, are therehas to take into account the practicalities of a
any areas within India, businesses that thecoalition Government with 18 parties in the
Government say are taboo, “We will not allow anycoalition, and of one of India’s greatest strengths, its
foreign investment to come in; these are protected”?enduring democracy and a federal system with so
If so, what are they: could it be energy?many diVerent States, all of which are great
DrVyakarnam: I think there are limits to energy andstrengths of India, but also, in practical terms, a
some limits to the pharmaceuticals, some limits togrowth rate of about 8%, given that framework, I
retailing, I think.think, is superb.With the reform process the barriers

continually are going down, they are decreasing all
the time. However, if you look at the World Q248 Mr Hoyle: Can I get it right: pharmaceuticals,

retailing, energy?Economic Forum, in their Report in 2004 of the
most problematic factors for doing business in Dr Vyakarnam: The pharmaceutical area is aVected

by the pricing, because the Indian GovernmentIndia, number one is the inadequate infrastructure,
and it is a serious issue and a serious challenge. The wishes to regulate pricing on pharmaceuticals,

which makes it a little bit less attractive for Indiansecond one is ineYcient bureaucracy, and the licence
raj, although it is diminishing, is still very much companies to invest in R&D, for instance, price caps

in certain areas of drugs, and so forth, because it hasthere; and the third is corruption. There are other
barriers as well. The reality is that despite all the a huge impact on a very large population of poor

people. The retail sector, although it is freeing upbarriers the opportunities are there and India is well
aware of these challenges, India is trying to address with certain brand names in the cities, large-scale

retailing would aVect, again, a large proportion ofthe challenges. Personally, I express the challenges in
three tiers. The first is the ground-level work: the poor people, and micro-retailing which takes place,

from hand-carts, and so forth, so there are worrieshealth, the education challenges, and the latest
Budget, which has come out just today in India, about that. Again, asKaran Bilimoria said, there are

coalition parties in place, so it is domestic politicsagain, increased spending going into health and
education. The second tier is of the infrastructure. In being balanced against free trade agendas. I think,

on the whole, it is moving forward.communications, India has made huge strides in
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Q249 Mr Hoyle: It is not open to Tesco yet? Q251 Mr Hoyle: I think we are missing something.
You have got many things that we can tender for;Dr Vyakarnam: Not yet.
youmay be buying cars but theUK is not exactly theMr Bilimoria: Single-brand retailing has just been
world leader anymore.Where I thinkwe are the bestopened up, and it has only just been announced that
in the world is in legal services, pharmaceuticals,51% ownership can take place in single-brand
retailing; whatever people’s views might be of Tescoretailing, so it is only amatter of time, inmy personal
they are a brand leader throughout the world. All Iview, before retailing as such opens up in India.
am saying is that we cannot penetrate the areas weAnother area, for example, legal services, at the
are good at because there are still barriers there.moment foreign law firms are not allowed to practise
What we need to see is those barriers removed toin India. That is something we have been talking to
increase the UK presence in India.the Indian Government about, saying very seriously
Dr Vyakarnam: I think there is another view on this.that the perceived concern in India is that the
One of the JETCO delegations is a hi-tech JETCOadvocates, the Indian Bar Association, are
delegation, and there is a great deal of potential onconcerned about British barristers possibly
both sides for a rethinking of this in terms of co-practising in Indian courts, whereas actually what
development. India is growing its knowledge basewe are looking for, from Britain’s point of view, is to
enormously in the university sector, it is growing itsallow advisory work from lawyers, mergers and
R&D base, the Council for Scientific and Industrialacquisitions work, business advice work, corporate Research has something like 26 major laboratoriesfinance work, which would help Indian companies, in India, it is committed to science to grow. I hope

particularly as Indian companies increasingly are you get to visit it. The head of that is Dr Mashelkar
getting more global. It is to Indian companies’ FRS, so strong links with the UK would be
advantage to have the expertise of foreign law firms beneficial. They are moving forward at a
there, and of course possibly one would have an tremendous pace. The UK has a good innovation
agreement where it was said that barristers would knowledge base in the Russell Group of universities
not practise in Indian courts. The advocacy can stay and the innovation with industry (in India) is not
in India; it is the advisorywork that will be beneficial that great. It has got a great demand for ICT, the
to both countries. There is a dialogue going on, and biotech sectors, and there are absolutely no barriers
again this is the benefit of the private sector and the whatsoever in that environment, either from India
Government working together, because we have or even from the UK itself. There are certain sectors
working groups within JETCO which address these in which Britain may be constrained, like the
issues, address the barriers. I think JETCO is a very European Space Agency taking the decision, for
good initiative in addressing the barriers, once a year example, that all European satellites will launch on
in a formal meeting, where the Government and the European rockets in future, and therefore
private sector sit together round the table, put the preventing our British small businesses getting in
barriers and challenges on the table and have an there, perhaps launching from India and taking

advantage of the cost base. There are other forms ofaction plan. That is followed up by Indo British
biotechnology research that could be done on a co-Partnership Network meetings; at every single
development basis between the UK and India, so Imeeting we touch on the JETCO action points and
think there are other possibilities. We should not getwe touch on the working groups, and most of the
caught up in just four or five anecdotes as examplesworking groups actually are members, are from the
of where there are barriers.Indo British Partnership Network.
Mr Bilimoria: We are: our expertise in telecoms,
Vodafone has invested in Bharti telecom and Airtel
in India. This is the whole thing, these barriers areQ250Mr Hoyle:Maybe we have just found out part
there but in spite of these barriers there areof the reason why we are not seeing a lot of UK
tremendous opportunities, and these barriers areinvestment out there. I think the worry is that, what
coming down all the time and I can give you severalare our strengths—legal, retailing, energy,
examples of this.pharmaceuticals, in which we are the leader—the

reason we are not doing very well is because actually
you have got barriers to what we are good at in the Q252 Mr Hoyle: I think we can both agree that the

quicker the barriers are removed the quicker theUK. Maybe that is part of the problem; maybe we
investment can come.have got to see it coming a lot quicker if really we are
MrBilimoria:Certainly it would help the investmentgoing to increase trade, because it is where all the
to flood in. For example, if India became aexpertise is that you are blocking us.
completely free market tomorrow, it would make aMr Bilimoria: Actually there are so many areas that
significant diVerence.are open and that are relatively open. Even in
Chairman:Dr Vyakarnam’s answer happily leads usenergy, there is a huge requirement for energy
to Peter Bone’s question.capacity to increase in India and British firms can

play a part there. On the other hand, we have also
got to be proactive and we have got to compete. Q253Mr Bone: Indeed, and I wish, many years ago,
Where the airports are concerned, there are two when I was inmanufacturing, your organisationwas
airports recently that have been put out to tender; in existence because, being a medium-sized
sadly, British companies are not winners of those, as company, it would have been extremely useful to us.

You were talking about the European Union andthings stand.
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eVectively trade barriers, you were talking about Q256 Chairman: If the French and the Luxembourg
Governments spend thewhole time tellingMrMittalIndia having high tariVs, but equally whenwe talk to
that his investment is not wanted and that we will bethe Indian Government they say, “Hang on a
protectionist, if you like, to keep India out of theminute, the reason we have got that is because the
European Union, what kind of message does thatEuropean Union has not been playing ball with us
send back to the Indian business people who areand why should we open up our markets if the EU
being told by their own Government that they mustwon’t open theirs up?” I have a lot of sympathy with
liberalise?that point of view. I just wonder whether, in fact, we
Dr Vyakarnam: It does not help.are being held back, when we talk about Indian and
MrBilimoria: I think, where Britain is concerned, weBritish trade, by the fact that the EU is doing what
have not been sending out those sorts of messagesit is doing?
and I think as long as Britain continues to maintainMr Bilimoria: In the WTO talks, one of the greatest
its open stance, if I may move that on to a point thatchallenges is agriculture, and on that score I know
I would like to emphasise. There is a huge exercisethat, from Britain’s point of view, our view is as a
here in Britain to raise the awareness with Britishcountry that we want to be completely open, we
business, particularly SMEs, of doing business withwant there to be a level playing-field, but I perceive
India and in India. There is also a huge exercise tothat they are restricted from the European Union.
be done within India of raising the awareness withinHowever, what I say continually is that, whatever
Indian business to do business in and with Britain.the issues with agriculture, yes, it is a bargaining
There are lots of perception issues. There is thisposition where the WTO talks are concerned, and,
whole perception and reality issue in India as wellyes, it is something that I feel is completely unjust
which is being addressed through the publicand unfair. However, that should not hold up the
diplomacy campaign, which has been explained toopening up of and the tremendous potential in goods
you earlier on, where we are promoting Britain inand services and manufacturing and investment
India, not just in business but in culture andboth ways. I think the encouraging thing is that,
education and science and technology, and I thinkregardless of agriculture, progress is being made in
that is a very important exercise. To that extent,these areas.
there is not a mirror of the Indo British Partnership
Network in India. UK Trade and Investment have
their commercial oYcers placed withinDeputyHighQ254 Mr Bone: I think that is true. If you woke up
Commissions and the High Commission in Delhi,in business one day and there was not a barrier or a
but there is not a Network, there is not aproblem you would think something was wrong,
membership organisation for Indian businesses tobecause there always are, but how could the British
join, the equivalent of the IBPN, focused on doingand Indian Governments move the situation
business with Britain in India, and I think there isforward so that perhaps the investment between the
potential to organise that sort of organisation.two countries could be improved? If you had the
Chairman: Roger Berry and I were in Belfastopportunity, whatwould be the one thing youwould
yesterday seeing amajor investment in call centres inlike to see them do?
Northern Ireland, which is counterintuitive, to sayDr Vyakarnam: If there were a silver bullet, I guess
the least, and very successful, by HCL.it would be for Britain to leave the EU!

Q257Roger Berry:You have referred to the fact thatQ255 Mr Bone: I think we have very good witnesses
there are opportunities as well as barriers, buttoday, Mr Chairman!
obviously, in some sense, some of the barriersDr Vyakarnam: That is a personal view, and there is represent opportunities for British investment. Theno silver bullet. We have to work within the infrastructure, as you rightly said, is the number one

framework of multilateral discussions. What I sense problem, certainly as the World Economic Forum
is that both Kamal Nath and the ministers here, identifies it, but presumably that would represent an
Alan Johnson and Ian Pearson, are working hard, enormous opportunity for UK companies: are they
trying to get the dialogue going and open up, rising to the challenge?
looking at the note in the Doha Agreement, and so Dr Vyakarnam: I think it is beginning. The signs are
on, and it is clear that everybody has to try to work there and I think it could be strengthened, is the
within the framework of the WTO as best we can. impression I have. We had an architect on a visit
There is another layer of agreements and needs recently to Kolkata who won some work with a
within the European Union, so I do not believe in company there called Pantaloon to redo a huge
silver bullets necessarily! shopping complex, and being sensitive to the
Mr Bilimoria: One of Britain’s greatest strengths is architecture, the heritage of Calcutta, or Kolkata.
that we are an open economy, we are a free market And these are happening. I can think of one or two
and I think that is why, to this day, we attract huge other major expansion plans, Arup, I think, at
amounts of foreign investment. Quite often we are Hyderabad Airport.
the gateway to Europe for many countries. I think Mr Bilimoria: This is where the Indo British
my dream scenario is that India becomes a Partnership Network is already making a diVerence.
completely free and openmarket, and it is moving in For example, the business delegation which
that direction, it has a long way to go but that would accompanied Ian Pearson, the British Minister for

Trade, in January to India was made up ofbe my dream scenario.
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predominantly Board members of the Indo British meetings eVective and also to have strong
participation, andwe do have excellent participationPartnership Network and from all accounts was a

highly successful trade mission, we have had at ourmeetings. Yes, as timemoves on, we will bring
in people from other sectors, but there is noexcellent feedback all round. One of the great

accomplishments of this mission was that one of deliberate exclusion of any sector at all. I think we
do have a wide variety there of sectors and expertiseBritain’s best-known architects of shopping centres

and malls, who designed Bluewater and the Bull but certainly we are open to taking on more in the
future.Ring in Birmingham, both hugely successful, won

two major contracts, for the largest shopping mall,
I think, to be built in India, in Mumbai, and also a Q260 Rob Marris: Apart from you, it does look
shopping mall in Calcutta. There are a number of fairly service industry to me; there is nothing wrong
ways in which the IBPN private sector can make a with the service industry but that is only one part of
diVerence. the equation, is it not, with Marks & Spencer as

retail, for example? That is why I am probing you
about what appears to be an imbalance.Q258 Roger Berry: Given that the UK does have
Mr Bilimoria: There are other manufacturers theremajor construction companies, and you have
as well on the list; of course, we have the CBImentioned the issue about the new airports, there is
represented at the table as well, who representa question of docks, there is a question of buildings,
several British manufacturers.the whole infrastructure, the whole construction

industry, given that the UK has some international
companies of great repute, is the problem that they Q261MrBinley: I want to talk about imbalance too,
are putting in bids for work in India, the airport but I am interested particularly in what I see as the
example you gave, I think, and just not being imbalance in investment between the two countries
competitive enough, or is it that they are not putting and the profitability of that investment and where it
enough work in that direction and they are not is reinvested. I believe we have got a sizeable
bidding for contracts in India suYciently imbalance there, a net deficit, from the UK’s point
vigorously? of view, with quite a lot of profit made in the UK
Mr Bilimoria: There are examples of huge successes going back to India and not being reinvested here.
that have taken place as well. One example that we Can you tell me how your organisation might help
saw on the ground last year was P&O and the port to rebalance that imbalance?
that they set up, a container terminal, in India, which Dr Vyakarnam: I think all businesses, anywhere in
was set up in five years from scratch. With all the the world, would want to take some part of its profit
bureaucracy barriers, with all of the infrastructure back to its founding business, I would imagine.
barriers, they set themselves a target of achieving the Presumably, that is what you are referring to, the
maximum capacity of 600,000 containers a year. repatriation of profits.
Within five years, when we visited them last year,
they were at 1.3million, they hadmore than doubled Q262 Mr Binley: In terms of FDI, there is a net
the final capacity they were hoping ever to reach imbalance, in terms of investment, in those terms,
within five years, and that was with rail because most of the profit made by Indian
infrastructure barriers, depth infrastructure barriers companies from investment in the UK goes back to
in the harbour, access to the terminal infrastructure India. If you added SMEs to that, that figure would
barriers, despite all that they were achieving double be sizeably increased, actually. I just wonder what
their final target. This is the whole aspect of India, you could do to ensure that there was further
this is the message that needs to get across to British investment by Indian companies in the UK to
companies, that, yes, the barriers are there, yes, they redress that balance?
are coming down, but, yes, the opportunities are Mr Bilimoria: My view is that we have got to
there. continue, in Britain, being a completely open

economy, and that means open to investment from
anywhere, any country. As long as they are bringingQ259 Rob Marris: You talked about the delegation

led by Ian Pearson, which, broadly, but not wholly, I investment into Britain they are creating
employment over here, they are creatingam sure, comprised Board members from the IBPN.

Looking at your list of Board members, I do not opportunities over here and we have unrestricted
money flows going out of Britain. That free marketknow all the organisations on there but I am familiar

with some of them and some of their names look to is one of our greatest strengths, that is what makes
the City of London such a phenomenally successfulbe fairly self-explanatory, but there do not appear to

be any major transport companies or construction place and one of the best places in the world to have
business headquarters. If we can encourage Indiancompanies or manufacturing companies. If that is

the case, it seems to me there is an imbalance in your companies, which increasingly are going global, at
the moment there are no truly giant global IndianBoard, in terms of what you were just talking about

to Roger Berry. Is that something that you need to companies, soon there will be, and Tata will be a
giant global company soon, I am sure, but in theaddress or am I misunderstanding what you are

doing? scale of the giant global companies the Indian
companies are emerging and within the next 10 yearsMr Bilimoria: We would welcome people from a

variety of diVerent sectors but have put a limit at this there will be giant global Indian companies. In the
same way as, for example, South African Breweriesstage on the number of Board members to make our
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moved their global business headquarters to Force, also a member of the UK-India Round
Table, both of which are forward-looking andLondon and took a London listing on the London

Stock Exchange and then, in five years, from being looking at the challenges and the opportunities in
both countries, looking ahead, preparing reports,the biggest brewery in Africa and South Africa,

today they are the second-largest brewer in the forecasts of where India and Britain will be in 2020,
for example. Also, we are linked into the London-world, headquartered in London, listed on the

London Stock Exchange, I would hope that, in the Delhi Round Table that meets over here and I am
linked into the Asian Business Association overfuture, there will be several Indian companies which

use London more and more as their global base and here; so we are aware of this forward-looking
approach.that can be only a good thing for Britain.

Q263MrBinley:Weare seeing already an imbalance Q267 Mr Binley: You are a very high-profile guy,
internationally, in terms of people investing in this with all those connections; you are going to take this
country and our investments abroad, and that is on board and see what you might be able to do
raising some concern. I just wonder whether the area about it?
we are talking about would not help in that respect Mr Bilimoria: Certainly we will look at it.
and keep that concept of freedom alive over the Mr Binley: I am delighted. Thank you.coming 40 or 50 years, because my concern is that
there could well be a move to protectionism in this
respect and that would be harmful to all that you Q268 Mr Weir: We heard in evidence that Tata
wanted to do. Consultancy Services is to invest in a joint venture
Dr Vyakarnam: I would like to check the figures at with the Pearl Group in Peterborough. I just
some stage, but I believe that FDI from India into wonder, do you see this type ofmodel of cooperation
the UK exceeds— in this joint venture as the future for investment by

Indian companies in the UK?
Dr Vyakarnam: I think, for the larger companies, itQ264 Mr Binley: I can tell you: it is minus £18
is a way forward, yes, in particular sectors. I wouldmillion without SMEs, which is about 7% ingoing.
imagine that for ICT, hi-tech and the biotechDr Vyakarnam: The investment coming in here
industries it would be a good model, wherepresumably is creating jobs, paying taxes, and you
collaborations, joint ventures, and so on, are prettysee that as part of investment. The repatriation of
normal practice among large companies on aprofits I think is a normal matter for both countries.
global basis.Mr Binley: Reinvestment?
Mr Bilimoria: There are other examples. Mahindra
and Mahindra have bought Stokes. Tata, of course,Q265 Chairman:The suggestion is that the worry we
are hoping to set up a development centre nearhave is that when Britons invest in India they tend to
Coventry. Bharat Forge, one of the largest in itsreinvest their profits and grow the business, but the
sector in the world, has bought a Scottish business.figures suggest that Indian investment here is treated
There is a lot of activity and there is a lot ofas a cash-cow and the money is sent home, and there
investment coming from India, a lot of it to date hasseems to be a diVerent approach; that is what the
been in the IT sector but now it is in manufacturingfigures seem to indicate. Is that a fair analysis?
as well, which I think is good.Mr Bilimoria: For example, Tata bought Tetley in

2000, and to my knowledge both profits and market
share have increased. To me, the priority is Britain Q269 Mr Weir: Do those tend to set up joint
being an open market and welcoming in investment, ventures when they go into manufacturing as well?
and if there is repatriation of profits, well, British What I am getting at is, the investment is coming in,
companies would want to repatriate profits when is the future going to be joint ventures with UK-
investing in India, shouldwewish to do so.Of course based companies or are Indian companies going to
there will be an element of reinvestment. If an Indian set up their own, from scratch, if you like,
market is growing, in my case we predict that if the investment in the UK?
beer market in India follows China it will grow by Mr Bilimoria: My experience is, I have seen a
between 25 to 30 times in the next 25 years, in which variety, I have seen acquisitions, I have seen joint
case, we will be reinvesting all the time in a ventures. I have seen one Indian company which is
growing market. part-manufacturing some of the product, some of

which was imported from Europe into India,
Q266 Mr Binley: Exactly the point I am making, sending it to the UK to be finished, so using the UK
because if you are looking at China and India having not only to finish the product but also using the UK
60% of global trade by 2050 then the problems that as a sales and marketing centre for that product
creates for our home marketplace, with worldwide, particularly into Europe. There is a
unemployment, and so forth, are sizeable and variety of ways in which this can happen.
considerable. That is why we need a little bit more
understanding and respect, would you not agree?

Q270 Mr Weir: What about the reverse, for UKMr Bilimoria: In terms of looking ahead, the point
companieswanting to invest in India; is joint venturethat you havemade, another advantage that we have
the way forward for them, rather than trying tois that, as Chairman of the Indo British Partnership

Network, I am also a member of the Asia Task break the Indian market, if you like, on their own?
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Mr Bilimoria: I think one has got to keep an open Dr Vyakarnam: Personally I got interested in that
question and registered a website calledmind. There are ways of going in, of a greenfield site,
‘thinkindia.co.uk’ done on a bootstrapping basisof licensing, of joint venturing, of acquiring, and I
and a couple of students, and so forth, and we havethink one has got to keep all of the opportunities
got a portal for news and information which isopen.
linked into the IBPN website and we are trying to
promote that and it is a long slog. I think there is a

Q271 Mrs Curtis-Thomas: My question relates to role to be played by the Indian High Commission
information deficit. We have already taken quite a here as well, because it is not just Britain’s job to
lot of evidence, particularly from the UKTI, about promote trade with India, I think, also, equally, it is
information deficit in the UK, and would you Indian Government’s role to promote. I think, to
identify this as a major or a minor or significant some extent, the communication gap is that
factor in UK-India trade and what steps have you sometimes Indian business, and sometimes Indian
taken to address this issue? Government, does not present its own PR eVectively
Dr Vyakarnam: I think there is an information enough to the British public.
deficit and the issue of perceptions, therefore, looms
large, and sometimes is driven by the press’s Q273 Mrs Curtis-Thomas: My observation is, you
perception of what they think are the realities, and may be getting a significant number of hits, but
so you get from lack of information to whether or not you have got an eVective website is
misinformation on some occasions about the another matter entirely. If you start afresh, you are
substantive issues. There is information at a number presuming that the eVectiveness of each contact has
of diVerent levels that is required. There is a sort of a summation which leads the individual to making
general awareness of the possibilities, of the investment in India and I do not see that happening,
opportunities and the realities, and so forth, and because I think you will run into brick walls,
then there is the harder information that is required actually. Website direction is one thing;
on the ground. Sort of information provided by the hyperlinking to sites, unless it is a fruitful event, then
staV at the BusinessLinks, working with the small it is not going to lead you to where you want to go,
businesses, actually the hand-holding services, which is investment.
taking advantage of UKTI’s OMIS, to which Mr Mr Bilimoria: Part of our plan, in building the
Bilimoria referred earlier. At that level too, work website, is to make it more and more proactive.
needs to be done to scale up the operation, to scale Because people join on a sector basis, when they join
up the take-up of opportunity that exists. There is an they declare which sector their expertise is in or their
information deficit at a number of diVerent levels, business is in, then every time there is a sector report
for sure. produced or there is a delegation which is of interest

to that particular individual, or that sector, we can
notify them of it proactively. The more proactive we

Q272 Mrs Curtis-Thomas: One of the things I find can be and develop the site to be then we are going
immensely interesting is the number of diVerent to be more and more a catalyst to encourage this
websites that are available, providing diVerent bits trade and business investment.
of information. I logged on and said “Do business in
India”. I do not know what sorts of word plans you

Q274 Rob Marris: One of the things which will helpput in which acknowledge the fact that somebody
UK companies investing in India, of course, is localliterally can oVer standing-start, but the responses
knowledge, and one of the ways to acquire that iswere very diVerent and not what I was looking for.
through partnership working. UK companies alsoAre you happy with the way that the web presents
have, or should have, a corporate socialopportunities in India and do you sense that you
responsibility agenda, and I would hope that Cobrahave a role, or rather a sort of coordinating role, to
Beer does as well. A particular problem in India,bring to that, and, if it is not you, who should be which by and large is not existing in the UK, exceptdoing that? to a very small extent, is casteism. What is the IBPN

Mr Bilimoria: I think that this is one of the practical doing to educate its members who are investing in
ways in which the Indo British Partnership Network India to take the issue of casteism, and the issue of
has found, already in its early days, that it is Dalit in particular, seriously so that the abhorrent
becoming a first stop portal, gateway, to doing discriminationwhich exists currently in India, and in
business with India. From there we are linked into a other countries, on the basis of caste is not bought
variety of organisations, of course UKTI but also to into by UK companies investing in India? In fact,
the Indian High Commission and to the Indian that they oppose it, in line with the Constitution of
Government departments and to the British High India, written byDr Ambedkar, with whom youwill
Commission in India and to various other be familiar, and there are now the Ambedkar
organisations and sector expertise. If there is this Principles produced by the Dalit Solidarity
one-stop shop from which you can be directed, that Network? What are you doing about that, in your
role is starting to emerge already and we are getting own company and in IBPN?
huge numbers of hits on our website, in the very Dr Vyakarnam: It is an interesting question about
early days, without having millions of pounds worth what the role of IBPN would be with injustices in
of marketing budget to make people aware of the other parts of the world; this is quite a curious

question, actually. I will let Karan answer for CobraIndo British Partnership Network.
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Beer, but as far as IBPN is concerned it has been in experience of doing business in both countries; is it
existence for about a year now, the Board more diYcult, or is it just diVerent? Is it diVerent
composition. I think you make an extremely useful or diYcult?
contribution and I think it should be raised at the Mr Bilimoria: In many ways, it is very similar. For
next Board meeting as an issue for companies, example, the basic business environment is similar,
members of IBPN, to take to their own businesses, the legal system is very similar, and actually India
but I do not know that, as a Boardmember of IBPN, has a very good rule of law. Yes, there are issues
I would wish to dictate other companies’ policies. sometimes of the time it takes for the legal process to

take place, but the basic law actually is very good,
Q275 Rob Marris:What I am asking is whether you even when it comes to intellectual property, which
are encouraging your members to comply with the perception-wise seems to be a concern. There is
Constitution of India, which sadly is often actually very good intellectual property law in India;
overlooked within India in this respect, whether you yes, enforcement and the time it takes can be an
are actively encouraging them to do so, as I think issue. There is a free press in India, and a very
you should be? vibrant press; there are more television news
Mr Bilimoria: I think the Indian Government, for channels in India, I think, than in any other country
years now, has gone and is going to great, great in the world, and the most important thing is that it
lengths to eradicate all discrimination, of any sort. If is a free press. In many ways, the business
what you are suggesting is that we should make our environment is similar, the financial markets are
members even more aware of this then certainly we very similar, the stock exchanges. On the other hand,
will make them even more aware of it. It is it does help to have local knowledge, local expertise
something that the Government has been very, very and that is where it helps to have good advisers, and
active in promoting and is promoting strongly in the that is where UKTI, the BritishHigh Commission in
whole of Indian society. India, on the ground, with its locally-employed staV,

can be of great benefit to British businesses,
Q276 Rob Marris: You manufacture in India, do particularly when they are operating in India for the
you not, or have I misunderstood that, with Cobra first time, to point them in the right direction and
Beer? guide them in the initial days. Then I think very
Mr Bilimoria: Yes. quickly companies find their feet and find it a good

country to operate in, from a business point of view.
Q277 Rob Marris: Do you monitor the proportion
of your workforce which is Dalit?
Mr Bilimoria:We have a licensing agreement with a Q280 Mr Wright: I am genuinely surprised really at
brewery over there, and where corporate social the low level of trade with India that we have in the
responsibility is concerned, where the environment UK, representing just 1% of the total trade.We have
is concerned, we monitor that very carefully. I can been told anecdotally that one of the reasons for thisgive you one small example where the brewery is

low level of trade with India is that, unlike the Indianlocated in an agricultural area, surrounded by fields,
Chambers of Commerce, the UK Chambers ofand the brewery started buying the husk from the
Commerce do not have any dedicated oYces inmustard harvest to use to generate power for the
India.Do you think that this is true and, if so, do youbrewery, so actually using a natural source and
also consider that this is a hindrance to increasedproviding extra income for the farmers. The eZuent
trade?from the brewery is treated and then is used by the
Mr Bilimoria: I spoke earlier of the fact that really itlocal farmers as extra water and irrigation; so we are
would help to have a mirror of the Indo Britishvery aware of corporate social responsibility, and
PartnershipNetwork set up in India, and I think thatpersonally I always encourage it at every
is something we are trying to encourage to takeopportunity I get.
place. It would help; for example, the CBI have
opened up an oYce in China, I think it would beQ278 Rob Marris: Could you let us have a note
good if they opened up an oYce in India. I believeperhaps on the proportion of Dalit that you employ,
the Lord Mayor, on his visit to India, is going toor the brewery employs?
announce the City of London opening up an oYceMr Bilimoria: I could ask them.
in India. I think that is excellent news. In terms of theRob Marris: Thank you.
actual Chamber of Commercemodel, UKTI fulfils a
lot of the roles of a Chamber of Commerce already.Q279 Chairman: The questions that Rob has been

asking do highlight one interesting question, which
is how diVerent is India from the commercial

Q281 Mr Wright: Do you have discussions with theenvironment of Europe or the United States of
Chambers of Commerce within the UK?America? We have heard conflicting evidence on
Mr Bilimoria: Yes. I have had a meeting with thethat. One said that actually it is not that diVerent
Indian High Commissioner and the Head of theand, viewed from India, doing business in the UK
British Chambers of Commerce to see how we canlooks pretty diYcult. You only have to try putting
take things even further with the Indo Britishup a garden shed in your back garden to know how
Partnership Network and the British Chambers ofdiYcult it is to get anything done in the UK. How

diVerent is India and how diYcult is it? You have got Commerce.
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Q282 Mr Wright: Have there been any outward more bursaries or some way of subsidising the cost
missions from the UKwith the Chambers, just from of their education. I would target those on the high
the regions rather than from the centre; you end institutions, research-oriented institutions, like
mentioned the Lord Mayor going from London? the Russell Group, and then allowing the students to
Mr Bilimoria: Yes. The London Chamber of stay long enough to gain some experience of the way
Commerce has sent delegations to India and passes that British business is conducted and maybe to
delegations to India, for example. recover some of the costs of their university

education and then probably become partly global
citizens, go back to India and take a longer view onQ283 Mr Wright: What about the regions’
that. Certainly there is work to be done in those threeChambers; we are talking about the financial
or four areas.institutions, as far as those based in London are

concerned, and that seems to be the centre, but there
are other Chambers, regionally, around the UK, Q286 Roger Berry: Is it the case that, the US, and
which probably could benefit from some of this presumably, I believe, other countries, like
expertise? Australia, for example, in terms of fees, visaMr Bilimoria: The regions are sending delegations. arrangements, and so on, these are the significantFor example, one of our Board members, Sandra factors which make the States or Australia moreBrusby, from the North West, took an all-women attractive, and if we address those would that bebusiness delegation to India recently from the North

suYcient to attract more students?West, so there are delegations going regularly.
Dr Vyakarnam: I think Britain also needs to regainDr Vyakarnam: I am sure I ran into somebody from
its profile in India as the place to go to, it is not seena Chamber of Commerce in the West Midlands at
as attractive to come here, compared with the USA,the Auto Exhibition in Delhi, during our visit, and
for instance, and some of the big-name institutions.he had actually used his own credit card to fund
I heard recently, I think through you, Karan, thatsome of his members to go and was hopeful that one
Harvard Business School are opening a researchday it would come back to him.
oYce in Mumbai, for instance. I am not aware that
any British university is doing anything similar.

Q284MrWright: Really it would be true to say that Mr Bilimoria: I am attending the launch of that next
you are actively supporting and encouraging month, in India.
Chambers of Commerce and other industries to go Dr Vyakarnam: Being at Cambridge, I am aware
over there, through the UK? that the University is very interested. I looked up the
Mr Bilimoria: Yes, very much so. However, I feel numbers and they are tiny, there are 128 students at
that a lot more resource needs to be put in, both here Cambridge whose normal country of residence is
and in India, to encourage the bilateral trade, India, 40 or so undergraduates and 80 or sobusiness and investment, far, far more. I have postgraduates. India is in fourth place behindChina,expressed to you the small budget that we have and Singapore and Malaysia for those numbers, farwhat we are achieving with such a tiny budget, but exceeding Germany and France, it has to be said,much, much more needs to be done. I gave the

which were at eight and seven last year, atexample of UKTI in our particular area, their
Cambridge. These numbers are tiny. I believe theresources have been cut from 36 people to six people
number has grown, the total of Indian students inin the South Asia Department, while India is
the UK has grown—and I would like to have thisbooming, and I think this needs to be addressed. The
confirmed at some stage—to about 18,000 fromprivate sector, once it is given a chance, we get on
about 3,000 a few years ago, so it is heading in thewith it, and we can help as much as we can, but I
right direction. The concern for Britain has to bethink the Government also can do a great deal to
where these students go, which type of institutionsupport this bilateral trade, business and
they go to and how long and sustainable these linksinvestment.
are for future trade and what sorts of courses theyChairman: I want to change direction a little bit now,
are on, so we need some more data on that.in our questioning, to what is a very important area,

particularly in response to some of the comments
you made earlier, Dr Vyakarnam. Q287 Roger Berry: I am genuinely shocked by the

numbers you have given of students of Indian origin
Q285 Roger Berry: You mentioned the at Cambridge.
attractiveness of US academic institutions to Dr Vyakarnam: It is very tiny.
students from India and then the subsequent benefits
in terms of economic links, trade and investment,

Q288 Roger Berry: It is very tiny indeed. What isand so on. I suppose the first obvious question is
IBPN doing to encourage Indian students to studywhat can the UK Government do to make UK
in the UK, given the implications for subsequentacademic institutions more attractive to Indian
business?students?
Dr Vyakarnam: I think the start of it is possiblyDr Vyakarnam: I think there are several layers to
having me on the Board as opposed to having athis. One of them would be the visa rules and the
manufacturer on the Board, so I am happy to stepcosts of visas and the whole process of getting people
down if they need somebody else instead! I have beenthrough that operation. There are possibilities to

enable Indian students that are here either to get on two visits to India now, once as part of a JETCO
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mission, the report of which is published, so if this Mrs Curtis-Thomas:Education is a significant sector
within the UK and it is a very broad sector, taking inCommitteewould like copies of that I am sureUKTI

can supply it. vocational as well as academic provision inHE. You
have talked about the Russell Group of universities,
you have talked about promoting those, but I would

Q289 Chairman: Yes; thank you. be far more interested in seeing something on the
Dr Vyakarnam: I went on the ministerial delegation website which actually defined what the FE
as well, trying really to focus in on the high provision looks like within the UK, how that is
technology and linking that with the university sectored, because a research assessment exercise
sector and linking that with entrepreneurship, which would allow you to identify universities and specific
is my area of work. I think what we have discovered departments within universities with outstanding
is that, while India has got a knowledge base in the expertise. I would have thought that those
laboratories, while it has got entrepreneurs, the universities would very much like to engage in a
types of entrepreneurs that you find in India do not diVerent marketplace, not necessarily to have
have the experience of disruptive technology type of students come here but at least to provide courses in
entrepreneurship that you find in Cambridge, India which could be accredited by British
Oxford, London and other places and I think there universities. Have you thought about doing that?
is a role for the linkages to be strengthened in those
sorts of areas. More broadly, encouraging more

Q291 Chairman: Can I ask a supplementary tostudents, postgraduate students and even
Claire’s supplementary. Howmuch is that the job ofundergraduate students, into these universities is a
the British Council rather than yourselves?very important part of what should be happening. I
MrBilimoria:Where education is concerned, it is thedo not know if it is part of what the PrimeMinister’s
British Council’s domain, but we are very, very keeninitiative is going to focus on, the £10 million that
that it should be integrated. There is an interest fromhas been allocated, but those are small sums of
our point of view. Some of this is happening already;money for the long-term benefits that Britain is
for example, City and Guilds, through thelooking for really in the links.
Confederation of Indian Industry, are going to beMr Bilimoria: Just one thing to add there is that the
carrying out courses for huge numbers of employeesgrowth is there, the number of Indian students
in Indian companies throughout industry in India.coming to UK universities is growing by 14%, year
You are absolutely right, there is a lot of scope, someon year; as Shai said, the latest figure is close to
of it is happening already, but there is scope to do far18,000, for 2004–05 it was 16,727. What is
more and we are in regular dialogue with the Britishhappening also is that British universities are
Council about this.starting to get more proactive, to the extent of

opening up oYces in India to recruit Indian
students. I am Chancellor of Thames Valley Q292 Mrs Curtis-Thomas: Are you getting your
University and we have opened up an oYce in India education message across to your fellow Board
recently. It goes further, in the British universities members?
also linking up with Indian educational DrVyakarnam:Yes, they are very supportive. There
establishments, so, for example, the London School is a concept paper I have put in to the Board and that
of Tourism, Hospitality and Leisure within Thames has gone through the Board, now it is chugging
Valley University has got a link-up and an along through various other departments and we are
arrangement with catering colleges in India. There is trying to secure the resources to make the link
a lot of scope to further the integration, and again between hi-tech, university-type linkages with the
that is one of Britain’s greatest strengths. Yes, the entrepreneurship connection. I think there is a lot
United States is perceived to be ahead of us, but I more that can be done; it is a major area of
think British universities, given our endowments, opportunity. I think your suggestion of adding the
even at Cambridge, I think are a quarter of Harvard university linkages to the IBPN website is a very
University’s, if I am not mistaken. good one and I shall take that back to the Board.

Mrs Curtis-Thomas: Thank you.Dr Vyakarnam: They are tiny.
Mr Bilimoria: We punch above our weight, as
British universities, and have got respect around the Q293 Miss Kirkbride: I wonder, do you know what
world and have several world-class universities, the student fee ratio is, if you are an Indian student,
particularly in the area of science and technology. how much less do you pay if you are an EU student,
To this day British universities are considered some and the fact that you are gettingmore people coming
of the best in the world, so I think we do have a lot as post-grads, because there is some financial
to oVer. support for post-grads, what is the fee ratio there?
Dr Vyakarnam: I think any message that can be sent Dr Vyakarnam: I think it is a very good question. I
out to encourage that would be very positive. was at a function on Friday evening with the Indian

High Commissioner and he was saying, at a public
meeting, that he thought the Indian students wereQ290 Chairman: Lord Patten is actually in India at
subsidising the EU students.present, from Oxford, is he not?

Dr Vyakarnam: Yes, he is.
Chairman:Wewill be going to India at the end of the Q294Mrs Curtis-Thomas: They are; that is the truth

of it.week and we might even run into him, who knows.
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Dr Vyakarnam: In spite of the fee rates being what Q299 Chairman: That will reinforce the process that
they are, student numbers are growing coming to the you were talking about earlier, that the crème de la
UK, and that is an interesting message in itself crème of the Indian diaspora are actually in
really. Certainly, there is verymuch a full-fee-paying California and not in London and Cambridge?
approach. Mr Bilimoria: The more we can attract Indian

students here, by providing them with scholarships,
by making it easier for them to work to supplement

Q295 Miss Kirkbride:What do they pay, oV the top their fees, to make it easier for them to stay on and
of your head, for a course? work after they have finished their studies and gain
Dr Vyakarnam: They pay full fees, whatever the some experience, once you get students over here
institutional rates are for given courses, relative to you are building a lifelong link with that person and
the domestic fee rates that the EU students pay. they become ambassadors for Britain in India and

you never lose that link. It is not just them, their
children then are encouraged to come to the UK toQ296 Rob Marris: Nine thousand pounds?
study as well, so it is very, very important from aDr Vyakarnam: It depends on the courses but, yes,
number of diVerent angles.around, say, £9,000, compared with EU students.
Dr Vyakarnam: I am delighted that the message isChairman: The principle is well made and it was a
being taken in the Margaret Thatcher room!helpful observation.
Chairman: Peter Bone has got another question laterMr Hoyle: What is interesting is what has been
and he expressed equal pleasure for that comment aspointed out about the lack of use of UK universities.
to one of your earlier comments.How many actually are Chevening students, UK-

sponsored students from India coming to English
universities, from India? I presume we have got

Q300 Rob Marris: Incidentally, great minds thinksome; every country in the world we have a linkwith,
alike, because the Chancellor of the University ofand such an important trading country, I just
Wolverhampton, in my own constituency, Lordwonder how many we are sponsoring?
Swraj Paul, last week was due to open the second
oYce, I think, in India and this time in Delhi, so
everybody is doing it.More prosaically perhaps thanQ297 Chairman: We will be meeting the British
I asked last time, in terms of the diVerences and two-Council.
way barriers to trade and investment, you wereDr Vyakarnam: The numbers are small. I could not
mentioning earlier about the basic law being theget into the detail, but I think you are meeting the
same and that structures are very similar. Are thereBritish Council. The other people I would
major diVerences in the structure of company lawrecommend would be the Universities UK Group.
between the two countries, meaning that companiesMr Hoyle:Which now is a DTI-sponsored scheme;
from India find it somewhat confusing when theyin fairness, it is not the universities, it is actually the
want to become a company in the UK, or vice versa,UK Government giving money to the DTI and the
if a UK company is setting up in India, in terms ofDTI through the UK presence in India, which

usually is the High Commissioner, and the best of just the legal framework and the structures of
students usually apply. This sets up a good trade company law?
basis and this should have been going on for years. Mr Bilimoria: The basic principles are almost
I am very concerned that you have not got links. identical, when it comes to company law, when it

comes to accountancy, in all these areas commercial
practices basically are very, very similar, the same

Q298 Chairman: I agree with what Lindsay Hoyle foundations, the same basic principles. Yes, there
was saying. A lot of our discussion this morning is are diVerences but it is not, to me, a huge challengeabout problems in India, liberalisation and the and there is excellent advice inmost countries to helpissues over there and Dalits, and so on, and we have

companies, in terms of lawyers and accountants.not spent much time looking at the issues, that
actually there are barriers here in the UK, which
could help develop our trade, and to me it seems this Q301 RobMarris: They are fairly minor diVerences,
is an absolutely central issue. We have heard of very are they, albeit they may be important, but they are
ambitious targets in the Australian universities to fairly minor in terms of the structure of law and
increase recruitment of students; we do not seem to accountancy?
be anything like as ambitious here, there is a failure MrBilimoria:The basic structure is very similar, yes.
of nerve, a lack of ambition here which really we Chairman:Peter Bone, to whom you have given such
need to build on. Are we right to be interested in this pleasure with your evidence today.
issue, as you see the Committee is?
Mr Bilimoria: It is a very important issue. It is one

Q302 Mr Bone: I think it is one of our best evidenceof Britain’s great strengths and we could attract far
sessions. It is not the want of regulation, which ismore students, with the United States. There is not
quite good, while we are in the Thatcher room Ionly the perception about the opportunities as a
suppose. We have been told that really India is nostudent in the United States, which is why so many
more bureaucratic than theUK, so I would like yourIndian students go there, but also the reality of
opinion on that, but also I would like your opiniongetting scholarships and funding in the United

States, far more than over here. on whether the sorts of rules and regulation of
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bureaucracy are actually going up or down in India Q304 Miss Kirkbride: As you know, the Committee
is about to go to India next week, andwhenever I amand whether you think they are going up or down in

the UK? travelling somewhere where I do not go very often it
is always nice to take a book that gives you a bitMr Bilimoria: The simple answer would be that the

rules and regulations in India are still far too many more of an insight and a perspective on the culture
that is surrounding you. Do you have any goodand the licence raj is still very much in existence, and

bureaucracy, as I said earlier on, is still perceived as, advice for the Committee as to what we might pick
up at the bookshop?and is in reality, one of the big barriers in India to

doing business in India and a barrier to investment, Mr Bilimoria: I would suggest a book by Gurcharan
Das and he is an ex-senior executive of Proctor andbut it is going down. In the UK, I think, relatively,

all things considered, we have a free market, Gamble and is a very well-known journalist now in
India, and hewrote a book called IndiaUnbound andrelatively I think it is a very good place to do business

in and a very easy place to do business in, but the it is an excellent book about a lot of the issues we
have been talking about today.regulations are increasing in this country and red

tape is increasing, from all surveys.

Q305 Miss Kirkbride: From Waterstone’s andQ303 Mr Bone: Going on to one aspect that people Ottakar’s?associate with India, and some people would call it Mr Bilimoria: It should be available, yes.commission and some people would say it is
corruption, andwe understand that theGovernment
is bringing in more transparency in decision-making Q306 Chairman: I would not recommend though

that the more nervous members of the Committeeperhaps to alleviate that, we are getting mixed
messages on howmuch of a problem this is. I wonder readMaximumCity: Bombay Lost and Found before

they go, which I made the mistake of reading inwhat your views would be?
Mr Bilimoria: In the 2005 Transparency Bombay myself last year! Is there anything else you

would like to say to us, gentlemen, before weInternational Corruption Perception Index, India is
rated 88, China is 78, at the bottom of the table is a conclude this session; is there anything you feel we

have overlooked?country 158, the UK is number 11, so corruption is
an issue in India. However, again, from the surveys MrBilimoria: Thank you very much for asking us to

be here. What I would just like to reinforce is that,that I have conducted personally, for example, at the
World Economic Forum in 2004, asking at the IBPN, I am delighted that, in less than three

years from the start that I had with a blank sheet ofmanufacturers there over the last decade had they
seen corruption decrease and, if so, by how much; paper, we have achieved what we have. I think the

momentum is certainly there. We are alreadythe answer I was given was by 70%, which is
significant. It is coming down, and again there is a making a big diVerence and we can make a huge

diVerence in the future, and I do believe, we alldirect correlation between the licence raj and the red
tape and the bureaucracy being lifted and corruption believe, that a huge amount more resource needs to

go into promoting trade, business and investmentgoing down, so the fewer permissions you need the
fewer licences you need the less scope there will be between Britain and India, both ways.

Chairman: Certainly, from what I have seen of thefor corruption. I think it is on a downward trend.
The figure I heard at the World Economic Forum UK corporate sector, I agree with you entirely. I

think the opportunities are there to be seized andwas very encouraging but it is still verymuch an issue
in India. That said, companies operate in India very they are not being seized at present.We congratulate

you, we thank you for your evidence and declare theeYciently and refusing to have anything to do with
corruption at all. session closed. Thank you very much.
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Roger Berry Mark Hunter
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Mrs Claire Curtis-Thomas Mr Anthony Wright
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Witnesses:Mr Sonjoy Chatterjee,Managing Director and Chief Executive OYcer of ICICI Bank (UK) Ltd
and Chairman of The India Group, Mr Anwar Hasan, Managing Director of Tata UK and Mr Sirjiwan
Singh, Head of Wockhardt UK Limited, The India Group, gave evidence.

Q307 Chairman: Gentlemen, welcome to this become predominant. For me to earn my keep with
evidence session on our inquiry on trade and the group, I do a lot of procurement, we do a lot of
investment in relation to India. As I think you know, trading and that keeps us a little street-smart as to
most of us have just returned from a visit to India what is happening.
where we have seen some of your companies in Mr Singh: Myself, Sirjiwan Singh, I am the
action in the country itself and had an extremely managing director ofWockhardtUKLimitedwhich
enjoyable, interesting and stimulating visit; I hope is a subsidiary of Wockhardt India, and Wockhardt
that will make for an enjoyable, interesting and is amongst the top five pharmaceutical companies in
stimulating evidence session today as well. Can I ask India. We are in the business of healthcare
you to begin by introducing yourselves and perhaps management, starting from API manufacturing to
the companies you represent for the record? formulation manufacturing, moving forward to
Mr Chatterjee:My name is Sonjoy Chatterjee, I am biotechnology. We were one of the few
managing director and CEO of ICICI Bank (UK) pharmaceutical companies which, in the very early
Ltd. ICICI Bank is India’s largest bank in terms of stages, moved into biotechnology and started the
market capitalisation and second largest in terms of programme of bio-generics in India. We also are
assets. It is listed on the New York Stock Exchange strongly present in hospitals; we have got a number
and we set up our 100% subsidiary in the United of hospitals which are all speciality care hospitals in
Kingdom in November 2003; we are now, we India, tied up with Harvard Medical International
believe, the largest Indian bank in the United and having a recognition and a partnership with
Kingdom. We have a balance sheet in excess of £1 Harvard Medical International, following all the
billion and we have five branches in the United clinical practices of HMI. We do have a lot ofKingdom. Of notable interest is the fact that in the patients from the UK also now going over to Indialast year or so we have been advising and funding a

for treatment in our hospitals. More than that, Imajority of the Indian acquisitions in the UK and
would say, my company grew both organically andEurope and, as per the Reuters data, we have a 7%
inorganically. When we grew inorganically we wentmarket share there. We also run a very strong
through a process of acquisitions and in 1998 it wasinternet channel by which we have, I would say,
the first cross-border acquisition that we made in themore white Anglo-Saxons as our customers than
UK when we bought a company in the UK, thepeople of Indian origin, and we have just started
Wallis Laboratory, and after that in 2003 we boughtexpanding into Europe with our first branch in
another company in the UK which is CPBelgium. I chair The India Group which, as you are
Pharmaceuticals; these two companies together nowaware, is a private sector alliance of the leading
are subsidiaries of a company in the UK which isIndian companies in the UK and Europe.
Wockhardt UK. I am pleased to say that we came
with the aim of running manufacturing in the UKQ308Chairman:Thank you verymuch indeed.Who
and we are running here a manufacturing facilitywants to go next?
with 400 people employed by us today in Wrexham.Mr Hasan: My name is Anwar Hasan, I am the
When we moved westwards everybody was sayingmanaging director of Tata Limited; a company that
how can you sustain manufacturing in the Unitedhas been in existence from 1907, although actually
Kingdom, but we built our business model in such aover the last 100 years we have changed our role.
way that we have been sustaining the business here,Originally we were in the procurement business
carrying out manufacturing, providing products tobecause they had a very strict regime of import
muchmore value-addedmarkets like theUS, havinglicensing et cetera back in India, but now the role has
a facility which manufactures products for the USchanged and I have now taken more a role of group
market. Along with that we are now one of only tworepresentative in the UK and Europe, and it is
providers of animal insulin in the UK, and with onethrough my company that investments into the UK
of the competitors moving out of the market in aare channelled. Basically we give feedback to
short while, we will be the key and the only suppliercompanies back in India as to what the lay of the

land is over here and it is that role that has now of the animal insulin in the UK market.
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Q309 Chairman: Thank you, that paints a picture of false dawns originally, things that were supposed to
happen did not happen, so people went and whata very varied portfolio as it were among the three of
could have been a businesslike trip became a junketyou, which will stand us in very good stead for this
and you just come back again. I think this is the lastsession. You know that our concern as a Committee
train that is going out to India; if you do not catchis that Britain, and for thatmatter India, are perhaps
this train, you are going to lose out quite a lot innot fully exploiting the historic links between our
what is going to happen. All you have got to do is gotwo countries and the Indian economic miracle
to the Investment Commission—there is a website—which could be to the mutual benefit to our two
and there it will tell you all that is being done, all thecountries and trade and investment are not as strong
investments that are required. I have just taken aas they should be between our countries. That is
brief capture of this and I find it amazing that in thereally the focus of this evidence session, trying to find
next five to seven years, which is 2012 and beyond,ways in which we can improve that. My first
500 billion is what is required and it is not allquestion to you is really to ask you as business
required at once, it is over a period of time. Sirjiwanpeople what you think are the main opportunities
and Sonjoy have talked about pharmaceuticals andfor UK companies in India?
healthcare, but there is so much that you can do onMr Chatterjee: I guess we will take this question
real estate, there is somuch that you can do on retail,jointly, so I will just give you a few thoughts first and
there is so much that can be done on tourism, therethen the other members can join in. To start with it
is so much that can be done in the infrastructure; Iis important to come to the context of what is India
mean, it is limitless. It is a question of where you feeltoday in terms of the opportunities it presents in
comfortable and, once you feel comfortable with aterms of its very young population, in terms of its
certain business, it is to focus in that area, set upGDP growth, in terms of its requirement of services,
shop there and please, please, you must take localin terms of its requirement of, I would say, a variety
help because local knowledge is so important—youof retail and consumer-oriented goods. To put it into
might have got a feel of this in your trip. If you cancontext, that is the first thing that needs to be put on
seriously get down and stay the course, which is whatthe table, how do you cite India today in terms of all
is most important—like the cricket, in Indian pitchesthese economic parameters? One way is to assume
you need patience.that this is largely understood and broadly, I would

say, the information is well spread out. Although in
the few interactions that I have had in platforms Q310 Chairman: Do not mention cricket today,
where I have been jointly engaged with British please!
businesses, for instance, a platform with the CBI, I MrHasan:You need patience, but if you are patient
have found that businesses here are not so up to date I can tell you that there are not going to be many
on what is really happening in India. In the first more false dawns, there is going to be the pot of gold
instance I would say that this is one big at the end of the rainbow.
communication that needs to take place and there Mr Chatterjee: I will just come in on this to cite our
are some platforms that have been created like examples. When ICICI decided to move
Doing Business with India of UKTI where these internationally, Britain was our first overseas oYce
kinds of things have come up, but people are still not that we set up. Between the time that we set up our

oYce and started the bank, this was a period ofvery sure as to what is really happening if they have
almost 16 months, and if I look at our first ‘wettingsome specific elements like the diYculty in setting up
our feet situation’ in this country, what we saw as thelegal practices and that does not really cover a wide
opportunity, what we went to the Financial Servicescanvas. To get into specifics, I would imagine that if
Authority with in terms of what we felt our businessyou look at theUK skill set today, if you look at UK
proposition should be in this country and what westrengths today, specific areas which call for a lot of
are doing now, it is completely diVerent. Onepartnership, a lot of engagement, would be in the
powerful point that Anwar is making is thatarea of education, would be in the area of medical
businesses must take the first shot in terms of goingscience, which would include pharmaceuticals.
ahead, setting up a small shop—we now employ 200These are two avenues where straightaway Britain
people and we have six oYces. I sat in one smallcan walk into India and set up a lot of partnerships
room in Cannon Street for one year, until I decidedwhich would eVectively see a surge in terms of how
okay, this is what we really need to do. ThatBritain is engaging with India, so there is a clear gap
approach and mindset is very important and that isthere. Anwar, do you want to add to this?
what I think one needs to emphasise.MrHasan: Invariably India is compared with China

and I think in the last four or five years it is China
that has really got the biggest piece of the pie, so Q311 Chairman: Mr Singh, would you like to
where India has got four billion FDI in China you comment?
will get 40 billion. But there is a certain saturation Mr Singh: I always talk to Sonjoy on this matter,
point that has now been reached in China and more what he was really mentioning about coming and
and more companies are now looking at India. sitting in one room. It is the concept of managerial
Previously, looking at India was vague because entrepreneurship, that is all the organisation’s
people did not get into the nitty-gritty, not actually managers are really going to work in a very
going there and setting up shop to actually get the entrepreneurial manner and then take these things
feel, to know what the local conditions are like. I do forward from there. Taking it on from Anwar, I

would definitely identify healthcare and medicalnot mind saying this, that perhaps there were a few
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sciences as an area of collaboration in the future; Q314 Chairman: UCH?
another area I see is that there is a good amount of MrChatterjee: It is called UCL but UCH is one part

of it—University College London which has threebiotechnology research being carried out in the
hospitals under it. It was just a chance lunchmeetingUnited Kingdom, in Scottish universities and
that I had with the vice-provost who looks aftervarious other places. What we need to do is to think
international matters, and he came up with the factof the fusion of future, the fusion of future is going to
that they have very little research going on withbe innovation of the UK to be combined with cost-
India and he gave the example of breast cancereVective commercialisation of India. Those are the
where there has been a lot of research that has beenareas and I definitely see that some of us as
done here, but in the Asian context they would likecompanies are doing very well in biotechnology
to do a lot more. The desire was that there are Indianwhere there can be sound collaboration between the
companies who we hope will engage with us in this.enterprises/universities of the United Kingdom and
There are Indian companies like the Apollo Group,the companies in India. The biotechnology products
which is the largest private sector healthcare groupare really going to be the products of the future and
in Asia, like Fortis Healthcare which belongs to thewe are ourselvesmoving into the area of bio-generics
Ranbaxy Group—I did notice that you spent someso that in the EuropeanUnionwe are able to provide
time with Ranbaxy—and Wockhardt. You noticedkey drugs. We have already biosynthesised human
when Sirjiwan introduced himself that they have ainsulin in India and we are going through a bio-
lot of aYliations with the US and the same appliesgeneric programme so that we will be able to oVer to
to the other two, so when I put this to the chairmanthe NHS, maybe two or three years down the line, of Fortis Healthcare he said “That is exactly what Ia much more cost-eVective human insulin want to do but I do not know how to do it, I have

formulation. That is the area where the innovation never had a platform on which to engage it.” They
of theWest and the cost-eVectiveness of the East can have now set up a very eVective dialogue by which
be brought together and that is where British they are now planning to really take this whole
enterprises definitely need to move forward. research forward. Indians, therefore, at the level at

which it matters are very, very conscious of the
opportunity but a lot of them have not really got on

Q312 Chairman: Before I bring in Mr Hoyle I will to taking that forward.
just pick up two things that you said—not for full Chairman:Anumber of our questions, includingMr
answers again but just to seek your agreement. First Hoyle’s, will actually cover some of these areas and
of all, do you agree with the impression I formed on then when we get to Roger Berry’s questions on HE
our visit to India that there is actually a huge hunger we will look at some of those issues again. Lindsay
among the Indian business community for a better Hoyle.
and closer involvement with UK businesses?
Mr Hasan: There is, yes.

Q315 Mr Hoyle: Thank you, Chairman. ObviouslyMr Singh: Yes.
there is agreement about investment into India, but
what about investment into the UK, and your
experience of being locked up in a room for 12Q313 Chairman: You talked in your opening
months on Cannon Street to build up the decision-comments, Mr Chatterjee, about perceptions, you
making I can understand. Obviously you havetalked about a failure of British business properly to
already established businesses and boughtunderstand what is happening in India. India is
businesses out, but are you satisfied that the UK ismoving very fast and even those of us who knew fully open for business? Do you see any barriers thatIndia quite well were pleasantly surprised at what we hinder you for trade and investment into the UK? I

discovered there last week, so I accept that. Do you just wonder because we have certainly heard
think there is also a perception problem the other evidence from witnesses saying when they look to
way? I was struck by the number of Indians I spoke India they feel there are barriers, but do you feel
to who did not even know we had a car industry left there are any barriers in the UK? Do you think we
in the United Kingdom and who were surprised at are fully open, fully liberated?
the scale of it, so do you think there are also some MrChatterjee: In the first instancemy answer would
problems in the other direction as well? be yes, we believe that theUKdoes oVer a very wide,
Mr Chatterjee: From the Indian perspective, if you very open platform in terms of doing business with
see the number of businesses that are trying to get India here. If one gets into specifics, we have seen a
into Britain, I would say that that fact alone should variety of situations—we saw a situation where a
really give the answer that Indians are very up to member of our group acquired Typhoo Tea which,
date in terms of what is happening. There is a as you know, is a 100 years old British brand, and
situation today where people believe that because it was a fairly unknown Indian company
manufacturing in the British context is on its way that was acquiring this brand, for the first few
out, but what is important to note is that the hunger months he had to go through an enormous amount
to have a dialogue, have an engagement, is there of labour issues, and this was really a situationwhere
today. A lot of them do not know how to go about everything was settled, put down and formalised but
doing it, and I will cite another example. Let us take the labour just wanted to take advantage of the
an institution like UCL, the largest medical school situation that this was a fairly unknown entity

coming into Britain. To begin to get into specifics—possibly in Europe.
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and I keep telling this to the FSA—why should a Q316 Mr Hoyle: That is fine, it is all about
investment, but what about doing trade?bank like HSBC have a capital adequacy ratio of
Mr Chatterjee: Sorry?10% and why should ICICI Bank UK, because I am

a new bank in this country, have a capital adequacy
ratio of 15%? So there are specifics like this which Q317 Mr Hoyle: Obviously everybody’s experience
exist, but the reason why I said yes in the first is about investment here, taking over companies, but
instance is that none of these specifics today are a is the UK open to Indian companies for trade?
hindrance to the fact that you can set up a successful Mr Hasan: To talk about the experience that we
business proposition in this country—and a very have had in investment, there has been absolutely no
profitable business proposition—as evidenced by problem. Some of our operating companies had a
what all of us have done already in this country and little bit of diYculty about visas, but that was more
by what we have learned. I would say that we as a time-related, it was not that we did not get the visas,
bank, in our advisory and funding capacity, must be it just took a little bit of time and in the kind of
sitting on at least five such transactions of Indian businesses that we are in, IT, time is of the essence.
companies acquiring UK companies right now. Just You get so much time to complete a contract, so if
to stray a bit, one corresponding logic that needs to your visas to get people across take longer it can be
be attached to it is that in some of these platforms a diYculty, but that has been by and large
that I spoke of regarding the issues about doing considerably—
business with India, the same spirit should be put Chairman:We did hear some continuing complaints
into British businesses when they look at India actually in India about the visa regime, and we will
instead of looking at ABC hindrances. be addressing that subject. Mick Clapham?
Mr Singh: I have been here for three years and my
experience, since we first went through the Q318 Mr Clapham: Sirjiwan, you have just
acquisition process, first company and then second mentioned the help that you got from the Welsh
company, in terms of support from the local RDA. Do you feel that there is much more that
government and local agencies—the Welsh could be done in terms of the way in which we
Development Agency—they were excellent in connect business inquiries from India, people
dealing with us. The WDA when it deals with the wanting to invest here, with the RDAs? If there is
companies which are operating within Wales, more that could be done, how should we do it?
including their reach out to India for attracting MrChatterjee:The point that Sirjiwanmentioned in
businesses into the UK, have been plainly very terms of what the Welsh Development Agency has
helpful and I much appreciate it. There are very done, that itself is really an example of what other
small activities in supporting us—sometimes if we agencies like the CBI could do on the reverse side.
need regional warehousing, how quickly they can That is what Indian agencies—which no doubt you
react to that and provide us with that support within have met like CII and FICCI—have done in this
their infrastructure and I would say the same has country in terms of setting up oYces and very
been very good—and we enjoy a very close actively trying to engage with British businesses, but
relationship with the WDA, operating in Wrexham. on the other side should the CBI not have an oYce
Other than that I would say that definitely when, as let us say in a place like Mumbai, which is really the
managers, we move into another country or we go commercial capital? I think the example Sirjiwan
into cross-border movements, one does initially face gave of the Welsh Agency, the strides they have
some of those apprehensions amongst the people: if taken in their own way, in their own interest, on a
an Indian company is acquiring a United Kingdom much broader platform show an agency which is
company how are these guys going to handle it, or going to drive this forward, which is very key to this
how will they handle it in future? Indian managers interaction.
are fairly well-equipped for leading from the front, Mr Singh: I must share with you two simple things
they are very well-equipped in that area and theywill because irrespective of having any business or not
set examples for leading a company. We have having any business to do with the WDA, every
established a very nice infrastructure and we have month I get a call from them asking do we need any
invested so much in the last four or five years in help or do we have any diYculties anywhere. That is

the type of proactive action which the WDA isterms of capital investment into the manufacturing
normally taking with industries which are investingfacility thatwe acquired, it was a very old facility and
into Wales because Wrexham was going through awe replaced everything, which was very welcome.
phase of many companies closing down and a lot ofWe were therefore building up a feeling that, yes,
businesses moving to Thailand and all that. So theyhere is a company that has come over here to stay
have been taking a very proactive role in that.here, to carry on manufacturing here, and it has
Chairman: We will return to some of theworked out very, very well. We did not face any
representational issues in some later questions if weother problems, I would say, although employee-
may, so can we move on to Tony Wright?related issues, whether related to TUPE or other

things, do come in between sometimes when you are
doing a restructuring. All businesses cannot be Q319 Mr Wright: One of the things that we saw in
exactly run as they were being run in the past, one India clearly was the massive investment that is
has to do some degree of restructuring, but if it is going on and obviously the opportunities for a lot of
done with empathy and in a nice manner it is well the skilled and a lot of the university graduates, but

one of the things that has become quite clear is thataccepted and we have been successful in doing it.
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there could be in the near future a skills shortage for invest more and more into very high end
technologies, that is the area where you findthese Indian companies. Do you consider this is true

and, if so, what do you think this wouldmean for the shortages. Managerial skills are not short, but
managerial skills need to be refined because thecompanies? Some of the evidence that we saw in one

of the companies was that there was a boardwith job world is changing at a very fast pace, so what I feel
is that within the United Kingdom we all definitelyopportunities, dozens of job opportunities because

people now are selling their labour, there has been need to refine the skills of our managers to become
more entrepreneurship oriented rather than beingthis increase in wages and obviously the

opportunities are much greater. That could cause a simple managers.
problem in the future, do you agree?
Mr Chatterjee: No, I do not. I must confess that in Q321MrWright:Do you see that as holding Indian
terms of the talent that is there across the diVerent companies back from investing in the UK then?
levels of talent that onewould require whether it be a Mr Singh: We found that shortage but we are
graduate level talent, whether it be a business school addressing it internally by more and more coaching
level talent, whether it be a scientific kind of and mentoring of our managers, taking them
background related talent, across all these segments through diVerent kinds of management
the amount of talent that is coming out every year, I development programmes. What I have to say is
do not see a situation where talent would fall short. managers are supposed to take risks sometimes
I would see a situation, looking into the future, when they are working: some element of risk is
where it might fall short, and that is if global involved in everybody’s job. That is where normally
companies decide that they need to get into India, I found that managers are very defensive and if you
and you see that in the premier business schools are absolutely running a business on a defensive
today. I actually was in Bangalore the day before mode, it does not work like that. So we are tutoring
yesterday which houses one of the premier and coaching our managers here as to how they
management institutes, the Indian Institute of should become more entrepreneurship oriented
Management—there are four of these in rather than being simple managers.
Ahmadabad, Bangalore, Kolkata and Lucknow— Mr Chatterjee: In financial services, to put it very
where now one third of the batch is being sourced by bluntly, the diVerence that we see in terms of
global investment banks. I would say the highest manpower in the City and what we are trying to
salary on campus this year was paid by Barclays achieve in this market is the desire and the hunger to
Capital, so as an Indian brand 10 years back you achieve a lot more in a reasonably short space of
could walk in and look at the top 10 persons in the time. That is really something which, in the average
batch but today you are roughly looking at the talent that one sees, is completely missing, which is
bottom two-thirds of the batch, but that is a very why we have had some success as a bank here. I have
specific situation where here there are premier had clients who have come and told me that they
business schools and here are the global companies would not find somebody in the oYce at 7.00 pm or
who are getting in and picking up the talent for their 6.00 pm on a Friday evening in the UK banks, and
New York, London or Singapore oYces. If I leave I know that the way we work around deliverables, if
this specific element out, I do not see a skills shortage somebody has to stay in the oYce for 48 hours over
situation today, but if this trend increases across a the weekend and deliver something to a client for
wide range of Indian universities and business Mondaymorning, they will do that. The instances of
schools then, yes, it could then lend credence to this getting local skills to oVer the same amount of
situation where there could be a skills shortage. delivery, the same hunger to deliver, the same desire
Mr Hasan:When you talk in terms of numbers I do to achieve a lot more in a reasonably short space of
not think there is a skills shortage, but if you talk in time, that is one big gap that we see, which is why
terms of the quality of the people whowere available sometimes a mix of talent is required at the business
10 years ago and the quality that is available now, head level, and when you have that mix you give the
maybe you do not have that many A-category scope to one half of that mix to really see how the
students available. Business has to also adapt to a other half is functioning and then grow up that
situation and I do find that most successful curve. Initially, you do go through a bit of a painful
companies have a terrific training department, process where you try to make this work and it does
training programmes, training institutes where they not work, and the environment here is where there
pick up these people and find out where they are in is a big contrast to India in terms of litigation. You
terms of certain skills, then they train them up cannot terminate somebody’s contract without
further to try and hone what is really required by necessarily getting into litigation of some sort, which
the business. is a big contrast with India where you do not have

litigation linked to every employee termination.
That we see as a gap.Q320 Mr Wright: On the other side of the coin,
Chairman:We have two or three questions on skillsIndian companies setting up in the UK, again with
and education and other colleagues might like tothe skills and so on, do you consider that is a
follow up. Mick Clapham.problem? How big a problem is it?

Mr Singh: It is a problem, especially in areas such as
where we are operating in Wrexham. What I have Q322Mr Clapham:Could I pick up on the comment
seen is that operating level skills is the first area made by Mr Hasan regarding the level of talent,

because the number of engineering graduates thatwhere you get this shortage of skills the moment you
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India turns out is extremely impressive, but a recent business schools here, would we like an IIM to set up
here or the IITs to set up an IIT in Britain?report by McKinsey suggests that some of the
Education, if I can term it this way, is largely a virginmultinationals who employed them were not
area, there is so much that can be done in education.impressed by some of the talent that they expressed.
Mr Singh: Taking further what Sonjoy hasWould you agree with that, and coming back to the
mentioned, I would fully agree that in India todaypoint that Mr Chatterjee made about education, is
the number of people who are seeking furtherthere an area there, perhaps, for an input by British
education is so large and many of them are not ableuniversities on the engineering side?
to get admissions into good schools or good colleges.Mr Hasan: Absolutely, to a certain extent that is
Of course, because the demand has been very highcorrect, and that is really because of the tremendous
there has been a proliferation of the institutes alongdemand for such talent. There has also been quite a
with, to some degree, the privatisation of theconsiderable movement of graduate engineers out of
education institutes, so if there is a good educationalthe country; they found it easy to perhaps come to
institution which is moving across to India to set uptheUKor go for further studies into theUS and they
a business model, there will not be a shortage offeel that perhaps that is where they want to end up.
people who would be willing to join that. The veryAll of these things have definitely put pressure on,
fact that so many people are willing to come over toand I think that definitely hasmade an impact on the
the United Kingdom to study, and the other waynumber of first division students, as it were, but like
also, because that cost may be relatively lower.I say you can back that up with a good training
Chairman: You are moving into an area that I wasregime in the company—and companies have
going to take a little later on, but aswe are there Iwilllearned that—you can come up to speed quite easily.
bring Roger Berry in and then bring Claire Curtis-MrChatterjee:When Imentioned education, a lot of
Thomas in after that to explore some supplementarythe leavers in education have typically gone to the
points, so wewill just slightly re-order our questions.US. If you see the US system and if you see the
Roger Berry.Indian system, you see the top tier of the business

schools—if we take business schools as an
example—and maybe the top tier of the engineering Q323 Roger Berry: I would like to pursue the point
institutes, the Indian institutes of technology (IITs) you have just made about the attractiveness of the
there will be virtually no diVerence in terms of the UK to Indian students in comparison with, for
talent that is coming out or the skills set coming out. example, the United States or Australia. Some
Where India today lags behind a bit—and maybe evidence we have had has suggested that these days
that is relevant to what you just asked Anwar—is the US and possibly Australia are more attractive
that the quality in terms of turning out a huge for Indian students than the UK; do you feel that
number of engineering graduates today seems to be that is the case?
falling short of expectations. What does one do, Mr Chatterjee: Yes.
therefore, to really bolster that set of institutes which
are operating at the tier two or the tier three level? Q324 Roger Berry: If so, why?
That, to my mind, when I mentioned education in Mr Chatterjee: I would make just one related point
the first instance, is really a huge opportunity for on anything to do with education, and that is that in
universities, for medical institutions, in the United terms of the dynamism of Indian society, Indian
Kingdom who are already operating at a very high parents have always spent the maximum amount of
level and certainly there is no doubt in terms of any their disposable income on education. When you
discussion, let us say in the area of medical science, discuss education and anything to do with
about the strides that Britain has made; India has a collaboration in education, one needs to remember
lot to learn from that and it is constantly learning that. I have seen that in my own case; my father
from that. If you do amarriage of these two practices would paywhatever amount of fees that would come
there is a huge opportunity for British institutions to up, even if it meant I had no pocket money. There is,
set up a joint venture or in certain instances where therefore, a strong commercial aspect to that. Why
the brand is very strong, like Oxford or somebody, Indian students have historically gone to theUS and
to set up their own institutions there. You see the not come to Britain (a) has a lot to do with
parallel happening today, the same IIMs that I marketing in the home country and also, (b) the
mentioned are today being called on by other alumni that have been created of Indians having
international governments to come and set up a gone to the US, therefore the next set of people—let
similar institution in their own country. The institute us say when I did my engineering I went to the IIT
that I went to for recruitments this week, the at Delhi, I saw my seniors all going to the US so my
Institute of Management in Bangalore, is setting up natural aspiration was yes, why should I not also go
an IIM in Singapore because the Singapore to the US? Even now if you open any newspaper in
Government believes that there are best practices to India you will see a whole host of advertisements
be taken from an IIM in India, we do not have an where US institutions, whether business schools or
institute like that and therefore we set up something otherwise, are inviting students to come and have
like that. I would say that both things apply here; one-day sessions, two-day sessions, trying to talk a
there would be a lot of sense for an Oxford or lot more about what is happening in their country.
somebody else, or even a UCL, to say I am going to So there is a pillar which is linked to marketing and
set up an institution in India, and vice versa: would communication, which has been missing from the

British context and which, surprisingly, Australiathe British Government say that we need more
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has also picked up and managed: I would imagine Chairman: That is very helpful, thank you. Claire
Curtis-Thomas.that the number of students in Australia must be

four or five times the number that comes to Britain.
The second big thing which as an employer here I Q326MrsCurtis-Thomas:Can you just tellme, what
feel—because I see a lot of these situations coming is HSMP?
up—is how easy it is to work post-education in this Mr Chatterjee: It is the Highly Skilled Migrant
country. Tomymind, as I see it now it does not look Programme where the Home OYce basically has a
easy because the kind of processes an employer points system based on your experience and
needs to run to convert a student visa into a work education. If you qualify for that points system then
visa are very, very cumbersome. I can tell you that your employer does not need to sponsor you.
ICICI Bank, despite the fact that there are Indian Mrs Curtis-Thomas: Can I just ask another question
students who are approaching us for, I would say, and ask for a brief response, are you happy, sir, with
entry level jobs in this market, has steadfastly stayed the basic educational requirements? Are you
away from having a very cumbersome home oYce convinced that your young people coming out of
process to demonstrate as to why we should recruit schools are numerate and literate to a standard
somebody with a student visa. That, I would say, which you are comfortable with? Secondly, have you
would weigh a lot on somebody’s mind, given that provided professional opportunities for your
education in this country would cost a lot of money, workforce to join Indian institutions so that they
particularly when you convert and look at the have some continuing professional development,
aggregate, and then what are the prospects beyond not only inside work but outside work as well?
that when people take a loan to come and study in Chairman: Can I be clear, are you talking about in
this country? How would they ever hope to repay India or in the UK?
that loan if they do not work in this country? I would
say these are some issues which lead to a situation Q327 Mrs Curtis-Thomas: Yes, your employees in
where Britain has fallen back. India, yes.
Mr Hasan: There is this aspect also about the MrChatterjee:You are talking about our employees
universities from New Zealand and Australia, for in India are they allowed to do, let us say, a one year
instance. They are very proactive in coming to India programme or something?
for a fixed period of time and telling them what
courses are there and they do a lot of marketing Q328 Mrs Curtis-Thomas: Yes.
there. Quite a lot of Indian students are now heading Mr Chatterjee:We actively follow that.
down under, if I can put it like that, which I think is
also an important point.

Q329 Mrs Curtis-Thomas: And they are numerate
and literate to a standard that you are happy with
in India?Q325 Roger Berry: In terms of what you think the
Mr Chatterjee: Yes, we are absolutely happy withCommittee might recommend in this area, the two
that.areas you have mentioned so far are obviously

marketing and visa arrangements. Are there any
other areas that you think the UK Government Q330 Chairman: Before we go on to the next
ought to address? For example, are the fees question, canwe go back to this point about whether
uncompetitive and is that a significant there is overheating in some sections of the Indian
consideration, or are there any other points? economy?We did hear evidence of skills shortages in
Mr Hasan: The first aspect is to get admission. Fees specific big towns—for example, there are
could be expensive but, like I said, there is a passion companies in Chennai who are investing elsewhere
that we have as fathers to make sure that your in Tamil Nadu because they could not get the people
children get educated: you will put your property in they needed—not necessarily the people straight
hock to see that happen. It is not that much of an from college, but the people with experience who are
issue now, but it could become an issue if you find moving elsewhere. Do you think British businesses,
you have options of going to America or going to looking at India, could go to a place like Bangalore,
Australia orNewZealand and there is nothingmuch which is a pretty crowded, frenetic city these days,
to choose between the kind of education that you lacking infrastructure with, I suspect, skill shortages
get. in key areas. Do you think they would be well
Mr Chatterjee: For the first time I have seen local advised to look perhaps somewhere else in India
institutions waking up to that knowledge gap. We rather than just concentrating on the well-known
are currently in very active dialogue with both the names?
London School of Economics and Oxford to oVer Mr Chatterjee: Even the Indian private sector has to
loans to Indian students coming here, and I must be following the same model, because no doubt the
confess that even on the visa side there has been a lot crying need for infrastructure in places like
of progress because of the HSMP programme that Bangalore is felt by the Indian private sector also.
has happened and there are, I believe, certain You see large companies like Infosys, for example,
business schools which automatically give you which are trying to move away from Bangalore
HSMP if you pass out from that school. It is a towards other parts of Karnataka. You see places
question of where you want to spread that tool like Hyderabad which has come up as a very strong
because HSMP is a fantastic tool to oVer to these destination, and next to Mumbai you see places like

Pune which has come up, and the transition thatstudents.
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people in these towns in terms of their own see what the Government does on this kind of
recommendation, but definitely there is going to beeducation and their own income profile and how

their own standard of living is changing also has a relaxation of this. As to how much, do you do
100% and how much is it with the automatic routebeen a phenomenon. You see once again this

demographic trend, you see the transition of people where you just set up shop in India and do what the
business world requires and not have so many ofmoving from poor to mass afluent to rich, moving at

roughly 48% year on year and the maximum impact these procedural rules to go through.
of that is to be seen in the small towns, so there is
absolutely no reason why one should not look again Q334MikeWeir:What do you think is the timescale
from the ease of cost, because the infrastructure is for the Government taking action on this?
very severely curtailed, the cost of real estate in some Mr Hasan: If it is left to business then you will get
of these cities like Bangalore and Mumbai as you certain decisions, but if you have a coalition
know are becoming quite prohibitive. So it does government at the centre where you have as your
make sense to look at these smaller locations. partners people who are more left of centre, it will

take a bit of time. I keep saying that in India you
Q331 Chairman: Any particular tips for the British have really got to be patient, you have got to not sort
investor? What are the tier two cities in India? The of rush things toomuch because it could end upwith
tier one cities we have seen. taking one step forward and three steps back. I
Mr Chatterjee: Pune is an outstanding location that definitely see that there is a marked change in the
really one should look at, Kolkata has been largely Government’s policies over the last four or five years
untouched and Kolkata has made a lot of strides in because I think one realises now that this is really the
its infrastructure and like Maharashta there is no time for India to come centre stage.
power shortage. There is a whole new separate town
coming up—

Q335 Mike Weir: One of the areas where there was
concern about this was in retail, where some of the

Q332 Chairman: They export power, I believe, from big international retailers want to get into India and
Bengal, which is unusual for India. feel they are being prevented from doing so because
MrChatterjee:There is now a separate town coming of fears for small shops and small businesses in
up next to the airport, that is a place called Rajarhat, India, which is something we probably all know
where a huge amount of development is taking about in this country as well. Is it the case that the
place. On the skills side, given the aYnity that people Government perhaps is delaying it to allow Indian
from Bengal have towards education—I come from companies to grow up in the retail sector, or is it
there myself—you would see a large number of genuinely because of small shop concerns?
educational institutes and a huge amount of talent Mr Hasan: I think it is a bit of both. I remember
coming out every year from there, so Kolkata when the first phase of liberalisation went through
certainly. there was a big furore saying that these foreign
Chairman: It is amazing how enterprising multinationals will come and swamp India and
Communists can be, is it not? Mike Weir? everybody will lose and an Indian-owned company

will lose jobs, everything will shut down and stuV

like that. There were very few people who said thoseQ333 Mike Weir: In answer to an earlier question
Mr Hasan mentioned the diVerence in level of things and perhaps they had vested interests

anyway. How you see India today after these 10foreign investment in China and in India. I realise
there has been a relaxation in recent years, but in years of liberalisation, we have become competitive

the world over: as a matter of fact when you look atmany sectors of the Indian economy, overseas
companies are restricted in the amount of direct the number of companies from India that are

making acquisitions into the UK and makingforeign investment they can make. However, in the
UK there are no such restrictions: do you think this acquisitions abroad, it can only happen if you have

the wherewithal to do it and it is cost-eVective, orsituation is fair?
Mr Hasan: Actually what is happening now is that you have some unique selling point in your

company’s profile that makes it. That has happened,the Government has set up a commission and my
group chairman, Mr Tata, is heading that. This thanks to liberalisation.

Mr Chatterjee: I just want to add anotherpanel has suggested to theGovernment to remove all
foreign investment caps and quite a lot have got perspective to this. You see these segments which are

today left out in terms of the FDI opening up, largely100% investments. Whether they take the automatic
route or whether they go through a process of it has been defence and to some extent banking and

insurance, but when I say to some extent bankingprocedures and approval it is something that needs
to be done. Insurance is 26%, that is the one that is and insurance one needs to be conscious of the fact

that these were sectors which were opened to thethe lowest, but I think you will now see a regime of
more and more liberalisation of foreign direct private sector also at around the same time as they

were opened to the foreign sector. Therefore, wheninvestment because you cannot on the one hand say
that India needs so many hundreds of billions of the insurance sector opened up in 1998 it was also

opened up to the private sector, albeit with a cap indollars to come in and then you put down these
kinds of restrictions, unless there is some strategic terms of how much they could invest. I can

specifically talk about the joint venture that we haveimportance to the country. I definitely think that
everyone in business is waiting with bated breath to with Prudential of UK, which is India’s largest
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private sector life insurance business today and it is of change has been enormous. How does one stay in
line with the change, which is one of the objectivesslowly eating away into the monolith Life Insurance
that this Group really was—Corporation of India’s market share fairly

impressively. While it has been set up with equity
capital of 36% from Prudential’s side, the joint

Q338 Rob Marris: That is what I was going to askventure is completely a partnership of equals, the
you. What is the India Group doing to educate UKboard is equally divided, so it is a question of who do companies?you really, I would say, engage with, decide how you
Mr Chatterjee: If you see the objectives that we kindwill enter into a partnership and then you realise of set ourselves upwith, onewas: is there a bodywithfrom this example—and you would also be aware mainstream Indian interests in this country? We

that Prudential earnsmost of its revenues out ofAsia believe not. There are a lot of groups which are using
today, and we have two franchises with them, the the word “India”, but these are largely Indian
one on the asset management side and the other on businesses here in some form or another, non-
the life insurance side. Once you have set up a resident Indians, which in terms of scale and scope
partnership of equals, whether you hold 26 or are nowhere near in comparison to what we are
whether you hold 49 or 50, frankly, to my mind, it is talking about, purely Indian corporations which
a secondary issue. Retailers are crying out in the comprise the top market capitalisations of India, of
sense of I do not want a Tesco or Sainsbury, they which a lot are represented in this Group. Our first
might have aspirations, but again I would like to intention was to say, “Let us form a group which
point out an example of the largest South African truly can pass on what is India”. The second was
retailer, Shoprite, which has decided to go ahead and really what we were discussing earlier: how do we
set up a franchise in India: they have franchises in actively help British businesses engage with India
Mumbai. Today when you open a Mumbai and can we oVer ourselves as a platform where
newspaper you see the same kind of advertisements members of British industry can feel free either to
which you see in a local UKnewspaper, showing this engage with one of us or a group of us? Frankly, why
one’s price and that one’s price and this is slashed, we are engaged a lot, I would say, on the Indian end
which you did not see earlier in India because you of the issues is because we have not found an
went to the regular store where very little was oVered opportunity to oVer our advice to British trade
to you. There is, therefore, a need for British groups, which is one of the objectives we set this
businesses to step into it and explore what they can Group up with. In fact I had a small dinner meeting
do in terms of what is already there, rather than with Bryan Sanderson who was co-chairing the Asia
sitting back and feeling that, you know, this is Task Force to reinforce that we would really like to

contribute to that eVort of how to engage better withsomething that we cannot achieve or it is not already
India and China. Coincidentally, his meeting wasthere, these kinds of situations.
this morning and he did invite me to come and sit inChairman: That probably leads on to Rob Marris’s
on that. Those are the kinds of opportunities whichquestion.
really this Group would be very actively able to
contribute to. If I look at some other situations, like

Q336 Rob Marris: If the relaxations come oV in I am a member of YPO, in YPO we oVer a lot of
certain sectors, the opportunities for foreign direct business opportunities to co-members, so, “Is there
investment from the UK into India—and obviously any platform in this?” is the question I am asking the
from other countries into India—would increase. Committee, where we can oVer our services, given
There are long-standing imperialist, economic and that we are representing all the names that Indian
cultural ties between our country and India. corporations can oVer, where people can actually
Mr Chatterjee: Of course. key in or log in or seek out help or particular

opportunities, funding, a variety of things. We want
to do that, that is an objective, but we have not made

Q337 Rob Marris: To what extent are those ties a many strides in terms of oVering services to British
benefit toUK companies and towhat extent are they companies.
a hindrance, because some UK companies may
think they know all about India because of those ties

Q339 Rob Marris: Can I ask you about one smalland because it is apparently similar with a similar
particular interest of mine. Do you seek to educatelegal system, and therefore misread what is going on
theUK companies which are thinking of investing inin India?
India about casteism?Mr Chatterjee: The strength that this style oVers I
Mr Chatterjee: No.would say is huge. The comfort that Indians would

have interacting with British companies is no doubt
much more than they would have interacting with a Q340 Rob Marris:Why not?
variety of other countries. Language is of course one Mr Chatterjee: Because it does not exist in our
of them, but I do not think the same would apply to corporate structures.
the US in terms of its introduction. On the reverse,
again it is coming up the curve. Howmuch has India
changed? There is no doubt, as Peter mentioned, it is Q341 RobMarris:Could you expand a little on that?
changing rapidly and when I go back to Mumbai Mr Chatterjee: Let us take ICICI Bank, and I am

sure Anwar can also take that up. We employ aboutonce a fortnight, I think it has changed, so the pace
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30,000 people in India. We are the largest financial Q343 Mr Weir: We have been told that one of the
main reasons whyUK trade is not as large as it couldservices group. Today one-third of our managerial
be is because, unlike Indian chambers of commercestaV are women and I would say that in the last six
in the UK, UK chambers do not have dedicatedmonths to one year there has been a lot of interaction
oYces in India. Can you tell us whether this is truewith global companies, as they are trying to
and how important for Indian businesses are theunderstandwhy one-third of themanagerial staV are
dedicated Indian chambers within the UK?women. In my main Board there are five executive
Mr Chatterjee: Indian chambers have been verydirectors and three of them are women, and the only
proactive and they have engaged a lot. If you seeanswer to that is that it is merit and merit alone that
what CII and FICCI have been doing in Britain,counts. This example is really the same for India of
getting a serious team of Indian business leaders in,today and there would not be any diVerence in any
and in many instances that is the first step of tryingone of these companies, any diVerence in the 15 to 20
to get to understand, I would say, the localcompanies which comprise the IndiaGroup. I am 37
environment better, they have, I would say, reallyyears old and in those 37 years I have not seen any
helped the process a lot and certainly in having thesituation where caste has come to play a part in
same amount of interaction from British industryterms of business interests either corporate,
groups back into India because they knowwhere theindustrial or in engaging with the global economy.
gaps are. One gap, and it slipped my mind toThat is our experience of today’s India.
mention it, is the area of food processing where thereMr Hasan: Now, more than ever, if you have those
is a crying need. If you see India’s production today,considerations, you are carrying a lot of baggage.
there is a huge amount of production happening, butNon-merit-based selection or posts reserved for
India does not optimally use it, like exports, becausecertain castes, I do not think that happens now. Yes,
they lack the technologies, the refrigerationsurely there would be perhaps institutes where
technologies, and this is something that Britishperhaps thismight be used to sort of getmore people
companies could walk into and fill a huge gap.to be educated to give them a large number of seats

to try to employ them, and particularly with the
Q344 Mr Weir: Does that not take us back to thetribes living in our area who really help our
whole question about foreign direct investment? Myoperation, that definitely would be perhaps so, but
understanding of the structure in agriculture is thatonce you come to the interview, I think it is what you
it would be very diYcult at the moment for a UKdo at the interview which is important.
agri-business to get much of a foothold in it, so isMr Chatterjee: That has a lot of linkage into what
that not the case?DFID is doing and, given that India isDFID’s or the
Mr Chatterjee: I make no diVerentiation betweenUK’s largest partner, I think the situation that exists
agriculture, what is happening right at the rural endthere is that, because of governance and other issues,
in terms of growing crops and other things, andwhatyou see DFID engaging a lot more with states like
to do with the produce once it is up. India has madeAndhra Pradesh and Tamil Nadu where you have
huge strides in terms of from being deficient in termsthe right governance structures and virtually not
of food production to having huge surpluses, butengaging at all with states like Uttar Pradesh where
there is no commercial advantage in having aissues like caste and other things exist at the lower
surplus.structures of society and it becomes a kind of

chicken and egg situation where there is a whole host
Q345 Mr Weir: You are talking about theof social issues, but we are active in all of these social
distribution?aspects. We have made some submissions to DFID
Mr Chatterjee: Distribution, warehousing,that we should be a partner together to kind of solve
refrigeration, whether they can export. If Kenya canthat and to get into the area that needs development
export into Britain, can India also?Why not? Britainthe most and not just where you are comfortable
could make a huge, I would say, change in India’sdoing development.
economic situation if you look at the bottom of the
pyramid approach where large sections are still in

Q342 Rob Marris: You were mentioning how many the agri side.
of your senior managers are women, which is
commendable, but how many of them are Q346 Mr Weir: But, given, as you have said, that
scheduled caste? there is quite a lot of UKTI work in India, and you
Mr Chatterjee: The diYculty in answering this have talked about the RDAs and the likes of those
question is that I do not know and that will give you that come to India, how big a hindrance to increased
an idea as to how irrelevant it is in the context of co-operation is the lack of UK chambers of
merit. commerce being there? Would it not be another
Mr Singh: I would say that anybody who gets level, if you like, another structure which needs to be
employed in corporations like ours, I do not think tightened rather than spread?
anybody’s application form would have stated on it MrChatterjee:One of the problems ismultiple levels
that you should declare whether you were actually and I think somebody needs to get a hold of who is
scheduled caste or not. I find it is so simple now, it going to be able to correct this. Recently, the City of
only talks about merit and there is no such London, their committee were inMumbai and I just
information required of any individuals in our happened to be by chance that day inMumbai when

they called on us and I attended that meeting there.corporations, the developed corporations of India.
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They also want to set up an oYce there, so now you five years, but at the end of the day they get to
realise that Tatas don’t pay, and that this is in theirLondon for the first time has some engagement

there. UKTI, as I have said, is driving a set of ethos, so when you reach that stage, people just
don’t ask us anymore. As far as the day-to-day kindsprocesses and you have an Indo-British partnership

there and also an Indo-British trade partnership, so of situations are concerned, I think that the less
control, bureaucratic control on the situation, Iwe have a lot of multiple agencies. Very often, I

would say, talking about elements in India or think that is the only answer. The more you need to
get approvals and that approval has to be given byinterfacing with India, I think somebody needs to

take hold of that as to how to engage with India an agency, somehow the other becomes endemic in
it, so in an ideal world you could get to a situationwhich is the real India and come out with some

better results. where there is no control, it is yourmoney and if you
want to invest it there, you take the chance that if
your money comes good, you get rich, otherwise youQ347MrWeir: So, in your view, rather than perhaps
are bankrupt. It is that kind of situation and I thinklooking at setting up another level with chambers of
it will be a little bit of time before we get to this, butcommerce, should we perhaps be looking at a one-
I think we are on the right track of cutting down ondoor approach to it?
bureaucratic approvals.MrChatterjee:Certainly the CBI is, tomymind, one

such agency which should be actively engaging in
this, given the success of CII and FICCI. Q350 Mark Hunter: One of the comments often

made again of course is that yes, corruption is still a
problem in India, but of course whoever we areQ348 Chairman: It is quite an important point and
talking to at the time says, “But it’s not in mythis Committee is very struck with this. We hear that
company”, or “We don’t get involved in it”. Do youLondon is likely to have three diVerent
think perhaps that we over-emphasise thisrepresentative bodies in Mumbai alone—London
perception of corruption in India or would youFirst, the City of London and the Mayor himself—
accept that it is still a meaningful problem, but it isas separate agencies. I heard some complaints in
just not one that impacts on your own companyMumbai as well in previous visits from people who
very much?cite the North-East Development Agency, the
Mr Hasan: Actually it is diYcult to take a measureSouth-East Development Agency, the Welsh
as to what the level of corruption is in diVerentDevelopment Agency, Scottish Enterprise and so
countries. There is an organisation calledon. I want to be clear on this point because Mike is
Transparency International and they do a kind of aasking about some very important issues here. My
survey of it and they have sort of marked out whichpersonal conviction is that the British eVort in India
are the most corrupt countries and which are theis too disparate, that we have too many separate
least corrupt, et cetera. I think you cannot get awayinitiatives, too many separate bodies and we are not
from the fact that there is corruption, but it is afocused enough. Is that a view you would share?
question of how you tackle this particular issue. IfMr Chatterjee: I would completely agree with that
you feel, “Why am I wasting my time here? I wouldand I saw a recent example in the context of London
not treat it as corruption, but as speed money”, orFirst where in respect of two of the acquisitions we
whatever you call it, so if you are beginning tosupported, when I arranged for the CEOs of those
rationalise it, then there is no corruption, but if youcompanies to meet the agency in London and when
feel that in order to get something done either byit was told, “Their manufacturing presence is not in
payment or gratification is wrong, then it is aLondon, therefore, it does not fit in”. So I would
question of your not doing that. It is not an easycompletely agree with that, that they should not
question to answer and it is not an easy problemwithhave such disparate situations where people are
an easy solution because there are so many angles topushing their own little areas forward and their
this whole thing.own agendas.
Mr Chatterjee: The same platform would apply
whether it was a British company or an IndianQ349Mark Hunter:We have been told by a number
company in that we are all in this together, whetherof people that India is nomore bureaucratic than the
it be bureaucracy or whatever is linked to that.United Kingdom is. I would be interested to know if

that is a view which you would go along with. We
have also heard that the recent introduction of laws Q351 Mark Hunter: This question is for Mr Hasan

as well in his capacity as Managing Director of Tataon transparency in India have acted as a disincentive
to corruption. Would you agree with that as well UK. We previously took evidence from TCS, which

is a subsidiary of the Tata Group, and we askedand, if you have got any reservations on that point,
could you tell us perhaps what you think the Indian them about news which we had picked up involving

the Tata Group expanding its operations in the UKGovernment could do to reduce corruption?
Mr Hasan: Corruption is a huge issue and it is to do automotive sector by investing in a development

centre near Coventry. TCS were not actually able atwith the attitudes. I can only tell you of the Tata
example of how we have sort of faced up to that stage to answer the questions we asked them

about that, so I wondered if you could tell us a littlecorruption. We have lost licences, we have lost
commercial advantage in these kinds of situations, it bit more about this investment and what, if any,

expansion of that investment in the UK you mightis now known that Tatas just don’t pay and it would
take you a week, it will take you a year, it will take have in mind for the future.
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Mr Hasan: Actually the location is not yet decided level if there is a consideration of better tax credits
on innovation within the United Kingdom, whetheron, whether in Coventry, or it might go to theWDA.

We are temporarily housed at Warwick in the that is certain tax breaks on innovation or on R&D
which is carried out within the United Kingdom. IfWarwick Manufacturing Group because there has

been a lot of association between Tata Motors and there is a consideration to bring about a bettermark-
up on these R&D and innovation exercises, it wouldtheWarwickManufacturingGroup, so that is where

we are taking shelter at the moment, but it is now up make the whole exercise better.
for decision as to where exactly we are going to be.

Q355 Rob Marris: Do you do any R&D in your
work in Canada where we have heard there is a moreQ352 Rob Marris: Come to Wolverhampton!
favourable environment?Mr Hasan: The second thing is also related to
Mr Singh: There are some skill sets which areanother question which was asked earlier about
available in the UK coupled with having invested inBritish skills. We think that there are a tremendous
a large manufacturing infrastructure at Wockhardtamount of skills available in the automotive industry
UK, we naturally prefer the UK as a better location.and we are trying to tap the skills that are available
Chairman: I suppose it might be the case that Tata isto set up this developmental centre and this has got
slightly prejudiced against investment in theWest asto be dovetailed with the low-cost, detailed
a result of your experience with the Rover Group.engineering whichwill be done back in India, so here
How much money did they owe you? No, we hadyou have a terrific business model of getting the
better not ask that question now and perhaps wehighly skilled people here to do the developmental
should leave that to a separate inquiry!work where the detailing and things like that

ultimately would be done back in India. I think
hopefully that the next generation of cars that come Q356MrHoyle: It is interesting how you see that the
out under the Tata logo will probably be cars that UK has got the skills for a design centre and R&D
will have been designed over here and that really is facilities. How long do you think it will be before a
the business model that we are wanting to move new car manufacturer will set up a car assembly
with. plant for Europe? Is it going to happen? Is it under

consideration?
Mr Hasan: I think it is unlikely because we are justQ353 Mr Bone: Did I hear you say that one of the
getting on to the road of car manufacturing and welocations would be with the WDA?
are more of a commercial manufacturer and it isMr Hasan: No, I am saying that we have not yet
only recently that we got into the manufacture ofdecided.
cars. Then I think you need to get to a certain scale
and then you have got to have markets to try andQ354 Mr Bone: No, but it could be? Going back to
focus those skills. We are trying to get that in steelwhen I did inward investment many years ago, I
where we perhaps help others in India, in Singaporefound that the WDA and the English regions were
and Thailand, and in South-East Asia we have got acompeting against themselves and in fact the WDA
location and we will set up manufacturing facilitieshad much, much more money to attract people. I
there, so in a process of evolution, that might bewonder if that is an issue you have come across or
stage four or five.whether you are finding that diVerent parts of the

country are actually competing against each other in
Q357 Mr Hoyle: Okay, so forget about carmonetary terms.
production then, but what about commercialMr Hasan:Well, I suppose the competition is there
vehicles where you have got huge experience, is thatand there have been approaches which have been
a consideration?made from the WDA for this particular location.
Mr Hasan:Well, we could have, just like we boughtLike I said, this is still not yet decided because it is
a factory in South Korea, so if we find somenot just the Tata Motors part of it, but there is also
undervalued assets in the UK and that makes sense.the TCS part and also the Tata Technologies part
However, let me say this: that there would be nobecause, you see, we are in the telecoms sector, we
better place for an Indian company to set up shopare in the IT sector, we are in the automotive sector,
than in the UK because we have a very high comfortso ultimately it could be that you might have a
level here, we have no problem with the language, soknowledge centre over here encompassing clusters of
there are great advantages and if it is a choice, allset-ups covering all these businesses, so you might
things being the same, theUKwould definitely get it.have 1,000 people, 2,000, 6,000 depending upon how
Mr Hoyle:Have you looked at LDP by any chance?the situation evolves. The basic logic in this whole

thing is that you knowwhere the talents are. I cannot
have people moving up from Birmingham to come Q358 Chairman: I think that is probably

commercially in confidence actually! We areand work in Poole and I would much rather they do
what they are good at doing in the place where they drawing to an end of this session, so perhaps I can

just summarise some of what you have said.We haveare most comfortable and, with the technology that
we have now, all of this is possible. seen enormous enthusiasm in India for the higher

co-operation among the developing countries and IMr Singh: I think this point is also about marrying
the innovation capabilities of theWest with the cost- have to say we saw a huge enthusiasm on the part of

British High Commission staV, high commissionerseVectiveness at a manufacturing level from India.
This can be supplemented and brought to a better and UKTI staV as well and we were very impressed
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with the quality, and we have seen some good things companies who should be in the market too. Your
message really would be that India is open forhappen, but actually if you look at the UK trade

figures in India, the things that are dominant there business, so go and get it because, if you do not, you
are missing out and the train is leaving for one lastare scrap metal, gold and diamonds and actually the

British exports to India are pretty poor, save for the time?
Mr Hasan: You have got to set up shop and youmore unusual items, many of which are probably

imported into the UK and re-exported to India have got to stay the course. That is the most
important thing.anyhow. One of our interlocutors, I think it was the

CII, said that the trouble is that some companies had
bad experiences in the 1990s and others came a year Q359 Chairman: Is there anything else you would

like to say to us before I call this session to aor two ago, found they could not do something and
went away again, but they had not realised that a few conclusion?

Mr Chatterjee: No, thank you.months later they could have done it. It is often our
European competitors, for example, in the food Chairman: Well, thank you for your very good

written evidence and thank you for your very goodsector who are rather sharper at spotting what is
happening in what is quite a significant liberalisation presentation which reinforces all we have learnt in

the last week. We are very grateful to you andof the wholesale food market and they are really
getting a great advantage over some British food thank you.
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Peter LuV, in the Chair

Roger Berry Judy Mallaber
Mr Peter Bone Rob Marris
Mr Michael Clapham Anne MoVat
Mr Lindsay Hoyle Mr Anthony Wright

Witnesses: Ian Pearson, a Member of the House, Minister for Trade, Department of Trade and Industry
(joint with FCO);MrAsif Ahmad,Director of Asia Pacific,MrPaulMadden,Head of International Sectors
Group and E-transformation Group, andMr Tony Collingridge, Head of Asia Pacific & Africa section for
Inward Investment, UK Trade & Investment, gave evidence.

Q360 Chairman:Minister, welcome to this evidence the UK and India. In our view we are the leading
European partner when it comes to trade andsession of our Committee’s inquiry into Trade and

Investment Opportunities with India. We have seen investment with India and we want to maintain that
position and do even better in the future.one of your colleagues at an earlier session, but not

the other three. Perhaps you could introduce
yourself and your team. Q362 Chairman: One of my colleagues will be
Ian Pearson: I would be delighted to. I welcome the looking at the investment questions in more detail
opportunity to talk to you today about trade and later but, according to the figureswe have got, we are
investment opportunities with India. I have a team below Belgium in terms of exports to India.
with me. On my left is Paul Madden, who is the Ian Pearson: I think that is due to the specific case of
Group Director of International Sectors for UKTI. diamonds, is it not? When you take that out—
Asif Ahmad, who I think you have met previously,
is the Director of Asia Pacific for UKTI. On my far Q363 Chairman: Let us look at diamonds. You have
left, Tony Collingridge, who is the Head of Asia talked about the trade figures, the export figures to
Pacific & Africa for the Inward Investment Group. India, and I do not share your optimism about them.

There are huge increases in two particular sectors in
the period to which you have referred: non-ferrousQ361Chairman: I think I should begin by putting on
metals and metalliferous ores and metal scrap. Thisthe record this Committee’s appreciation of the very
is hardly the stuV of high tech exports from areal eVorts that were made by our posts during our
dynamic, cutting edge leading economy, is it? Thatrecent visit to India. We had a very, very
is what we are exporting to India, the big increases.informative, successful and well-organised visit. We
160.4% in non-ferrous metals.are full of praise and gratitude for what was done for
Ian Pearson: I do not have that detailed informationus while we were there. Can I begin by asking you to
to hand.do some context setting. Britain, after all, has

perhaps the closest relationship with India of any
Q364 Chairman: Perhaps more worrying is—country in the world by virtue of our history, but
Ian Pearson: I am not sure what SITC level you aredespite that we are behind the Netherlands on
talking about or which companies would beforeign direct investment, for example, and behind
involved in this.Belgium on exports. Why are we not top of the

European league and why are we not challenging
Q365 Chairman: I am talking about levels 68 and 28,other countries, like the United States of America,
those are the two figures I am talking about there.more strongly than we are?
Ian Pearson: I do not want to write oV metalIan Pearson: I think overall our investment
manufacturing and metal exports.performance with India and our exporting
Rob Marris: Certainly not.performance—and it is important to make a

distinction between the two—is good but certainly
could be a lot better. We are strongly performing on Q366 Chairman: It appears not to be manufactured

products but raw materials and scrap, notthe export side. Exports for January toNovember of
last year were up by 27.4% on the previous 11 manufactured added-value stuV at all. The biggest

single line in our exports to India from the figures tomonths. That is a pretty good performance in
anybody’s book. When it comes to investment which you have referred—my figures run to October

so there is onemonth’s diVerence—is at line 66 of thefigures, I think some of these tend to be a little bit
unreliable. Certainly when you look at major Standard TradeClassification division: non-metallic

mineral manufactures. That accounts for £960investments that UK companies have made in India
a lot of the major UK players are there when it million of our £2.3 billion exports. If you add the

metals and the scrap and non-metallic mineralcomes to BP, Shell, BG, Standard Chartered, HSBC
and Cairn Energy. Companies like this have all manufactures together you get £1.4 billion out of

£2.3 billion leaving £900 million for the rest. Thismade investments in India. We very much want to
encourage two-way trade and investment between morning I looked in detail at what line 66 could be
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in our exports and it is a bewildering array of things: vast nature of India that UK companies are going to
want tomanufacture there, they are going towant torefractory bricks, glass paper, emery cloth, asbestos

manufacturers—I am not saying there are too many set up oYces there and have a range of other
activities as well.asbestos manufacturers—laminated safety glass,

that could be quite good news, and when you get
towards the end of 66 you see a clue as to what it Q371 Chairman: I think the Committee was very
actually is. 667 begins with pearls and precious impressed by what it saw in India, by the dynamism
stones, pearls not strung, mounted or set, and it goes and modern economy that is evolving in that
on with diamonds not set, diamonds rough and country. I strongly suspect that most British
unsorted, semiprecious stones and synthetic jewels. businesses do not understand what is happening
I strongly suspect that we could see an awful lot of there, and probably in China too. Do you share the
that £900 million, which has had good growth of concern that we have had expressed to us by
18%, is precisely the diamonds you are talking about witnesses, businesses who have given us evidence,
from Belgium. who say they think Britain does not really
Ian Pearson: I do not have any information on that. understand what is happening and is in danger of
I will see if we have got a more detailed breakdown missing the ‘last train’ with regard to benefiting from
of what the potential division is and the activities the order of magnitude of new opportunities that
involved in that and try and make that available to exist in that country compared with a few years ago?
the Committee. Ian Pearson: Certainly I agree that there are

tremendous opportunities in the Indianmarketplace
Q367 Chairman: That would be very helpful. If the today.We have an economy that is growing strongly
exports to India are as I think they are then there is and has been growing for a number of years and on
even more cause for concern than I imagined there most projections from reputable economists it is
was because the growth is occurring probably in going to continue its strong growth path into the
stuVwe are importing and re-exporting with little or future. I do want to see more UK companies being
no added-value. It could be a much more serious aware of the opportunities that are there at the
trade deficit than I imagined. If we could have as moment and will be in there in the future in the
much information as you have, that would be Indian marketplace. I think it is very easy to criticise
helpful. UK companies and say, “You are oV the pace, you
Ian Pearson: You say “trade deficit”? are in danger of missing the last train” butmanyUK

companies are there at the moment and anything we
can do to encourage more UK companies to look atQ368 Chairman: Yes.

Ian Pearson: If you look at the balance of imports the opportunities that are there will be beneficial. At
the end of the day it will be up to companies to makeand exports they are pretty roughly equal at the

moment. hard-headed business decisions about whether the
Indian marketplace is right for them.

Q369 Chairman: If £900 million is re-exports then in
real terms it is a deficit. If we can have asmuch detail Q372 Chairman: What can you do as the
as possible on 66, 68 and 28 in the SITC Government to help that process?
classification I would be really grateful. Ian Pearson:We are doing a number of things really.
Ian Pearson: I will see what further information we Firstly, I have already mentioned the Doing
can provide on that. Business in India roadshows which are practical

sessions outlining business opportunities that exist
in the Indian marketplace, but at a more strategicQ370 Chairman: I have one or two other questions

of scene setting before I bring in my colleagues. Do level as well through the work of the Joint Economic
Trade Committee, which is a Government ledyou think that British business sees India as amarket

or as a location for its own activities? business-to-business dialogue, we can increase
understanding and tackle some of the issues whereIan Pearson: I think both. Increasingly, UKbusiness

sees India as an attractive marketplace. We are we can co-operate more between the UK and India.
The last meeting, the second JETCOmeeting, on 31doing our best through UKTI and through the

Doing Business in India roadshows that have been January this year, looked at what more can be done
in areas such as infrastructure, health, agri-business,organised across the regions in the United Kingdom

to make more companies aware of the business high tech clusters and venture capital for SMEs.
Then there is the work of the Asian Task Force asopportunities that there are in India. I do believe

that they are many, substantial and varied. As India well, which I sit on, which is co-chaired by Alan
Johnson and Bryan Sanderson from Standardgrows its middle class there will be major new

opportunities for UK retailers and a range of other Chartered. That is looking at a whole range of issues
in terms of barriers to trade. The more that we canUK companies as well. Certainly it is an important

emerging growth market for UK companies but it is do at a government-to-government level to reduce
some of the diYculties of entering the Indianalso a strategically important location. This is a

country with a huge population and, quite rightly, a marketplace and doing business in India, the more
we can do practically on the ground to promotenumber of UK companies are going to want to look

at the market closely and make decisions to invest India as a marketplace. I think that is what you
should expect Government to be doing to providethere rather than export there. It is a sensible

business strategy when you have got a country of the that level of support.
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Chairman: Let us take that up in more detail with chambers of commerce and we work with others in
terms of promoting India as a destination. We haveJudy Mallaber.
people in Kingsgate House in London who have
sector specialist skills and we have a range of highlyQ373 Judy Mallaber:One of the concerns expressed
skilled and often locally engaged staV across ourto us when we were in India did relate to how we use
posts. I would be interested to hear the Committee’sthe rather limited resources that are available to
views about whether we ought to have more peopleUKTI’s operations in India. It was suggested to us
in India. We have slightly more people in India thanthat the Wilson Review had not been implemented
we have in China at the moment, more thanvery well. They were not necessarily critical of what
anybody anywhere outside the United States.was in the Wilson Review but they felt it had not

necessarily been interpreted correctly and it is
Q375 Judy Mallaber: In view of the importance ofreflected in the fact that we have moved to putting
the Indian market, and the Chinese market hasthe emphasis on to the sectoral operations and from
similar issues, are there any plans at the moment tothe UKTI evidence we have had there are now 16
increase the resources given toUKTI and, indeed, toInternational Sector Groups in India. It was asked
the British Council in India, which I am sure we willof us how on earth we can service that number of
come on to question you about? Are there any plansgroups with the limited resources that are there and
at present to increase those resources?that is taking away from the generalist expertise. The
Ian Pearson: Spending plans are set through thecriticism that followed from that was that we were
Spending Review processes, as you will be very welltoo dependent on what industry here already thinks
aware. Currently we are at a fairly early stage ofit knows: rather than what they already knowwithin
discussions on the next spending round so it is nottheir sector, rather than having people who are
possible to speculate what the final outcome of thededicated to look at what other opportunities might
next Spending Review will be. Certainly, however, Ibe available and have a more generalist expertise
am very keen that the newChief Executive of UKTI,within a particular regional area in India.
Andrew Cahn, looks at the overall balance ofIan Pearson: The fact that there are 16 particular
resources within UKTI and looks at thesectors where UKTI is very interested in
opportunities that exist in emerging markets as well.encouraging more business actually reflects the
I cannot predict what hewill want to recommendbutimportance of India as a marketplace. I do not think
I think it is right that when you appoint a new Chiefthere are too many sectors. These ideas of priority
Executive you let him have a long, hard look at thesectors have come directly from business advisory
organisation and see whether it is fit for purpose forgroups that UKTI works with on a regular basis.
the future.One of the strengths of that system is the sector focus

that we have got because, frankly, when it comes
Q376 Judy Mallaber: As the Chancellor has beendown to it some sort of generalised business advice
making speeches and talking about the globaldoes not really do the business and you do need
marketplace, can we assume that your Secretary ofsector specialisms. One of the things that I think are
State will be having discussions with the Chancellorimportant is that we do have advisory groups of
on the level of resources to exploit these huge newbusiness people who have got strong sector
marketplaces in Asia and specifically in India?experience and understand what opportunities are
Ian Pearson: I have two Secretaries of State; I haveavailable in particular marketplaces, whether it be
the Foreign Secretary as well as the Secretary ofIndia, China or other countries.
State for Trade and Industry. Both take an active
interest in the work of UK Trade & Investment. InQ374 Judy Mallaber: What that means is there are addition to the Chancellor, both are very wellvery limited overall resources available within any apprised of the trends in globalisation and what weparticular area or region within the country and they need to do to make sure that the UK is competitive.are very limited in resources. Is it not the case that

there has been a cut in resources to Asia generally?
Q377Chairman:Can I just ask two factual questionsIan Pearson: We have got 76 full-time equivalent
before I bring in Tony Wright. First, can youpeople in India employed by UKTI in nine locations
confirm that UKTI is set to lose a third of its staVacross India. There are more people in India than in
under the Gershon process? Is that right?any other country outside the United States. If the
Ian Pearson: I do not recognise the figure of a thirdSelect Committee wants to come and say that UKTI
as such. Certainly there have been plans as part ofought to have its budget doubled because it needs to
the Gershon to try to have more resources at theemploy far more people, I am sure the Chancellor
front line that will reduce some of our—would be very interested to hear if that is the

conclusion you reach. We are an organisation that
Q378 Chairman: Perhaps you could let us have ahas a budget of £270 million a year and we employ
note on the balance of staV.about 2,300 people. Across the world we have
Ian Pearson: I can certainly let you have a note on it.something like 1,300–1,400 people in our various

posts and embassies. Inevitably we are going to be
relatively thinly spread because that is the nature of Q379 Chairman: On another factual element: you

talked about the 76 peoplewho are working in India,the organisation, you would expect us to be lean and
eYcient. We do work with partners. We work with how many of them are locally engaged and how

many of them are Brits, ex-pats?partners here in the UK in the regions, we work with
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Ian Pearson: I do not have the numbers to hand. not forget here the Indo-British Partnership
Network which is an organisation that has been setThere will be a high proportion of locally engaged

staV. up. This is business-led and is led extremely ably by
Karan Bilimoria from Cobra. The dialogue that it is
having with its counterparts in India is veryQ380 Chairman: It is fair to say we were very
valuable.impressed by the locally engaged staV we saw, they

served us very well, so I do not want anything I say
to be taken as a criticism of them. There was some Q384 Mr Wright: That may well be the case but
concern expressed by some of the people we talked when we visited, one of the issues that came across
to about the ability to manage so many locally to us quite strongly in the interpretation we took
engaged staV with so few Brits there to manage from it was that through UKTI they are more
them. reactive than proactive. I can see the benefit of
Ian Pearson: If I can just say something on that. having local chambers of commerce and perhaps a
Firstly, some words of praise for locally engaged CBI base over there assisting in trying to be more
staV. Some of the locally engaged staV that we have proactive. They have worked extremely hard
right across our posts are absolutely superb in the through UKTI but quite clearly there is so much
way that they do their work. Very often they have growth out in India because of the pressures that are
detailed sector knowledge and certainly very deep being placed on them I see them as being reactive
market knowledge as well and they add real value to rather than proactive, whereas we see more
the UK companies that use their services. proactivity from other countries such as Japan and

the United States. Perhaps if the local chambers of
commerce were given the encouragement to set up inQ381 Chairman: That is not in dispute, it is the
India, and the CBI, they could be of more assistancemanagement of that very valuable resource.
to UKTI. Do you not agree that that would beIan Pearson: On the issue of management, we have
helpful?got quite a lot of experience now in getting the
Ian Pearson: Obviously it is a matter for the CBI orbalance right between locally engaged staV and
the British chambers of commerce whether theyBritish national staV who are posted to various
want to set up particular oYces. I know that the CBIplaces around the world. That balance will vary
have recently opened an oYce in Beijing andfrom country to country and market to market
undoubtedly they are looking at India as a potentialaccording to a range of diVerent circumstances. In
for setting up an oYce. The City of London, thesome markets, when it comes to high level political
Lord Mayor, is setting up an oYce in New Delhi aslobbying to reduce barriers to entry, that is
well, I understand. I asked the question when I wassomething where it would not be appropriate to use
in India in January as to whether we ought to havelocally engaged staV to do that sort of work and it is
a very strong UK-India chamber of commerce andbetter for this to be done atHead ofMission,Deputy
the feeling I got from a lot of Indian companies andHead of Mission level. What is important when we
a lot of UK companies doing business in India was,look at these is to make sure that we get that balance
“Well, we know each other so well we have neverright in terms of who is the appropriate person.
really felt a strong need to push this”. I get the sense
that the JETCO arrangements and the links betweenQ382 Chairman: You are happy that the balance is
the Indo-British Partnership Network and CII inright in India at present?
particular, but FICCI as well, are working well. WeIan Pearson: I am happy that the balance is broadly
will continue to keep these matters under review.right. I am not going to say that it is absolutely right

in all our posts in all the markets in which UKTI
Q385MrWright:Have you spoken to the chambersoperates but it is an area where there has been a lot
of commerce about opportunities for going out toof management attention in recent years.
India?
Ian Pearson: Certainly we have involved theQ383 Mr Wright: You mentioned the co-operation
chambers of commerce through the Doing Businessbetween UKTI and chambers of commerce and the
in India road shows and representatives of chambersCBI but one of the things that has been brought to
of commerce have been involved in these. In thatour attention is the lack of chambers having a base
sense I think they are pretty plugged into what wein India itself whereas India’s chambers have got a
have been doing to try to encourage more of theirbase in the UK. Do you not see that as a hindrance
members to look at India as an opportunity.to us, that there is not this set-up in India for the

chambers of commerce and, indeed, for the CBI?
Ian Pearson: I do not see it as a particular hindrance. Q386 Mr Hoyle: Minister, could I go back to the

investment question. In your introduction youCertainly when UK companies visit India they will
very quickly meet either the CII or FICCI . When referred to a number of energy companies. I wonder

if the DTI is doing anything in India similar to theIndian companies come to the UK they can meet
and talk to the CBI or the British chambers of project in China, for example, where we are

encouraging the Chinese to use supercritical boilers.commerce. The way our structures are set up are
very diVerent. The Indian Government naturally I was reading an interesting statistic yesterday that

suggested that 80% of supercritical boilers are beingtends to contract with CII and FICCI to do a great
deal of its work that we tend to do through UK implemented in China. I do not know what the 80%

is a proportion of; it may be just four boilers out ofTrade & Investment and our networks. We should
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five somewhere in the world. I wondered if we are not forget the vast budgets that are in the Middle
East at the moment. I attended a road show indoing anything similar with India because it is a way

of collaborating on the one hand, which is going to Manchester recently where the Saudi Arabian
Government were taking the time and eVort to comebe good for British kit, and, on the other hand, it is

going to be a way of tackling the environmental and persuade UK companies that they have £624
billion to spend between now and 2020 and theyproblems that we need to tackle.

Ian Pearson: I can only answer this in broad terms want to make sure that we have a fair share of that.
Likewise, other parts of the Middle East as well andand it might be that I need to get more information

to the Committee. Just as we have been very keen to major investment infrastructure programmes. I very
much welcome the focus on emerging markets,engage with China on a dialogue about promoting

energy eYciency, similarly we have been very China and India, but let us not forget that there are
strong opportunities for our businesses in otherinterested to engage in a dialogue with India about

energy eYciency as well. In many instances there are parts of the globe as well.
lessons that we can learn from India in terms of how
they tackle this issue. If you look at their bus systems Q390 Rob Marris: We have 76 in India and, for
in parts of the country, they are far more example, 62 in Germany. Are you sure the balance
environmentally friendly than some of the bus is right? If companies need that much assistance to
systems that you can see in the United Kingdom. export toGermany, part of the CommonMarket for
There is a dialogue through the JETCO the last 34 years, should they be in business? Are you
arrangements on energy and I can certainly provide sure we have the balance right?
some more detail to the Committee in writing if that Ian Pearson: That is something that we will be
would be helpful. reviewing. If you look at trade volumes, Germany at
Mr Hoyle: It would be helpful, thank you. the moment is a far bigger market than India but if

you look at potential growth then I agree with you
Q387 RobMarris: I just wanted to come back to the that India oVers some enormous opportunities. We
numbers that Judy Mallaber was talking about. I need to look at the balance.
understood you to say we have got 76 staV in India
and 1,300–1,400 field staV around the world. That

Q391 Mr Hoyle: The media are quite critical in thesuggests to me that 5°% of your field staV are in
way they say British companies are risk averse, shy,India, which has a population of about 18% of the
conservative, whichever way you want to look at it,population of the world. It strikes me as a bit of an
in going out to emerging markets such as India,imbalance. Secondly, perhaps not today, could you
China, Brazil or whatever and those leadinggive us some comparative figures as to what your
companies, compared to European counterparts orstaYng budget is and the numbers of staV you have
theAmericans, will be there first, flag waving, settinggot in Italy, for example, which has a similar sized
up business and open for business and we areeconomy to India so that we can get an idea of the
somewhere behind, coming in. I recognise youbalance of resources within the DTI on staYng. Is
mentioned major company names at the beginningthat possible?
but in fairness they have a long history in India.Ian Pearson: Let me read out the top 10 at the
They did not turn up yesterday. Those companiesmoment, as I understand it.
have been there for God knows how many years.
Onemust question are themedia right; are there fear

Q388 Rob Marris: Top 10 in terms of staYng factors amongst British companies about doing
numbers? business with India, not setting up in India and
Ian Pearson: Yes. The top 10 would go: one, USA oVshoring?
129; two, India 76; three, China 74; four, Germany Ian Pearson: There was a recent report by KPMG
63; five, Japan 62; six, France 50; seven, Brazil 39; that was reported in The Financial Times which
eight, Spain 33; nine, Australia 32; ten, Canada 30. suggested thatUK companiesmight not be taking as
That just gives some indication. much advantage of the opportunities of India as

other countries. When it comes down to it, UK
companies are operating in some very risky marketsQ389 Rob Marris: That is very helpful.

Ian Pearson:As I have already explained, one of the right across the globe. I do have some sympathywith
what the report said. I think more UK companiesthings I am keen the new Chief Executive looks at is

the overall balance of our staYng right across UKTI need to get out more and I get a sense that there is a
lot more that we can do as far as the UK isas an organisation and whether it is taking suYcient

advantage of the opportunities that are there with concerned. One of the strong messages that I am
trying to put over as TradeMinister is: look at whereemerging economies like China and India. If I could

just say something on this in general. I think there is the growth is. Look at China, India and south east
Asia. Look at the opportunities in the Middle East.a danger that we can focus too much on China and

India. These are important economies that could Look at the opportunities in Brazil and Russia
which I mentioned I visited just a couple of monthswell transform our world over the next 10 to 20 years

but it is important to recognise as well that there are ago. There are tremendous opportunities out there
and in the context of globalisation, which means aa lot of market opportunities in other countries in

South East Asia and it is important we bear in mind growing interdependence between countries and
companies and economies, securing Britain’s futurethe research that has been done on BRIC economies

as well, so that is Brazil and Russia, and we should depends on our ability to develop business
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internationally and I think it is vital that we seize Ian Pearson: I do not think as a government we are
putting out the wrongmessage. Can I say somethingsome of the opportunities that exist in India and
on oVshoring and two way business relationships?other parts of the world, to make sure that our
Specifically on oVshoring, when I was in Chennai incompanies have a growing share of that growing
January I had a look at Standard Chartered’s backmarket. That is what I want to see and I would be
oYce operation. They are employing 3,000 people invery interested in theCommittee’s observations as to
Chennai. The average starting salary of an ITwhether they think that companies need to be a bit
graduate is $100 a month. They are not oVshoringmore forward looking and what we need to do to
the call centre function but they are oVshoring theencourage them to do just that.
accounts and the back oYce transaction processing,
what is called BPO in the trade. This produces

Q392MrHoyle:Onemight say if it takes 18 years to enormous cost savings for Standard Chartered. I
get a Hawk contract that is a major investment. At think that if you are a company in a competitive
the end of it they won the contract but 18 years is a world you need to look at this. In the UKwe are not
long time to wait. Allowing for that, what can your going to compete with $100 a month wage rates; nor
department, or you yourself working with the two should we try to. Let me give you a couple of
departments, do to try and persuade people it is not diVerent examples as well. If you look at Logica
as risky and, if there is a risk, there is government CMG or Xansa who are UK controlled IT services
support? companies, both Logica CMG and Xansa have
Ian Pearson:You can lead a horse to water, can you expanded in the UK and in India over the last five to

10 years. They have done so because they havenot? That is what we are trying to do at the moment.
developed a successful business model, in my view,The Doing Business in India roadshows are trying
that blends employing Indian IT consultants andto make more UK companies aware of the
UK IT consultants. I gather with Xansa it isopportunities that exist in India at the moment.
something like 50/50 employment in the UK and inMaybe there has been a perception problem that
India and both have been able to grow successfullyIndia has been a diYcult marketplace but if UK
because they have this competitive business model. Icompanies just hang around on the sidelines waiting
think that two-way business relationship is veryfor everything to become perfect they are going to
important. It is where our future lies. If I can givemiss out. I am keen to make sure that they do not. I
one more example that is very close to home, I haveam always very clear that it is up to individual
a castings company just outside my constituencycompanies to make a rational business decision on
called Shakespeares which I am hoping to visit soon.what is right for them in their particular
It was taken over last year and I met the Indiancircumstances. If you just look at this at an aggregate
owners when I was in India quite fortuitously. Theylevel and you see this hugely growing economy that
have taken a loss making castings company in theis India today and say that our share of that world
West Midlands and made it profitable. Yes, theytrade is just a small fraction, as the Committee very
have transferred some of the work to India, thewell knows, we ought to be doing better than that.
runners and repeaters, the regular business, butThe more that we can—through the roadshow
when I sat down with them and said, “Are not all theprogramme and other events, through themedia and jobs going to go?” they said, “No, Ian, they are notthe work of the Committee as well—publicise the and let me tell you why. Firstly, because you have

fact that there are tremendous opportunities here, some good skills in the United Kingdom. They
that is a good thing to do. might be getting a bit old and there is an issue there

but you have some good skills in the United
Kingdom that we value. Secondly, you have accessQ393 Mr Hoyle: Just this week, as an example,
to markets and, with ‘just in time’ production asLloyds TSB announced job closures in theUK to set
well. If things go wrong we need to be able to supplyup their call centres in India. It would have been
at short notice. In terms of prototyping work, inbetter if we could have had Lloyds TSB chasing part
terms of special, one-oV projects and products thereof the market share within India. Instead, all it was
is a viable business there that would not be viable ifdoing was moving jobs overseas. At the same time,
it was trying to do all the work in the Unitedwe are seeing that in the UK which does nothing for
Kingdom.” That is a lesson for the future. Wejobs here. Once again, when we were in India, we employ 20 million people in the UK at the moment.

heard about opportunities such as new airports India has 28 million people coming on to the labour
where not one British company had taken an interest market every year for the next 15, 20 or more years.
in either operating or building. We also saw the Getting the balance right between what we do in the
construction industry, new motorways being put in UK and what we do in India and other countries is
and Singaporean andMalaysian companies with the vital for our future. There are some examples of
contracts. We are the UK; we are meant to be a businesses that are getting it right now that I have
world leader in construction. Have we got the wrong mentioned, so you have a long term sustainable
message? Are you getting the right message across? business model. In a globalising world, it is
It seems to me the message is: save money; move to important that we recognise these realities, that we
India. Themessage ought to be: move to India; there do not try and do everything in the UK and that
is a bigmarket andwhat you have to do is get a share we develop these relationships with companies in
of that market. We are not seeing that. Would you some cases in other countries where it makes sense

to do so.agree?
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Q394 Mr Hoyle: That is a very good example of an well as people doing roadshows in the UK to
promote opportunities. We can always look at theIndian company reading the situation and taking an

unprofitable British company and turning it into balance and whether we ought to be doing more in
India and China and less in Germany and Italy. Weprofit. That is wonderful but it does not answer the

question which I am posing to you. India is open for can look at the overall budget for UK Trade &
Investment as well. Those are all sensible things thatbusiness. How do we persuade UK business to take

those opportunities, not about India coming to the we can have a conversation about.
UK but reversing that, with us seizing opportunities
where it seems to us that UK companies have not Q396 Mr Bone: It has come up in evidence sessions
recognised them. There are contracts to be won but on a number of occasions that one of the main
we are not even bidding. barriers—in some cases, people regard it as the top
Ian Pearson: I agree. One of the messages I also put barrier—to co-operation in trade between India and
out to businesses in addition to my headline “Get the UK is that this is now done at EU level. Could
out more” which is important is, “Buy them before that explain the reason why British companies with
they buy you.” If I can explain that fairly brutal their historic links with India are being dampened
terminology, it is the case that there are strong down by the EU deal, as it were?
investment opportunities in India as well as the Ian Pearson: I do not think we are being dampened
export trade. I want to see more UK companies down by the EU deal. I remember Kamal Nath
directly investing because we are certainly seeing it saying to me, “Ian, if it is just between you and me,
the other way. We are seeing some UK investments we can sort out a trade deal.”
into India as well but more of that, I believe, needs
to happen. The entrepreneurial spirit that we have Q397 Chairman:He said much the same thing to us.
always had in the UK and the fact that we have Ian Pearson: “It is more diYcult if we are talking
always done business internationally should stand about negotiating a deal with 25 EU Member
us in very good stead.Globalisation could have been States.” Of course it is. That is the challenge of the
tailor made for the UK. We are the one country in current WTO round. We want to persuade India to
the world that instinctively gets this. We are in a reduce some of its tariV barriers which are very high
situation now where, if we can persuade more of our by international standards.
UK businesses to get out more, to look at
investments as well as just trading, that is the best Q398 Mr Bone: The Minister in India was saying,
way in which we can secure our long term future “We would love to do this but look at the rotten way
prosperity as a nation. I am getting a bit preachy the EU is treating India.” He has a fair point, does
here. he not?
Chairman: I am agreeing with you, which does help. Ian Pearson: India has certain oVensive interests in
I am being more sympathetic than I would these negotiations in particular with regard to
otherwise be. services. As you know, there is some strong
Mr Bone: I want to break this consensus of institutional resistance within Europe to opening up
agreement because I think this is tremendous the services market.We have a compromise text that
complacency by the government. You are saying, “It has passed the first reading of the European
is not me, guv; it is those rotten British businesses Parliament on services. We have made oVers on
who do not have any entrepreneurial skills.” Hang services as part of the plurilateral negotiations under
on a minute! the WTO. I fully respect that these are not going
Anne MoVat: I have not heard him saying that. anywhere near as far as India in particular would

want to go. In the UK, we are very open. We have
companies like Tata, Infosys, Wipro, that are doingQ395 Mr Bone: That was my take on it. Surely that
tremendous amounts of work for most of our blueis what our great strength has been over the years. It
chip companies and a range of governmentis no good the government at the head of it saying
departments as well. There are forces of economicthat it is the companies that are failing all of a
protectionism within Europe.sudden. It is the responsibility of the government

and if other countries are doing it why are we not
Q399 Mr Bone: I know the government is at thedoing it?
heart of Europe and indeed the government says thisIan Pearson: Firstly, I am not seeking to blame
on many occasions. Therefore, you must havecompanies at all in this or to deny that there is no
discussions with EU colleagues on issues such asrole for government but, when it comes down to it,
trade with India to try and move things forward.it is about companies identifying opportunities,
What percentage of time is spent on those sorts ofseizing opportunities andmaking profits. That is the
discussions?way of the world. I reject entirely the claim of
Ian Pearson: I have not an exact percentage of mycomplacency; I have said I am not satisfied. I have
time orAlan Johnson’s time or our trade team’s timesaid I think our trade performance with the EU
that is spent on this.ought to be better. I have said that ultimately this is

down to our companies and they ought to get out
more and invest more. I have also said that we will Q400 Mr Bone: Roughly?
continue to look at what we do as a government to Ian Pearson:Amajor feature of my work in the time
provide support to companies. We employ a I have been Trade Minister has been involvement in

negotiations and discussions about negotiations,significant number of people throughout India as
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because it is the Trade Commissioner, Peter InvestNorthern Ireland and theWDAand so on but
certainly the people that I met were not mentioningMandelson, who negotiates on behalf of the 25

Member States. Nobody is in any doubt about the RDAs at all. Are most of our RDAs active in India?
Are all of them active in India? Are any of themUK’s view and position when it comes to the Doha

development agenda. active in India?
Ian Pearson: It is only the British Midlands which is
the East and West Midlands combined. SomeQ401 Mr Bone: Do you think we are winning that
Members of the Committee met with someargument?
representatives from there and we encourage you toIan Pearson: We need to remain focused on
talk to them. They will tell you where they think theyachieving an ambitious outcome to the Doha round.
add value.We are fighting our corner within the European
Mr Bone: They did not.Union. It is no great secret—I think I said this to the

Committee on another occasion—that the UK
wants to move further forward on agricultural Q404 Judy Mallaber:We did meet and were slightly
reform and on agricultural market access than a puzzled by the British Midlands representative who
number of other EUMember States. This is all part was part of Deloittes. We were very unclear as to
of what will be a tied deal if we can get it finally what she had added because she was unable to give
agreed. It involves Europe moving further on us examples and yet I have papers here for the
market access but also on non-agricultural market Committee which tell us of a number of inward
access and on services. Other countries, including investment opportunities that have come through
India, Brazil and a range of others, are doing more British Midlands. Either you as the Minister can tell
and we will continue to try our utmost to get an us or oYcials can come back to us on this. It would
ambitious, pro-development deal but we will have to be helpful to know exactly how it operates and
see what happens at the end of the day. There is no whether you think it does add value. Secondly, what
guarantee of success here. is the value of having somebody only looking at

inward investment and not looking at potential
export opportunities for our local companies in theQ402Roger Berry:You advise UK companies to get
Midlands?out more. Would you give the same advice to the
Mr Collingridge: Speaking at the national level andEnglish RDAs because our experience in India was
with experience of Asia generally, I think they canthat a number of companies, British or Indian, had
add value in terms of the way that we can work withencountered the trade investment agencies of the
individual companies in terms of the product that wedevolved administrations of Northern Ireland,
are able to oVer. They can provide in many casesScotland and Wales but they were not talking a lot
much more direct assistance, if you like, toabout the greatwork that EnglishRDAswere doing.
companies that we may be talking to in terms ofShould they be doing more?
locating, in this case in the Midlands, if they happenIan Pearson: We need to make a distinction here
to be there or working with the Scots, the Welsh orbetween trade promotion and encouraging inward
the Northern Irish in that sense. They do add valueinvestment. RDAs’ inward investment activities are
to the national eVort. The issue of whether they havefunded through the single pot. There are quite strong
visibility in a particular country—India in thisco-ordination mechanisms to ensure that RDAs do
case—is a question of how much resource theadd value and we do work closely together with
particular RDAs are prepared to put into that oYce.RDAs. There is a committee on overseas promotion

which brings together the main bodies involved in
inward investment promotion. That was set up over Q405 Rob Marris: My understanding is that the
25 years ago to co-ordinate the promotion of inward British Midlands representative who is employed by
investment into theUnitedKingdom.RDAs have to Deloittes costs £150,000 a year. As a taxpayer as well
seek PrimeMinisterial approval for any proposal to as anMP, it strikes me as ridiculous that we have the
extend or create new overseas oYces involved in Department of Trade and Industry and also RDAs,
inward investment promotion activities. As part of whether from the devolved administrations or from
this, they have to consider co-locating with UKTI the regions, doing this stuV. I think it should all go
inward investment oYces overseas. There are some through the DTI. There will always be a problem
strong mechanisms in place here to ensure that we with resources for any given region even when they
are not having some damaging competition between double up as theMidlands have. You put your finger
RDAs and we are trying to attract companies to precisely on the point. That is why I think it should
their particular region as opposed to another. RDAs go all through the DTI and we should ban all RDAs
are increasingly using the strap line, the UK’s trade from doing that stuV.
and investment partner. There is a “UKw” brand Ian Pearson: That is certainly a particular point of
on exhibitions as well. I am not saying there is not view. What I have tried to do is explain the
more that could be done here because there very mechanisms that are in place before an RDA would
probably is but there are some mechanisms in place be able to open an inward investment oYce. They
here to avoid duplication and waste of resources. are quite robust. I am only aware of one application

to open an oYce that I have had in the 10 months
that I have been Minister, which was for London toQ403 Roger Berry: That was going to be my second

question.My first question is about lack of visibility. open an oYce in China. That seemed to make a lot
of sense.That was my perception. People did talk about
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Q406 Judy Mallaber: There was one other question Q408 Chairman: London First is setting up an oYce
in Mumbai. The Corporation is setting up an oYcewhich I did ask which you have not come back on.
in Mumbai and the Mayor of London wants to doYou say they have to come for permission to open in
something in Mumbai. In Mumbai there will berelation to inward investment. One thing that
three diVerent faces for London. What kind ofpuzzled me was that if you had a regional
cohesion does that oVer for a very importantrepresentative out there who presumably could be
market?briefed about who our major companies in the
Ian Pearson: If you look at China as well you haveMidlands are, they would potentially be in a good
diVerent organisations that will operate out ofposition to be able to look out for export
Beijing. The important thing is that there is co-opportunities and feed them back into companies in
ordination between these diVerent groups.the UK. Are you saying that that is something that

they are either not allowed or not meant to do or it
is not regarded as being valuable for them to do? Are Q409 Chairman: Would not the best co-ordination
they only meant to focus on inward investment, not be if UKTI had all these representatives under its
export opportunities? direct control, working from the same oYces,
Ian Pearson: They are there to focus on inward presenting amuchmore united front, rather than the
investment opportunities. We have other partner very disparate eVort that is now being made?
agencies as well that we work with. If you look at the Ian Pearson: It is perhaps unusual, if you do not
European Union they understand the concept of mind my saying so, that you seem to want a
regions. It would not be unusual to promote a monopolistic approach to this.
particular region when you are looking at Germany,
for instance, or France or Italy. When you go

Q410 Rob Marris: Certainly; rationalisation!outside the European Union the UK looks like a
Ian Pearson: The individual organisations concernedpretty small place. It is the UK that is people’s
would have their own views as to the merits of whatperception. Whether you are UKTI staV working in
they are doing.India or a British Midlands representative working

in India, you have to sell the UK first. What UKTI
has always tried to do is present a cheeseboard, if Q411 Roger Berry: If you say, “This is what RDAs
you like. You can have this particular south western are for and devolution brings about results like this.
cheese, this particular north western cheese or this Sorry, Committee, there is not a lot I can do apart
particular Midlands cheese. A lot of the promotion from perhaps promote co-ordination”, if that is the

answer, I understand that is the answer; but in termsof the UK is based on some of our key, generic
of spending public money surely it is far better,selling points about why the UK is a good place to
particularly in a market like India, to put the moneyinvest in the first place.
into UKTI that has the expertise, is doing the
business? There is not much added value from
having separate oYces out there for London, theQ407 Roger Berry: The whole thing about the UK
Midlands or wherever and, in London’s case, havingbeing at the forefront of people’s minds is central.
three separate oYces which seems quite bizarre. IsMr Collingridge referred to the advantage of RDA
the answer, “Sorry, that is life. That is devolution.staV perhaps being linked to individual companies.
You guys voted for it” or is the answer, “We can doWhenwe were in Chennai, wemet a trade mission of
something about this and we will have a word witha small group of companies who were into
them”?engineering and design vehicles, Ashok Leyland, et
Ian Pearson:When it comes to Scotland, Wales andcetera. That was set up byUKTI. I could not see any
Northern Ireland, budgets have been devolved for ainput. There were companies from theMidlands but
considerable period of time. The last spendingit was not a Midlands organised thing at all. It was
review took the decision to devolve inwarda UKTI organised thing for individual companies
investment resources into the single pot and in eVectwith specific expertise that, for example, Ashok
to decentralise it for the English regions. Some of theLeyland was very interested in and no doubt other
English regions have taken the money allocated andIndian companies were in Chennai. It does raise this added to it because they wanted to do morefundamental question about economies of scale. If internationally in certain markets. It is a

you are really going to put eVort into selling the UK decentralised decision that they have taken because
in India, does it make any sense at all to encourage they think it is in the best interests of their region.
RDAs to do little bits and bobs with the odd person What I have tried to explain however is the co-
from theMidlands, the odd person fromYorkshire? ordination mechanisms through the COP process
Is this really a sensible way of spending quite a lot and requiring ministerial approval if you are going
of money? to set up an oYce. That I think ensures that there are
Ian Pearson: I do not think it is the case that we are the best prospects of eVective co-ordination here.
encouraging RDAs to do this. This is obviously something that the Committee
Roger Berry: Are you discouraging them? might want to come to a view on. You either have a
Rob Marris: Or not allowing it? devolved or decentralised system or you do not. You
Roger Berry:AsMrMarris says, should you bemore have to make a choice as to which is best. We have
robust on this and say that the money would be far made that choice so far. I recognise and I think the

RDAs would recognise that, first and foremost, theybetter spent if it was allocated to UKTIs?
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sell the UK. As long as we work together at this, as not have their own particular interests in wanting to
persuade companies to locate in their particularlong as there is the close co-ordination, I think that is

the best guarantee that we are not wasting resources. areas.

Q415 Rob Marris: Focusing on the Indian marketQ412 Chairman: We did hear some information
when the RDAs rubbished other regions and said, both in terms ofUK investment there and in terms of

selling goods and services there, you mentioned the“We are better than them. Have you seen what is
wrong with that region?”We heard that put to us by tremendous opportunities in the Indianmarketplace

and encouraging UK companies to look at thebusinesses.
Ian Pearson: I would be very disappointed if I were opportunities but you also said that there is a

perception problem and India is a diYcultto hear that because I do not think that is the way to
go at all. marketplace. Could you sketch in a little more about

what theDTI is doing to informUK companies who
wish to be in India, whether to invest or to sell there,

Q413 Chairman: I am sure we would all agree on about the local quirks that any country has? You did
that. You talk about co-ordination but surely you mention roadshows, for example.
cannot compartmentalise our country’s economic Ian Pearson: I mentioned the Doing Business in
relationship with India in the way you are trying to India roadshows which are practical and on the
do. Outward investment, inward investment, trade, ground, going round the diVerent regions. They
joint ventures are all part of a mix of business have been very well attended by companies so that
strategies any one business might want to engage in. shows that there is a level of interest in the Indian
To put one into a pot—inward investment from marketplace. I also mentioned the work of the Indo-
within the UK—and the rest under UKTI does not British Partnership Network and the Joint
make sense. It is not the way businesses work in the Economic Trade Committee which is business to
real world. business, getting together to discuss areas where
Ian Pearson: I think there has been a blurring of the there were particular barriers to them entering the
distinction between trade promotion and inward marketplace and also in some cases doing business
investment activity. We have, in my view, a sterile with each other. I also mentioned the staV in our
debate about the balance of resources that ought to various posts and the fact that we have 74 people in
be devoted to trade support and inward investment. nine locations who will be doing work from OMIS
I think the modern reality is you need to be able to reports and, in some cases, some hand-holding with
do both. Also, the sort of people that you are talking companies as they are attending meetings and
to when you are trying to get a major inward looking to identify business opportunities. There is
investment into the United Kingdom are not a whole range of support that is available at the
necessarily the same people that you would talk to if moment.
you were looking to persuade them to purchase
particular goods and services. Inmany cases, you are
either talking about completely diVerent companies Q416 Rob Marris: What if somebody on the

Pensnett Trading Estate in your constituency comesor diVerent people within the same company that
you need to approach for those activities. In reality, to you as a local MP, not realising you are the very

knowledgeable Minister, and says, “We have heardthere are often distinct roles. I think that distinction
has becomemore blurred. The point that I am trying that India is a bit big these days and getting bigger.

We want to be there”? Where do they go forto make about globilisation and how the world is
changing is that it is about two way trade and information? Is it too diVuse or is it focused enough?

Talking to some metal basher on the Pensnettinvestment and we should not get too hung up about
the boundaries and the barriers. Trading Estate about JETCO is not probably going

to help them, is it?
Ian Pearson:No, but I would put them in touch with

Q414 Mr Bone: If you follow the logic of your their local international trade adviser who would
argument about devolving to the RDAs and the probably go round and talk to them, make an
Welsh Development Agency et cetera, you should assessment of their business and their potential for
not have the UKTI present. That is what you are exporting to India. They would probably advise
really arguing, is it not? them to maybe go on a roadshow and talk to them,
Ian Pearson:No, it is not what I am arguing at all. I depending on the size of the company, about our
am arguing that we need an organisation like UKTI passport to export programme. I have just been
to help ensure that we have competitive businesses in reminded to mention UKTI’s website which has lots
the UK doing business internationally and that we of information and links in terms of doing business
have an organisation that is helping to attract with India.
inward investment into the United Kingdom. I
genuinely believe that with globalisation UKTI is
more important than it has ever been. We have that Q417 Rob Marris: I have particular concerns about

the situation of scheduled castes and tribes in India.body that can market the UK and assist our
companies to succeed internationally and can attract Caste-ism used to be called “untouchability”. I met

an English businessman in Chennai, for example,high quality foreign investment into the United
Kingdom as well. We need to do that at a national who said that he would only employ Brahmins. That

is probably illegal, by the way, under thelevel. That is not to say that in some regions they do
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Constitution of India. What does the DTI do to the multinationals who employ some of these
graduates were rather put oV by the quality of theinform UK companies wishing to go to India about

caste-ism? graduates. Last week we had a group of Indian
businessmen before us and they were of the view thatIan Pearson: There is a variety of information

available about doing business with India generally. there were great opportunities here for the British
universities. I wonder what we are doing toI am not sure what level of detail that goes into and

whether it would mention issues of caste-ism as you encourage institutional collaboration between
universities in the UK and universities in India,describe. Certainly they will explain the legal and

employment position with regard to the particularly in this area of science and engineering. I
am aware of the UK India Education and Researchemployment situation there.
Initiative but I wonder if it is robust enough to really
stimulate the UK universities to make the eVort toQ418 Rob Marris: Could you look into it and let us
make the connection with Indian universities. Ishave a note on that specific issue?
there anything else that we might be able to do?Ian Pearson: Yes.
Ian Pearson: That is a very important question. I see
education as one of the UK’s great strengths. I have

Q419 Chairman: Rob Marris was talking about been to 22 countries as Trade Minister in the last 10
quite small businesses on a trading estate in your months and in every one of them the importance of
constituency. Is it right that we should be putting as the UK’s education system, the work that we do
much eVort into small businesses as we are in through the British Council and others in terms of
relation to the Indianmarket with other challenging, providing English language training, is extremely
developing markets? Is it not really the big and important. In many cases it is the front door for
medium sized businesses that we should be doing future business with the United Kingdom
focusing on? because it does give people good experiences of the
Ian Pearson: I would like to reassure you that we UK and a range of contacts and links that very often
have some medium sized businesses on the Pensnett develop into business in the future. You mentioned
Trading Estate. specifically the UK India Education and Research

Initiative. It is a particularly good time to mention it
because this week the British Council, theQ420 Chairman: 300 or 400 people? That sort of
Department for Education and Science, the FCOsize?
and the OYce of Science and Technology areIan Pearson: Very few would employ 300 or 400
launching a major, £10 million initiative, stronglypeople. There are some particularly small
supported by both the UK and Indian Primebusinesses. There is some strong evidence to point to
Ministers, to facilitate the development of researchthe fact that helping existing exporters break into
and collaborative partnerships between UK andnew markets rather than helping companies break
Indian institutions. It is a five year programmeinto their first international market can also add a
starting next month and it aims to bring about a stepgreat deal of value.
change in the relationships between the UK and
India when it comes to research and education in

Q421 Chairman:Would you advise a small business exactly the areas that you are talking about. It very
that has done much exporting to start with India? much builds on the Prime Minister’s original
Ian Pearson: I would not want to be in a position initiative in this regard. There is a lot more that we
where I made the decision on that at all. can do and we expect that this initiative will help us

deliver a lot of that.

Q422 Chairman: Your PSA target has made the
decision for you on that. That is the point. The Q424 Mr Clapham:When I think of my own area I
Chancellor has told you that you have to do that. think in terms of SheYeld University with a good
Ian Pearson: We have targets in terms of new to engineering department. Is there anything more we
export companies but not to particular individual can do to encourage them to get out there, to get
marketplaces. The Indian market is more diYcult over to India, to promote the department? I know
than certain other markets in our home market of that some of this work has been going on in other
the European Union. There is some strong evidence areas but it just seems that in engineering, where we
that says that existing exporters, mid-corporate really ought to be taking a lead, some of our
companies, are areas where these companies could universities are perhaps just sitting back.
export and invest more than they are doing at the Ian Pearson: I do not know the specifics in terms of
moment and we ought to be encouraging them to do SheYeld University but I get the strong impression
so. That might be a focus for our future activity. that if you talk to most university vice-chancellors

and say, “What are your international links?” they
will reel oV a list of names of universities in diVerentQ423 Mr Clapham: Can I kick us oV down the
countries across the world where they have researcheducation route because it is a very important area?
projects. I think it was Chekhov who said that thereYou used the figure of 28 million people entering the
is no such thing as national science; it is just thatlabour market annually and amongst that number is
there is no national multiplication table. Our UKa very impressive number of science and technology
academic community has been very good atgraduates. We know from a recent report produced

byMcKinsey’s that they took the view that many of developing stronger links with a clear, commercial
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outlet to them. It is something that we have done Q427 Mr Hoyle: The Australians will overtake us if
we are not careful. Quite rightly, we have a campusquite a lot of work on in the UK, as you know, over
in China but would you not agree with me that wethe last 10 years. Making that international is
should be establishing campuses in India?important and that is why I think this initiative is
Ian Pearson: As a government, we would be veryvery important. We have the London School of
happy to see this happen but it is up to ourEconomics oVering courses in India at the moment.
university sector.I am sure that other UK universities are looking at
Mr Hoyle: It is also up to the UK Council to knowrunning courses as well. We have seen in places like
what the rules are. It is no use saying to universities,China, Nottingham University has set up a campus
“You cannot come in because it is illegal.” The ruleswhich the Committee are familiar with. There is an
changed three years ago. Do we really know whatincreasing trend to see that happening. Universities
the rules are in India?need to continually be aware of the dangers of brand

dilution and that is why some of our universities
have not wanted to set up international campuses. I Q428 Chairman: I understand from talking to the
gather the LSE regularly benchmarks its activities to CII that British businesses come here, are told they
ensure the right sort of quality standards. cannot do something and go away again.

Meanwhile, other countries keep a much closer eye
on what is going on and they are doing it. The Brits

Q425 Mr Clapham: In tandem with that UK India come back two years later andmiss the opportunity.
Education and Research Initiative, are we We heard that quite a lot in India. We take no for
encouraging British research institutions to become an answer.
involvedwith that education initiative as well so that Ian Pearson:We all hear a lot of anecdotal stories. It
we get the connection between companies that are is sometimes diYcult to get behind those and see
looking at commercial opportunities in the market? what the true picture is. The true picture is that we
Ian Pearson: My understanding is that is exactly have a good level of understanding certainly within
covered by this new initiative that is going to be government and UK Trade & Investment about the
kicking oV next month, so yes. investment opportunities that exist and the barriers

where there are barriers.
Chairman: The impression from Kamal Nath wasQ426 Mr Hoyle: I am interested in what you say
that he feels sometimes our competitors are better atbecause you do mention China and UK universities
it than we are.setting up a campus in China. I asked the question
Roger Berry: Minister, you referred to Indianwhy have we not got our universities setting up a
students coming to theUK to study.Obviously therecampus in India, only to be told that it is against the are things in relation to trying to increase thelaw of India. You cannot do that. I thought it rather number that are matters for universities. There are

strange because about half an hour later I passed a also things that the government can do.An issue that
brand new campus that said, “Western University.” came up time and time again when we were in India
Western Australia have set up a campus. We asked related to visas for students. Australia and the
the Minister and the Minister said, “The rules United States are more attractive because the visa
changed two or three years ago.” Why on earth are arrangements enable students to stay on for a year
we not up to speed on what the rules are? How long or two after graduation in their country of study and
do we have to wait before we take it seriously? We the complaint was made that Indian students do not
seem to be getting this message that we are not in the have that opportunity in the UK. I know there is
business of being proactive. We always seem to be going to be a debate on the new visa regime this
reactive to everybody else. We have to start flag afternoon in the House.
waving and delivering. It is rather embarrassing. Rob Marris: They do in Scotland.
With the strong historical links, all the reasons
should be there and our universities should be Q429 Roger Berry: Do you recognise this as a realwinning the number of graduates. We are not. issue, that the visa regime should provide
America leads; Australia is second and we are opportunities for students from India to spend time
trailing in third place. What can we do to get to the in the UK after they have graduated? If it does not
top of the pile and ensure that we know what the do that, that provides a disincentive to come into the
rules are in India? UK. If you accept the argument, what is the
Ian Pearson: In terms of students coming into the government doing about it?
UK and howwe fare internationally, yes, theUnited Ian Pearson:We have recognised this as an issue. As
States is first. The UK is second and Australia is you will be aware under the Fresh Talent Initiative
third. The most recent statistics I have seen say that in Scotland, Indian and other students will have a
there are 250% more Indian students applying to right to work for two years after graduation. In the
study in the UK academic year 2005–06 than there pre-Budget report the Chancellor announced that in
were in 2000–01 which is a huge figure. In terms of selective disciplines—I think that includes science
our market share, we are closing the gap with the and engineering and others—foreign students would
United States. Student visa figures for the USA for have a right to work for up to one year in the United
2005–06 are only 15% higher than the UK figure, as Kingdom. It is also the case that, when you look at
compared to 74% higher in 2000–01, so we are our UK visa regime, students over the age of 16 can

work for up to 20 hours a week during term time andmaking progress in this area.
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they can work during vacations while they are here. consider them. If Xansawant to get in touchwithme
about the situation I am happy to meet them for aThat is not necessarily the case in other countries.

Our assessment is that this is particularly attractive discussion.
compared with the United States, for example,
which has more restrictions on how much you can Q434Chairman: Itmight be easier than you imagine,
work when you are studying. Minister.

Ian Pearson: Specifically on the one year work
permit, I personally think there is quite a strong caseQ430 Roger Berry: Is it not very confusing when
for looking at two years as Scotland has done, but atScotland appears to have a policy and the rest of the
the moment the decision has been for one year andUK seems to have a diVerent policy? I did not realise
there are good reasons why that decision has beeninternational aVairs were a devolved matter.
taken. Again, this is something we will need to lookIan Pearson: Scotland has devolved functions when
at as a government.it comes to its higher education system.
Roger Berry: Without pre-empting what we mightChairman: Immigration policy is not devolved.
decide, I would be shocked if we did not have
something to say about this.

Q431 Roger Berry: I am not talking about a visa to Mr Hoyle:We still cannot get round why Scotland
study; I am talking about the ability to stay on and can give an extension and England cannot. This
work afterwards for a year or two, which is what baZes us and it must baZe you as well. If Scotland
makes the United States much more attractive than can, England can or nobody can. It is quite a serious
the UK. That facility is there. For a limited period, point. Here we have Scotland out there saying,
people can stay on. Does theUKnot look silly in the “Come to our universities. You can stay on longer
rest of the world when Scotland has a policy which is and work” not just in Scotland but in England via a
saying one thing and in the rest of theUK it is totally Scottish university. It is absolutely absurd and yet an
diVerent? English university cannot oVer the same.Wewant to
Ian Pearson:My understanding is that this is being know why. Perhaps you could give us a note.
closely looked at by government and that the
conclusion reflected in the announcement was,

Q435 Chairman: When we go to two years, willcertainly as far as England was concerned, we would
Scotland go to three in some kind of nuclear race?want to change the system so that you could work
Ian Pearson: This is an issue that cuts across afor one year after graduation.
number of government departments and I am happyRoger Berry: On the visa thing, are we not being
to write to the Committee and provide a note.incredibly unhelpful? In business, we met senior
Chairman: You can anticipate a robustpeople in international companies in India with
recommendation from the Committee on this point!good reasons to come to theUK to dowork for a few

days, a fewweeks or whatever to do business and the
Q436 RobMarris: I think that would be very helpfulcomplaint was they had problems getting a visa to
because a major university which serves yourcome here and do the business. These are companies
constituency and mine is the University ofthat are entirely trustworthy with a good track
Wolverhampton and they are losing out on studentsrecord. Are we not just being terribly unhelpful to, in
to Scottish universities. This is not a level playingthis case, Indian entrepreneurs and skilled personnel
field for English universities trading in India, if I canwho want to come to the UK as part of their normal
put it that way, and they lose students to Scotlandbusiness when they get hassle and it takes them ages
who can then come down and work into get all the paperwork?
Wolverhampton when they finish their courses. In
terms of skills, one of the things that surprised me

Q432Chairman: I have a letter inmy hand sent tome and some of my colleagues when we visited India a
by Xansa. It was couriered across yesterday and it is couple of weeks ago is that, in spite of 27 or 28
specifically on this point. IT is a very fast moving million people coming on the labour market and
industry now and requiring six months of work millions of science graduates and so on, in certain
before you can establish you are a legitimate parts of India they appear to be experiencing skills
employee in a company and can have a visa to come shortages and even looking to the UK to fill those
to help implement a project is quite diYcult. There skills gaps. I amnot just talking aboutwherewe have
is a lot of churn in India now. People are moving a longer history; I am talking about sheer numbers.
around companies very quickly and skills are being What is the Department doing to try and forecast
sought. Are you sure this visa regime is really in UK where those skill shortages in India are and are likely
plc’s best interests? to be in the next two or three years so that UK plc
Ian Pearson: We have fast track visa arrangements can pick up the slack and do our society some good
for India as we have for a number of other countries. as well as theirs?

Ian Pearson: It is a matter for the government of
India to collect its own statistics on skills levels andQ433 Chairman: That was praised.

Ian Pearson: That should make it easier for known pressures of demand in the marketplace in the way
that we do skills surveys. We would expect that thebusinesses to be able to get people working here in a

speedy fashion. If there are specific examples where government of India would do something similar.
We hear anecdotal evidence about skills shortages.we think that is not working as well as it should, I am

more than happy to take those on board and Recently, NASSCOM published the NASSCOM
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McKinsey report that mentions skills shortages in Q440 Mr Wright: You are obviously aware of the
situation. This is holding back some of the UKthe IT sector. My understanding is that when it
companies in terms of employing them when theycomes to IT and certain parts of engineering the
treat expenses as part of the salary.anecdotal evidence tends to suggest that the skills
Ian Pearson: I see it as a gripe. I do not see it asshortages are in the management area.
getting in the way of doing business. It is a taxation
policy that the government have introduced that

Q437 Rob Marris: Healthcare management is applies to anybody working in India.
another we hear about.
Ian Pearson: This is an area India will want to

Q441 Chairman:You have only said one thing todayaddress for itself and it is only right that it should do
that I probably disagree with quite strongly. Youso but again there are potential opportunities for
probably did not mean to imply that the wholeUK businesses here. I have mentioned Logica CMG
reason for doing business in India was a costand Xansa as models which have a blend. As these
advantage with graduates on $100 a month workingcompanies have grown, they have trained IT
for Standard Chartered Bank. We did hear quitemanagers whowill work in theUK and in India and,
strong evidence. We are told time and again that thedepending on contracts, theymaywell work globally
future of India was not cost arbitrage but knowledgeas well. You are seeing UK companies forming
arbitrage and in fact salaries were being chased up.business relationships, establishing centres in India
Starting salaries could be low but people withthat are training graduates and giving them
experience are in really short supply and costs aremanagement skills. I think that is beneficial for the going up and there are real issues about their skillIndian economy. It is also good for the UK shortages, which is all part of the picture we began

companies. with of developing an Indian middle class and the
huge opportunities there. I think I heard you say
earlier something I did applaud very heartily. I willQ438 Rob Marris: Does the DTI part of your brief
have to check the transcript. You seemed to implykeep an eye on those sectors? For example, had you
that UKTI should be doing more to encouragebeen the equivalent department in Poland in the
investment by British businesses in the Indianmid–1990s you might have thought setting up a
marketplace. If that is the case, I welcome it. That isdental school would be a pretty good idea because
not at all one of its mainstream functions. It canwe are probably joining the EU and we can export a
provide paid for advice on promoting that but surelyload of dentists to theUKbecause they have all these
if the Indian and other economies like it develop asshortages. That might have been the way to go. Are
we expect it is important that UK plc has helped towe engaged in a similar kind of exercise through the
invest there as well as just trade there, is it not?DTI in spotting those sectoral gaps in India?
Ian Pearson: I do not want to disagree with you on

Ian Pearson:Through our sectoral teams, we tend to anything today. There are cost advantages in doing
monitor situations quite closely. Through JETCO business from India at the moment but I do not see
arrangements these will be discussed at a business to that that is necessarily going to maintain for the
business level as well. There is a reasonable range of long term. I believe it is important that UK
information that is available there. A lot of it tends businesses get the right mindset when it comes to
to be anecdotal rather than hard, statistical. doing business with India. This is and should be

a partnership of equals. We have some incredibly
bright, talented Indian business people runningQ439 Mr Wright: Regarding taxation, one of the hugely successful Indian companies, tradingcompanies that we met in Bangalore was very internationally, doing a lot of business in the

concerned about locally based employees when they United Kingdom. I am keen to make sure that we
travelled abroad. Their expenses—for example, have a good two way trading relationship. It is not
hotel costs and other expenses—were regarded as just a two way trading relationship; it is a two way
salaries and this is a particular burden. Were you trade and investment relationship. The point I was
aware of this situation and, if so, have you had making about investment and wanting to
discussions with your Department and the encourage companies to invest more in the Indian
Treasury? economy is a valid one. You are right to say that
Ian Pearson:We are certainly aware that India has it is not necessarily seen as a core function of UK
a fringe benefit tax regime. Even in the UK various Trade & Investment in the sense that traditionally
fringe benefits are taxable. My understanding of the we have concentrated on either trade promotion or
Indian regime is that fringe benefit tax has to be paid encouraging inward investment into the United
by employers for expenses incurred by employees. It Kingdom. The message that I have been trying to
was introduced in theGovernment of India’s budget get across is that, in the context of globalisation,
2005. It is not for us to interfere in the taxation for companies to succeed particularly in vast
decisions of a sovereign government. My countries like India, you have to go there; you have
understanding is that the Government of India to stay there; you have to have a base there and you
looked at this. They made this decision in their use that base to do business from. The idea that we
budget. It is clearly quite controversial within India can make widgets on the Pensnett Trading Estate
but it is ultimately a matter for the Indian Finance and export them to the whole of India was never

exactly true. We will still export goods and servicesMinister and the Indian Government.
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to India in significant volume but this is such a a huge economy and it is right that UK companies
should be investing as well as other companies fromhugely growing market that there are surely

opportunities within that market to be based there, other countries are investing in the Indian
marketplace.to manufacture there, to employ people there. Just

as Indian companies are finding that it is good to Chairman: On that positive, consensual note it is
probably wise to end. We look forward to hearingbe based in the UK and to manufacture here and

have businesses here, we have found it has been what the Chancellor has to say in his Budget
tomorrow which could well be focused ongood for some of our UK companies, which you

rightly say have been in India in some cases for globalisation. That intrigues us considerably.
Perhaps you will be doubling the staV at UKTI.over 100 years, to have established manufacturing

plants there. That is the way of the world. This is Minister, thank you very much indeed.
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Q442 Chairman: Gentlemen, welcome to this last Q444 Chairman: Thank you. One of the recurring
themes of our investigation so far has been that givenevidence session of our inquiry into trade and

investment opportunities with India. While we were Britain’s extraordinary history and close cultural
links and ties, of language as well, with India it isin India and during previous evidence sessions we

have heard huge importance has been attached by all surprising that we are not doing better in a whole
range of areas of activity, but the HE sector has beenthose to who we have spoken about the HE sector,

both in that country and here. That is why we particularly highlighted to us and, Chris, in your
opening remarks you hinted at the strong links thatdecided to extend our inquiry and have this

additional session; we are really grateful to you both exist between our countries in terms of the education
of many of the Indian elite, so perhaps it is all thefor coming. You are both well-known to us, but for

the record would you like to introduce yourselves more surprising that we seem to be doing so badly.
Do you think that perception is fair and, if so, whyand your role at our inquiry today?

Lord Patten of Barnes: First of all, thank you very is it happening?
much indeed for inviting me with someone who Lord Patten of Barnes: I think it is fair; it is less fair
really knows what he is talking about. I guess I am than it was as, plainly, since about the late 1990s or
here wearing three hats: first of all, I have recently 2000we have done a lot better.When you look at the
become the British chairman of the UK India figures for visas for Indian students they were down
Roundtable which, under my distinguished at the 4,000–5,000 level at the turn of the century and
predecessor, can take some credit for the initiative they have increased substantially, 250% or so, since
which the Prime Minister launched with his fellow then, so plainly things are moving in the right
Oxonian Prime Minister Manmohan Singh, a direction. There are a number of factors that come
couple of years back, which they announced that into play: first of all, there is our relative decline in
they were going to work on and which was actually comparison with the United States, both as an
unveiled to a warm welcome this spring. Secondly, I economic power and as a cultural power; 40% of the
am a serial chancellor. As you know, the chancellor world’s students who follow degree courses in other
of a university does not have any executive role; countries do so in theUnited States. One reasonwhy
Harold Macmillan, when asked what a chancellor they do that is because the United States spends so
did, said “As you know, the vice-chancellor actually much higher a proportion of its GDP on higher
runs the university, but if you did not have a education than we do. We spend 1.1%, which is the
chancellor you could not have a vice-chancellor.” I European average, and the United States spends
am chancellor ofNewcastle University, which I have 2.6%. The American public sector spends more as a
been since 1998, and I was elected as chancellor for proportion of GDP on higher education than we do,
Oxford—I note provocatively for life—in 2003, and 1.2%, with 1.4% coming from the private sector.
both those universities are members of the Russell There are other factors as well: there has been a lack
Group. They have diVerent though similar, of enthusiasm and attention paid to India and one
comparable, interests, and in both cases there is a way in which that has been reflected has been the
strong interest of course in this particular issue. decline in the focus on Indian studies in this country,

and I happen to think that one of the things we need
to do in order to increase the enthusiasm with whichQ443 Chairman: Dr Maini?
Indians look at the British higher education scene isDrMaini:Good morning, and thank you for asking
to make sure that we are doing more in Indianme to come. I am the pro rector at Imperial College
studies than is at present the case. The Indianand have been for the last four years. I spent 30 years
Diaspora in America has been incredibly successful;in industry after graduating from Imperial where I
it is suggested that a third of theNASA engineers aredid my Bachelor’s degree and PhD; I look after a
Indians and there are 5,000 Indo-Americanvariety of projects at Imperial, I am in charge of all
professors at American colleges. Very often whatour strategic relationships on research, both with
happens in India is an existing academic who hasindustry and with major organisations; I look after
been educated in America will recommend Americaour tech transfer business, fundraising and bringing
to his or her students, and there are other factorsrevenues into the college, so it is a fairly wide role

and an interesting one. which come into playwhich aremore subjective than
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objective; visa regimes and the alleged cost of DrMaini:That is the way you can pay back debts, so
that is another issue. Finally, the Diaspora influencecourses whichwe can perhaps come back to, because

I do not think the situation is as disadvantageous to that Lord Patten has talked about is really key. The
Indian Diaspora in the US is very diVerent to that inus as is sometimes argued . What I do think, and the

pro rector will have views on this as well, is that there the UK. It has changed in the UK but we are not
using the new, young Indians who are educated inis far more money available to support Indian

postgraduate students in American universities; this country to champion our cause, we stick to the
usual, rather rich businessmen who are projected asabout 40% plus of Indians doing postgraduate
British Indians abroad.degrees in the United States are doing so with the

benefit of scholarships or bursaries provided in the
United States. So there is a whole complex of

Q447 Chairman: I am not surprised that you talkedfactors, they are ones we can address and the image
about the competition from America for Indianissues should be easier to address than the financial
students. What struck the Committee when weones, but we need to get real about what is
visited India was the very high level of interest fromhappening in the higher education world and, unless
Australia, which is actually, proportionately, doingwe are prepared to spend more on higher education
significantly better than the UK. We identifiedwe are going to find, before long, that we do not have
Australia as one of the major competitors; do youthe second best higher education system in the world
agree with that and are there any other majorbut the third or fourth or fifth or whatever.
competitors you would highlight to us from around
the world?
Lord Patten of Barnes: The competition isQ445 Chairman: Dr Maini, do you want to add to
increasing. We know, for example, that a number ofthat?
countries which, despite or because of PresidentDr Maini: If I may, please. I absolutely agree with
Chirac, do not actually speak English as theirLord Patten. The first issue we ought to address is
mother tongue are now running courses for Asianthe branding issue; we do not project the right image
students in English; it is happening in France, it isin India in terms of what our universities are: there is
happening in Germany, it is happening in Finland,a general dumbing-down or a blanket view of British
so there is more competition. The Australianuniversities, and there are two reasons for that. One
situation is interesting. The Australians, in the midis that within the UK we are more and more shy
1990s, were I think oVering about 260 to 270 visasabout expressing our appreciation of excellence and
for Indian students, now—you will have thewe also are very shy of segmenting universities by
figures—the figures are hugely greater than that, itcapability carefully. There are universities that are
has been part of the Australian education initiativegood at research and they need to be in one category;
which means that if you look at enrolment figures asthere are universities that are extremely good at
opposed to visas, and the Committee will know thetraining and in practical aspects of what needs to be
diVerence between the two, there are well overdone with industry and they need to be packaged
20,000 Indian students at Australian universities anddiVerently. Unless we do that quite openly and
that has been a deliberate Australian policyclearly in this country we are unlikely to project the
involving subsidy and involving, I would guess, anright brand for people to appreciate. There are
attempt to help place Australia in its Asian context.plenty of instances where this can be done; there are
It is still, I have to say, the Americans who oVer theinstitutions like Imperial, Cambridge and Oxford
biggest and most substantial competition.that are good at research, there are places like
Somebody sent me, the week after the CommitteeCranfield and Aberdeen that have a very special
and the pro rector and I were in India, a cutting ontalent in their own areas of expertise. We ought to
the visit to India of the now outgoing president ofproject those separately. For example, we have
Harvard University who, during the course of hisinstances where wework very closely with the Indian
visit, oVered a dozen chairs in Indian studies togovernment to train their oil and gas industry
eminent Indian personalities and announced thatexperts and there are certain things that we do very
any Indian student qualified to come to Harvard,well and there are diVerent things that Aberdeen for
coming from a household where the family incomeexample does very well. The other issue is the issue
is below $40,000 will be funded totally. With thoseof fees and living expenses in theUK; they are higher
sorts of resources available the £10 million withand the numbers are quite high compared to the US
additional contributions which the Government hasor Australia. A typical good undergraduate
announced as part of the initiative, while hugelyengineering degree in the UK is around £15,000 to
welcome, £10 million over five years, does rather fall£17,000 a year and you then have to live on top of
into context. I am afraid that while it is vulgar tothat, and there are hardly any scholarships available
make the point, one thing we have to do when wefor Indian students to come here. That is a big issue,
look at the American and Australian competition iswith the pound being very strong it is cheaper to go
simply to oVer even more support if we want to doto the US and in addition the US universities have
something about this fall. If I can just add one pointhuge numbers of endowments they can help you
to what we were saying earlier, I think it is true thatwith. There is obviously the issue of the visas as well.
this country has, understandably, focused a great
deal on what is happening in China. I would guess
that the pro rector’s figures at Imperial are similar toQ446 Chairman:Wewant to save visas as a separate

question, so we will come back to that. those at Newcastle and Oxford where we have far
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more Chinese students than Indians, which is really is the case, or do you think there are still
barriers that exist in India that prevent on education;counterintuitive. At both Oxford and Newcastle
if so, what are they?there are about 200 Indians, substantially more
Dr Maini: I am not quite clear, come back again.Chinese at Newcastle and at Oxford there are 540

Chinese. That is partly because there is obviously a
diVerent branding issue and the Chinese do not want Q450 Mr Hoyle: I will try again. In the case of the
to put all their eggs in the American basket (to mix Indian market we keep being told by witnesses that
my metaphors) but I think it also reflects the extent the Indian market is now open to competition, not
to which we have focused on China, which is very only from companies but from institutions as well.
welcome, but have not looked suYciently at India. Are there any barriers on education that you feel are
Dr Maini: Certainly, if you look at the numbers of still there, or have all the barriers now gone?
Chinese students at Imperial, we have 900 Chinese Dr Maini: I do not think there are any barriers. The
students who are funded by the Chinese only barrier one has in India is things take time to
Government or by their families. These are happen. It is a very bureaucratic slow process, they
outstanding students and we could take double that have learned it well from us and they really have
number if we had the capacity to do so. perfected it, whereas in China there is a much more

of a command economy. I was in China last week
and the Chinese Government has very specific

Q448 Roger Berry: If I can follow that up, in terms instructions to their institutions to send students to
of the issues about fees or the cost of living generally, certain universities, and they get their scholarships
and perhaps visas which we might come onto, the and their funding if they apply to certain universities
position for Chinese students is essentially the same, more easily than to others, whereas in India it is a
is it not? It is not as if the UK is oVering potential very democratic, very open system, people choose
Chinese students a better deal to come to the UK so, where they want to go and they take their own time
Lord Patten, as you say, it is counterintuitive; why is about it. In terms of competition there are, as far as
it that Chinese students are more likely to come to I am aware, no barriers other than just the very slow
the UK than Indian students? bureaucratic process that you have to go through.
Lord Patten of Barnes: It is counterintuitive for Lord Patten of Barnes: Can I just add a couple of
another reason as well, it is not just the cost and the mild qualifications to that. There is a diVerence
scholarships. Very often Indian and Chinese whether you are talking about recruiting Indian
students are competing for the same scholarships students for undergraduate or postgraduate degrees.
and at Oxford we have some scholarships which are If you are talking about recruiting Indian students
particularly targeted on Indians: Rhodes for undergraduate degrees, clearly it is true that the
scholarships, Felix scholarships for postgraduates, Indian school certificate is not quite at the same level
but a lot of the scholarships are available whether as the International Baccalaureate or the A level or
you are Indian or Chinese. The main SATs and you have to supplement the information

you have about a student’s capacity through SATscounterintuitive factor is of course that if you are a
or through the IB; it is perfectly possible to do it butChinese student then in order to qualify to do a
it does not make it quite as easy to recruitpostgraduate degree you have to have pretty good
undergraduates. Secondly, there is one diVerence:English, to put it mildly, so there is another barrier
the Chinese, like the Singaporeans and thethat you have to get through. It is partly what I said
Malaysians welcome the establishment in theirearlier, that the Chinese themselves are more likely
countries of campuses run by British universities. Ito speak English as a second language than any
have to say—and this is a personal judgment, it doesother language, therefore the choice for them is
not reflect the views of Newcastle or Oxford—thereAustralia, North America or the UK by and large if
are mixed views on this; I have a lot of reservationsthey are going abroad and they do see the UK and
about that approach. While I think universitiesAustralia as useful “political” alternatives to
should be run in a business-like way I do not thinkAmerica. It also reflects the China enthusiasm in the
universities are businesses and when it comes toUK over the last decade or so, which I do not
establishing infrastructure as opposed to helping todisparage but we have obviously made much bigger
run courses in other countries it raises a feweVorts to put across what is happening in British
questions inmy ownmind.What is a reflection of theuniversities in China than we have in India. I do not
extent to which India is an open, plural democracymean that as a criticism of Government or the
is that I think there would be resistance to doing thatBritish Council, they are now trying to catch up, but in India from unions, from local politicians and soperhaps the figures today reflect what was on which does not exist in China where it would be

happening in the ’90s to a considerable extent. regarded, if it met central plans and central
Chairman:We are in danger of encroaching on some objectives, as a useful adjunct to local provision. I
of the question areas that Lindsay Hoyle wants to think it will be a long time before anybody is opening
pursue, so can I bring Lindsay in. campuses of Australian, American or European

universities in India.

Q449 Mr Hoyle: All the witnesses are quite clear
when we have been going around, the Indian market Q451Mr Hoyle: Can I say that reflects where we are
is now open for competition, not only to companies out of touch, we actually do not know the changes

that are taking place in India. In fact, DrMaini, youbut actually to institutions aswell. Do you think that
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say it is a very slow process to change whereas China abroad after a couple of years, you would find it was
pretty limited. I find it surprising that we think thatis much quicker; can I tell you that while we were

there in Delhi Western Australia opened a brand the best way of selling higher education in this
country is by replicating what we do not do as wellnew campus. Where are we going? We do not even

know that the others are ahead of the game. Is that as we should in this country in other countries.
Maybe it is what theUniversity ofWesternAustralianot the problem, that we do not know what is going

on, that we are not in touch? does, but I certainly would not strongly advocate it,
not, as I say, that I have any executive role myself,DrMaini: I do not think that is the problem, there is

an issue, as Lord Patten said, of whether it is part of and it ismuchmore sensible, for example, to dowhat
Newcastle University is trying to do which is toyour strategy or mission to set up an overseas

university. Some universities do it and we have a combine courses with good Indian institutions so
that somebody doing a particular degree in thenotable exception in the UK, Nottingham set up an

establishment, a university in China. I do not believe sciences can start the degree in India and can
continue it in Newcastle; that is a much morethere are British universities that have the capacity

or themanpower or the expertise to start a university sensible way. Coming back to your point about the
University of Western Australia—and I think therein India. The sheer risk involved in creating the

infrastructure, the time it takes to get anything done, has been some question of the University of New
SouthWales doing the same—itwill be interesting tois huge. If the Australians are doing it they are

probably being funded by the government, or they see the reaction both of the teaching professions in
India and local politicians.have private partners, and if a university in the UK

wants to try that route I am sure they are free to do Mr Hoyle: Thanks a lot.
it, but it is not a question of being out of touch, it is Chairman: Tony Wright wants to follow up on that.
a question of who takes the risk.

Q456MrWright:Following up on that line that youQ452 Mr Hoyle: Did you know that Western take, Lord Patten, what we were told when we wereAustralia has a brand new tower there, a beautiful- over there is that although quite clearly the numberlooking university campus? of engineering and science graduates comingDr Maini: Yes, they are not the only ones. The through is impressive, McKinsey’s recent reportUniversity of Arts in London is doing a fabulous job found that many multinationals were not veryin India. They have a partnership with a local impressed by the quality of the graduates comingbusiness I understand. We have had plenty of local through and we were told on a number of occasionsbusinessmen who have approached us to set up a that participation by the United Kingdom’s higheruniversity in India with them. We have declined, education institutions could possibly improve thebecause it is part of our policy not to do quality of those graduates. What are your views onundergraduate teaching in India, or overseas for that, do you think the Government is doing enoughthat matter. to try to exploit that particular market? I was quite
interested in your comments about jointly doing

Q453Mr Hoyle:What you are saying is we have got some courses with universities and then continuing
it right, the Australians and the Americans have got over here, so what would be your views on that?
it wrong. Lord Patten of Barnes: The main report you are
Dr Maini: Time will tell, yes, you are right. referring to is a McKinsey’s report and I guess you

would find that McKinsey and others might make
Q454 Mr Hoyle: You will be judged on that, okay. similar remarks about the quality of graduates
Lord Patten of Barnes: I take that question coming through in this country as well as the quality
absolutely head-on. I would say in response to that coming through in India. I found—and I was talking
particular issue, yes, we have got it right because to many of the same people going round India as the
there is a great deal of experience that, first of all, Committee—that a lot of the business leaders I
opening campuses which were allegedly those of a talked to expressed concerns themselves about
western university in middle income or developing raising the quality of the graduates coming through
countries oVers guarantees which are not kept. You in software engineering and in other sectors. I think
do not provide the same teaching standards, you do we have a real contribution to make to Indian
not provide the same learning experience after a year institutions in raising quality, but I happen to think
or two as you are providing back home. There is a that they have a contribution tomake to us in raising
diVerence— quality as well. The Indian institutes of technology

are outstandingly good; elsewhere at diVerent levels
of higher education maybe there is more we can do,Q455 Mr Hoyle: What evidence have you got for
but certainly collaborating in delivering taughtthat? You have not got any, you have just said that,
Masters programmes and collaborating in PhDbecause you do not know. You did not know there
programmes is away of raising quality on both sides.was a campus there, then you say the standards are
Dr Maini: I would add that I find the McKinseynot there. Come on. You have to back it up with
comment rather diYcult to believe given how manysome evidence, you cannot just say it oV-the-cuV,
companies are setting up major R&D centres inbut that is what seems to be happening.
India. If the quality of graduates is poor, why wouldLord Patten of Barnes: If you asked most people for
Intel and Microsoft, some of the biggest companiestheir anecdotal evidence of the commitment that was

shown by academics in this country on campuses in the world, set up their research and development
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centres in India? Shell has just opened a research to which some of our older universities are identified
with older, more establishment India: a lot of thecentre in Bangalore and they have hired 1,800

engineers. They are surely doing something right, so Indian audiences and a lot of the Indian
businessmen I was talking to did not know that weI find that comment rather bizarre from McKinsey.
have in Oxford an extremely good business school,
thought that our courses were too inflexible whenQ457 Mr Wright: You see it just as trying to exploit
you can actually, at Oxford, do physics andquite plainly what is an open and growing market?
philosophy and one of the most popular courses isDr Maini: It could be. It comes back to
economics, engineering and management. There aresegmentation; there are certain areas where we could
some specific issues to get across, therefore, but theredo a lot very quickly and eYciently. The sort of work
is a general sense that perhaps we are regarding toothat Cranfield do, for example, in training people to
much Indian and foreign students as a milk cow—maintain engines, to maintain aircraft, we can do
sorry, that is perhaps not the right expression in thethat extremely well and we should be pushing that
circumstances—and that needs to be thought about.very hard. The problem we have is we do not
Of course we need to attract more foreign studentscharacterise our universities carefully enough and
and of course it has financial consequences, but if weput them in pockets where their strengths show up,
give the impression that that is the main reason whyeverything is bundled into one mass and we sell our
we want Indian students we do not do ourselvesuniversities as a homogenous unit and by the time
any favours.you have done that and explained that to the British

Council it gets really confusing to the end customer.
We should be much more clear about where our Q459 Mr Clapham: Just before I come to my
strengths are and what diVerent universities can question, Lord Patten, could I just make a comment
contribute; we would do extremely well if we did about theMcKinsey report? As I read theMcKinsey
that. report they had looked at the views ofmultinationals

who were actually employing Indian graduates, so it
was not a piece of independent research done byQ458Chairman:What are your universities doing to
them but the views of multinationals. Looking ataddress the image issues you discussed earlier in this
what we might do to attract more Indian students,evidence session and to increase the number of
are your universities doing any work with thestudents coming to your institutions from India?
regional development agencies for one, the BritishLord Patten of Barnes: First of all, both the
Council for another, UKTI as another institution,universities that I know best are trying to develop
because it seems to me that if we were working withtheir collaborative ventures in R&D with Indian
these institutions there is that possibility of winninguniversities, with Indian business, with Indian
more Indian graduates over to study in UKinstitutes. Secondly, there is a longer haul in getting
universities. I would have thought, for example, thatover a slightly diVerent image of British higher
the regional development agency in the North Easteducation and that is aVected by one issue which I
would have been a particularly important link, foram sure the Committee is aware of, and it touches on
example, for Newcastle University.something which the pro rector was saying earlier.
Lord Patten of Barnes: Yes, and Newcastle is veryYou do hear some Indians say you only want to
conscious of the importance of that link, of itsattract more Indian students for the money; you do
importance to the regional economy, and itshear some Indian critics say you are regarding
ambition to be accepted as a city of science is part offoreign students as simply a way of increasing your
that of course. We do have good and strong linksrevenue streams because your budget is squeezed as
with public agencies, particularly with the Britishhard as it is by Government and—let us be honest—
Council whose work in this field is extremely good,that is often true. The reason why the number of
and they have demonstrated how they are preparedforeign students is often given as a performance
to change. Their use of FM radio in India to getindicator is because it is seen as a way of increasing
across their case is simply one example of that; I amthe revenue for our universities. It is extremely
a huge and unqualified admirer of the Britishimportant to get across two rather diVerent
Council in India and elsewhere. There are two areasarguments. The first is that if we are not getting as
where we need to do more and one of them at leastmany Indian students asAmerica andAustralia then
represents a cultural diVerence between this countrywe are losing out on attracting some of the best
and the United States. Alumni in the United Statestalent in the world into British higher education and
behave and are encouraged to behave diVerentlyin order to stay the second best system in the world
from alumni of British universities, even alumni whowe need to be clear thatwe are scouring the world for
are not British. I was told about the arrival of somethe best talent. The figures that we were both giving
of the American universities in Mumbai for theirearlier about the disjuncture between the Chinese
annual exhibition and the extent to which everyfigures and the Indian figures I think underlines that
alumni of those universities regarded themselves aspoint. Secondly, we have to get across that we are
a John the Baptist for what was about to happen,missing out on huge opportunities for research
and I am afraid we have a rather more discreet viewcollaboration if we are not doing more to attract
of alumni associations. I know alumni associationsIndian students, particularly postgraduate students,
that regard any suggestion that they should haveso one should not lose sight of that aspect of the
something to do with money as a sin against theimage issue. There are others which perhaps aVect

some universities here more than others. The extent Holy Ghost so I think we do need to be a bit more
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extrovert in what we expect of alumni associations looking at and one particular aspect of it which was
raised with us was the question of the cost of renewaland the way we work with alumni associations.

Secondly, we also need to work much more strongly of visas where a student has to stay on to complete a
DPhil, where it lasts four years rather than threewith business. Both of the universities I know best do

that pretty well; for example, one of the most years. There are doubtless one or two issues which
still deter students or potential students, but myimportant collaborative ventures of Newcastle is

with Coal India and the hydro geochemical work overall impression was that the system was being
pretty well managed by the High Commission andthat is being done by us with the support of HSBC

has been terrifically important. Oxford has done a those who have had the job outsourced to them.
great deal of work in the area of cancer research with DrMaini:Certainly the impression I have is that the
GlaxoSmithKline so there are business links that we visa situation is improving enormously. There have
need to develop as well as stronger alumni been great strides in that area, but the issue still is
performance and as well as working with public one where the student when he finishes can work for
agencies like the British Council. I do not want to a suYcient number of years to pay back his debts. If
sound too defensive, but however much more you are a student at Harvard or MIT or Berkeley
individual universities do, the disparity between the you can work for three years and pay back all your
Harvard initiative which I mentioned earlier and loans; that just does not happen here and unless we
what we believe at the present we can aVord to do is recognise that and allow these students to work for
pretty considerable. three or four years to pay back their loans, we are not

going to get around this problem. It is, quite frankly,
very expensive to study here; for a typicalQ460 Mr Clapham: Nevertheless, these institutions
engineering graduate it would cost the familycould make up for that diVerence in resource.
£100,000 to study in England.Dr Maini: They can, and there are also other things
Roger Berry: When you make that point to thethat we could do. I feel the key today to gaining
Government or whoever, what kind of response doground in India is to collaborate more in the
you get because that was precisely the issue that wasresearch and development area—we have a strength
raised with us on countless occasions in India, thatthere, we are strong—and in the training area as
if students can have a reasonable expectation that ifwell.
they are good they can work for three years orChairman: We want to ask some questions about
whatever afterwards and repay some of the debt, itcollaboration actually, Claire Curtis-Thomas wants
seems on the face of it an incredibly sensible thing toto come to that, so perhaps we could talk about that
do, it happens in other countries, why is there thatin a few minutes time. We have two issues that we
resistance in the UK?want to raise with you in detail, visas and

collaboration and possibly some wrapping-up
questions as well. Can we move to visas and Roger Q462 Chairman: Can I just add, of course, that the
Berry? Prime Minister has announced a year but only for

those who complete postgraduate degrees and
undergraduates in sectors where we need specificQ461 Roger Berry: As we all know, one of the
skills, and of course it is two years in Scotland, whichreasons that is frequently put forward for why the
is bizarre, there are two immigration rules for theUK is less attractive to Indian students than some
UK.other countries is our visa arrangements and I would
Dr Maini: It is unnecessarily complicated, we needbe interested to hear whether you feel that is an
to have a simple system where you are allowed toimportant factor for us to consider? How important
work for four years or whatever it takes to pay backdo you think that is?
your loan. The interesting thing is that we now haveLord Patten of Barnes: I am not an expert on the
European students who come from Poland andarcana of visa regimes, but my impression is that any
elsewhere to the UK to study, they get funded by theincrease in fees has a particularly deleterious impact,
Government, they can get government loans, andnot surprisingly, on enthusiasm for working or
when they go home they do not have to pay themstudying in the country which is responsible for
back because their threshold of salary never reachesthose fees. The increase in visa fees for the UK was
a level where they have to pay back a loan. This isas unwelcome in India as, frankly, the increase in
ridiculous.visa fees for Australia and the United States. It is an
Lord Patten of Barnes: The comparison between theissue which is surrounded by quite a lot of
costs of doing the degree course and visas makes itmythology: I do not think it is fair to believe that it
absolutely clear that the most important issue is theis much easier and cheaper to get a visa for studying
cost of the degree course. If you are doing anin the United States than it is to study here, nor that
undergraduate or even a graduate degree course,you are more likely at the end of a visa to get a green
maybe the figure for tuition fees is £15,000 or so butcard to work in the United States than you are likely
I guess you are actually talking about a cost per yearto be able to work here. Maybe it is something that
of somewhere between £23,000 and £24,000. If, as Iwe have to address, as the Prime Minister did, by
said earlier, you go and do an undergraduate coursedoing a direct satellite link and a press conference
in the United States the costs at an Ivy Leaguewhile the Committee was in India, with Indian
university will be higher than that, the costs at a statestudents, as the sort of way you have to get across
university are about the same, postgraduate coststhat some of the myths about our system are

precisely that. It is an issue that we need to keep are probably about the same. The diVerence is the
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figures I mentioned earlier, that 43% of the Indians Q464 Mrs Curtis-Thomas: Is that your reason for
not putting investment in or not looking atdoing postgraduate degrees are getting funds,

bursaries, in theUnited States and about 9%of those developing a branch of Oxford in India?
doing undergraduate degrees. The areas where we Lord Patten of Barnes: My second point, which is
have to be looking hardest are scholarships, more germane towhat the honourable lady is saying,
bursaries and support for postgraduate students is that I do not think that demand in India is for
from India, but then we also have to be looking at British, American or Australian universities above
the support for postgraduate students from the all to invest in infrastructure and the development of
United Kingdom, which is another issue perhaps for their own campuses. I want to see us investing more,
another committee. as we are, in collaborative R&D, in joint PhD

programmes, in joint Masters programmes, inRoger Berry: Thank you.
bringing more post-doctoral Fellows from India toMrs Curtis-Thomas: Lord Patten, some of your
Oxford, Newcastle and other universities, in sendingcomments alarmme enormously. You said you were
more of our students to India: because there arenot sure whether or not a university was a business
perishing few of them travelling in that direction anyand yet you acknowledge that it needs to be a
more at the moment. I can think of 10 or a dozenbusiness in order to attract a market. When we went
things that we are doing and which I believe weto India it was very obvious that the expansion of the
should do more in order to tap this extraordinaryprivate sector educational facilities were there to
Indian appetite for education, but they do notmeet demand that the public sector could not meet,
happen to include establishing more UK universityand in fact the government had indicated it would
campuses in India because I do not think that is thenot meet because it thought that the private sector
principal Indian demand and I do not think that ishad a significant role to play. We visited a number
the principal way in which we should use ourof outstanding businesses: world leaders employing
resources. When you look at the degraded facilities,thousands of highly qualified individuals, paying
at the degraded laboratories and library facilities atthem exceptionally well, but who are desperately
UK universities, it is strange to think that the bestinterested in bringing UK academic provision into
way in which we should go forward is trying to putIndia, and there was not a question of whether
the limited money we have got into new facilities inIndian families would meet the fees because they
India, China, Singapore or Malaysia. Nobody iswere already meeting the fees, so the £30,000 a year
giving us that money or oVering that money, so I amthat we charge here seems to be an outrageous sum
passionate about spending more eVort inof money, but not actually for a cadre of the Indian
encouraging links with India, that is why I spent apopulation. I am very much concerned that you
week in India when the Committee was there, but Iseem to have adopted a unilateral position which
happen to disagree with two members of thesays we will not take Oxford or Newcastle or
Committee that the right way of doing that is byImperial to India because we do not think that is our
developing campuses. Maybe the members are rightrole; actually, as a Member of Parliament and an
and I am wrong, but I would be surprised if theyengineer we are desperately short of highly-qualified
discovered that that was the Indian priority.individuals in this country in the short, medium and

long term. I believe that if we could do something Mrs Curtis-Thomas: What if you were approached
by an Indian business that said “We are verymore to improve our links with India we might have

within our grasp resources to address that acute interested in you establishing a facility here and we
would want to support you financially to do so”?shortage of time, so my questions really lie on is

there a systemic position which says we will not take
Oxford, Newcastle or any other good university into

Q465 Chairman: Dr Maini has had that situation.India because we think they ought to come with us,
Dr Maini: I have had that situation on threeand is that not an incredibly selfish position to
occasions and when you drill down into details theyadopt? If that is the systemic position then what
are not prepared to cover the risk, they are notrelationships do we have with other India
prepared to give you enough money to establish auniversities at this time andwhat relationships dowe
university and cover all the costs. I am on the boardhave with significant Indian businesses who are very
of a university in the Middle East, the Texas AEMinterested in developing research capacity,
and University of Qatar, which is a huge foundationpreferably there, but if not there then here?
that has established four overseas campuses, and I
can tell you that it is a very expensive business. The

Q463 Chairman: That is quite a long question and engineering school is in collaboration with Texas
we are technically over time already, so can I AEM and it costs the government of Qatar $70
encourage you to be as succinct as you can be. million a year, aside from the cost of the building, to

educate 50 engineers a year. That is the level of costLord Patten of Barnes: I must have become seriously
incoherent and inarticulate in my old age. I made that is involved; I do not believe that there are Indian

businesses, however much they may posturetwo points: first of all I said that universities should
be run in a business-like way but that universities are themselves, who will actually cover the entire risk.

That is one issue; the second issue is that somenot businesses. Perhaps it is an old-fashioned view,
but I do not think that knowledge is a commodity universities do not see it as their core mission to go

and establish universities overseas because theylike Coca-Cola, its acquisition needs to be managed
well but I do not think it makes very much sense to value the brand at home. That happens to be true for

us, it happens to be true for MIT, for Harvard, theyregard a university as like Wal-Mart.
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are not going to set up campuses where they will give professors to India to work in the universities as
well. We feel this is a very strong programme whichHarvard degrees in India. They like us will

collaborate on research programmes and we have will take oV. We already have a couple of projects
that have started: one is in the aerospace area and thehuge scope there. The last question is where would
other one is about to start in the drug discovery field,the money come from? Where would Imperial find
sowe have exampleswhere these initiatives canworkthe money to go and invest in India when we can
but they need a kick-start. We spend a billionhardly keep our own university going.
pounds on research in this country through the
Research Councils; I do not see why we cannot haveQ466 Mrs Curtis-Thomas: Could you give me
a strategic decision to invest a portion of that moneyexamples of where there is collaborative research
on international collaboration; 20 to 30% of thatbetween you and Indian companies and what are
money could be allocated for collaborative research.you actually doing to get more research funding
That does not mean the money has to go to India, allfrom those companies? To address your point, Lord
it signifies is that a British institution develops aPatten, how are you going to increase the number of
programme and 20% of the total funding will beUK engineering students who are going to go from
allocated to international programmes. We havehere to India? What are you doing about that?
examples where we have put forward to theDr Maini:We are setting up a foundation in India,
Government programmes where this particularwith our alumni, and the idea is to create a
model will work, and the Indians are prepared tofoundation that will fund students to come and
match their side of the funding, yet we find it diYcultstudy in England. It has taken us a year to get in
to get the attention of the Government.position and we are now at a stage where all the legal

work has been done and some of the alumni have Q468 Chairman:We are out of time, gentlemen, but
promised to put money in. We have pledges that we are very grateful. I think you get a sense of our
have reached $1 million already and that will help us passion about the opportunities and we understand
to bring students here. yours as well, and we are very grateful. If you think

on reflection that there are things you would like to
Q467Mrs Curtis-Thomas:Are you working with the have said today in response to the line of questioning
British Council on that or is that your own initiative? that some of my colleagues have pursued, please feel
DrMaini:We are working on our own and with our free to drop us a note, giving an indication of what
alumni who happen to be some of the largest you would like to have said; that would be very
industrialists in India. We are working with major helpful.
companies and we have a dozen companies in the Lord Patten of Barnes: I would just like to thank the
UK who have ambitions to work or are currently Committee for giving us this opportunity. Both of us
working in India. We are also working with Indian are on the UK India Roundtable and we feel equally
companies who have international operations who passionately that we want to develop and strengthen
want to back our project to create an Imperial relations with higher education in India, as well as
College foundation. Originally the idea was that we elsewhere, and both of us are aware of the financial
would collect enough money to get students to come restraints within which British higher education
and study here, but what we discovered in the operates. Having said that, an extra £10 million over
process of our negotiations and discussions with the five years with additional support from some
Indians was that they would rather donate money to businesses is very welcome, but there are limits to
our foundation to encourage collaborative research, how much you can do with that money in
so the idea now is to find programmes where we can comparison with what some others are spending.
do collaborative research together and that way Chairman:Particularly American others. Thank you

very much indeed.bring students to England and send some of our

Witnesses: Ms Catherine Stephens, Geographical Director, Asia and Africa and Ms Victoria Grant,
seconded to UK India Educational Research Initiative, British Council, gave evidence.

Q469Chairman:Ladies, can I begin by thanking you leaving in 2000. So I have to be careful because
sometimes my knowledge is out of date, but it is stillfor coming. As we should acknowledge, in our
quite profound.private conversation, we met the British Council
Ms Grant: I am Victoria Grant, I work for thewhile we were in India and enjoyed themeeting. Can
British Council but I am currently eVectively onI ask you to begin, for the record, by introducing
secondment to UKIERI, the UK India Educationalyourselves?
Research Initiative, as the Assistant ProjectMs Stephens:My name is Catherine Stephens, I am
Manager, as of last October and probably untilthe Geographical Director in the British Council for
about September this year, for the design and set-Asia and Africa. If that sounds an odd combination
up phase.it is because we have two geographical directors and

I have half of the world and my colleague has the
other half; so obviously I cover India. I should Q470 Chairman: Thank you. There has been some
perhaps say that I have spent almost a decade of my speculation in the British media recently that the

opportunities for the British HE sector in Indiaown working career in the British Council in India,
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could be about to expand dramatically because of Ms Stephens: I think apart from a fairly
sophisticated layer of the top universities, the IITsthe increase in reservation for the untouchable castes

in Indian Higher Education Institutions, leading to and the IIMs, the reality is that there is a deep
cultural barrier. Even in a place like JNU,a mass exodus of the Indian middle classes. But

leaving that on one side—unless you would like to Jawaharlal Nehru University, I think there is a
feeling that there is a strong Indian cultural ethos.comment on it—could you give us some indication

of what the British Council thinks the size of the They are quite open to having collaborations and
indeed do have collaborations with all sorts ofmarket is, what the opportunity actually is? A lot of

figures have been bandied around about the relative international partners, but there is quite a fierce
defence of the sort of national cultural approach tosuccess of Australia and the US, but what really is

the opportunity for the UK? education, which still grows out of a Nehrunian
socialism, I think.Ms Stephens: I think there are two kinds of

opportunities. One is actually investment in India
and joint ventures and the possibilities for that. The Q472 Mr Hoyle: While we were there we were told
other is, of course, the well-worn and well-known by the UK Council that you cannot establish
and still very interesting education promotion area, campus in India. Is this right or is this wrong?
about which I think you have already had quite a lot Ms Stephens: I think it depends what you mean. If
of briefing, but I am very happy to go into that you are talking about awholly ownedUK campus—
further. I would just like to say on the former that
one of the questions that arises is how constrained

Q473 Mr Hoyle: University campus, yes.are the possibilities for investment in education with
Ms Stephens:—I think you cannot at the moment; itHigher Education Institutions and indeed Further
is not possible.Education Institutions. I think on paper there is a

very open stance. In practice what we have found
when we have tried to progress quite interested Q474Mr Hoyle:We then spoke to the Minister who
parties to set up joint ventures with Indian education said, “Of course you can, we are open for business,
is that there has been quite a diYcult track to follow. of course we have taken the competition away; it is
Part of this has been around the recent political there.” And yet we see Western Australia with a
situation in India where, under the BJP, there was brand new university campus, a brand new building,
quite a xenophobic attitude towards education and “Western” it says on top of it, and that is the
culture in particular, and there was a real sense, I Australians in there doing business. Do we really
think, that they were not open to sometimes know what is going on in India? Have we really got
pernicious outside influences. I think that was the our finger on the pulse or do you think we are
stance. We found it very diYcult in the Council in missing something?
India to progress some of the initiatives, some of Ms Stephens: It could be that we are missing
which looked very good, which had been discussed something. Possibly there has been a regulatory
perhaps by individuals or institutions. When it came change that we have missed, but I would doubt it.
to it they could not get any further with the
University Grants Commission or with the AICTE.

Q475 Mr Hoyle: So you think the Australians takeI believe from what colleagues in India tell me that
it on speculation?that has changed, that there is now an expansion of
Ms Stephens: I would be very interested to find outeducation opportunities in the Higher Education
what is the real basis of that collaboration. Is itphase in India and there is a lot more private higher
about joint recognition of each other’s professionaleducation investment from wealthy Indian and
qualifications, for example, because this is often theother corporate kinds of interests—Canadian
area that holds up a genuine collaboration.International Schools and things of that nature—

and as I understand it there is a possibility with the
GATTs round coming up that there will be a further Q476 Mr Hoyle:Why do we not know?
formal opening up of the sector to investment. We Ms Stephens: I can try and find out for you. I
had something like 40 proposals in a sort of holding personally do not know and I am not going to
pattern at one time for various kinds of joint pretend that I do, but I am very willing to find out
ventures. So I think we still feel that if things can the answer to that question from my colleagues.
open up further, andwith the current profile of India
in the West, that there is quite a lot we could do to

Q477Mr Hoyle:The worry seems to be that, yes, wehelp UK institutions invest in India and that kind of
are out there; yes, we think we have the right toopportunity.
business in India and education, whatever the areaChairman:Your answer has strayed into some of the
may be and whatever the segment of the economy,areas that Lindsay Hoyle was hoping to ask you
and that we have this right because we haveabout. You were talking about cultural barriers and
historical links, but the truth of the matter is I do notLindsay is interested in the barrier questions.
believe we are as aggressive as theAmericans and the
Australians, who are actually in there wanting to do

Q471MrHoyle: I am just interested that you lead us business, enticing people to go back to either
on to an area. Do you believe that there are barriers Australia or America but establishing the campus to
to education and, if so, what do you think they are make sure they have a strong foothold. We do not

seem to have that.at the moment?
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Ms Stephens: I totally agree with you that we should work with our partners in the higher education club,
not be complacent, and certainly to fall back on to if you like, that is interested in India and to work on
the idea that historical links in some way give us an the areas that they perceive there is most demand for
advantage would be a terrible mistake. We tend to in India. So there is a demand related aspect to those
take the view that if anything we have to understand four areas. When we come to your point about are
and negotiate our colonial past, if you like, and at all we being ambitious enough, I firmly believe we are
times try to show that we are a modern country with not. I am absolutely sure that there is more market
modern ambitions. So please do not think that the share to be gained for Britain, both in terms of
British Council is sitting there saying that everything people coming from India to Britain, but also in
is fine andwe do not need any eVort, that really is not terms of relating to the dynamic local corporates in
the case. However, I would like to point that, for India, who are looking for inputs of certain kinds
example, Wigan & Leigh have 10 campuses across from the globe, and I do not see why it should not be
India but the way in which they have set these up is the UK that supplies some of these. The area I am
through a joint venture, which entails a very detailed particularly thinking about is English services. I
kind of come and go and give and take; it is not know this may be slightly oV the higher education
about Wigan & Leigh suddenly having a Wigan & point that you are making but I think it is related
Leigh owned campus, and I would be very interested that if we can be supplying consultants and English
to know—and I will try to find out from my language services to help the growing ICTcolleagues—whether the example you have given is companies and all the rest of it, they certainly do notone where actually it is a joint venture in some way.

need our help with their own training. But in this
area they are looking for assistance and we want to

Q478 Mr Hoyle: In fairness Wigan & Leigh is not a give it and I think that will help to pave the way for
university—we are talking about universities from more people to look to the UK automatically. It will
the UK—that is a college and the college is position the UK as being better perceived as the
establishing links across India. What we are talking dynamic source of research and scientific innovation
about is the university setting up a campus, and if that it is. I do not think it has that profile enough in
you could drop us a note to say whether it is there India, although we work terribly hard to try and get
and it can be done and how have the Australians it there. But if we could have these links into the
done it if not. companies I think we could do more of that. The
MsStephens:Wewill certainly find that out and I am other bit I just want to get on the record is that we are
extremely interested to find the answer. doing a lot of work with schools. That sounds like a
Mr Hoyle: So are we if we cannot get one! scattergun approach but if you get the right linksChairman: One of the frustrations we find, quite into the schools that feed the good universities youoften British people are told you cannot do

build the community that looks to theUK in all sortssomething in India and they go away and a few
of areas.months later you can do it and they have missed the

opportunity, while our competitors seem to be a
little bit sharper, not just in HE but across the spec.

Q480 Mr Binley: I am delighted because thatBrian Binley.
establishes what I hoped we would establish, which
is there is opportunity. What I now want to talk

Q479 Mr Binley: Thank you very much. I visited about is howwe exploit that opportunity. It seems to
India a little earlier than the Committee, in January, me, having listened for only part of the presentation
and I was immensely impressed with how respected we heard earlier, that there is an elitism and an
and how important the links with this country were arrogance about further education in this country,
considered to be in India, in Indian culture at all which seems to suggest that they are above and
levels, and I therefore wanted to ask, because I look beyond competing and that they are certainly above
at the figures and I notice that the people who come and beyond marketing. I, as a businessman all myto this country to study in our universities—and I am life, was horrified, quite frankly, by some of theinterested in that aspect—really fit into four areas:

answers I heard in this respect. What can we do tohealth and health sciences; into IT and electronics;
kick academia up its backside, quite frankly, get itbusiness studies; and engineering. They are crudely
oV it, get it out there and get it selling?where themarketplace is for us, and that seems tome
Ms Stephens: I am not sure I am the person to ask.to be a rather limited marketplace, quite frankly. So
One of our major partnerships is with UK Highercan I ask you whether you think we receive the level
Education. I was not here for a lot of the previousof Indian students we should expect andwhether our
session, but I do have to say that I think it is a veryadvantage in terms of the waywe are seen by Indians
diverse community and I hope it is not all arrogance.generally is exploited to the full, quite frankly, or do
When you look at the intervention in China, whichyou think it has it been eroded—not my view—and
Nottingham has made, and so on, we can see lots ofcan you answer those two points first because I have
examples where there is dynamism, there isanother question I want to come to?
innovation, there are entrepreneurial approaches. IMs Stephens: I think there was an erosion and I
think that by and large we find that the universitiesthinkwe have tried quite hard to reverse that erosion
that come regularly through our education fairswith some high degree of success. I am very
twice a year to India do so in a very good spirit ofinterested in your point about the sectoral areas. Our

stance in the British Council has been to very much openness, they are very keen to be culturally
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sensitive; they are ready to take up opportunities and that everybody was turning towards the USA at a
discussions, and I would not want to characterise the certain point and we were losing ground. We have
whole sector in that way. managed to change that. There is a strong demand
Mr Binley: Just most of them? from excellent sectors of higher education in India to

have more contact with the UK. So I believe that
there is an issue of resource and capacity and IQ481 Mrs Curtis-Thomas: One of the great things
believe that there is an issue of the UK in some wayabout going to Bangalore is that they have 150
marshalling it. It is probably what you are aboutengineering students, which was marvellous for an
really, it is about having some sort of strategy to say,engineer to find themselves amongst so many people
“We really want to do this, and we really want to goof similar minds. We were told that there was more
there.” I have been working now for about 12than enough engineering capacity both in the short

term,medium term and the long term to fill the acute months, I suppose, on the setting up of the UK
shortages gaps that we are going to experience in this Indian Education Research Initiative, from its very
country in the next 10 to 20 years—music tomy ears. beginning with cross-Whitehall meetings. I do not
But at the same time we are also told that the ICT always find cross-Whitehall meetings to be the most
sector was facing a shortage of suitable recruits. So productive meetings that I go to but I was really
we have two situations, two statements there: thrilled at the passion and the speed with which this
overabundance and undersupply. So which of those initiative came together because I think everybody
is true? Do you know? recognised that we had to do something because we
Ms Stephens: I do not know. Is it that they see some were falling behind. I think if Whitehall can do it I
diVerence between the two categories? That they do would imagine that industry can do it and higher
not see a link between the engineering group and the education can do it. I think we need to in some way
ICT group? Is it that they are seeing a diVerent skills have a more coordinated and concerted approach to
base there in some way? this so that right across the spectrum: if you are

talking about the visa regulations, you are talking
Q482MrsCurtis-Thomas: I do not know, that is why about the schools’ work, you are talking about the
I am asking you the question. higher education, the work opportunities, the R&D
Ms Stephens: Sorry. I am not sure I do either. and all the rest of it, there is some sort of a linkage.

I think the Australians are better at that than we are,
Q483 Chairman: Can I ask you to give an to be honest.
assessment, if you can, of what you think the quality
of Indian engineering graduates actually is? The

Q485 Mr Clapham: Just developing that question,figure is that there are more engineering graduates
do you feel that there is a need for amuchmore, shallevery year, significantly more, leaving Indian
we say, coherent approach between the variousinstitutions andwork, on the whole, in the call centre
agencies that are working, yourself for example,sector in India. But if you press Indians they quite
Regional Development Agencies, UKTI? Is there aoften say that the quality at the lower end is actually
way in which we could ensure that there is thatnot that high.
coherence and that we are pulling together ratherMs Stephens: I would absolutely agree with that. I
than each particular institution going its own way?think there is a huge variation in quality in general,
Ms Stephens: I completely agree with that. I thinkand I think in engineering in particular; actually
that has been the strength of this initiative. It has alleven more so in the whole MBA area where

commerce graduates are two a penny and really, I those bodies you have just mentioned and more
am afraid, not very bright and not very good, in my within it and has worked out mechanisms for the
experience, in most of the universities. I think when parties to really come together and make decisions
you are coming to the top universities—and again quite quickly and quite flexibly, while still remaining
obviously the IITs—then certainly with the IITs you responsible for the resources they are putting in. So
are talking about world class, as we can see from the they have a lot of ownership of where it goes. So I
brain drain from India that goes from those agree actually, I think Lord Patten said that one
institutions. initiative of £10 million is not really going to get us

very far and I would agree with that, but I think the
Q484 Mr Clapham: Can I explore why perhaps we way in which this has happened and the fact that it
are doing less well than we really ought to be? One demonstrates that you can have that coordination,
of the views that have been put forward is that it is and over a fairly short timespan if there is the will
because British companies and institutions do not and bit ofmoney to kick it oV, why can it not happen
really obtain local knowledge, that they believe that on a large scale? I believe it could.
because customs and practices are very similar to
this country that they do not need to acquire local

Q486MrClapham: I think youwere inwhenwewereknowledge. Is that your view with regard to the
taking evidence about the actual setting up of Britisheducation sector and, if it is, are you working to try
university campuses in India and you heard theand address that?
views that were expressed. Would you agree withMs Stephens: Yes. Is there a false friend factor, I
those: the view that if we were to see universityguess. I do not think there is any more. As I said
campuses in India we are likely to see a fall inbefore, I think any complacency that we might have

had was thoroughly knocked out of us by the fact standards over a period. Is that your view?
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Ms Stephens: I do not really feel qualified to answer Q489 Chairman: That is an undergraduate
that. I do not know; I would not know how to becoming a graduate, for a first degree?
answer that. I was not quite sure I heard that Ms Stephens: Yes, I guess so.
actually, to be honest. I think what I did hear was Mrs Curtis-Thomas: For post-degree completion.
that there was a resource crunch and in those
circumstances you have to be pretty careful about

Q490 Chairman: On graduation.where you disperse your funding. I think actually it
Ms Stephens: Yes, you know more about this than Iis much more about whether there is a viable
do. Then there is obviously the Highly Skilleddemand and a real wish to do so, and then the
Migrant Programme, which does give a furthermechanisms follow.
route to students with exceptional ability orMr Clapham: Finally, I hear what you say but you
particular ability of the kind that we need in thissaid a little earlier that we are catching the
country. There is also something I believe called theAustralians up a little but yet theAustralians and the
MBA Scheme—I do not know if you are familiarAmericans are given to establishing university
with that—it is the graduates of 50 listedcampuses, something that we are not doing.
management schools. So there are pockets, if you
like, apart from the Fresh Talent Scheme, which is

Q487 Chairman: Actually we did hear from Lord more general. I know that the Fresh Talent Scheme
Patten that the good American universities were not has been looked at very carefully as a model. My
doing that because of fear of risk of polluting the only knowledge of where things are going is actually
brand, but the factual situation needs to be clarified. the Chancellor’s statement in December about all
Ms Stephens: I would just like to say that we have Masters Degree and PhD course students will be
done this in the UK, very successfully. We were allowed to stay on for a further 12 months after 1
world leaders at establishing overseas campuses in May of this year. I do not think that has actually
Malaysia and in China—we are doing it—because in come into eVect yet and the starting date of that
that environment it is the right thing to do, and I do seems unclear from what I have read. But that is
have some sympathy with us not doing it in India in really the only other indication I have.
the recent past because I do know from having
worked there up until 2000, which I know is a while

Q491 Mr Binley: Can I push this a little because Iago now, that the situation under the previous
think you are right? Do you think that we ought togovernment, before Congress came in, was that you
be talking about a more general view, of a morecould not even begin to think about that, it was just
structured work permit scenario, as a whole and, ifimpossible. I thinkwe are perhaps being a bit slow to
we did that, would that help this as opposed tounderstand that the situation has changed. I do not
specifically attend to the student problem?think that India is articulating very clearly that it
Ms Stephens: I think the points system does look aswants foreign campuses; they are being very clear
if it is going to do that as far as I can understand it.that they want some joint ventures. Actually if you
It does seem much more structured and the wholelook at some of the things we are doing in China they
sponsorship notion would seem to provide that.are in a sense that: they are joint ventures, they are
That is my perception.partnerships. Coming from the British Council I

would, would I not, but I do believe that partnership
is the issue here: it is the way forward rather than Q492 Chairman: I just want to push this a little
trying to set up wholly owned campuses. because, as I recall, your colleagues in Delhi, when

we were informally talking, attached great
importance to this issue and you seem not to beQ488 Mr Binley: One of the reasons given to us that
giving it so much importance to your evidence now.we are not as attractive to Indian students as we
You heard DrMaini earlier saying that three or fourperhaps ought to be is the visa restriction question,
years were needed; in Scotland they are oVering two;which constrains the ability, you will appreciate, of
the Prime Minister is oVering one but that is aIndian students to remain in this country. Can I ask
fraction of what the HE Institutions think they needyou very quickly to tell us what the current rules are
to be able tomake it aVordable for Indians to be ablefor Indian students wishing to stay to work once
to come to the UK.their studies are completed and what plans do you
Ms Stephens: I would take my colleagues’ view ofthink the government has to introduce a new visa
this from an Indian perspective. I feel that there areinitiative for Indian students, such as the Fresh
a lot of other initiatives we could make, as perhapsTalent Initiative in Scotland? Finally, can you tell
I said earlier, in terms of preparing the groups ofme whether you think changing whole aspects of
students that we most particularly want to see in thisother work permit scenarios on to a wider basis
country. I am slightly averse to feeling that we needwould help in this respect?
a very, very broad regime because, to be honest,Ms Stephens: At the moment I think the situation is
there are just so many potential students in a placethat apart from Fresh Talent there are few other
like India who we would not necessarily want toschemes. There is the Science and Engineering
have come to the UK in enormous numbers. If weGraduate Scheme, that is a year allowed to certain
see it simply as a fee paying money earner then Imaths, science, engineering and technology
suppose that is not the case, we wouldwant anybodygraduate after they have finished to carry on

working in this country. to comewho could come, but I think there is an issue
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here about the capacity of our institutions and the Q496 Chairman: My view is that it is the
undergraduates you need as well as theareas in which we perhaps want to strengthen our
postgraduates.ties with India.
Ms Stephens: I agree.

Q493 Chairman: Can I go back to my first question Q497 Chairman: Because the strong links that
because I asked you a question about numbers, Britain enjoys with India are born, as Chris Patten
which you did not actually answer, and we are said, of the ancient background of the Indian elite at
concerned as a Committee that Australia is getting present who have done the undergraduate courses at
more Indian students than we are and therefore Oxford and Cambridge or the London School of
building a strategic relationship with emerging elite Economics, or wherever it was, and that is
in India which will be one of the world’s super numerically quite small at present.
powers in the future. It is not about making money Ms Stephens: We are trying very hard to get that
for HE Institutions, it is about the future of the number up. We are focusing on it and one of our
United Kingdom in terms with its relationship with strategies is to work with leading schools, as I think
the country it ought to have a phenomenally close I said earlier, because that is the feeder group that
relationship with. So I repeat the question about goes into the undergraduate group that can aVord to
numbers. You have suggested that there is a capacity study overseas.
in what we can absorb, which I entirely accept. I
think we are below that capacity at present, that is Q498 Chairman:That is precisely the group that will
my view. Where should we be aiming for? have three years of fees, three years of living
Ms Stephens: I apologise for not answering about expenses and therefore need to be able to work here
the numbers earlier. I would like to make it quite afterwards to repay the costs of their course.
clear that actuallywe are not belowAustralia, we are Ms Stephens: Yes, I agree.
above Australia in the number of students coming to
the UK. Q499 Chairman:You did not agree earlier, you were

saying it was not very important earlier.
Ms Stephens: I think what I was trying to say earlierQ494 Chairman: Not proportionately.
was at a more general level, looking into the future.Ms Stephens: It depends whether you are looking at I was asked whether I was in favour of the very widethe number of students who are applying to come in work regime and I was taking that as something that

a year or whether you are looking at the number in was a general question, and I would say that if you
the country, and the diVerence is that we have one- make it too wide you do run the danger, possibly, as
year Masters programmes in this country and in income levels grow, of finding that you might not
Australia they tend to be longer, and even our have quite the catchment that would most grow the
undergraduate programmes tend to be shorter and kinds of trade and industry links that perhaps we
look like they may be even shorter still. This is part would want to see. If you are talking about at the
of our competitive advantage because obviously it is moment do I think we should immediately be
cheaper to come for a shorter period, but what it moving towards something like the Scottish
means is if you look at any one period of time there Initiative, absolutely; I would completely agree with
will be more students in Australia because you have, my colleagues. That would make a big diVerence.
in a sense, two intakes there at the same time. But if
you look at the number of visas that are being Q500 Mrs Curtis-Thomas: Could I say that it is
applied for we have more visa applications from particularly good to see Victoria Grant here because
India for students than Australia. I can give you I think theUK Indian EducationResearch Initiative
precise numbers. is fantastic news, and it was somethingweweremade

aware of when we went to visit the British Council
oYce in Delhi and everyone was there was veryQ495 Chairman: The figures we have for 2004–05: excited. It struck me that it addressed a gap that had

17,000 for the UK, 20,000 Australia and 80,000 in been there for quite some time, although the sum of
the USA. Therefore the 17,000 figure for the UK is £10 million does not seem an awful lot of money and
actually better than it looks. maybe out of it we might see another £10 million if
MsStephens:That is right. Sorry, I have it here now. we can release it from business. My question is,
The UK recruited 16,277 new students in 2005–06 in within the British Council we have people who are
comparison to 80,653 for the US and 10,000 for very interested in the development of cultural links
Australia. The diVerence is that students tend to and the provision of education, but do not strike me
follow two to four-year degrees in the USA and as natural sales agents who can do a hard sell to
Australia, whereas the majority of the UK-bound Indian companies and get them to liberate funds
students are on a one year’s Masters course and so, from their pockets and support this particular
as you have just said, the actual number of students initiative. It does not come easy asking for money
present at any one time does not reflect, in a sense, from companies; you need to be a certain sort of
the demand, the turnover. The percentage of person to do that. The UKTI seem to have a harder
undergraduates in the UK batch is increasing, so staV that might be very prepared to ask for money,
that might iron out some of this in the future: we will so it seems to me that there has to be a significant

relationship between theUKTI, who obviously havesee more longer staying students here.
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their fingers on companies coming into India, and experienced and very interested in doing more, I
think we do get the impression from them that theythe British Council that now wants to liberate some

of their funds in order to do well by the British do need more resource. We are working at the
moment on a joint paper with them to sort out oureducation establishment. So what about the

relationship between the British Council and the roles and responsibilities where we are clearly on the
education promotion side and wanting to verymuchUKTI? We went to visit the UKTI and they are not

overly populated with staV themselves. So it seems focus on that and these kinds of opportunities we
have talked about a bit, and they, we feel, should beto me a fantastic initiative but where is the personnel

capacity to deliver that and release that extra £10 working on other aspects of education, perhaps the
kind you have talked about, with companies. But wemillion?

Ms Grant: I think you have made a number of very do not think that they have the capacity to do that
at the moment.good points. Firstly, I would just like to add that the

British Council sponsorship manager has managed
to secure almost £5 million in sponsorship from the Q503 Mrs Curtis-Thomas: Victoria, you have just
UK industry, of which £1.75 million is in cash, the said that you have liberated £1.3 million, was it?
rest in kind from UK industry in terms of corporate Ms Grant: £1.75 million in cash and £4.8 million
partnerships from BP, BA, GSK and Shell, and the total cash in kind.
next stage, as you say, is to identify and work with
Indian partnerships. The Tata Group has already

Q504Mrs Curtis-Thomas: From British companies?said that they are interested in coming on board as a
Ms Grant: Yes.corporate partner and we are working with them at

the moment. As you rightly say, the British Council
works in the cultural as well as the educational Q505 Mrs Curtis-Thomas: And there is an appetite
arena. I would say that we do have a lot of the from Indian companies, and I presume that if there
contacts with industry and corporate partners that was more resource do you think there would be
would be relevant to this initiative, but also that we more money?
would in no way wish to exclude our other partners, MsGrant: I think that is a general approach that you
our other government partners, FCO, OST, DTI, could apply to a lot of things—if there is more
and I know that Rob Daniels in Delhi is working resource then there is going to be more outcome of
very closely with the Indian side team of UKIERI. whatever it is. So, in that respect, quite possibly.
The British Council has initially taken over the
sponsorship role for the design and set up phase Q506Mrs Curtis-Thomas:What I am trying to get at
because we have the capacity; similarly, we put in a is that you have the capacity in this marketplace and
lot of the work for the strand development, the there are funds there to support this initiative, if you
actual higher education design for the initiative, but have the bodies to go out and get them, and my
we have not taken it on in perpetuity for the question is: are you at a saturation point or is there
initiative. The details of who will be doing what will a lot more money and if you had the resources you
be finalised before September this year, so the roles could get a lot more in?
in terms of identifying who will be the sponsorship Ms Grant: I do not think we are at saturation point
managers in the UK and India is to be determined at all. I think we have identified initial corporate
and the British Council will certainly be working champions in this country and that was the priority.
with OST, DTI and other partners until then. We now want to extend that to an extent in this

country but also go and work with the Indian
Q501 Mrs Curtis-Thomas: Do you think your interested corporate partners, and yes there is
partners are adequately resourced to do the job that definitely a capacity to do that.
they are actually undertaking?
Ms Grant:Which partners? Q507 Mrs Curtis-Thomas: My next question is

about your relationship with the Regional
Development Agencies, the British Council’sQ502 Mrs Curtis-Thomas: If we could just

concentrate on the UKTI, the announcement of relationship with the Regional Development
Agencies here in the UK and the devolveddoubling the capacity of UKTI, is that a long time

coming and well overdue? assemblies. What relationship do you have with
them?Are they aware of what it is that you are tryingMs Grant: I have to say that I am not familiar

enoughwithUKTI and their staYng structures to be to do? Are there comparable organisations with
India? To me it seems such a massive exercise that itable to comment on that, I am afraid. My colleague

may wish to add to that. is not worth undertaking unless people come to you
with an expression of interest. How do you sendMs Stephens: Could I just come in here because I

think we would agree actually that if we have your message? Do they know who you are? If I
walked into my RDA and said, “Steve, who is yourambitions in this area—and we clearly do—I think

we do actually have to look at the resource on the contact?” would he be able to tell me if I said, “What
about this UK Initiative for Research?” Would heground. We work very closely with UKTI; in fact as

you may know we have UKTI staV in two of our know about that?
Ms Grant: Certainly on UKIERI, yes, and I wouldcentres in India. So we see very clearly the pressures

that are on them. Also, talking to the UKTI person expect the same would be true of major initiatives. I
have a contact in the Northern Ireland OYce, thein Mumbai, who has just arrived, who is very
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Wales OYce and in the Scottish OYce. They are also of the detail. Having said that, I would like to
emphasise that we make our own strategic resourcein touch with our British Council’s oYces in those

countries; so, yes. directions and we have to then supply the rationale
for that and account for it, of course. For example,
we have recently moved a million into the IndianQ508 Chairman: Can we just turn to the squalid
recurrent budget, for very obvious reasons, and thatquestion of money, very briefly? In India we were
was our decision to do that; we did not have to go totold that your turnover in the year just finished was
anyone else for that decision.just under £11 million, of which £4.5 million was

grant in aid and the rest you had to earn yourselves,
Q511 Chairman: So do you think you have thethrough English language teaching and that kind of
balance right in terms of the money you spend onthing. Is that kind of rate of return, that contribution
India? Obviously the British Council would like therequired for activities by British Council
money for all this work, that goes without saying.organisations elsewhere in the world or is that
Are you convinced that you have your prioritiesunique to India?
right?Ms Stephens: No, that level is unique to India
Ms Stephens: We certainly think we have ouralthough there are other places in the world where
priorities right in investing more in India and we willwe have a similar level near it. We are not actually
continue to do so and we will invest in education inrequired to reach a target, in a sense. What has
India, that is what we have put that million into.happened is that there has been a demand for UK

qualifications, in particular, which I think is a very
Q512 Chairman: It is a huge country, one pointimportant point in terms of signalling that there is a
whatever it is billion people.huge respect and appetite for UK education and
Ms Stephens: Yes, indeed.what it stands for. So there is this growing

examinations market which contributes to it quite a
Q513 Chairman: Is £10 million, £11 million enoughlot, and to resource that we have had to grow our
to reach out to that audience?infrastructure. If that market for some reason
Ms Stephens: It depends what level of impact wediminished or we took another view of it then
want. We segment the audience. We reckon thatobviously we would have to trim the size of the there are about 25 million of what we would call ouroperation accordingly. focal audience in India. I still do not think that £11
million is enough to reach the 25 million, although

Q509 Chairman:How is the process arrived at—and we have had things like these very successful road
I should know this—how do you decide how much shows recently, where we have reached staggering
money you spend in India as opposed to China or a numbers, actually. The problem is not so much
European country? Is that a decision that you take reaching them of course, but engaging them in
unilaterally or you discuss with the Treasury? How meaningful impact, sustained activity that leads
does it work? somewhere in a relationship building sense so that
Ms Stephens: We discuss it through the Spending there is an outcome for industry or for education or
Review mechanism, of course; we have to put our whatever. I would double the budget tomorrow if I
further spending plans through the CSR, like other could.
Whitehall bodies. Chairman: I am sure you would always like money

and I am sure we would like to write you a cheque
Q510 Chairman: But in great detail? here and now for the important work you do, but I
Ms Stephens:Yes, in quite a lot of detail, indeed. So am afraid we cannot do that. We are very grateful to
it is discussed with the Treasury in that sense, but of you for bringing to a conclusion our evidence
course our sponsoring body is the ForeignOYce and sessions on our trade and investment relationship

with India. Thank you very much indeed.it is with the Foreign OYce that we talk about most
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APPENDIX 1

Memorandum by Astaire and Partners

Some thoughts on the above inquiry. I can providemacro comments only and do not know enough about
IT, lifesciences, aerospace. I can give you some comments on the financial services.

The most important thing to me is the macro view—to see the “big picture” correctly and to influence
policy so that the UK may benefit from a growing economy like India with which it shares a long history
and ties. The UK should capitalise on this. Also, there are further linkages: India has benefitted from the
English language (imagine what China would have done to India’s I.T. industry if English was as widely
spoken in China as in India!), a legal, accounting and company law system which has been modelled on the
British system. The Indian stock market is at record highs not only because of strong economic growth but
also due to increasing investor confidence in corporate governance, reliability of company accounts and a
proper contract law on which businesses can flourish. Having accurate and reliable statistics and company
accounts is vital for investor confidence.

To answer points raised in your inquiry:

1. “. . . some commentators have expressed fears that UK businesses have been too slow to see the
potential oVered by India, and the risks of not taking its competition seriously.”:

(a) From memory I think 75% of UK’s trade is with the EU, where the economic growth rate is
under 2%. UK’s trade with India is about 1–2% even though the latter is growing at about 7% per
annum. UK needs to be in growth markets, especially where it has historical links and does not
have to do the hard work of developing ties and trust first.

(b) India used to account for 16%of world trade 250 years ago but accounts for only 1.6% in 2004.
The large population and economic growth will make it aim to regain that percentage over the
coming decades. UK’s figures are 3% and 6% in 2004.

(c) I believe India is already at the second stage of its economic development post the 1991
economic reforms. The first stage consisted of the initial 12–14 years when progress was slow and
building blocks took long to establish. In India vested business and political interests coupled with
fear of the unknown slowed progress. This second phase will be manifested in the average 10 year
economic growth being raised from 6% to 7%!. Higher growth is possible if India’s creaking
infrastructure is addressed. This is akin to China which opened up in 1979 but the second phase
only started around 1995. It is only in the last 10 years that China has firmly established itself as
a cheap manufacturing base for the world, has built-up its forex reserves to the current c $800
billion and the US relies on it as the second largest funder, through purchase of US assets, of its
massive current account deficit. China has overtaken the UK, according to the IMF/World Bank
as the fourth largest global economy in 2005. India is now, I believe, at the stage that China was
in 1995.

(d) The economic growth in India will come from:

— Increased consumer demand as incomes rise and importantly there is a shift in
attitudes to increase consumption (opportunities: consumer goods, infrastructure
building, banking, financial services, tourism).

— Demographic dividend: in the next 15 years 50% of the population will be under 35—
productive, paying taxes, consuming. Compare this with an ageing population in
Japan, China (one-child policy beginning to take its toll) and Europe.

— In the next 15 years it is estimated that about 200 million Indians will be classified as
“middle class” (earnings $5,000–20,000).

(e) Deutsche Bank has forecast that by 2020 (covered in my India Report of 26 May 2005) India
will become the third largest economy in PPP terms, thrice the size of Germany’s economy which
is the largest in Europe.

(f) Several recent surveys in USA indicate a desire of businessmen there to benefit from India’s
economic growth.

The above addresses the potential oVered which many in the UK have been slow to spot. The threat of
competition comes from India’s low-cost, well-educated, English speaking, hard-working workforce—
whether it be in IT, pharmaceuticals, R&D or writing equity research for financial services companies.

Moving to the next point ie “the diYculties and opportunities faced by UK businesses wishing to trade,
or forge investment links, with India, with particular reference to opportunities in the IT, lifesciences,
aerospace and financial services sectors”:
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— Ido not have factual data on this. However, an important case can bemade atGovernment level to
the Indians to DRASTICALLY cut red-tape and streamline procedures to create a more business
friendly environment for Foreign Direct Investment(FDI) into India. A mere $6 billion FDI flows
to India (vs $60 billion to China) and India is very, very keen to increase its share. UK businesses
would find it more attractive to invest in India if the image of India’s red-tape could be reduced.

Financial Services: There is much political resistance to increasing the limit from 26% in insurance. There
are moves to open up the banking sector from April 2009. Recently, rules were liberalised to allow foreign
banks to increase the number of branches from 12 to 20 per year. The Pensions industry is facing political
resistance due to the threat of job losses.

As regards the last two points on education and UK Government assisting I have no direct factual data
or experience and cannot comment.

I do hope that the abovemay be of some use. If I can help in anyway, please do letme know. I passionately
believe in increasing business and cultural ties between the UK and India for their mutual benefit!

Deepak N Lalwani
Director
Astaire & Partners Ltd. (Stockbrokers)

10 January 2006

APPENDIX 2

Memorandum by Aviva

Background to Aviva

1. Aviva is the world’s sixth-largest insurance group based on gross world-wide premiums and market
capitalisation (at 31 December 2004).

2. It is one of the leading providers of life and pensions in Europe and has substantial businesses in other
markets around the world.

3. Aviva’s main activities are long-term savings, fund management and general insurance, with world-
wide total income of £40 billion and assets under management of £280 billion at 31 December 2004.

Summary of Aviva’s Offshoring Approach

4. As part of Aviva’s strategy to improve eYciency and competitive advantage, a project was initiated
in 2002 to start building a self-sustaining, low-cost operation in Asia providing operational support to the
Aviva group.

5. In June 2004, the oVshoring project was deemed to have achieved its main objectives by the Aviva
Executive Board. This success laid the foundation for the setting up of a shared service organisation (Aviva
OVshore Services) in India, to replace the “project” status of the oVshoring initiative. Aviva OVshore
Services (AOS) was established by the Aviva Executive Board with eVect from 1 July 2004.

6. Aviva OVshore Services (AOS) works with three principal Indian suppliers in the provision of
operational support to its UK and Canadian processes and customers. All are leading players and are
specialists in this industry. They are all fast growing with a good range of quality UK and American clients.
All have significant capital backing.

7. Aviva has developed its operations in India on a Build-Operate-Transfer model, thereby enabling
Aviva to use the supplier expertise in Asia to build and operate the operations, while building local
management capability, and then to transfer much more of these operations at a future stage to Aviva
ownership.

8. As we move into 2006, oVshoring is now a key component of Aviva’s business model. Aviva today has
a presence in India across Delhi, Pune, Bangalore, Chennai and Colombo in Sri Lanka, employing a total of
about 4,500 people. Aviva’s stated goal is to achieve a total oVshore strength of about 7,800 people by 2007.

9. In addition to the work we do on operational processes oVshore, we also outsource some of our IT
capability to two Indian companies, Wipro and TCS, who carry out this work in both the UK and India.
This totals the equivalent of about 1,200 people.

10. We would be pleased to host a visit to our operations in Pune and Bangalore in India during 2006 by
the Committee, or any individual members, should the Committee wish it.
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Why India?

11. As the world’s sixth largest insurance group, Aviva already operates in many markets around the
globe, including India.

12. We already had both an established operation in India, and experience of operating in the country,
prior to developing our plans. However, as part of a thorough and robust analysis, we looked at a number
of potential oVshore locations.

13. Key criteria included:

— A capable local workforce.

— Business integrity.

— A robust infrastructure.

— Political stability.

— Ease of internal travel.

14. We believe that India provides us with the right balance of skills, capacity, cultural fit, risk and cost.

15. It oVers major advantages over other oVshore locations in terms of:

— Established and well developed business infrastructure—in terms of people, premises, IT and
internal communication.

— Good English language proficiency and strong cultural compatibility.

— Large and highly qualified workforce with a strong focus on quality and service.

— Skills which have been demonstrated in producing results which are well above plans and
expectations.

— Turnover rates of 30–40% versus 40% in UK for example.

— Cost drivers which are significantly lower than the UK and other potential locations.

— A proven delivery to UK companies.

— Indian Government support for foreign investment in oVshoring.

16. Developing our oVshoring operations in India to support our UK businesses also provides us with
opportunities to leverage Aviva’s existing market position in the country. This aspect is not to be
underestimated. India has only recently re-opened its financial markets and these oVer very promising
growth opportunities for UK companies such as Aviva. Aviva India is rapidly establishing itself as one of
the leading Life insurance providers in the sub-continent and it is essential to do all we can to foster the
Indian government’s commitment to this market liberalisation.

Opportunities for Aviva in India

Competitiveness

17. Aviva operates in a competitive, global market where consumers want—and expect—products that
deliver value for money combined with high levels of service. It is therefore vital that we continually explore
opportunities to improve our eYciency whilst constantly looking for ways to improve levels of customer
service.

18. Moving some of our business operations to India is an important part of this process. It brings key
benefits in terms of increased capability, greater flexibility and reduced cost.

19. The spread of work across two continents also mitigates some UK-centric risks.

20. Using the spread of time zones allows customer servicing operations to continue during theUKnight,
translating into faster turnaround times and less administrative hold ups in dealing with customer demands.

Flexibility

21. We now have a number of important processes bedded down in India and a broad range of activities
that we can undertake oVshore.

22. Technology has breached traditional international boundaries, and IT platforms are nowmature and
flexible. OVshoring allows us to build state of the art infrastructures on green-field sites that provide 24 hour
a day coverage across eastern and western hemispheres. It enables us to build greater flexibility into our
organisation, with obvious benefits to our customers.

23. We understand that consumers had some initial concerns about data protection, however in our
operations, data is stored on a UK server and our processes comply fully with the Data Protection Act.

24. Aviva has started to see some real process improvements that save time and improve quality, and
some of these are being translated back to help our UK operations.
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25. The flexibility and quality of work in some areas broadens the options we have in meeting our
customer and intermediary service targets, and in implementing major change programmes on budget and
on time. This will give us significant competitive advantage over time.

26. In addition, the oVshoring of some activities releases the UK staV from elements of administration
and processing—leaving them free to “trade” with customers and potential customers.

Costs

27. The Aviva financial business case is underpinned by cost which savings are both significant and
sustainable. Even allowing for initial set up costs, the cost of oVshore operations saves up to 40% of the cost
of equivalent onshore activities.

28. This strong element of cost control enables us to invest in new propositions and provide working
capital for expansion. A lower cost base enables us to provide our customers with even greater value for
money and meet their demands and needs.

29. The lower cost base allows more staV to be cost-eVectively trained in diVerent disciplines. This allows
us to redirect resources to meet unexpected peaks of customer demand—for example, we can increase the
number of staV handling claims following a major weather event—rather than keep customers waiting in
busy telephone queues.

30. By taking action to remain competitive, we will secure a long-term future for our business, staV and
customers, whilst improving the value of our product oVerings.

Quality Labour Market

31. The labour market in India means that we are able to recruit well-educated personnel for our calls
centres relatively quickly.We have built capacity in India far quicker than we could have in theUK. Indeed,
in 2003 one of the key reasons for opening a call centre there was that we could achieve recruitment levels
to match growth plans which would have been unattainable in the UK.

32. Our staV in India are employed by our suppliers, but work solely for Aviva. All of our facilities are
branded Aviva/Norwich Union depending upon the operations that are undertaken in that area.

33. The investment that Aviva is making in India is significant in local terms. It is estimated that each
person we employ typically brings three people out of real poverty, due to the “trickle down” eVect. This is
not to be underestimated. Whilst India turns out two million graduates a year there is no “graduate market
place”. Call centre or business processing roles are the first mass milk round roles available to the vast
majority of Indian graduates and these are proving to be the training ground for the managers and leaders
India requires as it develops in the 21st century.

34. We do not force our Indian staV to adopt western names or identities and we take an open and honest
approach in all our plans and communications. StaVwork eight hours shifts within brand new, purpose built
call centre premises benefiting from leisure facilities and extensive training opportunities. They receive
competitive upper quartile packages for India and typical benefits include: provident funds with equal
contribution from the employer; free transport between home and work to cater for shift times; free meals;
life insurance; medical insurance covering staVmember and four family members at a fixed price; maternity
leave; and 28 days holiday (inclusive of national and festival holidays).

High Quality Partners

35. The suppliers and partners we work with bring a strong quality and process management culture.
Aviva is investing more resources into quality management activity than it has been able to in the UK. The
result is sustained and measurably high quality levels of service.

36. We have taken great care to select partners only from those with transparent policies on recruitment,
progression and procurement, and with a demonstrable track record in gender equality and a total absence
of religious discrimination. Our final decision on choice of partner rests on their contribution to the local
economy, their reputation as good corporate citizens and their environmental impact.

37. Sharing risk and expertise with these third party providers has been a critical component of our
oVshoring strategy.

Cultural and Economic

38. Aviva is committed to India and the Indian market and our growth plans are ambitious.

39. We still do not own any of our call centres in India, and the process of doing so will commence this
year. We would wish to bring, over time, around 80% of our outsourced functions in-house, as the markets
they serve are core to what we do, and it is important ultimately that we own the customer experience.
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40. We will continue to work closely with the Indian authorities as we further develop our operations in
Asia, and continue to demonstrate the responsible behaviours that will help ensure the Indian Government
supports Aviva’s plans as a key investor in the region.

41. It is important to recognise that the benefits of Aviva’s oVshoring strategy are not all one-way. The
investment in India by western companies such as Aviva accelerates India’s own development, providing
increasing education and literacy, and increased self-suYciency for the country as a whole. We believe this
has benefits for the global economy.

42. There is an enthusiastic appetite for learning from the Indian teams. The Indian culture is very open
and embraces visitors, and this means it is a very friendly place to work.

43. However, we have recognised in our plans that oVshoring is not a universal panacea but it forms an
important part of plans to compete in a increasingly global and competitive market. At the same time we
believe protectionist policies would not best serve the interests of industry and customers. If the UK reflects
the experiences of the US in terms of net economic benefits of oVshoring, then this will benefit the UK
economy as a whole.

Challenges of Establishing Operations in India

Hard Work And Patience

44. We feel we have completed much of the hard set-up work in India in terms of establishing our
operations and we are now, three years on, starting to see the benefits coming through in terms of eYciency,
flexibility and cost savings.

45. But establishing oVshoring operations has been hard work and time-consuming. For example, it has
sometimes proved diYcult to map our processes or set out our IT and service requirements in the detail
necessary to operate in India. Our products and processes are generally very complex and it has been very
demanding on people to codify our operations and train the new teams.

46. At a time of considerable change and customer demand, the resource and eVort drain has been heavy.
It can take several months to get the processes fully bedded in and up to speed.

Some Activities Need To Stay Onshore

47. OVshoring has proved a success so far, however, we have learned that certain categories of business
such as household claims and breakdowns, require a particular immediate empathy from the telephone
agent dealing with the call. Therefore, these cases are handled in the UK.

Customer Sensitivity

48. Aviva has both back oYce processes and policyholder call centres oVshore that deal directly with our
customers. The quality of the calls is high and the way in which the calls are handled is very professional.
The quality of the language is excellent and most customers are quite comfortable talking to our people in
India. However, occasionally, a customer may ask to be transferred to a UK call centre and the call will be
immediately redirected back to theUK.We understand that this occasionally happens andwe aim to handle
each case well, and with sensitivity.

Regulatory Uncertainty

49. A recent European Court of Justice decision relating to VAT on outsourced services (known as the
Accenture case) threatened to change the scope of the current UK exemption from VAT for insurance-
related services. Aviva welcomes the Government’s decision to delay the implementation of changes until
a review has been conducted by the European Commission. Fundamental changes to the current VAT
arrangements would undoubtedly aVect future oVshoring activities.

Chairman, Aviva OVshore Services

9 January 2006
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APPENDIX 3

Memorandum by the British Chambers of Commerce

BCC—EXPORT SUPPORT BRIEFING

— BCC concerned about cuts imposed to UKTI’s support budget for existing exporters following
2004 spending review.

— UKTI’s expenditure on trade development will fall from £231 million to £166 million per annum
by 2008.

— 17% of the trade promotion budget will be handed over to the promotion of inward investment.
Support will also be channelled away from existing exporters towards “new to export” firms—
funding for new exporters will increase by 30% by 2008.

— The BCC is not opposed to increased funding for inward investment, or to increased support for
new to export firms. On the contrary, both elements are crucial to the success of the UK economy.
Rather, we are opposed to increased funding in these areas at the expense of support for existing
exporters.

— Indeed, the reduction in support comes at a time when our exporters are facing intense competitive
pressure from abroad and our share of world exports is declining. The share of UK exports (in
value terms) in total world exports fell from 5.6% in 1998 to 4.5% in 2005.

— Expressed in 3-year averages, the growth in UK exports fell from 9.1% in 1994–96 to 3.5% in
2003–05.

— Part of the problem is that UK exports are still too concentrated in the Eurozone, a market with
persistently sluggish growth in domestic demand.

— Over the longer term, the UK economy would benefit if our exports becomemore diversified, with
a larger share going to more dynamic regions, notably Asia.

— However, such a geographical restructuring, which is necessary if we are to achieve amuch-needed
improvement in our export performance, will take time and will require considerable
Government support.

— Given the recent changes toUKTI’s budget, the BCC is concerned that there is insuYcient support
for existing exporters, who we should be engaging in “new to market” ventures in countries with
rapidly developing economies such as India and China.

— Indeed, new to export firms (who have been the subject of increased funding following the 2004
spending review) are likely to focus on markets closer to home (ie the Eurozone), or which are
traditionally easier to access because of language, etc (eg the USA), rather than the “newer”
markets.

— Greater support, not less, is required to helpUKfirms to explore the opportunities that exist within
these newer markets and to encourage increased trade with India et al.

APPENDIX 4

Memorandum by the British Consultants and Construction Bureau

Introduction

1. We have been invited to contribute evidence for the Committee’s Inquiry into Trade & Investment
Opportunities with India. BCCB is the leading British trade organisation promoting British expertise
internationally. Our 270 members work in the main consultancy and construction sectors including urban
regeneration, physical infrastructure development, project management and capacity building.We organise
15 to 20 overseas trade missions per year. We have just completed a successful mission to India looking at
commercial opportunities in connection with the Commonwealth Games 2010, which will be held in New
Delhi.

Evidence

2. India is one of the most important overseas markets for our members, ranking close to China in terms
of interest. The opening up of the Indian market since 1991, a population of 1.1 billion, and an increasingly
strong middle class with substantial disposable incomes, are the factors creating excellent opportunities for
our member companies. India has also experienced high GDP growth rates in recent years, and estimates
for 2006 indicate that GDP growth may even exceed the 8% figure seen several times in recent years. There
is no doubt that India is currently one of the most attractive markets in the world.
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3. UK Trade and Investment (UKTI) has a good spread of oYces in India. As well as covering the four
main Metropolitan areas of Delhi, Mumbai, Chennai, and Kolkata, there are also Trade oYces
(Ahmedabad, Bangalore etc) and Business Information centres (Pune, Hyderabad etc). Our experience and
that of our members is that UKTI oYces in India are staVed by highly competent and dedicated staV who
work hard. UKTI staV in the High Commission and in the Deputy High Commissions have always been
fully supportive of the work of our members.

4. BCCB believes that for established and experienced companies, the most valuable service oVered by
UKTI is the up to date, reliable and timely advice oVered to us by trade & investment sections in our
diplomatic posts. This is especially relevant in a vast and complex market such as India—a market which
is opening to overseas business at great speed, and where constant changes toGovernment regulationsmean
that timely advice is essential to take advantage of an ever changing investment climate. Given our historical
links and backgrounds, the vast Indian Diaspora and the cultural similarities which exist between the UK
and India, we believe India will continue to grow in importance for UK business for many years to come.

5. In the light of a booming economy and increasing levels of Ministerial involvement, we are surprised
that staYng levels in UKTI oYces in India have actually been reduced in recent years. We are aware that
a recent resource inspection resulted in staV cuts in the High Commission in New Delhi and other oYces in
India at both UK-based and locally engaged (LE) level. These cuts involved the loss of a great deal of
experience. We believe them to be short sighted and damaging to the UK’s overall trade and investment
eVort in India.

6. The background to this reduction is that in 2004–05 HM Treasury ordered a shift of resources within
UKTI from the trade side (which helps UK companies wishing to export) to the inward investment side
(which encourages foreign companies to invest in the UK). The trade side was asked to find savings of £20
million to help fund enhancements to inward investment staYng and to the UK regional network. Clearly,
it is right that UKTI should be able to transfer resources from less important markets abroad to higher
priority work. In our view, however, cutting staV in essential markets such as India shows a lack of strategic
vision and clarity. The services they carry out are essential to the competitiveness of British companies.

7. The UK—India Joint Economic and Trade Committee (JETCO) met in London in January 2006.
Indian Minister for Commerce Kamal Nath visited the UK at the same time. This followed visits to India
by the Prime Minister and the Minister for Trade, Ian Pearson MP. Economic and political relations
between the UK and India have never been healthier. UK staV in our diplomatic network in India spend
increasing amounts of time organising complex and demanding Ministerial visits. We also understand that
the OMIS scheme has been very successful, and that our posts in India deal with ever increasing numbers
of OMIS queries. There are also an increasing number of trade missions to India, and large numbers of
business people calling on UKTI oYces in India to ask for advice. Rather than reductions therefore, we
believe staYng levels should actually be increased to take advantage of the growing opportunities available
to UK business.

8. We note that theCommittee alsowishes to focus on linkswith Indian business with particular reference
to IT, Lifesciences, Aerospace and Financial Services. Indian business has thrived in IT and Lifesciences,
two sectors which have been allowed to flourish instead of being hampered by bureaucracy. Indian
companies are now among the world’s leaders in both fields. The Indian aerospace sector has undergone
spectacular levels of growth in recent years, with a vast increase in the numbers of internal flights. This is
supported by new and innovative airline companies, willing to invest in up to date hardware. The Bombay
Sensex market recently reached new heights, and it is clear that the Indian domestic financial sector is
healthier than ever. The UK is equally strong in all four of the sectors mentioned above. There are thus
natural synergies between the UK and India. To pursue those synergies we need to have UKTI oYces in
India which are adequately staVed to take advantage of opportunities as they arise.

APPENDIX 5

Memorandum by the British Council

EDUCATION LINKS BETWEEN UK AND INDIA

Higher Education Links

1. There is a relatively weak link between education and industry in India. In addition, scientific research
tends to be conducted in research labs and institutions independent of the main centres of learning.
However, it is clear that a solid educational relationship between UK and India underpins trade and
investment opportunities both through an increased predilection of those educated or linked in with UK to
do business there and the increasing emphasis on industry involvement in collaborative research and
programme delivery. This will be a particular feature of the new UK India Education and Research
Initiative (UKIERI) which is covered in a separate brief.
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2. The British Council has been managing the DFID funded Higher Education Links scheme which aim
to increase practical skills, and support professional development within an academic department, and to
improve the curriculum, technology transfer, and promote pro-poor relevant research. Some links also
include community outreach, training and contribute to policy level change and reform.

3. HE Links are based on partnership, and, in addition to the DFID funding, the British Council and the
UK and overseas institution contribute significantly. The British Council provides overseas management
time and both link institutions provide staV time and access to facilities.

4. BetweenUKand Indian institutions, successful links have been in awide range of development sectors:
Administration and management, the environment (including agriculture, earth sciences, conservation and
eco-tourism, mining management, water management, coastal areas management, water resources
management, pollution management, forestry, rural regeneration) Life sciences (including biochemistry,
health pharmacy) social development and governance (including social policy, poverty alleviation strategies,
gender and development, human rights) Education, (including literacy, community development,
information technology and on line learning).

DELPHE

5. The HE Links programme will end in March 2006, but will be replaced by a similar programme called
Development Partnerships in Higher Education (DELPHE). This will be launched in April 2006. It is
funded by the Department for International Development (DFID) with support from the British Council
and HE institutions in the UK and overseas. DELPHE will support a variety of partnerships between HE
institutions, enabling them to collaborate in activities linked to sustainable development and poverty
reduction inDFID’s 25 priority focus countries across Africa andAsia, including India. Partner institutions
will work on initiatives for skills development, knowledge sharing, problem solving research and other
activities that will contribute towards achieving the Millennium Development Goals. In addition to
addressing coreMDG-related areas such as health, education, gender issues and agriculture, DELPHE will
also encourage projects aiming to promote science and technology in the focus countries.

6. The DELPHE programme (£2 million per annum globally over seven years) will be managed by the
British Council, drawing on the resources of its overseas network. The Association of Commonwealth
Universities (ACU) will assist by disseminating and gathering information through its networks of
universities and scholars and by promoting DELPHE to Commonwealth Scholar alumni.

Other Higher Education Links

7. The British Council encourages collaborative links between UK and Indian institutions with market
briefings for UK institutions and match-making services to both UK and Indian institutions. We manage
two websites to this end: http://www.india-uk-academic-network.net and http://www.edulinksuk-
india.org/. We are aware of around 60 research links between UK and Indian institutions and around 65
links involving the collaborative delivery of programmes in India or across both countries. The new UK
India Education and Research Initiative (separate briefing) will contribute significantly to these links.

Education UK

8. Indians who have studied or researched in the UK are likely to develop professional, trade or business
links with the UK later in their lives. Evidence is anecdotal and would bear a detailed study.

9. In 2004–05 HESA statistics indicate that 16,725 Indian students were studying in the UK. Of these,
1,600 studied in medical related areas, 900 in the biological and agricultural sciences, 2,400 in computer
sciences, 3,140 in engineering (of which 75 in aerospace engineering, and 1,390 in electronic and electrical
engineering), and 5,275 in business related studies (of which 675 were in finance or accounting). These
numbers have increased in 2005–06 to approximately 17,000 (in comparison to 20,000 students in Australia
and 80,000 in USA).

10. The British Council runs two major touring education exhibitions around India every year. These
reach out to around 25,000 young people. In addition, we ran a roadshow in second cities this year which
reached out to 95,000 young people, and we work closely with an eVective agents network.

Scholarships and Alumni

11. The British Council administers around 250 scholarships including around 100 Chevening
scholarships every year. Scholarships include key figures in many of the areas of interest to the Committee
ie IT; life sciences; and financial services.

12. The British Council has developed an alumni network of 25 chapters across India. Many ABS
members maintain businesses with UK connections.
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Further Education

13. Wigan and Leigh College has franchise operations in 10 cities across India.

14. A number ofUKqualifications are delivered in India, including in the financial services sector:ACCA
1,397 candidates, CFA 462 candidates, CIMA 309 Candidates. Other sectors are medicine and health; legal;
and English. The British Council administers around 83,000 UK examinations in India every year.

APPENDIX 6

Supplementary memorandum by the British Council

India

— Purpose: To build mutually beneficial relationships between people in the UK and the countries,
and to increase appreciation of the UK’s creative ideas and achievements.

— Outcomes:

— Improved perceptions of the UK in other countries.

— Greater mutual understanding between the UK and other countries.

— Stronger ties between the UK and other countries.

— India is currently characterised by political stability and sustained economic growth.

— Majority of the population is young (51% under 25), “impatient aspirers” hungry for self-
development and access to educational opportunity.

— Economic growth is fuelling strong investment in new industries such as IT, biotech, financial
services, private education, and outsourcing.

— Growing awareness of the need for future diversification is already generating demand for
“soft” skills which will facilitate further Indian integration into the global economy.

— GDP and the incomes of a rising “middle class” are growing.

— There is fierce competition for the attention of the Indian market. Australia, France,
Germany and the US in particular are giving increasing time andmoney to public diplomacy.
The UK is widely seen as trustworthy and as a natural partner, but one who has let this
advantage slip (eg to America in higher education). We also have to get across that we are
part of India’s future as well as its past.

We are known as trusted partners who are creative catalysts, demonstrably driving debate in key areas
of the UK-India-Sri Lanka relationship, for excellent service delivery to very large audiences, and for
delivering what we promise. We oVer “flagship” events which really grab attention and shift perceptions,
and we are seen as adding value to the agendas of stakeholders in the UK.

We know what our customers want and we reach millions through engagement with new audiences and
developing relationships with new partners who can help us to reach the audiences we want to work with.

— Established, India in 1948, becoming a division of the British High Commission in 1972.

— We have a network of 11 centres across India: four metropolitan centres—New Delhi,
Mumbai, Chennai and Kolkata, and seven British Libraries—Ahmedabad, Bangalore,
Bhopal, Chandigarh, Hyderabad, Pune and Trivandrum which run in cooperation with the
Indian Council for Cultural Relations. We focus outreach beyond these cities on a clearly-
defined network of “second cities” in which we run a range of programmes, and “third tier”
cities where restricted programmes are oVered focused on young aspirers.

— We employ 401 staV of whom 11 are UK-based and 13 are full-time teachers in the English
Language TeachingCentre inDelhi. 298 locally appointed staVwork in the fourmetropolitan
centres, 75 in the seven British Libraries, and four in the South Asia IT Hub.

— Rod Pryde is the Director and Les Dangerfield the Deputy Director.

— Total turnover in 2005–06 will be £10.8 million of which £4.5 million is grant-in-aid from the
FCO. The balance is earned through our work in examinations, teaching and library services.
In 2006–07 expenditure will increase to a total of £12.5 million, of which £5.2 million comes
from the FCO.

— India’s prospects, aYnity with the UK, and the UK Government’s commitment to the
relationship all create a very favourable environment for all those representing the overseas.
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— The British Council and the High Commission work hard to ensure that our strategies are
aligned to achieve public diplomacy goals. The joint public diplomacy campaign was
launched in September this year and has already contributed to refocusing the attention of
the new professional generation on the UK as a partner for their personal and professional
development and business interests. We are also active partners in the new £10 million UK
India Education and Research Initiative launched by the Prime Minister in September 2005.

— Our core challenge is to build the partnerships, relationships and programmes to meet the
needs of the millions of well-informed young people spread across a subcontinent.

Education

The new UK India education and research initiative (UKIERI) allows us to significantly boost the
development of links and policy engagement with India. In higher education the scope of this will include
joint research projects linked to PhD scholarships, collaborative programme delivery including split-site
PhDs, academic exchanges (researchers and students), and policy dialogue. We plan a significant increase
in school-to-school partnerships, and in teacher development and school leadership programmes.

Our core business remains to increase the numbers of Indian students studying in the UK and of
educational joint ventures between theUKand India. Some 16,000 Indians are currently studying in theUK
andwe expect to see numbers continue to increase by around 30% a year.We also selected top candidates for
over one hundred British Chevening Scholarships and supported a nationwide network of 24 alumni groups
of the Association of British Scholars.

Information

Our library network allows us to provide high quality information and educational opportunities to over
100,000 people a year. Our state-of-the-art online delivery systems allow us to extend this reachmuch further
and to promote a range of UK online qualifications. We work with the Indian authorities on systems of
quality assurance andmutual recognition of educational qualifications. This year we will administer around
82,000 UK examinations.

The Arts

We work to secure recognition of the UK’s creative excellence and entrepreneurship, to build new
audiences and to challenge their perceptions, and to establish the UK as the first choice destination for
India’s future leaders in creative entrepreneurship and cultural policy. This year we will have organised
around 200 arts events across India.

Science

Our main focus is on profiling UK creativity and ideas, on building lasting relationships between key
individuals and institutions, and on engaging the young and on exploiting both the media and the India
education initiative to achieve reach. Our priority areas are climate change and the environment,
nanotechnology, pure science, biotech and biomedical, and science communications and education.

Governance

Our focus is on developing mutual understanding through partnership and exchanges which influence
social change, encouraging public debate and awareness of key issues aVecting society and on capacity
building for leadership of social change. Our priority areas are citizenship and participation, equality and
diversity, and justice and rights. We work closely with the Indian government, the judiciary and the police
as well as NGOs on projects in the above areas.

English Language

Our main focus is on capacity building to meet ELT demand/needs, on building relationships with key
institutions to achieve influence, and on demonstrating the UK’s global leadership in innovation. Our
teaching centre in Delhi provides a strong base of expertise to feed into our library and online services, and
to support the development of strong networks for Indian teachers of English.

Relationships brokered by the UK broaden the international outlook of young people

— people exchanges in education; and

— youth leadership—Dreams and Teams, Beyond Borders, Global Exchange.
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The UK is increasingly recognised as the country of choice for partnering positive social change

— professional networks in women’s studies, legal education, corporate social responsibility,
disability, reforms and awareness, judiciary and governance; and

— Delhi 2010 and London 2012.

There is an increase in the number of quality relationships between the UK and other countries

— institutional links in science, environment and education; and

— future leaders—Chevening and BC seminars.

The UK is increasingly recognised as the country of choice for creative ideas and achievement

— Big Bang—high profile, large scale media friendly innovative events;

— Buzz—centre programmes; and

— Battle for ideas—intellectual engagement.

World Authority

— Policy dialogue in education, culture and creative industries.

— Excellence in English.

— 550,000 people visited our website last year.

— 25,000 people visited our teaching centre last year.

— 82,000 students took exams with us last year.

— 17,000 students studied in the UK last year.

— 50 visitors were sent from here to the UK through the British Council.

— 100 people participated in exchange visits with the UK through the British Council.

Education Roadshows

In North, South, East and West India attracted 95,000 visitors against a target of 50,000.

A Midsummer Night’s Dream

TimSupple’s production ofAMidsummerNight’s Dreamwill tour throughout India and Sri Lanka before
visiting the UK.

The UK India Education and Research Initiative

This initiative, arising from research carried out by British Council India, was announced by the Prime
Minister during his visit to India in September 2005. A commitment of £10 million from the UK
Government will be augmented by contributions from the business sector and the educational institutions
involved. Over the next five years we will create a step change in the educational relations between India and
the UK so that in the longer term the UK and India becomes each other’s partner of choice in education.

— UK Department for Education and Skills (in a £10 million education initiative).

— UK Department for International Development (in developing global schools partnerships and
Higher Education links).

— UK Department for Culture Media and Sport (for Delhi 2010 and London 2012).

— The Royal Society (in our science programmes).

— Universities UK and the devolved UK administrations.

We are engaging more and more with the private sector in both India and the UK, and are increasingly
looking toUK institutions as partners in the development and delivery of new regional and global products.

— Young professional people aged between 15 and 35 who are international in outlook, educated in
English medium, ambitious and keen to develop their skills. This is an audience of approximately
seven million people, 87% of whom live in 26 cities.

— We manage close personal relationships with around 1,500 senior contacts throughout India and
about 70 professional networks.

— We also reach the wider public through large and medium-scale events in the arts, science and
education ensuring that they receive extensive coverage in the print and broadcast media.
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APPENDIX 7

Further supplementary memorandum by the British Council

1. Breakdown of Finances

British Council India total budget of £10.9 million in 2005–06 was made up as follows:

£4.7 million Grant in aid from the FCO
£1.5 million Library revenue
£4.35 million Examinations and teaching revenue
£350K Education promotion, including £81K from the Education UK partnership

2. Foreign Campus Activity in India

The main foreign campus in India is a Western International University campus aYliated to WIU,
Phoenix, Arizona. It is accredited by the Higher Learning Commission of the North Central Association of
Colleges and Schools, USA, who last visited in 2004. It oVers US degrees. When asked if it was legal, the
Secretary General of the Association of Indian Universities said “it is probably not legal”. It is run by the
Apollo-Modi private group of companies who are very influential and are running a longstanding lobbying
campaign against over-regulation of foreign providers in India. At a recent conference, the CEO was
verbally attacked on the subject of private education and the campus is clearly very sensitive.

Wigan and Leigh College run a series of franchise operations across India oVering a Graduate Diploma
fromWigan and Leigh College UK and a parallel Edexcel HNDwhich allows access to UK universities for
a one year top-up. WLC India have frequently been in the press with accusations of misleading students
about the status of the UK degree. We understand that they have improved quality assurance considerably
recently. Less obviously, there are many Indian colleges that oVer partnerships withUKandUS institutions
and act as a feeder to them on a 2!2 or a 2!1 model (two years in India followed by one or two years in
US/UK to complete the degree)—these tend to take a lower profile and oVer both the joint programme and
purely local programmes. This latter model oVers a more secure and less controversial route for UK
institutions and is our preferred approach.

Although the Western International University is at present tolerated there is no guarantee that this will
continue. The Government have recently demonstrated their resolve in dealing with such issues by sealing
and closing down a very large number of businesses they considered to be improperly licensed or in
inappropriate locations. The regulatory authorities very much appreciate the approach the UK has taken
up to now (notwithstanding WLC India) in encouraging its institutions to seek accreditation through the
regulatory bodies and work in a cooperative rather than confrontational way. This has stood us in good
stead and we are the only country to get oYcial accreditation for two jointly delivered programmes through
the All India Council for Technical Education (AICTE). Our strong preference is to continue the
partnership approach whereby UK institutions work closely with Indian analogues and to avoid the risks
associated with setting up campuses or franchises in an uncertain regulatory environment.

We are in a positive dialogue with the regulatory authorities to explore the scope for UK education
institutions to engage as productively as possible in India including the option of physical presence.

APPENDIX 8

Memorandum by Cambridge Assessment

Cambridge Assessment’s Role in India

Cambridge Assessment, the largest assessment agency in Europe, is best known in the UK for its
examination board, OCR. Less well known are its two international boards—University of Cambridge
International Examinations (CIE) and University of Cambridge English for Speakers of Other Languages
Examinations (Cambridge ESOL) which operate in over 150 diVerent countries.

Cambridge ESOL

The relative prevalence of the English language is a significant competitive advantage for India and
unsurprisingly the country is the scene of a great deal of activity for Cambridge ESOL. The organisation
has recently opened an oYce in Chennai in collaboration with CambridgeUniversity Press and in 2005more
than 100,000 Cambridge ESOL examinations were taken in India.
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The vocational and corporate sectors are a particularly important area of growing activity and demand
for Cambridge ESOL exams. The development and globalisation of the Indian economy, especially in the
call-centre, BPO (Business Process Outsourcing) and IT sectors, has created new demands on the Indian
workforce. In particular, as the population which speaks English as a first language finds new employment
opportunities in key professional sectors, companies are increasingly having to recruit employees who speak
English as a second language to fill a rapidly increasing number of vacancies in call centres and other BPO
industries.

This situation has generated a skills gap because those speaking English as a second language do not have
the language proficiency needed by this sector; indeed less than 10%of applicants for BPO jobs are recruited.
This is posing a major challenge for India in striving to keep its international competitive advantage, and
for the companies that are having to invest heavily in language training programmes.

Cambridge ESOL is now playing a pivotal role in providing international standards and benchmark
qualifications in language proficiency to bridge the skills gap between the education and corporate sectors.

— The Cambridge ESOLBusiness English Certificate (BEC) has been adopted by the state education
authorities in Tamil Nadu and West Bengal as the benchmark qualification for students entering
the workforce. These two states are at the forefront of improving educational standards in
vocational colleges, particularly in English language skills, in order to attract higher shares of
overseas investment. Mr Jatindranath Swain, Commissioner of Technical Education in Tamil
Nadu, states “Research among employers in the IT and service sectors shows that our students are
technically competent and have a strong work ethic, but they miss out on communication skills,
especially spoken English. BEC is very practical and relevant and has helped our students become
more competent and confident by improving language proficiency.”

— BEC is being made available in over 100 colleges in each of these two states and it is anticipated
that within three years more than 30,000 students will benefit from taking a BEC certificate.

— In preparing for BEC, students have to develop proficiency in all four language skills: reading,
writing, listening and speaking, and it is this comprehensive approach to benchmarking language
competency that is valued by employers in India.

— BEC has wide recognition across India, and has been taken by employees in organisations like
WHO, World Bank, Tata Group, Siemens, HSBC, Nestle, and many more. Many companies use
BEC as part of their internal training programmes, including Wipro, JP Morgan & HCL Capital
Market Services.

For companies that require an immediate assessment of the language skills of employees or job applicants,
the Cambridge ESOL computer based Business Language Testing Service (BULATS) is an ideal tool.

— BULATS has been adopted as a language assessment tool by companies like Infosys and Wipro,
which are driving economic growth in India. It is also being trialled by NASSCOM, the national
representative body of the BPO sector in India, for adoption as a standardised recruitment tool
across the whole BPO and software sectors.

— A critical area that needs to be addressed to achieve these goals is teacher training. There is a need
in India for English teachers to retrain in order to teach language skills using communicative
methodology. Cambridge ESOL is working closely with the British Council to provide teacher
training and assessment. This year the Cambridge ESOL Teaching Knowledge Test is being
introduced as a basic level certificate for teachers.

India sees a significant entry for IELTS (International English Language Testing System), oVered at
centres throughout India at centres run by our partners the British Council and IDP Education Australia.
The tests are used largely by Indian nationals seeking higher education or employment in English speaking
countries, including medical jobs in the UK and US, and for immigration to Australia.

Cambridge International Examinations (CIE)

Most of CIE’s activity comes from its school based qualifications—International GCSE (IGCSE),
international “A” Levels and “O” Levels. Until recently, CIE’s base in India has consisted of a number of
international schools scattered throughout the country making around 1,500 entries between them.

However, this situation is changing rapidly. CIE is growing very fast, with some areas providing
significant increases in numbers of schools signing up to aYliate to CIE.

The most active area to date is western India, especially Maharastra, where the number of schools
aYliated to CIE has increased from five in December 2004 to 35 now. These are concentrated in Bombay
and Pune and there are signs of steady expansion to outlying cities.We can expect entries to grow from 1,500
now to 8,000 by 2009 and to increase by 30% annually to 2013. After considerable eVort in Gujarat, CIE
has recently signed up six new schools, thereby doubling its strength. By 2009 there are expected to be
2,000 entries.

Karnataka in the south remains a hub centre for CIE because of Bangalore, where school aYliations have
increased fromfive to 10 in the past year andwe have seen somemovement here towardsA level. Bangalore’s
increasing commitment to IGCSEs is expected to treble from 2,000 entries by 2008–09.
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From a small base in Delhi, CIE has begun to take on schools in the neighbouring states around the
capital. These look set to produce entries next year, rising to around 1,000 entries by 2008 and growing by
25% annually thereafter till 2011.

There are pockets of growth in Madhyha Pradesh, Sikkim, Delhi and West Bengal.

We anticipate growth in the chain school sector, a very popular concept on the sub-continent and are
starting to witness interest in this sphere, mainly originating from Maharastra.

In addition there is also substantial demand for the Diploma for Teachers and Trainers. CIE is working
on an agreement of significant worth for the Diploma with one of the north-eastern states’ Examinations
Board and hopes to make an announcement in April 2006. The programme will be linked to an equally
significant programme for Cambridge ESOL.

APPENDIX 9

Memorandum by the City of London

REPORT TO THE CITY OF LONDON CORPORATION (POLICY COMMITTEE)

Establishment of Representation in India (Mumbai)

This report summarises the results of extensive discussions with government and business during the visit,
and recommends that City representation is established in Mumbai on a two-year basis.

Background

1. In June 2005 your Committee approved the establishment of City Representation in China, and since
November this has been operating successfully in Beijing and Shanghai.

2. At its meeting on 15 December 2005 your Committee agreed that the Chairman should visit India in
order to examine the scope for establishing City representation there.

3. There has in recent months been a very strong focus by HM Government, the City and the business
community in general on China and on the scope oVered by the growth of its economy and its closer
engagement with the world trading system.

4. There has therefore been a risk that the importance of India may have been understated. The two
countries diVer greatly in political and social structure as well as the scope of their international links.
Nevertheless at this stage both look likely to be among the global economic forces of the new century. It is
therefore particularly important that the UK should make the best possible use of its existing cultural,
linguistic, political and trade relationships with India.

Conclusions from the Chairman’s Visit

5. During an intensive four-day programme in New Delhi and Mumbai, the Chairman met the British
High Commissioner and members of his team in both centres, together with twelve other companies or
business groups. He also hosted a high-level dinner in Mumbai which generated much frank and useful
discussion.

6. The organisations visited in India were—

— Bombay First;

— Confederation of Indian Industries;

— Exim Bank;

— HSBC;

— ICICI Bank;

— Indian Banks Association;

— National Stock Exchange of India;

— Reserve Bank of India;

— Standard Chartered;

— State Bank of India;

— Tata Sons Ltd; and

— Reliance Industries.
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7. One consistent message emerged from all the discussions during the visit, which was the scope for the
United Kingdom to develop its commercial links with India, in terms both of financial services and visible
trade, to fill a need which was, by default, being filled at the moment by other countries, notably the USA.
Despite the work of HMGovernment’s trade promotion staV, and the obvious success of some UK-based
firms, those to whom the Chairman spoke, whether Indian or British, were unanimous in their support for
City representation.

8. Such a presence would have the task of generating better engagement between India as a user and the
City as a supplier of the expertise and capital needed at this stage of India’s development, and to carry out
the following functions—

(i) To promote the services of the City to Indian public and private sector customers. These services
are likely to include (inter alia)—

— Asset management;

— Business consultancy;

— Business education, training and qualifications;

— Infrastructure finance including PPP;

— Insurance;

— Listings and the raising of equity capital;

— London’s commodity, derivative and other exchanges; and

— Pensions and long-term savings.

(ii) To promote the City as a location for business representation by Indian financial services
companies (physical inward investment).

(iii) To facilitate business development by City firms by providing support for their visits to India, for
example by making introductions, providing briefing material and making available space for
meetings.

(iv) To assist in planning and providing operational support for future visits by the Lord Mayor, the
Chairman of Policy and other City Corporation Members and staV.

(v) To gain intelligence onmarket opportunities for dissemination toCity firms, and to identify formal
or informal barriers to market access for financial and related business services (such as still exist
in insurance and the law) so that action to overcome them can be taken by the relevant authorities.

Terms of Reference and Branding

9. The Representation will be funded and managed by the City Corporation. It will therefore be
accountable to the Director of Economic Development and will report through him on a regular basis to
your Committee.

10. It is important to establish, however, that the identity of the operation will be that of the City of
London, as the brand for the UK-based wholesale financial and business services sector. This follows the
pattern of the City OYce in Brussels, and the representation in China.

Location and Structure

11. The general recommendation from those consulted both in the UK and in India was that only one
operation was needed, to be based in Mumbai as India’s leading business centre.

12. Members will recall that in China the availability of “Launchpad” space in the business centres run
by the China-Britain Business Council made the centres an obvious choice for the operations, at least
initially. Using such space removed the need for identifying property and entering into commercial rental
agreements.

13. No such option exists in Mumbai. In addition oYce property is expensive and the choice is not
necessarily extensive.

14. The majority of those consulted advised that the way forward initially would be to rent space at the
British Deputy High Commission. There would be potential disadvantages in terms of too close an
identification with UK national commercial interests, as opposed to promoting the international character
of the City, and the limitations on access by outsiders dictated by a secure and guarded environment.

15. Your OYcers believe that these are outweighed by the advantages that such a location would oVer
and recommend it as a first choice. However, it remains possible that the BDHC may be prevented by its
own management chain from oVering such facilities and in that event it would be necessary to rent
commercial space. The cost estimates below therefore set out each alternative.
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Staffing andManagement

16. It is proposed that the operation should have one full-time employee, a locally-recruited Indian
national. The payroll and other implications of the City Corporation having a single employee in a foreign
centre are being examined by your oYcers and it is possible that a vehicle other than direct employment will
be identified. The estimates below include a realistic figure for the costs of employing a local member of staV
in addition to his/her salary. We assume that the employee would need to travel a certain amount within
India, and would also need to come to London for initial training and orientation, plus some visits
thereafter.

17. A senior British (or possibly Indian) business figure would be retained on a consultancy basis as
Senior Adviser to give part of his/her time to providing advice and guidance to the operation and to making
political and business introductions at a high level (this equates to the role of the Senior Advisers in China,
who have added considerable value to the work of the operations there). The names of several possible
candidates were put to the Chairman during his visit.

18. Finally, an Advisory Board of senior Indian and British business figures should be assembled to steer
the work of the operation and to supplement the role of the Senior Adviser.

Remembrancer
Parliamentary Agent to the City of London

14 March 2006

APPENDIX 10

Memorandum by CliVord Chance LLP

Summary

1. TheUK legal services industry is a world leader in the provision of legal services internationally. There
are significant investment opportunities for UK law firms in India, but restrictions on the practice of law in
India make it impossible for UK law firms to pursue these opportunities fully, even though Indian lawyers
may freely practise here. The restrictions in India also impede the growth of the Indian economy.
Liberalisation of the legal services market in India, by permitting foreign law firms to open oYces and
practise law in India, would benefit UK law firms, but would also contribute to the development of the
Indian economy, and assist the dissemination of legal skills. We hope the Select Committee will recognise
the key importance of legal services, and that the Committee will recommend that the UK government
continue to press, and indeed increase their eVorts to press, the Indian government to resolve these issues.

Clifford Chance and the UK Legal Services Industry

2. This submission is made on behalf of CliVord Chance LLP, in response to the invitation by the House
of Commons Select Committee on Trade & Industry to submit evidence on trade and investment
opportunities with India.

3. CliVord Chance is the first fully integrated global law firm, with 28 oYces in 19 countries, and over
3,700 legal advisers, the largest number of whom are based in London.We are regulated by the Law Society
of England and Wales.

4. According to a report by International Financial Services London, published in March 2005, legal
services contributed £12.9 billion or 1.4% of the UK’s GDP in 2002, net exports generated by international
law firms totalled £1,802 million in 2003, and international law firms in London generated an estimated £2.6
billion in UK tax revenue in 2001–02.

5. Our policy has been to follow clients’ needs and expectations in deciding where to set up oYces. Thus,
the countries where we have oYces include the United States of America, all of the major European
economies and other key growth economies around the world such as Brazil, Russia and China.

6. The big exception is India, where local regulatory constraints currently prohibit foreign law firms from
establishing oYces.

7. It is clear that India is a very important market, and that its importance will continue to grow over the
coming decade. There are significant trade and investment opportunities for all kinds of UK businesses.

8. We note the Committee intends to focus its inquiry on the IT, life sciences, aerospace and financial
services sectors. Nevertheless, we would like to stress that legal services play a crucial role in any major
transaction, whether it is a joint venture between telecommunications companies, an aircraft refinancing
project, the establishment of a bank branch oYce, or the construction and financing of a cross-border gas
pipe-line. All of these are likely to require expert and detailed advice in the law of more than one jurisdiction
from lawyers with experience in multi-jurisdictional commercial transactions.
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9. Legal services are therefore just as important as other infrastructure services, such as financial or
telecommunications services, in facilitating foreign investment and developmental projects that oVer many
benefits to developing countries, including India. Large investors and global corporates would be much
more reluctant to participate in projects without the assurance provided by competent and experienced legal
advisors.

10. Our concerns are largely shared by other international law firms, as well as by the Law Society of
England and Wales, which has been very active in this debate.

Legal Services and Restrictions in India

11. The statement that international law firms are necessary for the successful completion of these
complex transactions is not intended as a criticism of Indian lawyers. We work closely with a number of
leading Indian law firms and recognise the competence and ability of their lawyers. However, a number of
factors mean that Indian firms do not yet have the same breadth and depth of expertise as the international
law firms. Indian firms are relatively small (the largest is about one-twentieth the size of CliVord Chance),
which can create logistical problems on very large or complex transactions. Further, they have limited
exposure to international markets, since India is just opening up, whereas many of our partners have been
involved in international business throughout their careers and, indeed, were taught by partners with similar
experience. The accumulation of this expertise in India can only be delayed if the legal work on many major
Indian transactions continues to be done outside the country.

12. We have been providing services to clients based or active in India for many years, working not only
for international clients investing in the country, but also for Indian companies.Much of our work, and that
of similar international firms, is international and involves assisting financial institutions and commercial
organisations in connection with the acquisition, development and financing of businesses around the
world. This includes infrastructure, natural resources, the development of the capital and financial markets
and privatisations, as well as foreign direct investment more generally.

13. However, we are not able to establish an oYce in India. This hampers our ability to oVer a full service
to clients, and constrains our further investment in India. We also believes that the failure to liberalise legal
services impedes the development of the Indian economy (see below).

14. Our service to clients is aVected in a number of ways. We are not able to advise directly on Indian
law. The diVerence in time zones makes working on Indian transactions more costly and less time-eYcient
(because we do not have an oYce in India). The result is that it is not possible to deliver a “seamless” service,
as we have to refer some work to Indian law firms.

15. The main reasons that foreign law firms are prohibited from establishing in India appear to be
historical barriers, and continuing opposition from the local legal profession. Indian lawyers fear that
foreign law firms will take work away from them—advocacy is a particular concern.

16. We believe that their concerns about the impact that foreign law firms would have on their practice
aremisplaced. There is minimal overlap between our practice and the practices of the vastmajority of Indian
lawyers. CliVord Chance and other international law firms will not be competing with Indian law firms in,
for example, matrimonial, domestic conveyancing, wills, or criminal law, and, most importantly, will not be
seeking advocacy rights (advocacy being the area that forms the core of the business ofmost Indian lawyers).

17. There may be some overlap with the larger Indian commercial firms, but we know that they have been
preparing for the arrival of the foreign law firms for some years and that, inter alia, pricing diVerentials will
limit direct competition for some years to come. It should also be noted that law firms are partnerships and
do not have the capital raising powers of, say, banks. It is therefore likely that any Indian oYce would
initially be much smaller than the large Indian commercial firms.

18. Indian lawyers point to restrictions in domestic legislation that, they argue, would place them at a
competitive disadvantage vis-à-vis foreign law firms.We understand that these restrictionsmean that Indian
law firms: may not practise in a partnership of more than 20 partners; may not advertise; may not share fees
between lawyers and non-lawyers; may not charge contingency fees; and may operate only as sole
proprietorships or as partnerships with unlimited liability for its constituent partners.

19. We recognise that such restrictions could be detrimental to Indian law firms competing with foreign
law firms. However, a number of these restrictions are, in practice, easily overcome. For example, parallel
partnerships have been established to overcome the 20 partner rule (one of the leading Indian law firms
claims to have 28 partners in its brochure). Other restrictions, such as the inability to establish limited
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liability partnerships, existed here until very recently and (as the very successful development of the legal
sector in the UK shows) are not fundamental impediments to growth. All of the restrictions could be lifted
by the Indian government and/or Bar Council of India, the Indian regulatory body that oversees the legal
profession. In the meantime, foreign law firms could be allowed to practise in India subject to restrictions
designed to create a level playing field until such time as the restrictions on Indian law firmswere successfully
removed.

20. This approach has been adopted in the recent report to UK Ministers of a team of British lawyers,
following meetings with their Indian counterparts, as one of the task forces set up by the United Kingdom-
India Joint Economic and Trade Committee (JETCO). The report, which we recommend to the Select
Committee’s attention, proposed a staged programme of liberalisation, beginning with limited opening, so
as to give the Indian Government, Parliament and profession time to ensure a fully level playing field before
allowing full entry of foreign lawyers into the Indian legal services market. This would broadly follow the
same lines as the Chinese scheme. The report also advised against a suggestion made by the India team for
a form of highly regulated joint ventures with Indian firms, without liberalisation in the full sense.

The Case for Liberalisation

21. While liberalisation in the Indian legal services sector would benefit both individual UK law-firms
and the UK economy, we believe there are clear benefits also for India itself. The multinational companies
for which we typically act need sophisticated, complex legal advice, often spanning a number of
jurisdictions. International law-firms therefore provide a service which would otherwise not be available,
the lack of which may deter inward investment in that jurisdiction.

22. Liberalisation of legal services in India would also create much enhanced employment opportunities
for Indian lawyers.

23. As noted above, we do not generally compete directly with local law-firms.While we operate in a very
competitive environment, we compete with other global law-firms rather than with local lawyers; indeed,
we employ, train and enter into partnership with local lawyers, where permitted, thus transferring our skills
to them. Local regulations which prevent us from doing this hamper our attempts to provide a
comprehensive service to clients as well as curtailing career prospects and experience for local lawyers.

24. Nevertheless, competition head to head with international law firms would strengthen the Indian
legal system and promote quality work amongst the top Indian law firms.

25. The UK already has one of the most liberal regimes for legal services in the world. There are no
restrictions on the provision of legal advice, whether on the law of this or any other country or supranational
organisation, or on international law. So the concern for ‘reciprocity’, often voiced by Indian lawyers, is
based on a misunderstanding. As the British JETCO report makes clear, we are not seeking for our lawyers
any opportunities in India that Indian lawyers have not had in England for many years. Indeed we have
asked for a lower level of liberalisation than that currently oVered here.

Steps towards Liberalisation

26. The current GATS talks oVer possibilities for liberalisation of legal services in India. Obstacles to this
include the predominance of agriculture in the negotiations, the opposition of the Indian legal community,
and the fact that the UKmust negotiate as part of the EU (and some of the otherMember States have more
protectionist attitudes towards legal services than the UK). There is now considerable urgency in the talks
as practical considerations require they reach a conclusion by the end of 2006, although little real progress
has been made so far on the services negotiations. We would urge the UK government to continue to press
for a successful outcome to the negotiations, including liberalisation in the Indian legal services sector.

27. We would also encourage the UK government, whether through Ministerial interventions, through
UKTrade and Investment or through other channels, to helpUK law firms in their attempts to be permitted
to establish an operating presence in India. While we are willing to accept practising restrictions in India
designed to even out the anti-competitive eVects of any restrictions there may be on Indian law firms, it is
not acceptable for India to impose a blanket restriction on UK lawyers, particularly when Indian lawyers
can benefit from the very liberal regime here.

28. We hope that the Select Committee will agree with our approach, and urge the UK government to
maximise its eVorts to achieve liberalisation of legal services in India. To this end, we would be glad to assist
the Select Committee in any other or further way that it may think useful.

9 January 2006
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APPENDIX 11

Memorandum by the Commonwealth Business Council

Executive Summary

The Commonwealth Business Council (CBC) is making this submission to the UK Parliament’s Trade
and Industry Select Committee’s inquiry into the “Trade and Investment Opportunities with India”.

The submission is based on the council’s ongoingwork to achieve its objectives which is to promote global
trade and investment.

In the first instance CBC made all of its members and other business houses aware of the launch of this
inquiry. Over 400 distinct business institutions received the request. These comprised both of Indian
companies in the UK and British organisations that are already or wishing to do business with India.

In addition to the communication a further announcement was also made to over 100 participants at the
“India Business Group” event held at the Indian High Commission on 7 December 2005.

In both cases it was emphasized that those who wished to make a contribution could make so directly to
the Select Committee or to CBC for inclusion in its own submission.

Subsequently CBC was made aware by some individuals/institutions that they would be making a
submission directly to the Committee.

The second aspect of the process is this particular submission document. The document highlights various
macro-economic aspects of the Indo-UK trade and investments. The document contains a brief analysis of
the trade break-up and recent trends. It also analyses cross border investments made by British companies
into India.

The Council is currently in the process of conducting extensive research of trade and investments between
UK and India. This research covers in-depth issues pertaining to each sector, India’s trade and investments
with other nations, Britain’s trade and investments with other nations. It will go on to analyse whether there
is a structural problem in the Indo-British economic linkages or if perception is the major issue.

Initial findings of that research are listed in this particular submission document.

27 February 2006

1. UK-India Trade Statistics

1.1 Trade in Goods

The UK has always enjoyed a special trading relationship with India. India-UK trade has grown from
£3.6 billion in the year 2001–02 to an expected figure in excess of £5 billion at the close of 2005–06.

India’s export basket to the UK has remained fairly constant in its composition and reflects the strengths
of Indian exports, which have been in the traditional manufacturing sector such as textiles, apparels, crude
materials and various manufactured articles.

In the recent years UK has always had a trade surplus with India, however in the year 2003–04 the
balances tipped in India’s favour giving it a trade surplus of approximately £100 million.

The following tables list the Indo-UK trade figures from the year 20021.

Table 1A

TOP 10 UK IMPORTS FROM INDIA

Item 2005 YTD Oct 2004 2003 2002

1. Articles of Apparels, Clothing, £918,157,092 £879,062,978 £803,383,834 £769,975,339
Footwear and other mfg

2. Textiles, Yarns and Fabrics £535,921,620 £634,508,287 £577,379,114 £513,914,305
and other manufactured
goods

3. Electrical Machinery and £335,995,581 £339,083,647 £291,935,962 £208,159,930
Transport Equipment

4. Chemicals (incl Pharma and £192,302,751 £184,335,266 £165,514,891 £139,866,877
organic) and Related
Products

5. Food & Live Animals £166,568,968 £183,982,077 £189,979,175 £184,622,552
6. Mineral Fuels, Lubricants and £148,824,669 £37,858,373 £63,820,679 £9,778,096
Related Materials

1 Source—National Statistics’ online database utility.
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Item 2005 YTD Oct 2004 2003 2002

7. Crude Materials, In £50,265,447 £53,302,522 £35,761,672 £26,587,762
edibles except Fuels

8. Commodities & Transactions £9,734,549 £11,989,351 £7,672,071 £5,645,860
not classified

9. Beverages & Tobacco £8,730,739 £11,239,053 £7,487,213 £8,952,172
10. Animal and Vegetable Oils £4,480,016 £4,960,258 £4,392,423 £2,710,992

Total Imports £2,370,981,432 £2,340,321,812 £2,147,327,034 £1,870,213,885

Table 1B

TOP 10 UK EXPORTS TO INDIA

Item 2005 YTD Oct 2004 2003 2002

1. Pearls, Precious and Semi £1,344,966,872 £1,178,493,530 £1,287,570,392 £943,627,140
Precious Stones and other mfg

2. Machinery and Transport £486,528,284 £616,588,078 £588,295,181 £480,652,122
Equipment

3. Ores, Metal Scrap and other £233,033,017 £140,988,846 £117,106,176 £82,600,555
crude materials

4. Miscellaneous Manufactured £138,813,513 £129,001,963 £128,400,933 £114,981,991
Articles

5. Chemicals and Related Products £115,472,556 £132,398,291 £127,410,392 £113,186,831
6. Mineral Fuels, Lubricants and £21,497,083 £21,371,731 £15,561,393 £9,424,760
Related Materials

7. Beverages and Tobacco £15,855,695 £15,667,324 £15,255,428 £11,452,510
8. Food and Live Animals £6,438,244 £6,465,268 £6,923,524 £4,668,667
9. Commodities and Transactions £1,181,905 £1,751,271 £5,895,092 £7,228,795
not classified

10. Animal and Vegetable Oils £468,152 £573,968 £618,453 £465,078

Total Exports £2,364,255,321 £2,243,300,270 £2,293,036,964 £1,768,288,449

Major Categories in India’s Exports to UK

1. Medicinal and Pharmaceutical Products: This category of exports did not make it to the top 10 items
exported from India to the UK until the end of 2003. However there has been a significant growth in the
amount of exports in this category. In the year 2003 Indian companies exported £46 million worth of
medicines and other pharmaceutical products to UK. In the year 2005 (until October) the export figure has
already reached to £67 million, indicating over 50% growth rate in less than two years.

2. Apparels: This category has always been the mainstay of Indian exports to the UK. In the year 2003
imported £392 million worth of apparels. There was a modest growth in the year 2004 which resulted in an
increase to £430 million. However as a result of quota abolition in January 2005 under the multi-fibre
agreement, the imports have risen to £519 million (YTD Oct) again resulting in almost 50% increase in less
than two years.

Major Categories in Britain’s Exports to India

1. Pearls/Precious and Semi-Precious Stones: This category of UK exports to India is not reflective of the
traditional UK industry. The UK does not have large a Precious/Semi-Precious Stones domestic industry.
Most of the items under this category are traded by specialist groups in the UK.

The single largest export line-item exported from UK to India is “Pearls/Precious and semi precious
stones”,most of these are thought to have been imported fromBelgiumand other countries for re-exporting.
Belgium’s export figures to India are much higher than those of the UK. If the precious stones line-item is
dropped from the export chart, the figures will reveal a very diVerent picture.

2. Scrap Metal: Another element that stands out in the UK export basket is the scrap-metal category
which again is not reflective of the traditional British economy.

The aforementioned line-items make up for over 66% of UK exports to India indicating a trade basket
where the UK does not have a competitive advantage over other nations. It may also be the case that Indian
market may find some of the high-value British exports very expensive compared to alternatives from other
countries.
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British exports to India also took a dip from 2003 to 2004 but now seemed to have increased in the
year 2005.

1.2 Trade in Services

UK Services Exports to India

UK companies exported roughly £680million worth of services to India in the year 2003 and £812million
in the year 2004.

Top UK Exports include:

— Financial/Business Services.

— Royalties and License Fees.

— Transportation and Travel.

— Insurance.

— Communications.

— Construction.

UK Services Imports from India

India achieved a surplus also in trade in services with the UK. Indian companies exported £744 million
worth of services to UK firms in 2003 and £1,015 million in the year 2004.

Top Indian Exports to the UK include:

— Transportation and Travel.

— IT and Information Services.

— Other Business Services

The trade in services is likely to grow in the Travel and Transportation category with an increase in
tourism and shipping of goods between the two countries.

There has been a significant growth in trade in services between the two nations. In the year 2004 the trade
in services was roughly 40% of the value of total trade in goods. However this gap is expected to reduce
significantly.

1.3 India-UK Trade in the context of India’s trade with other nations

(Source: EXIM Bank of India)

In the year 2004–05, UK was the sixth largest export destination for India after USA, UAE, China,
Singapore and Hong Kong. The exports to UK accounted for 4.5% of India’s total exports.

UK was eighth largest source of imports in the year 2004–05 after China, USA, Switzerland, UAE,
Belgium, Germany and Australia. The imports from UK accounted for 3.2% of India’s total imports.

UK in the context of India-EU Trade

UK is India’s largest export destination in the EU. It is also the third largest source of imports, after
Belgium and Germany. In 2004–05, UK accounted for 20.6% of India’s total exports to the EU and 19.0%
of India’s total imports from the EU.

The growth in India-UK trade has been slower than the overall growth in the India-EU trade. India’s
exports to the EU grew at CAGR of 13% from the year 2000–01 to the year 2004–05 compared to the 11.8%
for India’s exports to the UK in the same period. India’s imports from the EU in the same period recorded
a CAGR of 14.5% and the figure for the UK was a modest 2.5%.

2. UK-India Investment Statistics

2.1 The Process of Investing in India

Foreign companies wanting to invest in India need to take one of the two possible routes:

(Source: Investment Commission of India)
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A. Automatic Approval Route
This route requires no prior approval for Foreign Direct Investment. Post-Facto filing of data
relating to the investment made with the Reserve Bank of India (RBI) is only for records and
data purposes. This route is available to all sectors or activities that do not have a “sector cap”
ie where 100% foreign ownership is permitted, or for the investments that are within a sector
cap (eg less than or equal to 26% share of an Insurance Company) and where the Automatic
route is allowed.

B. Foreign Investment Promotion Board (FIPB) Approval Route
This route is required for investment in sectors where:
(1) The proposed shareholding is above the prescribed sector caps; or
(2) Where the activity belongs to the small list of sectors where FDI is either not allowed or
where it is mandatory that proposals be routed through the FIPB (sectors that require
industrial licensing, for example)

An outline of the broad policies for groups of sectors is provided below:

Manufacturing:

— Most Manufacturing sectors are on the 100% automatic route. Foreign equity is limited only in
some industries like defence equipment (26%) where Industrial License (IL) is mandatory. (IL is
required for distillation and brewing of alcoholic drinks/tobacco cigars, cigarettes and substitutes/
electronic aerospace and defence equipment/industrial explosives/hazardous chemicals/drugs and
pharmaceuticals).

— Most mining sectors are similarly on the 100% automatic route, with foreign equity limits only on
atomic minerals (74%).

— 100% equity is also allowed in non-crop agro-allied sectors (agro-processing) and crop agriculture
under controlled conditions (eg hot houses).

Infrastructure

100% FDI under the Automatic route is allowed for most infrastructure sectors—highways and roads,
ports, inland waterways and transport, and urban infrastructure. Select Infrastructure sectors have defined
caps for example, Telecom Services has a sector cap of 74%; existing Airports (74%); Airlines (49%,
investment from airlines companies is not allowed).

Services

100% FDI under the Automatic route is permitted for many Service sectors such as real estate
construction, townships2, resorts, hotels and tourism (including tour operators and travel agencies, serviced
apartments, convention and exhibition centres), films, IT and IT enabled services, ISP/email/voice mail
services, business services and consultancy, renting and leasing, Venture Capital Funds/Companies (VCFs/
VCCs), medical/health services, education, advertising and wholesale trade and courier services.

The financial intermediation sector has sector caps. So do a few other services like professional services
(51%). Certain Service sectors are being opened up in a phased manner to allow domestic companies to
prepare for global competition. In both Banking and Insurance, foreign investment is permitted subject to
specific caps or entry conditions. FDI in Media is permitted with varying sector caps. There are FDI
restrictions in retail trade with 51% FDI allowed in single brand retail. 100% FDI is permitted inWholesale
cash and carry. Legal services are currently not open to foreign investment.

Restricted List of Sectors

Sectors where FDI is not permitted are restricted to Railways, Atomic Energy and Atomic Minerals,
Postal Service, Gambling and Betting, Lottery and basic Agriculture or plantations.

However, FDI is allowed in Tea Plantations, Floriculture, Horticulture, development of seeds, Animal
Husbandry, Pisciculture and Cultivation of Vegetables, Mushrooms etc. under controlled conditions and
allowed in services related to agro and allied sectors.

Subject to these foreign equity conditions, a foreign company can set up a registered company in India
and operate under the same laws, rules and regulations as any India-owned company.

India extends National Treatment to foreign investors with absolutely no discrimination against foreign
invested companies registered in India or in favour of domestic ones.

2 Foreign Investment Promotion board of India.
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2.2 History of UK Investments in India through FIPB Route

The following table reflects the diVerence between requests for foreign approvals actual investments made
by UK companies for projects in India.

It is normally expected that once a proposal is approved the investment would follow in subsequent years.
But it seems that this is not the case particularly in the years following 2001 when projects amounting to
over £500 million were approved by the Foreign Investment Promotion Board of India.

The diVerence between approvals and actual flows could be due to a variety of reasons including economic
viability of the project and other delays in the system.

It could also be due to the post 9/11 era when many companies stopped investing outside of their home
countries. However there it is diYcult to prove that this may be the case.

Table 2A

TOTAL AMOUNT OF FDI APPROVALS SOUGHT
BY UK COMPANIES

Year FDI Approved(£) FDI Actual (£)

1997 0.69 bn 57.15 mn
1998 457.17 mn 57.15 mn
1999 400.02 mn 57.15 mn
2000 57.15 mn 57.15 mn
2001 0.63 bn 171.44 mn
2002 228.58 mn 194.30 mn
2003 85.72 mn 95.43 mn
2004 171.44 mn 57.72 mn
2005 28.57 mn 112.01 mn

Source:Ministry of Commerce, Government of India

Table 2B

NUMBER OF APPROVALS FROM THE UK

Share of UK in
Year Number of Approvals Total

1999 193 2,224 8.7%
2000 170 2,144 7.9 %
2001 190 2,270 8.4%
2002 188 2,273 8.3%
2003 165 1,874 8.8%
2004 Not Available Not Available Not Available
2005* Not Available Not Available Not Available

Source:Ministry of Commerce, Government of India

(Note: The total amount of approvals sought from UK in the years 2004 and 2005 is available however
the actual number is not.)

Of the 44 foreign investment requests approved by the Foreign Investment Promotion Board of India in
the month of December, only five were from UK based companies.3 These are:

1. Monsoon Garments £625,000
2. Standard Chartered Bank Asset Reconstruction No Inflows
3. British Gas Petroleum No Inflows
4. CDC Asset Reconstruction £9.25 million
5. Richmond Enterprises Agriculture £62,500

Further Action: It will be important to get a complete list of all the Project Approvals and to further
investigate why the investments did not go through. A basic list is being currently prepared by the CBC.

3 Foreign Investment Promotion Board of India.
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2.3 UK’s Position in Indian Investment League Table

Table 2C4

TOP INVESTING NATIONS IN INDIA (£ MILLIONS)

Aug 91– 2002–03 2003–04 2004–05 2005–06 Cumulative
Country Mar 02 Apr–Mar Apr–Mar Apr–Mar Apr–Sept 1991–2005

1 Mauritius 3,789.92 450.31 324.02 644.03 1,005.77 6,272.33
2 USA 1,821.8 1,182.30 205.73 381.73 203.44 2,795.58
3 Netherlands 563.46 100.58 279.44 152.58 38.86 1,134.35
4 Japan 742.33 235.44 44.57 72 56 1,150.92
5 UK 632.03 194.30 95.43 57.72 112.01 1,091.49
6 Germany 518.88 82.29 46.29 82.86 29.72 760.61
7 Singapore 294.30 21.72 21.14 108.15 93.72 537.17
8 France 281.16 64 21.72 66.86 4.57 438.88
9 South Korea 339.45 22.29 13.72 20 32.57 428.02
10 Switzerland 185.72 53.15 25.72 44 36.57 345.73

Total 13617.30 1790.95 1505.22 2042.39 1913.24 20974.83

As seen in table 2C, UK is the fifth largest cumulative investor in India. In the year 2005–06 it is likely to
be the third largest after Mauritius and the USA.

It is not surprising that Mauritius enjoys the pole position in the league tables. This is because of its
economic relation with India that allows investors special tax breaks. Therefore significant sums of
investments are being routed through special purpose vehicles that are being set up in Mauritius.

The special purpose vehicles (particularly investment funds) do not disclose the identity of the actual
investor.

ManyUKprivate investors are using theMauritius route to invest in India, particularly those in the Asset
Management and Real Estate Class. However given the confidentiality agreements in place for these special
purpose vehicles, it is very diYcult to establish the identity and the country of the actual investor.

2.4 Accounting Investment inflows into India

Unlike China, India does not include in its annual FDI figures investments of retained earnings by
companies back into the local businesses.

Many UK companies have long established themselves in India such as Standard Chartered, HSBC,
Unilever, Shell, Cairn, BP etc and have made major investments into the local economy.

The following table lists the Retained Earnings that are invested back into the Indian Economies by
British companies5:

Table 2D

FRESH AND RE-INVESTMENTS MADE IN INDIA BY UK COMPANIES

2002 2003 2004
£m £m £m

Fresh Investments 194.3 95.43 57.72
Retained Earnings Re-Invested 84.58 99.43 214.3
Total Net Investments by UK Companies6 278.87 194.87 272.01

The table clearly depicts that UK companies continue to make significant investments into the local
Indian economy.

4 Department of Industrial Policy & Promotion, Government of India.
5 National Statistics.
6 The Pink Book 2005: National Statistics.
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2.5 Overseas Investments made by UK Companies

UK Companies made £51 billion (as per the Pink Book 2005—Issued by National Statistics) overseas
investments in the year 2004. This figure also includes re-investments of retained earnings. However as
depicted in Table 2C the total investments made into India in the year 2004 are only £476 million which is
less than 1% of the total overseas investments made by UK companies.

Majority of the overseas investments made by UK companies were in the following regions: European
Union, North America and the Far East.

2.6 Sectors Attracting the Highest Investment in India

Table 2E

SECTORS ATTRACTING HIGHEST INVESTMENTS IN INDIA

Sector FDI Inflows (£ million)
2002–03 2003–04 2004–05 2005–06 Cumulative
Apr–Mar Apr–Mar Apr–Mar Apr–Nov 1991–2005

1. Electrical Equipments (including 368.02 304.02 412.02 466.88 2,778.43
Computer S/W and Electronics)

2. Transportation 260.01 176.01 102.29 96.01 1,785.24
3. Telecommunications 127.44 66.29 73.72 89.51 1,636.09
4. Services (including Financial and 186.30 153.72 268.01 227.44 1,661.80

Non-Financial)
5. Fuels (including Power and Oil 67.43 64.57 94.86 10.86 1,436.65

Refinery)
6. Chemicals 73.72 11.43 113.15 109.15 1,072.63
7. Food Processing 21.14 63.43 21.72 20.57 670.32
8. Drugs and Pharmaceuticals 22.86 62.29 166.87 63.43 540.60
9. Cement and Gypsum 125.71 258.30 426.31
10. Metallurgical 26.86 18.29 109.72 69.72 356.59

Source: Department of Industrial Policy & Promotion, Government of India

2.7 Break-up of UK Investments into India

(Source:Ministry of Commerce, Government of India)

Fuels (Power/Oil Refinery): 40%
Telecommunications: 22%
Chemicals: 7%
Services: 5%
Sugar: 4%
Other: 22%

(Note: These percentages represent cumulative figures)

This break-up depicts that either the risk-appetite of UK companies to invest in emerging economies is
still low or that UK companies face increasing barriers to enter into India, particularly in the services sector.

2.8 Indian Investments into the UK

(Source: EXIM Bank of India)

Indian companies are also increasingly investing abroad with UK is a preferred destination. During April
1996 and August 2005, total approved Outward Direct Investments (ODI) to UK amounted £442 million,
which was 5.4% of India’s total outward investment of £8.1 billion in the period. UK is the sixth largest
destination for India’s investment abroad after Russia, USA, Mauritius, Sudan and British Virgin Island
(Table 2F). It may be noted that in the recent period, 2004–05 and 2005–06 (April to August), UK has been
the fourth largest destination after Russia, USA and Mauritius, and more recently in the first five months
of 2005–06, total approved investments to UK have surpassed the entire annual approved investment
amount of the previous year 2004–05, making UK the second most attractive destination after USA.
According to the Ministry of External AVairs, 60% of India’s investments to Europe are directed towards
UK. In 2004–05, India was the 8th largest investor in the UK in terms of number of projects.
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Table 2F

INDIAN OUTBOUND INVESTMENT (£ millions)

Apr 1996– 2005–06
Rank Country Mar 2002 2002–03 2003–04 2004–05 (Apr–Aug) Total

1. Russia 996.7476 0.0855 0.8151 613.4169 0.6099 1,611.675
2. USA 878.2731 105.6039 118.0698 143.4861 77.4231 1,322.856
3. Mauritius 352.4538 76.0095 100.0863 85.1466 31.863 645.5592
4. Sudan 0 427.5 92.3571 29.3835 24.5841 573.8247
5. British Virgin Island 442.6221 1.8639 2.8044 74.9037 8.3847 530.5788
6. UK 234.0534 19.6821 78.9336 40.9545 68.457 442.0806
7. Bermuda 132.5991 16.5015 81.2022 126.1182 1.482 357.903
8. Hong Kong 253.7184 8.436 9.2055 41.9748 12.6654 326.0001
9. Singapore 87.1872 26.6703 9.0345 136.2471 11.1093 270.2484
10. Australia 3.9843 54.1329 52.9359 90.4932 16.5129 217.74

During January 2000 toAugust 2005, theGovernment of India has approved a total of 132 Joint Ventures
(JVs) and 399WhollyOwned Subsidiaries (WOS) inUK.Considering the individual years in the said period,
a maximum of 89 WOS and 25 JVs were approved in 2003. There was a general trend of increase in WOS
between 2000 and 2003 before it declined slightly in 2004. However, in 2005 it has picked up with 58
approvals in the period January to August, and is likely to surpass the annual figure of 2004. The number
of JVs has remained stable in the range of 21–25 per year in the said period.

India’s investments in UK have taken place in diverse sectors and in various sizes. Indian investors are
increasingly looking at UK as a gateway to the EU. The two major sectors which have attracted Indian
investments are software development services and pharmaceuticals. Others include textiles, handicrafts,
engineering goods, iron and steel, electrical equipment, shipping, gems and jewellery, IT Enables services,
financial services, media and entertainment, automobile components, food processing, chemicals and
chemical products, leather and leather products, plastic and plastic products, paper products, printing,
packaging, tea processing, hospitals and hotels and restaurants. A select list of Indian investors in UK is
provided in Annexure 2.

3. Issues for UK Companies Investing in India

Another way of looking at an engagement model between India and UK is the structure of the UK
economy. The structure also reflects the historical comparative advantages of the UK economy and the
ramifications of the rise of Indian economy.

The services sector represents 73% of the UKGDP and 79% of the work-force7 but only 5% of all British
investments into India are in the services sector.

3.1 Insurance

The Insurance sector in India has a 26% cap for foreign participants. This cap makes entry into India
economically unviable for a foreign company.

Despite the cap there have been a few joint ventures such as: Prudential-ICICI; Royal Sun-Sundaram;
Allianz-Bajaj, AIG-Tata, ING-Vyasya, Standard Life-HDFC etc. But largely the international industry
remains extremely interested but frustrated with the state of aVairs in the Reforms in the Indian
Insurance sector.

Another dimension of the insurance sector is the Lloyds of London’s that is not permitted to operate in
India under the current Foreign Investment regulations. The structure of Lloyds which is not a company
but a syndicate/market precludes Lloyds from operating in India. This matter is being addressed by both
parties on an exceptional basis.

3.2 Banking and Financial Services

Although the banking sector in India is open to foreign investment, however the foreign banks are not
permitted to own more than 5% stake in profitable public sector banks. However poorly performing banks
are available for acquisition.

This makes acquisition led growth an expensive and risky proposition and organic growth the only route.
Most international banks are following the latter.

7 Globalisation and the UK: strength and opportunity to meet the economic challenge. December 2005, HM Treasury.
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Public Sector banks account for 75% of the total assets in India.

Standard Chartered, HSBC and Citibank are one of the oldest foreign operators in India. These three
banks between them manage more than 65% of the total assets of foreign banks.

3.3 Legal Services

This sector is currently not open to Foreign Participation. The issue of Legal Services is being discussed
under the JETCO agenda. Working Groups were set up on both sides and have submitted their
recommendations to the respective Governments.

There continues to be a strong opposition in the Indian legal fraternity on opening up of the Indian Legal
sector. The Indian legal community feels that foreign lawyers will take almost all of the work and render
them jobless. However the position of foreign law firms is that they are only interested in corporate work
and not litigation matters.

3.4 Telecommunications

India is all set to overtake China as a country with the fastest growing Mobile phone handset market. A
similar growth rate is also expected in the internet user take up rate.

The Government of India has recently increased the ceiling on foreign investment in the
telecommunications sector to 74%. UK mobile operators did not enter the Indian market a few years ago
when licenses were available for international operators. The reasons cited were heavy regulations and
diYcult regime in the industry. However those operators that did enter the market are now reaping the
benefits of an unprecedented growth.

Recently Vodafone took a 10% stake in India’s largest mobile phone operator (Bharti Telecom). Other
companies may find it diYcult to enter the market with the existing conditions. Acquisitions still remain a
viable option.

3.5 Healthcare

UK healthcare providers are able to oVer world-class standards and other quality procedures to their
Indian counterparts. However the competition in this area continues to be strong. Most Indian healthcare
providers continue to conform to the American JIC Standards.

The Indian healthcare providers are also seeking tie-ups with international providers andmajor university
hospitals. This is an area where UK providers can make significant inroads. Speed of entry will be crucial
as many European and American providers have found joint-venture partners in India.

In 2004 UK exported roughly £15 billion worth of Healthcare related products and services of which very
little went to India.

Liaison with the State Governments with India continues to be a challenge.

3.6 Education

UK universities are facing stiV challenge from other countries in attracting top Indian talent despite
increase in the number of Indian students coming to the UK.

The major competitor to UK continues to be USA closely followed by Australia, Canada and Singapore.

US, Australia, Canada oVer the students a one year legal working period post completion of their degree.
Most students are able to secure permanent jobs through work permits during this year long period. This
allows these countries to retain foreign talent. However there is no such allowance in theUKand the student
must leave the country as soon as their student visa expires should they fail to secure a work-permit.

3.7 Agriculture

The agriculture sector is largely closed to foreign investors; however food processing and contract farming
are areas where foreign investment is permitted.

Agri-economy contributes roughly 23% to the Indian economy but employs 2/3rd of its total workforce.
This demonstrates huge productivity and eYciency problems. In some instances more than half of the agri-
produce went waste as there weren’t enough cold-storage facilities available.

Agri-processing oVers tremendous opportunities for all major stakeholders.
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3.8 Publishing

The publishing industry is yet to fully capitalise on India’s growth citing weak copyright enforcement as
the main reason. India remains one of the largest sources of pirated works of publishers. The copyright acts
in India are one of the stringiest in the world however enforcement still remains an issue.

3.9 Retail

Reforms in Retail sector were recently announced by Ministry of Commerce & Industry. Under the new
sets of reforms, up to 49% Foreign Investment is permitted for Single Brand retail groups. For instance Ikea
and Adidas will be able to set up retail shops however stores like Tesco and Sainsbury that sell branded
products of other companies are still prohibited from setting up operations in India.

TheMinistry of Commerce has indicated that it is trying to create a framework to protectmillions of small
business/store owners.

3.10 Creative Industries

Other areas of Creative Industries that oVer significant opportunities for UK companies are: Gaming and
Animation, Product and Fashion Design; Film and Music; Broadcast including television and Radio.

Advertising and Films: 100% FDI with automatic approval is allowed, but certain conditions apply in
film industry.

Broadcasting: FDI is limited to 20% in FM terrestrial broadcasting, with prior government approval.
NRIs and OCBs may hold as much as 49%. For direct-to-home broadcasting and up-linking hubs, foreign
investment from all sources is limited to 49% (with a maximum FDI component of 20%), again with prior
government approval. In satellite broadcasting, FDI is also limited to 49% with prior government
approvals. TV channels, irrespective of the ownership or management control, have to up-link from India
provided they comply with the broadcast code.

FDI is limited to 26% (including portfolio investment) in news channels up-linking from India.
Entertainment channels face no FDI limit. Cable Network: FDI is limited to 49% (inclusive of both FDI
and portfolio).

Print Media: In 2002, the Government of India opened up the sector to foreign investment, with a 26%
equity cap for news publications and a 74% cap for non-news publications. FDI is permitted up to 100% in
printing Science and Technology magazines/journals, subject to prior government approval.

Policy Update (2005)—Government has announced foreign investment in Indian print media open,
though within the 26% FDI cap. The sector is open for facsimile editions of foreign newspapers, apart from
hiking syndication levels to 20%. The decision comes after the Union cabinet gave its nod to the proposals
on 16 June. Till now, only foreign direct investment up to 26%was allowed in the print media but the revised
guidelines permit investments by foreign institutional investors, PIOs, and NRIs, though sticking to the
same FDI cap.

4. Issues for Indian Companies Investing in UK

Of all the problems raised by Indian firms entering into the UK, majority fell into two broad categories:

4.1 Skills, Visa and Work-Permit Related

These issues have already been raised by NASSCOM: the apex body representing Indian IT and Services
companies.

The issue is one of the items under the JETCO agenda and was brought up in the meetings between
Secretary of State for Trade The Rt Hon Alan Johnson and IndianMinister of Commerce & Industry, Hon
Kamal Nath.

The Indian companies did however raise the issue of their inability to fill in positions due to lack of skilled
labour in the UK.

4.2 Government Contract Procurement

Indian companies find it diYcult to get government contracts. This is particularly true in the case of IT
and IT services companies since this is the single largest segment of all the Indian companies operating in
the UK.

The central Government Procurement is made through a list of preferred vendors. Less than five Indian
companies are currently on the list of qualified vendors. The categorisation is part of the UKGovernment’s
programme called “Catalist”.
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It is said that no new companies can get on the preferred supplier list for another three years. This creates
arbitrage opportunities.

For those Indian companies or any other as a matter of fact that wish to supply to the UK Government
agencies, they have to do so through the existing suppliers. The existing suppliers would charge the ultimate
supplier a 10–15% premium for being the intermediary.

Thus the UK Government is not necessarily getting the cheapest solution.

Example

A Government department procures from one or more of the companies listed in the preferred vendors
list. This preferred vendor further sub-contracts an Indian company and charges it 10–15% premium which
it passes it on to the Government Agency. To the Agency it seems that the preferred vendor is supplying the
services and it may seem to be the case as the preferred vendor actually manages the account relationship.
However bulk of the work is being done by the sub-contracted company.

Therefore the Government Agency is in a way passing the work to a company that is not a preferred
vendor and paying a 10–15% premium to the intermediary for pass-through contract.

(Background Provided by India Business Group Members. This group represents all the Indian
Companies in the UK. The group was formed by the High Commission and is now managed by CBC).

4.3 Other Non-TariV Based Barriers

Issue of Healthcare

The Indian Healthcare companies would like the NHS to outsource diagnostics, clinical-trials and other
services. Some of the providers have been lobbying hard but are finding resistance in the NHS trusts.

The Indian providers earlier wanted to explore the option of medical-tourism, however it has been
communicated to them that the UK Government will not entertain that request.

They may continue to pursue the self-paying market.

Issue of Ayurveda

The Ayurvedic Medicines (Indian traditional herbal medicines) will soon be brought under UK/EU
legislation that will make it extremely diYcult and challenging for these medicines to be sold freely in the
UK/EU. In addition to the medicines the practitioners will also be brought under regulation.

These new directives will significantly weaken the position of Ayurveda in Europe that is likely to have a
knock-on eVect on other countries as well.

The extent of restrictions on Ayurvedic medicines and practitioners is unclear at this time and is causing
anxiety in the industry. The UK/EU governments must hold consultations with the Indian industry before
enforcing these regulations.

(Background Provided by Maharishi Ayurveda).

Issue of Indian Institute of Management

The Government recognises 50 top Management institutions from the world whose graduates are likely
to get Work Permits under the Highly Skilled Migrants Programme (HSMP).

Indian Institutes of Management (IIM) are one of the best Management institutions in the world but are
precluded from this NARIC Database (The database that ranks and measures foreign institutions).

Already many British companies recruit from IIMs in India and bring them to the UK on a work-permit.
However the IIM graduates are not eligible to apply for a HSMP visa.

There is a technical issue that precludes IIMs to be part of the list. IIMs award a Post-Graduate Diploma,
however this database only recognises degree based programmes.

The NARIC database should make an exception in case of IIM.

(Background Provided by IIM Europe Alumni).
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5. Other General Issues

5.1 Lobbying and Perceptions

It may be the case that the UK industry is weak in international lobbying. There have been numerous
instances when it is mentioned that the various industry organisations that are the voice of the UK industry
such as CBI do not have a strong presence in India.

SomeUK companies have also raised concern on the qualifications of UKTI staV advising them on entry
strategies into India and whether the staV were regulated and/or qualified to make recommendations/
suggestions.

A number of organisations in India have also complained on the obvious competition between the
Regional Development Agencies trying to attract Indian companies to set up in their regions. The main
complaint of the companies was that by downgrading the other regions the representatives of the agencies
were not acting in a professional.

5.2 Competition from Other Nations

Although this subject is out of the scope of this document, there are one or two cases that are worth
highlighting.

A. Insurance Industry and USA

The American insurance industry is lobbying hard so that India may open up the sector to
foreign players. USAID has even oVered a four year multi-million pound grant to develop the
Indian Insurance sector.

See link below:
http://newdelhi.usembassy.gov/pr100705a.html

B. Commonwealth Games and Australia

Australia has put in significant eVorts to win the hearts and minds of Indians over the 2006
Commonwealth Games being held in Melbourne. This is very much keeping in mind that the
2010 Games will be held in the Indian capital of New Delhi.

Although none of the contracts are allotted as yet, it seems that Australia may be one of the
favourites to win a few contracts. The nation has sent numerous sports industry andministerial
delegations to India.

Major Indian participation is sought for various events scheduled during and around the
Melbourne Games. About 900 Indian kids are expected to fly toMelbourne to take part in the
closing ceremony where India apparently has been given a 15 minute slot.

Many Indian business leaders have also been invited to fly toMelbourne to take part in various
Trade & Investment related events.

APPENDIX 12

Memorandum by the Confederation of British Industry

1. CBI welcomes the inquiry undertaken by the House of Commons Trade and Industry Committee into
Trade and Investment Opportunities with India.

2. As the UK’s leading business organisation, CBI speaks for some 240,000 businesses that together
employ around a third of the private sector workforce, covering the full spectrum of business interests both
by sector and by size.

3. We are actively engaged in promotingUKbusiness’ international trade and investment interests in key
global markets of which India is one of the most dynamic. CBI would like to take this opportunity to
highlight:

— recent trends in India’s economic and commercial development;

— barriers to trade; and

— the role of Government in promoting opportunities in the market.
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Recent Trends

4. India is making rapid economic progress and has enjoyed average GDP growth of around 6% over the
past ten years, and with a population of 1.1 billion represents, along with China, a massive potential market
for UK companies. However, as with China, growth is uneven and must be sustained at high levels to meet
the demands of a rapidly increasing population. In India around 70% of the population are still dependent
on subsistence agriculture and India accounts for a third of theworld’s population living on less than a dollar
a day.

5. India’s huge growth in IT, software and business process operations (India accounts for 80% of the
global market in business process outsourcing) is well documented. Outsourcing in India grew by 60% in
2001 and 55% in 2002, India now exports software to 95 countries and IT will account for 35% of India’s
total exports by 2008. In addition, it is important to stress that the global outsourcing market is itself
evolving and a more complex picture of companies returning operations to Europe or choosing alternative
destinations is developing.

6. The highly IT literate and English speaking workforce continues to appeal to UK and US companies.
This presents a major opportunity to UK companies, not just in cost reduction but in technology and
systems development—India produces 2.5 million graduates in engineering, IT and life sciences each year.
Outsourcing is now being used in an increasing number of areas from investment banking and the processing
of insurance.

7. Claims to legal and other business services. CBI continues to promote the benefits of outsourcing as
part of the functions of the global economy.

8. Important though the IT and service sectors are to the Indian economy, increasing focus is also being
placed on the competitiveness of the manufacturing sector, particularly in the light of the competitive
challenge from other emerging economies, such as China. Therefore it is all the more disappointing that,
despite being India’s most important trading partner in Europe and the second largest globally, trade with
India only accounts for a fraction of total UK trade. Only 1% of UK exports go to India and there is data
to suggest thatUKForeignDirect Investment (FDI) to India is decreasing—down to $84million in 2004–05
from $157 million in 2003–04.

Barriers to Trade

9. Despite the substantial progress India has made in liberalising its economy, CBI member companies
have identified a number of key barriers to trade which are holding up further progress and preventing India
from fulfilling its full potential. Paramount among these remain:

— attitudes to foreign investment;

— red tape and bureaucracy; and

— the protection of intellectual property rights.

Attitudes to foreign investment

10. India is a leading developing country and must demonstrate this by following through on its
commitments to economic liberalisation. It has now taken a leading role in the G20 group of developing
countries in the World Trade Organisation (WTO) (alongside Brazil, South Africa and China). It is
important that India’s role in the WTO reflects its responsibility to other developing countries and
particularly those less developed than itself. India continues to have some of the highest tariV levels in the
WTO (29.1% on average but rising as high as 525% in some cases relating to distilled spirits). CBI has called
for all WTO members to cut tariV levels in both agricultural and industrial goods and to open up markets
in services.

11. The Indian government has recently proposed allowing 100% FDI in a range of sectors, including
airport construction, oil and gas infrastructure and cash and carry wholesale trading and there has been
much talk about opening up the retail sector. However, even where there has been a shift in policy,
implementation remains slow and there is a feeling among British companies that the Indian Government
is not making the case for the full economic benefits of foreign investment.

Red tape and bureaucracy

12. CBIwelcomes central government reforms on key areas for FDI, but investors are still facing onerous
regulations. British investors would like to see far greater transparency and predictability in the Indian
bureaucracy. Themedia industry is but one example where complex regulations, a heavy tax framework and
tangled ownership overburden the sector.
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13. There are enormous regional diVerences betweenmodern and forward-looking states and thosemired
by bureaucracy and protectionism. Choosing where to do business in India can therefore be crucial. Given
the historic ties between the UK and India, the use by firms of non-resident Indian population who are so
influential in the UK business scene should be encouraged to help navigate the Indian bureaucracy,
particularly for SMEs.

Intellectual property rights

14. India implemented the WTO Trade Related Aspects of Intellectual Property Rights (TRIPS)
agreement in its entirety in January 2005, and in an eVort to counter possible abuse, and loopholes a further
patent legislation was passed in March 2005.

15. However, companies from all sectors ranging from pharmaceuticals to media and hi-tech continue
to state that the inadequate protection of their intellectual property is still a major concern. This is due to
poor enforcement and the cumbersome administration of justice which has led to a vast backlog of cases to
be processed. Work is under way with the UK patent oYce as part of the Joint Economic and Trade
Committee and CBI hopes that this is able to deliver real results in tackling one of the most critical issues
for foreign investors in India.

The Role of Government

16. CBI is supportive of the UKGovernment focus on India. We are represented on the Asia Taskforce,
participate in and support the activities of the Joint Economic and Trade Committee (JETCO) and are
Board members of the Indo-British Partnership Network (IBPN).

17. The JETCO is beginning to deliver results in the key sectors on which it focuses:

— Infrastructure. India’s poor infrastructure continues to hamper foreign investment and this must
be a priority if British companies are to capitalise on the opportunities doing business in India
presents. JETCO is exploring the role public private partnerships can play here—this is an area
where UK companies have significant expertise to oVer.

— Creative industries. The recent signing of the film co-operation agreement is an encouraging sign
of the way forward. More needs to be done to reduce restrictions on foreign ownership of media
and advertising.

— Sports and leisure. The 2010 Commonwealth games present an excellent opportunity for British
companies. Again, the benefits of PPP need to be explored to maximise the opportunities for UK
companies.

— Air services. As a result of the recent signing of the air services agreement, the number of flights
has grown between the UK and India from 16 to over 50 a week. However, concern remains over
transparency and delays in decision making for tenders for national carrier contracts.

— Hi tech. The significant government investment in the sector demonstrates the impact that can be
had. However, further progress is hindered by continuing concerns over the protection of
intellectual property rights.

— Legal. Work continues to obtain mutual rights of practice for solicitors and delivering this will
create an incentive for companies otherwise dissuaded from operating in the market by the lack
of availability of their traditional advisers. British companies are not looking to act as advocates
in Indian courts—a commonmisunderstanding held by the Indian legal profession—but to deliver
advice in areas of international commerce and finance which is not yet readily available in India.

18. In addition to these sectors, opportunities also exist for UK companies in banking and insurance,
although restrictions on foreign ownership continue to hamper foreign investment.

19. As India continues to expand and develop, energy demand will continue to grow, and a key focus
should be on developing capacity in renewable and sustainable energy supplies—India is the fifth largest
contributor to global greenhouse gas emissions. Demand for chemicals is likely to increase over coming
years following the liberalisation of the chemicals market and growing demand from industry. Significant
investment opportunities also exist in pharmaceuticals but the scope of patentability and compulsory
licensing as well as issues related to referencing the pricing of patented products to generics (in which India
controls 20% of the world market) continue to concern British companies.

20. CBI calls on both UK and Indian Governments to continue to make progress in the JETCO and
hopes that the inception of the IBPN will further address the needs for British companies investing and
looking to invest in India.

21. The success of the EU-India Business Summit to which the CBI led a delegation accompanying the
PrimeMinister in September 2005 led to progress being made in a number of the areas outlined above. CBI
members believe that the visit accompanying the Prime Minister illustrated the economic influence which
can be brought to bear by a properly focused and co-ordinated partnership between Government and
industry. It provided enormous opportunities for businesses to meet with decision makers at all levels.
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22. During the Summit, the CBI-led delegation met the Indian Investment Commission. CBI members
believe the Investment Commission has a key role to play in making the case for the benefits of FDI to the
Indian economy, as well as promoting the interests of individual investors. It could also produce an annual
report on progress towards opening up Indian markets and encouraging greater investments.

23. A commonly voiced concern by CBI’s member companies is that our competitor countries in the US
and Europe are often more aggressive in marketing their activities. We have been concerned at the overall
reduction inUKTI budgets and the cuts that this has necessitated on staYng levels and support programmes
in various markets. However, we are encouraged that the Government has maintained its overall support
in key markets such as China and India. It must continue to do so.

24. We also believe that the educational ties between India and the UK are an important conduit for
encouraging long term training links. It is disappointing therefore that the UK has been losing out to other
anglophone countries in recent years. Business would like to see focus placed not just on the high level
education and training that can help increase innovation and R&D, but also on vocational skills.

Conclusion

25. CBI is pleased to see the enhanced focus of Governments both here and in India on promoting and
improving the opportunities for two-way trade and investment with India. It is now time for the many
initiatives to begin to deliver concrete outcomes. Many more companies need to be made aware of the
business opportunities in India. Continuing progressmust bemade in opening up India’smarket and further
promoting these opportunities. CBI will continue to work with all stakeholders to ensure that this potential
is maximised.

International Group

January 2006

APPENDIX 13

Memorandum by the Dalit Solidarity Network UK

The Caste System in India—AVery BriefOverview: Economic Social Exclusion, and theAmbedkar

Principles of Employment

An increasing number of international companies and banks are investing in the countries of South Asia,
particularly in India. Thismay have positive consequences for those countries. However theDalit Solidarity
Network UK believes it is increasingly important that foreign investors look carefully at their recruitment
and employment policies in South Asia.

Especially in India, there is a distinct and all-pervasive system of discrimination based on caste. The
United Nations and its agencies refer to it as “discrimination based on work and descent”. What it means
is that people who are born into specific groups, trades or castes are unable to escape from the stigma of their
background or their origins. Hence those born as leatherworkers, barbers, agricultural workers or manual
scavengers (toilet cleaners) will remain in those employment sectors all their lives. Sometimes people escape
from the system by moving to the large towns or cities, but overall the system remains heavily in place.

“Dalit” is a term which has had increasing currency in recent years. Literally, it means “the oppressed”.
It encompasses peoples who used to be called “untouchables”, or “Harijans”; who are often also referred
to as “Scheduled Castes”, because the way they are referred to in the constitution of India.

“Adivasi” is a term which refers to those who are members of “Scheduled Tribes”. That is, individuals
who are racially distinct, as indigenous peoples, in contradistinction to the Caucasian peoples who invaded
and settled India centuries ago.

There is legislation stemming from the IndianConstitutionwhich outlaws caste discrimination. TheChair
of the committee which wrote the constitution of the Republic of India was Dr Ambedkar. He was a highly
educated Dalit who was admitted into Gray’s Inn and was called to the Bar. He also completed his second
Doctoral studies in the London School of Economics and his thesis was subsequently published as “The
problem of the rupee”. Ambedkar became an all-India figure and the undisputed leader of the Dalits. He
used this vantage-point successfully to question with blunt and militant doggedness the claim of Gandhi to
represent all of India and especially the Dalits. He died in 1956 having served as India’s first Law Minister.

Under the constitution, the Republic of India is empowered8 to “promote with special care the educational
and economic interests of the weaker sections of the people, and, in particular, of the Scheduled Castes9 and
the Scheduled Tribes10, and shall protect them from social injustice and all forms of exploitation”. To achieve

8 Article 46, A Directive Principle of State Policy.
9 Dalits.
10 Adivasis.
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this aim, the State has used a two-fold approach: the provision of legal safeguards against discrimination11;
and a “Reservation Policy12” in the State sector and State Supported Sector.

Subsequently, there has been further legislation, which has introduced penalties for specific examples of
caste discrimination. These include the 1989 Prevention of Atrocities Act, the 1993 Protection of Human
Rights Act, and the 1993 Employment of Manual Scavengers Act. However, these laws are far from
eVective.

The Reservation Policy allocates 17% of public sector jobs to Scheduled Castes, and a further 8% to
Scheduled Tribes. Since the inception of the Reservation Policy following independence in 1947, there has
been a significant increase in the number of Dalit and Adivasi government employees, but this is for a
population of between about 250 million Dalits and Adivasis (167 million Dalits, and 86 million Adivasis,
in 2001).

GOVERNMENT EMPLOYMENT UNDER RESERVATION

Year Dalits Adivasis Others

1956 212,754 22,549 1,184,748
2003 540,220 211,345 2,517,780

Source: National Commission for SC and ST and
Annual report of Department of Personnel

PERCENTAGE SHARE IN GOVERNMENT EMPLOYMENT

Year Dalits Adivasis Others

1956 14.98 1.59 83.43
2003 16.52 6.46 77.01

Source: Thorat 2005, “Persistent Poverty—Why SC
and ST stay chronically poor” DFID working paper

EMPLOYMENT UNDER RESERVATION IN PUBLIC
SECTOR UNDERTAKINGS

Year Dalits Adivasis Others

1970 40,640 12,309 494,680
2003 296,388 138,504 1,198,106

Source: Thorat 2005, “Persistent Poverty—Why SC
and ST stay chronically poor” DFID working paper

PERCENTAGE SHARE IN PUBLIC SECTOR UNDERTAKINGS

Year Dalits Adivasis Others

1970 7.42 2.25 90.33
2003 18.15 8.48 73.37

Source: Thorat 2005, “Persistent Poverty—Why SC
and ST stay chronically poor” DFID working paper

PERCENTAGE SHARE OF EMPLOYEES IN PUBLIC SECTOR BANKS

Posts 1978 2000
SC ST Others SC ST Others

OYcers 2.04 0.34 97.62 12.51 4.22 83.27
Clerks 10.32 1.82 87.86 14.88 4.76 80.36
Sub staV 16.25 2.09 8167 24.47 6.25 69.28

Source: National Commission for SC and ST

From the above figures it can be seen that, 60 years after Independence, the raw percentages in
government employment and public sector undertakins now do very roughly reflect the percentages of the

11 Even though the institution of caste has not been banned, certain laws have been formulated by the state to protect victims
of caste-based abuse and atrocities, and to provide compensation.

12 AYrmative Action.
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populationwhich areDalit andAdivasi. Because theReservation Policy does not extend to the private sector
recruitment is not done according to quota systems. Therefore, it is not possible to get comparative figures
for the proportion of Dalits and Adivasi employed in the private sector, not—most importantly—the
seniority of jobs they hold.

Yet the Reservation Policy does not extend to the private sector. To say the least, this is unfortunate,
because the private sector, in relation to the State Sector and State Support Sector, is rather a big player.
76% of the workforce is engaged in the private sector and only 24% is employed in the State Sector and the
State Supported Sector13. The present context is also that the State Sector and the State Supported Sector
are shrinking, while the private sector is expanding.

It is estimated that 90% of the Dalit and Adivasi workforce is engaged in menial jobs in the Private Sector
(mainly agriculture and private industry). In practice, they have very little—and sometimes no—protection
against discrimination. It remains extremely diYcult for the 25% of the population referred to by the
government as Scheduled Castes and Scheduled Tribes, to overcome the discrimination they face. This is a
negative situation, both in terms of human rights, and in terms of economic potential. An article in theNew
York Times recently described the typing competition, in English, the journalist had with an eight-year-old
Dalit girl in a village “about an hour’s drive—and 10 centuries—from Bangalore, India’s Silicon Valley”.
The eight-year-old, he said, “left me in the dust, to the cheering delight of her classmates”. It is important
to examine the potential which is being lost because of the caste system.

The United Progressive Alliance government in New Delhi is committed to exploring the expansion of
the reservation system, into the private sector. According to a recent article in the Indian Express, the state
government of Maharashtra is already preparing such legislation.

Foreign investment in India is high, and increasing, not the least because it is viewed as a stable country
with a high growth rate. Economically, India is a “happening” country. The caste system has specific eVects,
when it comes to recruitment of workers for industries which are being developed with outside capital and
technological know-how. To respond to this situation DSN-UK, a member of the International Dalit
Solidarity Network, is proposing a set of employment principles for foreign investors in South Asia. After
a series of consultations spread over a year with the private, public, and charities sectors, we have finalised
what we shall call the Ambedkar Principles, and are pleased to be launching them formally on the 20 July
2006.

THE AMBEDKAR PRINCIPLES

Employment and Additional Principles on Economic and Social Exclusion Formulated to Assist

all Foreign Investors in South Asia to Address Caste Discrimination

1. Caste discrimination remains a serious problem in the countries of South Asia. The Principles outlined
below are an attempt to address this. They are intended to acknowledge the degree of historic injustice
against Dalits and to compensate for this through aYrmative action, in line with international Human
Rights standards, although not to the detriment of other excluded groups. Theywill enable foreign investors
or companies trading in the region to contribute to eliminating caste discrimination in the labour market.
Much has been learned from the use of similar principles aiming to create equality in employment, such as
the Wood-Sheppard Principles in the UK and the MacBride Principles in Northern Ireland—relating to
racial and religious discrimination respectively—and from principles developed in relation to investment in
countries with serious and structural human rights violations, such as the EU Code of Conduct and the
Sullivan Principles drawn up in the 1970s to address apartheid in South Africa.

2. The main Employment Principles are firmly rooted in and seek to build upon the labour rights that
are already supported by the international community—governments, trade unions and employers’
associations alike—in the form of the conventions of the International Labour Organisation (ILO). They
can be seen as the practical application of a number of these rights for a large section of the South Asian
population that has been subjugated for centuries. These people are severely discriminated against even
today on the basis of being born into a particular “caste” or social group.

3. At present the obligations of states with regard to implementing labour rights are increasingly being
complemented by instruments that call upon the corporate sector to be responsible and accountable for its
impact on the wider society, including those whom it employs or whose employment it influences through
the subcontracting chain. One of these instruments is theUNGlobal Compact, of which Principle 6 requires
supporting companies to seek “the elimination of discrimination in respect of employment and occupation”.
Another is the Global Sullivan Principles, which state that companies will “work with governments and
communities in which we do business to improve the quality of life in those communities, their educational,
cultural, economic and social well being and seek to provide training and opportunities for workers from
disadvantaged backgrounds”. There are similar commitments in the OECD Guidance for Companies and
the (draft)UnitedNationsNorms on theResponsibilities of Transnational Corporations and other Business
Enterprises with Regard to Human Rights. The Additional Principles on exclusion have also been evolved
from these international standards.

13 Government of India Economic Survey 2005–06, Economic Division, Ministry of Finance, New Delhi, India.
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4. Companies supporting the Principles are asked to give them general endorsement, to work
progressively towards their implementation and to make an annual report on their progress as part of their
diversity or corporate social responsibility reporting, and also to consider engaging in some form of external
audit. The Principles are built upon the urgent need in any society for positive or aYrmative action for
severely and structurally disadvantaged groups.

5. In the Principles the term “Dalits” is used, as that is the term chosen by many of the former
“untouchables”, or “Scheduled Castes” as the Indian Government refers to them. In this context “Dalits”
also includes indigenous people(s) (in India referred to as “Scheduled Tribes”). “Caste discrimination” is
referred to by the United Nations as “discrimination by work and descent”, and was the subject in August
2002 of General Recommendation 29 by the UN Committee for the Elimination of Racial Discrimination.
The countries of “South Asia” to which we refer are primarily India, Nepal, Pakistan, Bangladesh and
Sri Lanka.

Employment Principles

Those who endorse the Employment Principles will be building on existing national anti-discrimination
laws and policies, acting in the spirit of internationally recognised human and employment rights and
putting into practice the general commitments found in international standards, as referred to above.
They will:

(a) Include in any statement of employment policy a reference to the unacceptability of caste
discrimination and a commitment to seeking to eliminate it;

(b) Develop and implement a plan of aYrmative action, including training on caste discrimination for
all employees and making specific reference to Dalit women, particularly where Dalits are under-
represented as employees in relation to the local population;

(c) Ensure the company and its suppliers comply with all national legislation, particularly in relation
to bonded labour, manual scavenging and child labour, pay specific attention to the role that caste
relations might play in legitimising or covering up such forms of labour, and contribute actively
to the implementation of existing anti-caste laws such as the Civil Rights Act and the Prevention
of Atrocities Act;

(d) Use fair recruitment, selection and career development processes, with clear objective criteria, and
ensure that these processes are open to scrutiny from Dalits themselves as well as other civil
society groups;

(e) Take full responsibility for their workforce, both direct and sub-contracted, including the supply
chain, in seeking to detect and remedy any caste discrimination in employment conditions, wages,
benefits or job security;

(f) Evolve comprehensive training opportunities for employees and potential recruits from Dalit
communities (integrated with other staV where possible but separate where not), and including
language support for English deficient candidates, with the aim of enabling Dalit workers to fulfil
their potential, and will wherever possible set targets for numbers of Dalit employees;

(g) Designate amanager at a suYciently senior level to carry out the policywhowill aim, in the context
of meeting business needs, to maximise the benefits of a diverse workforce and ensure that the
policy, its monitoring and the related practices are carried through;

(h) Develop eVective monitoring and verificationmechanisms of progress at the level of the individual
company, and also co-operate in monitoring at the levels of sector and the state, involving Dalit
representatives including women in these mechanisms;

(i) Publish annually a report on progress in implementing these Principles—preferably in relation to
an appropriate section of the Annual Report;

(j) Appoint a specific board member with responsibility for oversight of this whole policy area.

Additional Principles to Address Economic and Social Exclusion

Investors who support the Additional Principles will encourage increasingly wide ownership of land and
capital, and broaden opportunities for skills development, in the context of social and economic rights. The
Principles should be a vital element in any social and/or environmental audit prior to investment. “Socially
excluded communities” refers primarily to Dalits but in particular contexts may include tribal peoples,
women and religious minorities. Those who endorse the Additional Principles will:

(a) Require that all corporate support to community development programmes and other charitable
activities in caste-aVected countries or areas include the participation of Dalits in both planning
and implementation, and that they receive at least an equal share in any benefits;

(b) Where land is leased and/or purchased ensure it has not been misappropriated, or otherwise
removed, from socially excluded communities;
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(c) Seek to place a proportion of supply and/or service contracts with local enterprises from socially
excluded communities;

(d) Avoid exploitation of local resources to the detriment of local communities;

(e) Aim to ensure nothing is done whichmay drive local communities towards ecologically insensitive
activities or the desperation of violent protest, undertaking local consultation to guarantee this;

(f) Vigorously encourage and enable a degree of ownership of the investing institution by socially
excluded communities;

(g) If a bank or financial institution, ensure that lending to Priority Sectors (in India a legal
requirement) seeks particularly to assist Dalit Self-Help Groups and Dalit entrepreneurs;

(h) Support educational projects for socially excluded communities at all levels, primary, secondary
and in the form of training for posts at executive or management level;

(i) Promote and support the teaching of English to Dalit communities, and encourage State and
Government authorities to do the same, as the use of English greatly increases employment
potential for excluded sectors;

(j) Put in place a protective system for whistleblowers.

The Employment Principles were presented in draft form to the International Consultation on Caste-
Based Discrimination held in Kathmandu between 29 November and 1 December 2004. The International
Dalit Solidarity Network has received comments and amendments during 2005 from its member bodies and
senior figures in private companies. At a meeting on working with the private sector in The Hague,
Netherlands, October 2005 it was agreed to include the Additional Principles in relation to wider social and
economic rights.

Annex

INDICATORS OF SOCIAL DEPRIVATION

*Social 1998–99
Dalits Non-

Dalits

Literacy Rate (%) 57.81 73.41
Infant Mortality Rate (%) 83 61.8
Child Mortality (%) 39.5 22.2
Under nourishment (%) 54 41.1
Life Expectancy (years) 62 66
Magnitude of Child 3.3
Labour—Rural** 7.22
Magnitude of Child 8.1 6.2
Labour—Urban**

Source: Thorat and Nidhi Sadana, (2002)

*Economic % 1999–2000
Rural Urban

Dalits Non- Dalits Non-
Dalits Dalits

Self Employed In Agriculture 25.69 49.86 4.8 4.97
Self Employed In Non-Agriculture 9.72 13.35 28.53 39.23
Regular Salaried 6.25 7.64 33.34 41.39
Wage labour 50 23.32 64 15
Employment Rate 38.62 39.75 34.41 33.18
Unemployment rate 4.09 2.60 3.70 2.62
Poverty Rate 35.4 20 39 21

Source: National Sample Survey Organization (NSSO) Employment
Survey,1999–2000, Central Statistical Organization, Delhi.

* The above data has been compiled after more than six years of intensive research. The NSSO carries out their
surveys every five years but surveys focusing onDalits are few and far in betweenwith information scattered over various
sub-rounds. Moreover some of the above proportions have been compiled by decoding the information that the NSSO
collects (in a coded form) through its questionnaires to households and individuals.

** The figures on child labour are for the year 1993–94. The more recent (2005) information is still in the process of
compilation by the NSSO. Between 1993–94 and 2005 reports with disaggregated information especially on child labour
is not readily available. One has to purchase the CD with raw data and then process the information.
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Notes

1. In rural India only 26% of dalits are self employed in agriculture as compared to 50% of non-dalits.
This diVerence indicates that dalits have limited access to resources such as land and capital, two pre-
requisites in starting one’s own business and gaining access to financial resources. On the other hand, it is
observed that a higher proportion of dalits (50%) are engaged as casual labourers for daily wages in
comparison to non-dalits (23%).

2. In urban India it is observed that among the regular salaried employees again non-dalits are in a higher
proportion (41%) as compared to dalits (33%). The source of income for dalits in urban/rural India is
irregular and unstable because they are more likely to be employed in low skilled jobs.We find that a higher
proportion of dalits are employed as casual labourers for daily wages vis-à-vis non-dalits.

3. With respect to poverty, a higher proportion of dalits (35%) fall below the poverty line as compared
to non-dalits (20%). This is case both in rural and urban India.

4. The unemployment rate for dalits is double when compared to non-dalits.

APPENDIX 14

Memorandum EEF

1. EEF, the manufacturers’ organisation, has a membership of 6,000 manufacturing, engineering and
technology-based businesses and represents the interests of manufacturing at all levels of government. EEF
is one of the UK’s leading providers of business services in employment relations and employment law,
health, safety and environment, manufacturing performance, education and skills, and information and
research.

Introduction

2. EEF welcomes the opportunity to make a submission to the Committee’s inquiry into trade and
investment opportunities with India. With its large population, historical relationship to the UK and
growing technology and skills base, India is an increasing player in global manufacturing, creating
opportunities for UK companies but also intensifying the level of competition to which they are exposed.
Our comments focus mainly on the extent to which UK manufacturers may be taking up trade and
investment opportunities in India, and the role that UK Trade & Investment (UKTI) plays in helping
companies understand and capitalise on them.

3. Much of the media comment on economic opportunities in India has centred around outsourcing
activities in the services sector, while China is seen as the key destination for the outsourcing of UK
manufacturing. While this accurately reflects China’s significantly greater share of manufacturing value
added, it underplays the progress that India is making in expanding its manufacturing capabilities.

4. Very strong historical, political, cultural and language ties underpin the expanding business
relationships between the UK and India. In addition, India’s skilled workforce is likely to oVer increasing
opportunities for UKmanufacturing investment—including research and development—which is on top of
the opportunities from an ever expanding domestic market. The work of the Select Committee is therefore
very timely.

5. The key points of this submission are that:

— UK manufacturing companies increasingly see India as a competitive threat, although not to the
same extent as China;

— UKmanufacturing exports are still mainly focused on traditional low growth markets such as the
US and EU. India features someway back in perceptions of market opportunities for UK
manufacturing companies;

— India is an increasingly important location forUKmanufacturing outsourcing activities, but again
does not feature as prominently as one might expect;

— The widespread use of the English language in India places the UK in a favourable position as a
key trading partner;

— UKTI is attempting to develop an international business support strategy for the engineering
sector14 that aims to encourage diversification towards emerging high growth markets such as
India. However, realisation of this strategy may be impeded by a number of generic changes to
UKTI’s funding for export support, delivery structure and focus on small and new-to-export firms.

14 Note that for the purposes of UKTI support, the engineering sector covers the mechanical, electrical and process engineering,
metallurgical process plant and metals and minerals sub sectors. Aerospace and automotive are classified as separate
individual sectors.
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Background

UK manufacturing attitudes towards India

6. In 2004 EEF conducted a major piece of research looking at the response by UK manufacturing to
competitive challenges such as price pressures and competition in key export markets. A key aspect of this
work was a survey of 500 companies regarding their motivations and experiences of oV-shoring and their
views on the desirability of various locations for these activities.

India as a competitive challenge

7. Chart 1 shows that over half of companies interviewed said they expected China to pose the biggest
competitive threat to their business in the next five years. The proportion of companies who viewed India
in the same light was lower at 18%. However, this represents a significant increase from 2001 when only 7%
of companies were concerned about the threat from India. This illustrates a growing awareness of India’s
manufacturing capabilities, although the view remains that China will be the predominant source of
competitive challenges over the next four years.

Chart 1 India’s influence expected to increase in the next five years.
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India as a market opportunity

8. Clearly, India’s expanding manufacturing capability oVers not just competitive challenges, but also
new trading and investment possibilities. However, UK manufacturers still tend to view the traditional
markets of the EU-15 countries and North America as their key export markets over the next five years.
India appears well back in the pack, behind the Middle East and Pacific Rim, and ahead of only South
America.

9. This chimes with a report commissioned by UKTI in 200415 that highlighted the reliance of the sector
on stable, low growth markets at the expense of potential emerging markets with significant growth
prospects. The report suggested that there was only a closing window of opportunity between the growth
in demand in these newer markets, and the growing ability of local economies to meet that demand. It seems
likely that companies in engineering should be taking more advantage of these opportunities. We
understand this report has had a key influence onUKTI engineering sector trade strategy over the last year.

10. Looking at the oYcial statistics, EU exports still dominate, although the relative importance of
markets such as China and India is growing. For example, in 2000, the value of UK engineering exports to
China and India was just under 3% of what they were to the EU (by value). By 2004 it was just under 5%.
The value of UK engineering exports to India increased by approximately 25% between 2000 and 2004. Key
items of manufacturing trade over that period included transport equipment and industrial machinery.

11. By contrast, over the same period engineering exports to China increased by 60%. However, a greater
share of exports to India than to China were in the aerospace sector in the years 2000–04. It is likely that
the bulk of these exports were defence-related. Clearly, given the historical political linkages between the
UK and India, and the absence of a similar close relationship with China, this is not a surprising statistic.

15 Arthur D Little “International Trade Development: Engineering Sector Strategy”.
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12. Trade barriers are unlikely to be a significant explanation of weaker growth in exports to India which
has been a longstanding member of the WTO, whereas China has only more recently begun the process of
meetingWTO standards. However, there are still some issues that can aVect exporter perceptions of trading
with India. The average applied tariV for industrial imports into India is around 16% and the bound rate
(the rate at which they are legally entitled to apply tariVs if they wish) is around 35% for industrial products.
While there are examples of higher tariVs elsewhere, further reducing tariVs on industrial products can only
be helpful. We therefore support an ambitious outcome in the WTO non-agricultural market access
negotiations. India also has somewhat of a reputation for ineYcient bureaucracy, and the annual Global
Competitiveness Report has noted this as one of the most problematic factors in terms of doing business in
India (regulations and red tape relating to border procedures are examples). Again, the WTO negotiations
on trade facilitation hopefully will provide some improvement at some point in the future.

13. Overall, despite strong historical ties, trade with India is probably still below its potential level. While
trade bureaucracy provides some examples of issues that may deter potential exporters, we suspect that
factors such as lack of familiarity with themanufacturingmarket and its opportunities, and a focus in recent
years on China, have contributed more to this situation.

India as an investment opportunity

14. In response to competitive challenges and in an attempt to improve productivity, many UK
manufacturers have outsourced some of their activities. EEF research found that for companies that had
ventured oVshore, around two-thirds had outsourced the manufacture of parts and components. In total,
a further fifth of companies surveyed are planning to or actively considering outsourcing the manufacture
of parts or components abroad. A smaller proportion of companies are choosing to make longer-term
commitments abroad through investing to increase or replace capacity.

15. Chart 2 shows the main location for these outsourced activities. Again, more traditional locations
such as EU-15 countries and North America remain the leading locations for outsourcing/investment.
However, there has been a significant increase in the proportion of companies looking further east for
investment and outsourcing activities. While more are choosing to locate their main overseas facilities in
China, the proportion that chose India as their main location has risen from 1% to 5% between 2002 and
2004.

Chart 2 Developed countries remain the main investment/outsourcing destination
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Source: EEF/NOP World Competitiveness Challenges Survey 2004.

16. Companies that have used India as a location for outsourcing reported the following views and
experiences:

— Firms investing to reduce labour costs generally met their expectations in India (and Eastern
Europe) on average more than in China;

— However, those oV-shoring in India to reduce other costs generally did not meet expectations.
India’s poor transport infrastructure is thought to be a factor here;

— A third of companies outsourcing to India failed to meet their market access objectives (the
corresponding figure in China was 40%), with ineYcient bureaucracy being commonly cited as a
reason;

— India’s business culture was rated highly (better than the EU’s), possibly due to the prevalence
of English;
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— India’s output quality was rated more highly than China, the same as Eastern Europe, but less
highly than the global average;

— India’s intellectual property protection was ranked more favourably than China, but less
favourably than in Eastern Europe;

— India’s skills availability was ranked low compared with other countries, including China.
Although there is a positive perception of the skills base in India this is more likely to be relevant
to non-production-based processes, as manufacturing industry makes up a smaller share of the
Indian economy than in other low cost countries;

— India’s supply chain was also ranked relatively lowly, again perhaps reflecting the smaller
industrial focus in the overall economy.

The Role of Government in Capitalising on Opportunities

17. In considering the role of the UK government in assisting business to make the most of opportunities
in India we focus our comments on UKTI, although we recognise that a number of diVerent arms of
government give assistance to companies operating internationally (such as the Export Credit Guarantee
Department).

18. EEF is not a trade association and therefore does not work in partnership with UKTI to deliver trade
and investment support programmes to the manufacturing sector. However, we do work with UKTI to
provide feedback on their strategic approach to supporting the sector. In addition, as UKTI resources have
been cut back we have voiced a number of concerns through the budget process about the implications for
UK engineering sector export capacity.

19. UKTI has been adjusting its strategic approach to trade support for the engineering sector. Much of
this has been based around sound analysis of the needs of a fairly fragmented sector and the opportunities
in emerging markets (such as India). Activities have been broadened to take account of the fact that, with
the advent of outsourcing, companies may need assistance beyond the traditional export support, for
example such as building supply chain contacts in overseas markets.

20. UKTI has described its strategy as increasing the capacity of companies with “key” technology and
brand attributes (mainly established exporters) to succeed in “emerging markets” and helping companies
with “pacing” attributes gain a foothold in “establishedmarkets”. Key products are generally products with
an established market strength, whereas pacing products are described as more niche orientated with
significant potential. Focus has also moved to helping smaller and new-to-export companies to develop the
capacity to export, away from, for example, funding companies to attend trade fairs in developed markets.

21. EEF broadly supports this strategic approach as it recognises the need for engineering to exploit more
fully opportunities in emergingmarkets.However, there is also a number of concerns about theway inwhich
the new strategy is being implemented. A number of companies have found it harder to access UKTI
support, particularly those that have recently graduated from the category of an SME but for whom
exporting is still a relatively new and challenging activity.

22. The impact of the reduction in funding for UKTI has been felt more keenly amongst exporters given
the decision to devote an increased proportion of resources to inward investment activities.

23. The greater emphasis on regional delivery of UKTI programmes has also generated concerns about
fragmentation and diYculty of access. Small trade associations find it more diYcult to coordinate their
activities in publicising and delivering UKTI programmes such as SESA over several diVerent regional
locations to the same sub-sector. Meanwhile, trade associations are also trying to work with UKTI at the
national level to develop matched funding programmes consistent with the new strategic direction of the
national engineering sector group. Having to deal with UKTI at both national and regional levels can be a
strain for smaller trade associations, and we are concerned that the wider strategic objectives for the sector,
including the new focus on emerging markets, may be compromised. This is also an issue for firms with
several UK locations.

24. These issues regarding the changes being made to UKTI funding and support translate into concerns
that companies with some export experience but who are breaking into or investing in the Indian market
for the first time may not be eligible for support. There may also be interested companies who miss out on
trade missions or programmes if they do not fall into the region from where the activity is being organised.

25. Overall, our concerns that the new strategy for the engineering sector, focusing on emerging markets
such as India may be struggling to be realised are borne out from the low level of support to this market
provided to the sector in 2005.

26. UKTI activities for the UK engineering sector doing international business with India were low key
during the period April to November 2005. No outward missions or seminars to India were funded,
although in keeping with the new focus on promoting inward investment two visiting Indian missions were
organised into the UK. According to information provided to EEF by UKTI, during this period nine
engineering firms commissioned reports throughUKTI’s OverseasMarket Introduction Service (OMIS) for
the Indian market (these reports are charged to the requesting company). More positively, during 2006 and
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early 2007 UKTI will help fund four visits to Indian trade fairs and will commission an engineering scoping
study for the Indianmarket.We understand thatUKTI support for the engineering sector in theUKmarket
for 2005–06 will be approximately £30,000.

Conclusion

27. India has been an important trading partner of the UK for many decades. It is clear that as India
raises its skills and technology base, the nature of the trading relationship is changing. With a population
of almost one billion people, it is not only a huge market in to which UK companies can sell their products,
but it will also increasingly prove to be an attractive location for new ventures and for the relocation of
industrial activity.

28. The UK is in an enviable position given the strength of the linkages between the two countries,
reinforced by the shared use of the English language. It is therefore important that the necessary support—
particularly through the key role performed by UKTI—is in place to help manufacturing companies fully
exploit the trading potential of India.

9 January 2006

APPENDIX 15

Memorandum by The Federation of Indian Chambers of Commerce and Industry (FICCI)

India and the UK should set up a High Technology Cooperation Group (HTCG) to boost bilateral high
technology trade between the two countries including trade in dual use goods and technologies. The sectors
that should be included are such as:

— Biotechnology;

— Nano-technology;

— Advance Software;

— Advance IT; and

— Defence Cooperation.

FICCI will be happy to provide industry inputs for consideration of the two governments.

1 Bio-technology

1. India will be the global vaccine hub of the future. In order to this to happen, there has got to be legal
and Regulatory structure for Biological material transfer (Bacteria, Viruses etc.) between UK and India.

2. India will be the global hub of Clinical trials. In order to make this happen, Drug Controller General
of India and UKMCA must work together to formulate the guidelines for conducting clinical trials such
that when DCGI approves, UK MHRA’s approval is automatically granted.

3. In order to deepen Indo-UK relation in the area of Biotechnology, we must create enabling structure
for collaboration in human capital. Capacity building measures must be focused upon in the areas of Stem
Cell Research, where Indo-UK interface is of critical importance. Collaboration in this potential area must
be focused upon as well.

4. Out licensing of technologies related to the development of new diagnostics and new drugs to be able
to fight with the tropical diseases inflicting masses living in developing countries.

5. Creation of bi-national fund to promote SMEs working—in Biotechnology at both countries.

2. Nano-technology

Setting up Joint centers of excellence in the area of Bio nano-materials.

3. Advanced Software: Application to Entertainment Industry

We urge the Co-production Treaty between India and UK to be signed at FRAMES 2006 scheduled to
be held from22–24March 2006 atMumbai, in presence of around 1,500 participants fromall over theworld.
This would provide an opportunity to private sector companies to fructify businesses.
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4. Advance IT

Co-operation in embedded software, especially in areas of Oil and Gas—both refineries and exploration
and Defence Industry. We could also cooperate with UK in embedded software area in advance consumer
electronics.

5. Defence Co-operation

There has been a major move recently paving the way for private sector engagement in this sector in a
big way.

7 February 2006

APPENDIX 16

Memorandum by Dr Tidu Maini, Pro Rector for Development & Corporate AVairs,
Imperial College London

There are strong historic links between UK and India—culture; language; education; etc. Why does the
UK not receive the level of Indian students that should expect on this basis?Why have the advantages given
by these historic links been eroded?

— Availability of scholarships in the US

— Lack of clarity in branding of UK universities. Segmentation is essential to maximise benefits, ie
separation of teaching, training and research. HMG must adopt selective approach to satisfy
Indian requirement for excellence (stressed by DG of CSIR at recent British Council conference
in Delhi). Without this UK will certainly lose position of global No 2 in HE. NB this is not a
numbers game.

— High UK fees and living expenses

— US green card is a major attraction⁄Indians have top jobs in investment banking, academia, ICT,
healthcare. Visas much less of a problem but bad perceptions must be countered.

— Diaspora influence⁄US has very large and influential Indian Diaspora; eg it is said that 30% of
NASA engineers are Indian.Many in top banking, IT and healthcare jobs.Many have been to the
best Indian & US universities. US Indian diaspora very active in recruiting best Indian students
for their US alma maters.

Which global universities and HEIs do we see as the main competitors for students from India?

— Ivy league, University of California, New York system, Melbourne, Sydney, Queensland

— Others in the teaching area Tufts ,Brown

— We need to segment our oVering

What could the UK government do to improve the image of the UK in India, with an emphasis on
marketing aspects? There seems to be a perception that UKHEIs do not market themselves as well in India
as those from other countries.

— Fund UK universities properly

— Lower fees to compete with US and Australia

— Focus on excellence to meet key demands of India and China. Both demand and can expect the
best. UK egalitarian approach absolutely misguided in this context. Importance of segmentation
(see above)

— Students are very astute/internet savvy and will look at ranking, blogs on universities

— Problem for UK is that best form of marketing in a sustainable way is through personal
recommendation by alumni, parents, diaspora, academics: erosion of numbers of UK alumni
means erosion of marketing capacity.

How does Imperial promote itself in India? Is this diVerent from how we do it in other countries? If so,
how?

— Carefully developed overall strategy to target only a few countries, in particular, India & China.
Otherwise targets those countries which historically provide large number of top quality students,
eg Singapore

— Pushing research collaboration and commercialisation (technology transfer)

— Set up an India Foundation to raise money from alumni and industry to seed research projects

— Academic Ambassador programme to start⁄academics travelling for conferences to use
opportunity to pursue other Imperial interests
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What else are universities doing to increase the numbers of students from India?

— Milk rounds are main focus for attracting undergraduates

Does Imperial have any interaction with organisations in India eg Regional Development Agencies;
British Council; UK T&I?

— Outstanding help from British High Commission in New Delhi

— Beginning to work with British Council who are doing first class job. But the BC have to serve too
broad a range of clients with only limited funds. UKIERI helpful to galvanise attention and
kickstart collaboration, but far more needed for major breakthrough and to match competition
from other countries

— NotworkingwithDTIRegionalDevelopmentAgencies; not clear what benefits would be to either
side, given the focus on SMEs. However, have started working with Mayor of London and
London First to present London as city of high technology

There is a view that UK HEIs are less attractive to Indian students than those in, for example, Australia
and the US eg because of high fees and Visa charges. Is this so? If so, what practical measures can the UK
government take to address these issues?

— Absolutely, yes. Fees uncompetitive; we must either drop fees or provide much more in the form
of bursaries/scholarships. Essential also to address issue of “green cards” for students to work for
3/4 years after completion of course, both to gain experience and recoup cost of study. NB the
benefit to the UK of this post-study period. Visas is not a real issue, though need for UK plc to
emphasise this constantly.

Many UK HEIs seem to be unaware of the potential of the . . .Indian market and ignore it or pay
inadequate attention to it. Is this so? Why—eg too diYcult; ignorance?

— UK universities have neglected India in past but are now fully awake to its potential. They know
where the action is and are aware of any barriers to entry (very few).

— Greatest need is for HMG to change overall system of funding. Must fund universities and
research properly in order to encourage interaction in an increasingly global world. UK
government provides £1 billion per annum for HEI; why not allocate a fixed percentage of that for
international collaboration?

A recent McKinsey report suggested that multinational companies are not impressed by the quality of
graduates coming out of India—quantity not quality. Is there an opportunity for UKHEIs to help remedy
this? If so, how?

— Incomprehensible. Why are top US companies and other MNCs—Intel, GE, Shell, to name but
a few—putting R&D centres in India (Shell recruiting 1,800 engineers)

— Our main competitors are sending scientists/researchers to India/China at government expense to
be embedded in research institutions there. Huge potential benefits: commercial, academic
interchange, etc.

They believe that some HEIs eg Australian, are planning to set up campuses in India. Do we know if this
is true? Are there any barriers eg legal to doing this? Does Imperial have any plans to open such campuses?
If not, why not?

— Plenty of universities are considering whether to set up in India. However, unless the projects are
bankrolled by government or private companies, with open-ended coverage of all risk, it is not
sensible or viable.

— Universities do not have the capacity to fund risky ventures. Must first come to terms with
challenges in UK

— IC will not set up campuses for above reasons. Also ethos and experience of Imperial is only
available on UK campus close to the top profs, equipment, post grads etc. Establishment of
overseas campuses would inevitably result in dilution of centre of excellence.Management/quality
control would be too great for already stretched Imperial resources.

— UKgovernment should fund centres of excellence, whether they are teaching, training or research.

— Nottingham’s venture in China: diVerent country, diVerent rules and a very brave and competent
VC. Must be viewed against unsuccessful venture in Malaysia. Will be some time before we can
judge benefits.

How does Imperial feel about the short term benefits to ICL/UK plc of collaboration with India and
training Indian students versus the medium/long term issue of strengthening a potential competitor?

— Webelieve there are short and long term reasons for collaborating (NBmust be distinguished from
attracting Indian students merely to boost fee income)

— Short term⁄if we don’t do it others will⁄US, French, Germans, Canadians—must meet
intense competition head on to pave way for future
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— Long term

— sustainable research collaborations in globalised world. Imperial is in global
market place.

— joint IPR development and exploitation⁄joint companies. Essential means of
generating LT research income.

Collaborative research: there seems to be lots of collaboration between UK and Indian private sector. Is
there much between UK and Indian HEIs? What are some examples of Imperial collaboration with
Indian HEIs?

— Relatively few examples of serious research collaboration betweenUK and Indian HEIs. Need for
both Government and private sector funding to kickstart process.

— Imperial has a few projects in an early phase

— Aerospace

— Oil and Gas

— Both with global companies who I would not classify as UK plc and wish to keep
commercial in confidence

Is there scope for more collaboration between UK HEIs and Indian industry? Are there some examples
of such collaborations with Imperial?

— Huge scope:

(a) Technology transfer

(b) Pure research

— Imperial is looking at several prospects

— Our biggest prospect failed due to lack of support from UK institutions

What are the main barriers to such HEI-HEI and HEI-industry collaborations?

— Lack of seed funds

— Lack of flagship projects

— Need for much more imaginative and selective approach by our Departments of Education and
Trade & Industry and Research Councils. Some awareness but it needs a boost: eg a Lambert
Review

Are we aware of any specific opportunities for collaboration? Are there any not being supported by UK/
Indian governments?

— Imperial College bid for HEIF funding for the creation of a world leading drug discovery unit in
collaboration with Indian CSIR and top US institute. Inexplicably rejected. Rationale for
rejection completely ignored new policy on collaboration with India.

— Scotland figured it out and now have £50 million funding from Wyeth.

APPENDIX 17

Memorandum by the Indo British Partnership Network (IBPN)

Background:

The origins of the IBPN date back to 1993 when the creation of the Indo British Partnership Initiative
was agreed by the then-Prime Ministers of India and Britain, Narasimha Rao and John Major. This entity
subsequently evolved to be called the Indo British Partnership (IBP). The IBP has always been supported
by the UK Government in Britain and the Confederation of Indian Industry (CII) in India, with the UK
and Indian Co-Chairmen of the IBP being appointed at regular intervals by the UK Government and the
CII respectively. The Chairmen have always been Chief Executives from the private sector. After a period
of success, the IBP stagnated and lost momentum. However, it was re-energised with the appointment of
Karan Bilimoria as the UK Co-Chair in July 2003. During this rejuvenation the decision was made to
incorporate a private limited company, the Indo British Partnership Network (IBPN), in April 2005 to act
as theUK-based extension of the IBP and to deliver on the goals of theUK-India Joint Economic andTrade
Committee (JETCO) initiative and the aspirations of the original IBP Initiative.

A dynamic board of 24 directors was formed to head the IBPN. The Board comprises leading industry
figures from companies representing a wide variety of sectors and interests—including finance, healthcare,
accountancy, IT services, tourism, and education—and other aYliated organisations including UK Trade
& Investment (UKTI), the Confederation of British Industry (CBI) and Business Link. A number of IBPN
Board Directors head up JETCO working groups, including Accountancy, Healthcare, Legal Services and
the Creative Industries.
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The IBP’s principal mandate is to increase bilateral trade, business and investment between the two
countries. It is backed by both governments and chaired by leading industry figures. Current Co-Chairmen
are Mr Sunil Bharti Mittal (Chief Executive, Bharti Enterprises) and Mr Karan F. Bilimoria CBE DL
(Founder and Chief Executive of Cobra Beer), representing Indian and UK industry respectively.

The IBPN is seed-funded by UKTI with a view to becoming self-financing in three years (by 2008–09).
The role of UKTI in the workings the IBPN is considerable, with representation on the Board and active
daily involvement in the Network via the Secretariat at Asia House. Wherever possible the IBPN supports
UKTI to assist in delivering its programme of regional events in association with Regional Development
Agencies and Business Link. The IBPN also works closely with UKTI oYcials overseas, the British High
Commission in India, and the Indian High Commission in the UK. Asia House, a leading pan-Asian
organisation committed to broadening business and cultural links betweenAsia and theUK, was appointed
to manage the Secretariat of the IBPN.

Mission Statement:

To increase bilateral trade, business and investment between Britain and India both ways.
The objectives of the IBPN include:

— To establish an organisation and networking forum open to all British companies and individuals
interested in furthering trade and investment between the UK and India;

— To represent the views of British business at the annual meeting of JETCO;

— To identify ways for British SMEs to better access trade and investment opportunities in India;

— To be a first point of call for companies interested in Indo-British trade, and a gateway to doing
business in India;

— To encourage and support Indian companies to invest in the UK;

— To inform the British Government of private sector views on Indo-British bilateral trade and
investment issues

Developments in Indo-British trade since the creation of the IBP in 1993 include:

— UK-India bilateral trade of goods and services growth by almost 120% to £6.3 billion;

— The UK is India’s fourth largest trading partner after the US, China and EAE;

— UK has achieved the third largest share (9.8%) of inward investment approvals over this time;

— Over 2,000 new Indo-British joint ventures have been approved;

— The UK is India’s second largest market for IT services ($1 billion)

Government Backing

During the visit of Prime Minister Tony Blair to India, 7"8 September 2005, Mr Blair remarked on the
strong business relationship between Britain and India and the role of government in promoting and
enabling such an environment: It’s also why UKTI has supported the establishment of Karan Bilimoria of the
Indo British Partnership Network, a membership and networking organisation for British companies doing
business with India, and meeting a clear demand among UK companies.

The IBPN was oYcially launched at Asia House on 5 December 2005 by Minister of State for Trade and
Investment Ian Pearson MP and Shri Kamalesh Sharma, the Indian High Commissioner, on the eve of the
Rt Hon Tessa Jowell MP signing the UK-India Film Co-Production Treaty. At the launch, the IBPN also
unveiled its co-branded IBPN/UKTI/Virgin Atlantic Doing Business in India guide.

Minister for Trade Ian Pearson at the launch of the IBPN in December 2005: Let’s be clear about one
thing—India means business. And we must ensure that the UK also means business when it comes to India.

IBPN Achievements since April 2005

— Incorporated the Indo British Partnership Network as a private limited company;

— Successfully re-branded as the IBPN and formed an IBPN Board of Directors;

— Designed and launched a successful website (www.ibpn.co.uk) which has had well over 70,000 hits
since 17 October 2005;

— IBPN membership is totally inclusive and open at no cost to all companies, individuals and
entrepreneurs in both Britain and India who are interested in trade, business and investment
both ways;

— Hosted the CII CEOBusiness Delegation for a roundtablemeeting at the London Stock Exchange
in June 2005;

— Published the IBPNDoing Business in India guide, jointly branded IBPN/UKTI/Virgin Atlantic;
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— Formed IBPN Working Groups that are already delivering on JETCO goals;

— Board Directors and the IBPN Chairman have been keynote speakers at trade and investment
events on India throughout the UK in 2005–06;

— The IBPN is a major voice for the UK private sector to the British and Indian governments;

— Regularly meet with the Indian High Commissioner to the UK, Shri Kamalesh Sharma, the
Deputy High Commissioner and the Commercial team;

— The IBPN were asked to put together the oYcial business delegation accompanying the Minister
of State for Trade, Ian Pearson MP, on his ministerial delegation to India and visit to the CII
Partnership Summit in January 2006. The majority of the delegation was made up of IBPN Board
Directors, and the business delegation was chaired by the IBPN Chairman, Karan Bilimoria;

— The IBPN Board participated in the annual JETCO meeting in London on 31 January 2006 and
hosted the oYcial IBPN JETCO Dinner on 30 January 2006;

— IBP UK Chairman will be attending British High Commission Commercial OYcers’ Conference
in India in February 2006 ;

— IBP UK Chairman sits on the UK-India Round Table;

— IBP UK Chairman is a member of Chancellor Gordon Brown’s Asia Task Force;

— IBP UK Chairman advised the Governor of the Bank of England in preparation for his oYcial
visit to India in February/March 2006;

— IBPNBoard and Chairman are advising the LordMayor of London for his visit to India inMarch
2006. The IBPN will be represented by a Board Director accompanying the Lord Mayor as part
of his oYcial business delegation;

— IBPN Board will host the Confederation of Indian Industry CEO delegation’s annual visit to
London in June 2006. The second bilateral roundtable meeting of the IBP will take place during
this visit;

— IBPN will play a major role in the first UK-India Investment Conference, to be held in London
in June 2006

— IBP UK Chairman and the Chief Executive of the IBPN Secretariat at Asia House attend the
Mayor of London’s Delhi-London Round Table, held twice annually;

— IBPUKChairman is Chairman-elect of the London Chamber of Commerce and Industry’s Asian
Business Association, and reports on the IBPN at each bi-monthly meeting;

— IBPN holds Board meetings (two hours) bi-monthly with visiting expert speakers. These meetings
are held at Asia House, the Foreign & Commonwealth OYce, London Stock Exchange and the
DTI/UKTI oYces;

— The IBPN proposes to hold an annual dinner for 500 people, with the Prime Minister of India as
proposed guest of honour and speaker, in London during September or October 2006;

— A programme of proposed forthcoming events includes regional business seminars in
Birmingham, Manchester and Glasgow/Edinburgh and a half-day seminar in London in
association with the CII, the Indian High Commission and the CBI.

Barriers and Aspirations for Indo-British trade, business and investment

Following the rejuvenation of the IBP on the UK side, the IBP in India has appointed a new dynamic
young Chairman, Mr Sunil Mittal, and put together a Board. The first bilateral roundtable meeting of the
Indo British Partnership took place in Kolkata on 18th January 2006 in the presence of Minister for Trade
Ian Pearson, Indian Commerce Minister Kamal Nath, British High Commissioner Sir Michael Arthur and
Indian High Commissioner Shri Kamalesh Sharma. During this meeting IBP UK Chairman Karan
Bilimoria asked the roundtable, made up of the British and Indian IBP Boards, to oVer their wish list for
doing business in India.

The following barriers and aspirations for Indo-British business were suggested by the oYcial IBPN
business delegation that accompanied Minister Ian Pearson to India and participated in this roundtable
meeting:

1. The removal of all barriers to listing Indian companies on the London Stock Exchange/international
markets. Following a recent change in Indian legislation (31 August 2005), Indian companies must list on
markets in India before they can do so elsewhere. In order to be listed in India a company needs a three-
year profitable track record, which makes listing diYcult for start-up/early stage companies or companies
involved in exploration and significant R&D. Such a situation prevents these Indian companies from listing
in the UK—on the London Stock Exchange’s Alternative Investment Market (AIM), for example.

2. Perceptions of India are not changing as fast as India is changing. UK plc as represented by the IBPN
Board is committed to open dialogue with India and seriously values this relationship. The IBPN is working
hard to address this and engage the wider UK press and public.
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3. The allowing of responsible foreign retailers into India as long as they employ locally and provide
training schemes for workers. British retailers with values and vision should have access to the Indian
market. Since the meeting in Kolkata the Indian Cabinet has announced FDI relaxation in retail; however,
this applies only to single-brand retailers.

4. Liberalisation of the Indian legal sector to allow foreign firms into the Indian market for advisory
work, not advocacy. UK law firms stress that they want access to business and not courts.

5. The National Highways Authority of India and federal authorities need to consult UK plc on issues
of road safety, vehicle licensing, vehicle insurance and maintenance. With India anticipated to have more
vehicles on roads than theUnited States of America by 2025 these issues must be addressed (Goldman Sachs
BRICs Report, October 2005).

6. India needs to establish independent, self-regulating dispute resolution arbitration courts, similar to
the British model—courts not focused on archaic codes of practice but on fast, eYcient dispute resolution.

7. Comprehensive reform of counter-productive customs and excise regulations, high tariVs/inter-state
duties and widespread regulatory inconsistencies.

8. Themessage that Britainmeans business for Indian companies needs to penetrate India. Private sector
industry leaders and governments need to convey the message that Britain is pro-business, international,
and encourages an environment conducive to entrepreneurialism for young, new Indian businesses.

9. Since the incorporation of patent protection policy for pharmaceuticals in 2005, patented international
products are moving into the India market. However, India still needs to create a pricing structure that
recognises and rewards innovation. India has a unique opportunity to create a fair system, which will help
healthcare services to become more eYcient.

10. An infrastructure overhaul with greater publicity given to tendering opportunities for international
firms, perhaps utilising the network of the IBPN to get such opportunities press in the UK.

11. Regeneration and re-development opportunities for British architects, including the opportunity
presented by the Commonwealth Games and burgeoning metros.

12. Removal of regulatory barriers in banking and financial services, including the use of an international
trading name. There should be no question of national origin in business in order for India to become truly
globalised.

13. India as a viable andmore conducive business destination than China. Themutual heritage, common
business language and existing partnerships between India and Britain are strong foundations for further
business and investment; they should be celebrated and strengthened further.

14. The removal of excessive bureaucracy and red tape, particularly in business transactions with the
public sector. Together with a lack of transparency these barriers deter prospective investors.

15. Comprehensive patent legislation is coming into eVect in terms of Intellectual Property Rights but
there remains poor infrastructure for the proper implementation of this protection.

16. BRICs Global Economics Paper No: 134 How solid are the BRICs? (December 2005): India scores
lowest out of all the BRICs (Brazil, Russia, India, and China) in terms of long-term growth environments.
These projections are very useful in highlighting the strengths and weaknesses. Goldman Sachs finds that
“India scores relatively well in terms of rule of law, external debt and inflation, but quite poorly in terms of
levels of secondary education, technology adoption, fiscal position and openness”. In conclusion, although
the findings are encouraging, India needs to address its institutional and political infrastructure in order to
provide favourable conditions for growth over a longer period of time.

Conclusion

Britain must get the trade relationship right with India; this is of vital importance to the future of the UK
economy. Trade with India still represents only 1% of total UK trade and every eVort needs to be made to
ensure that this figure is increased exponentially over the next few years. The UK and India are barely
scratching the surface at the moment, and there is a great deal of work left to do. The UK has woken up to
the great potential India presents, but only just in time, and complacency in this area will result in a
weakening of the UK’s global trading position and will be a missed opportunity of considerable magnitude.
We are witnessing a generational change in global trading patterns and the UK must be at the forefront of
this change.

The IBPN works hard to address common misconceptions that exist about doing business in India, to
assist SMEs who want to access the Indian market, and to feeds the views of the private sector into the
highest levels of government in both Britain and India. The traYc through our website, the growing
awareness in the British press of business opportunities in India, and our rapidly growing IBPNmembership
base illustrates the strong foundations for further growth between our two countries both ways.

17 February 2006
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APPENDIX 18

Memorandum by Intellect

Background

Intellect has 1,000 members comprising organisations both large and small from the UK’s information
technology, telecommunications and electronics sectors. Intellect is a vital source of knowledge and
expertise on all aspects of the hi-tech industry.

The following paper provides the initial views of Intellect member companies on trade and investment
opportunities with India.

Intellect welcomes the opportunity to provide input at this early stage and looks forward to a programme
of continual engagement with relevant government departments, agencies and other stakeholders.

Introduction

Over the last decade the UK Information & Communication Technology (ICT) and Business Process
Outsourcing (BPO) industries have witnessed a substantial growth in oVshoring. The growth of this global
market has been and continues to be rapid—increasing numbers of companies are adopting oVshoring
strategies as a means of deriving benefit from the skilled labour pools and lower costs available in countries
such as, and in particular, India.
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This paper gives a general introduction to the key areas of trade and investment opportunities that
Intellect has identified with India. The UK cannot aVord to underestimate India’s ICT industry and UK
businesses must proactively determine the advantages that can be gained from a two-way flow of resources
and services between India and the UK.

Intellect’s Position

The trend towards oVshore production of ICT products and services follows patterns experienced in the
UK manufacturing industries, such as steel and automotive. This has led to concerns about the loss of UK
jobs. However, Intellect believes that these developments should not be viewed as a threat to the UK ICT
industry: instead, they represent an opportunity for the UK to bolster its world leading role and ensure that
this is sustained into the future, securing and expanding the opportunities for strong employment growth
across a breadth of sectors in the UK economy.

1. The “globalised trade” model

In the last ten years oVshoring has seen Indian companies develop highly cost-competitive software
production centres, a process that has rapidly evolved into a “globalised trade” model. These companies
have oVered highly cost-competitive ICT (and now also BPO) services to their UK clients across many
sectors of the UK economy.

UK ICT companies and foreign-owned ICT companies based in the UK (including Intellect members
Accenture, BT, IBM, LogicaCMG and Xansa) have successfully invested in their own operations in India.
By the same token, Infosys, Tata Consultancy Services, Satyam and Wipro are among major Indian
companies (also members of Intellect) that have established rapidly growing operations in the UK as part
of their “internationalisation” into the global market.

2. UK plc’s access to cost-competitive resources

The UK is the world’s second largest exporter of ICT and ICT-enabled services after the USA, and has
a trade surplus withmost countries. (However, the specific trade balance with India is not clear: Indian trade
statistics report far higher exports to the UK than UK trade statistics record in the import column.)16 The
creation and delivery of the majority of specific services that the UK actively exports (such as computer
services, engineering services, financial services, architectural services) is reliant on applied ICT. UK trade
is in surplus in all of these sectors17.

The globally competitive cost base of UK plc in the services sector has been significantly maintained and
strengthened by the growth of the outsourcing/oVshoring trade with India. This means that UK companies
are able to access experienced ICT professional resources in India at competitive costs.

The skills associated with the application of ICT to business are crucial to heartland UK plc and these
skills must be maintained in an increasingly global marketplace. Intellect recognises that UK plc needs to
demonstrate a high level of professionalism in the application of these skills and is actively supporting the
development of a modern ICT professionalism across the economy.

3. Opportunities for SMEs

The major ICT sector companies have formed the prime players in India over the last decade. However,
there is now growing evidence that some UK SME companies are now partnering and sourcing in India to
ensure they tackle their cost bases and remain globally competitive.

UKTrade& Investment have the opportunity to play a critical role in ensuring thatUKSMEs have access
to competitively priced resources in India and should work to build these relationships.

4. Efficient work permit regimes

A relatively free movement of ICT professionals between India and the UK is vital to ensure the eVective
operation of service delivery. The success of the UK ICT industry depends on ‘on-shore’ resources that can
work closely with customers on complex projects whilst carefully managing operations in India.

The recent demand for IT professionals in the UK has been fuelled by major public sector projects (eg
the NHS-IT andMOD upgrades). This demand has partially been met by an influx of experienced resource
from overseas, particularly from India (approximately 85% of the 22,000 foreign IT workers that entered
the UK on work permits in 2005 were from India).

16 The balance of trade in ICT and ICT-enabled services between India and the UK is not clear. The OECD 2004 Information
Technology Outlook (Table 2.10) detailed major discrepancies in exports as reported by India and the balancing imports
reported by OECDmembers—the Indian figures are much higher. The USGAO, in a report to Congress released in October
2005 (GA-06-116), confirmed the extent of this discrepancy in the case of the USA.

17 The Institute of Fiscal Studies and AIM Research published a detailed evaluation of the UK trade performance in ICT-
enabled business services inNovember 2004 (OVshoring of Business Services and its impact on theUKeconomy).More recent
trade statistics have confirmed the main analysis set out in the 2004 paper. See:
www.aimresearch.org/release/081104oVshoringrpt.pdf?fbr%1101202538843
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5. Encouraging Indian Investment in the UK

The top three Indian IT services companies (Infosys Technologies, Tata Consultancy Services (TCS), and
Wipro Technologies), all of which are members of Intellect, are rapidly evolving major global players with
annual revenues ranging between US$1.2–1.6 billion in 2005. As noted above, these players have global
intentions and are looking to build European operations through direct investment and acquisition. The
UK, particularly UK Trade & Investment and the Regional Development Agencies, must oVer maximum
encouragement to Indian IT Services companies that plan to build/expand their European operations in
the UK.

6. Data protection issues

In line with the growth in oVshoring to India, concerns have been raised relating to data protection and
security. Indeed, opponents of such oVshoring have cited the absence of data protection and privacy laws
as a strong reason to stop the transfer of ICT, BPO and call centre outsourcing to India.

In response, the Indian government has indicated that it is likely to introduce a tighter data protection
and privacy regime in the near future. Following from this, it is possible (and some have indicated likely)
that India will seek to negotiate with the EU in an attempt to gain recognition of India as a country that
oVers an adequate level of protection for personal data.

Currently, those outsourcing to India rely upon contractual protection alone. However, in addition to
such contractual protection it will also be helpful to look to statutory protection. Accordingly, any steps
proposed by the Indian government are welcomed.

In the meantime, those outsourcing to India will need to continue to ensure that appropriate protection
is contained in their contracts with Indian suppliers and that steps are taken to monitor the discharge of,
and correct any failures to comply with, the contractual obligations imposed.

Conclusion

The UKmust promote itself as an attractive location for ICT companies to operate in and position itself
at the top of the ICT industry value chain, diVerentiating itself by focusing on innovation and the application
of business leadership competencies.

In order to achieve this the UK must recognise that India is a key element in the global market and seek
to complement its growth by encouraging collaboration between all stakeholders and investing in education
and professional development. The UK must also promote a common legal language—developing
contracting protocols to facilitate innovative contracting and streamlining company law, which governs
subsidiaries and Special Purpose Vehicles (SPVs)—to ensure that both the UK and India achieve the
maximum benefit from UK oVshore trade and investment.

A shared commercial and developmental agenda should ensure the UK has a new generation of ICT and
business process innovators, designers and managers who will be able to drive the industry successfully into
the future.

Next Steps

Intellect looks forward to discussing these issues in greater depth with relevant government departments,
agencies and other stakeholders with a view to developing appropriate strategies that reflect the dynamism
of the ICT industry.

January 2006

APPENDIX 19

Memorandum by the James E. Lynch India & South Asia Business Centre,
Centre for International Business, University of Leeds

Objectives

This document identifies the extent to which knowledge on Indian business is extremely limited, with
devastating consequences for policy-makers.

The case for a government-funded academic centre exclusively devoted to the understanding of the rise
of India as a driver of globalisation follows. Important, yet overlooked research topics are then identified
and activities that contribute to the long-term competitiveness of UK firms in India are then highlighted.
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Recent trends in international and Indian business

1. The changing world economy is characterised by the opening up of emerging economies, and the
simultaneously globalisation and regionalisation of markets, in an attempt to secure the economic
development and performance benefits of exploiting international business. Countries have adopted policies
to make themselves more profitable locations in order to attract investment. For their part, firms respond
by seeking performance gains, but also interact with policy formation. In turn, governments also have to
balance equity and eYciency in their policies.

2. India is an emerging player in world business, at a time when globalisation is gathering pace. It has
taken second place to China, in terms of business activity and location, in the past decade. It has potential
similar to China, however, and shares with it many characteristics such as a population of well over a billion,
lowwage costs, dramatic internal wealth disparities, a focus on inward foreign investment, a liberalising and
reforming economy, a huge internal market and an important business-oriented Diaspora. Following the
implementation of internal reforms leading to a reorientation of its economic direction, India has the
potential to play a major role in the globalisation process that characterises the world economy in the 21st
century. This will create challenges, not only for India itself and its firms, but also for Western firms,
governments and citizens.

3. The terms of reference of the inquiry state that “some commentators have expressed fears that UK
businesses have been too slow to see the potential oVered by India, and the risks of not taking its competition
seriously”. This, and other issues related to the implications of the rise of India in international business
have virtually received no attention by the academic community and policy-makers in theWesternworld. At
a recent meeting of the India Group of the Commonwealth Business Council, the Chief Executive of Inward
Investment at UKTI publicly acknowledged that the British government did not know in what conditions
the increasing number of takeovers of UK firms by Indian companies would benefit UK plc.

4. Data on foreign direct investment into India are scarce. TheUnited Nations’ yearly publicationWorld
Investment Report does not record the destination of outward investment for each country. The UK’s ONS
identifies the amount of British investment into India but it is diYcult to identify with precision whether the
UK has been lagging behind other countries. As a rule, FDI into China is ten times that of FDI into India.
The global inward stock of FDI in India amounted $39,000 million in 2004 (against £245,000 million for
China). India has an immense potential, but early FDI figures do not suggest UK firms have taken India
seriously. Indeed, while 5% of British investments in Asia were located in India in 2000, this percentage
declined to 3.5% by 2004 according to oYcial UK statistics. Meanwhile, the worldwide stock of direct
investment in India more than doubled over the same period according to oYcial United Nations statistics,
to amount $39,000 million.

5. The absence of knowledge on India is worrying. International business academia has followed
international business practice, and has devoted muchmore attention to China than to India. Large analyst
firms do not devote much attention to India either. When analysts do look at India, data are at best
inaccurate or suspect. There is therefore a clear need to repair this glaring inadequacy in the attention
structure of business and management academia and policy-makers.

6. Leeds University Business School is the only higher education institution in the UK to have sought to
address this inadequacy by creating an India and South Asia Business Centre. In Europe, the Paris-based
INSEADmade a public announcement in 2004 that it was seeking £3million to create a similar structure. To
date, we know of no other research institute in the academic world (outside India itself) which concentrates
specifically on business and management in India and South Asia—with the exception of the India and
South Asia Business Centre (ISABC) at the University of Leeds.

7. Initiatives that seek to generate knowledge on Indian business and the implications of its increasing
importance on the UK and the European Union to guide the policy-making process exist independently of
government funding. It is worrying that no UK funding body has made India a priority yet.

James E. Lynch India and South Asia Business Centre

8. The James E. Lynch India and South Asia Centre (ISABC) was founded in 2004 under the Strategic
Research Infrastructure Fund II scheme. This follows the creation five years earlier, of the Institute for
Research on Contemporary China (IRCC). The two centres are physically located next to each other, within
the premises of the Centre for International Business (CIBUL), the world’s leading research centre in
international business (independent study to be published in International Business Research, 2006).

9. LeedsUniversity Business School (LUBS) contributed to the initial funding of the India Centre, which
enabled the conversion of a rowof terraced-houses at the heart of theUniversity of Leeds’ campus into state-
of-the-art, dedicated research facilities for the understanding of Indian business.

10. A total of £400k has been invested in the facilities. The India Centre, to be formally launched in 2006,
exists independently of government funding to generate knowledge on the implications of the rise of India
and disseminate it to academics, policy-makers and the business community.
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11. Understanding trends in international business related to India in general, and the multi-faceted
issues that arise from the growing role of India in the globalisation process requires a multi-disciplinary
approach that can be best embedded within a research centre. Traditional single-discipline approaches,
associated with conventionally-funded university Chairs, have resulted in a lack of responsiveness.

12. The creation of new knowledge, with which to inform all users and beneficiaries at all levels, requires
the exploitation of economies of scale, of scope (cross-fertilisation in multidisciplinary teams), of duration
(specific investments), and of joint production, in the form of shared facilities. This requires substantial
initial investment, and long-term support for the basic research, and economies of synergy to work through
to the strategic output stage.

13. Very little research has been conducted on any aspect of Indian business practices. This follows the
lack of dedicated research structures. Instead, India has been seen so far as a case study, as part of wider-
range research. A dedicated structure with a physical location enables knowledge assimilation and
knowledge sharing among multi-disciplinary teams of researchers and practitioners.

14. The ISABC aims to contribute to increased competitiveness of UKfirms in India by focusing on three
key objectives. The key research mission of the India and South Asia Business Centre encompasses the
following elements.

15. The generation of knowledge to guide policy-makers

Only a dedicated research centre can address the problems, issues and opportunities that are faced by
Indian-based and UK-based firms, in relation to the emergence and opening of India-the globalisation of
competition, and its implication in terms of foreign market servicing strategies for Indian and European
firms. Issues of particular importance, on which very little is known at present, include:

— Foreign market servicing strategies of Indian firms within India itself and abroad, and non-Indian
firms in India.

— Inward and outward foreign direct investment into/from India, its trends and characteristics, its
impact on firm performance.

— The rise of “Third World Multinationals” and challenges posed by the internationalisation of
Indian firms; contrasts with the experience of Malaysian and Chinese firms.

— The specificities of Indian management practices, and their contribution to the process of
globalisation; the implications of internationalisation by Indian firms on structures, culture and
management; the link between ownership structure, internationalisation and performance in an
Indian context.

— The Indian outsourcing industry and the challenges posed by its expansion to Indian, non-Indian
firms and governments.

— Comparative research on India v China, especially in the area of foreign direct investment and
knowledge management in multinational firms (with IIM-A).

The ISABC has created a unique database at firm-level that can be used to identify trends in UK-India
trade and investment relationship and assess the impact of these on firms’ performance and competitiveness.

16. The dissemination of research findings to benefit policy-makers and the academic and business
communities:

— A web site acting as a gateway to existing research in the area of Indian business, with specific
sections targeted at academics, practitioners, and policy-makers.

— The conduct of self-financing Management Development Programmes, in India and the UK.

— The publication of research reports and articles targeted at specific audiences in academics’ and
practitioners’ journals, the business and financial press—in partnership with the Financial Times.

— The compilation and harmonisation of existing databases on inward and outward foreign direct
investment flows and stocks between India and key other countries.

— The creation of unique datasets on aspects of Indian v. Chinese business at firm- and industry-
level.

— The conduct of self-financing Management Development Programmes, in India and the UK.

— Research publications related to projects identified above, and published in top international
business and management journals, with a strong focus on policy- and business-implications.

— Database dissemination to an audience of business and financial analysts, researchers, business
users. This activity will be income-generating.

— Management Development Programmes and short courses, both in the UK and India where there
is a clear market need and where the course subjects and client base are complementary to the
research mission of the centre. This activity will be income generating.
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— Focused seminars on topics such as “Doing business with India”, in partnership with UKTI,
targeted at first-time UK investor/exporter in India. This activity will be income-generating too.

17. Knowledge Transfer Partnership

A government-funded India and South Asia Business Centre should also act as a forumwhere companies
andmanagers with an interest in India can meet, and exchange information both with one another and with
the researchers based in the Centre. In an area where there is so little existing research, and where the
business opportunities are so big, it is hoped that the mutual exchange of information, ideas and experience,
will be perceived to be profitable to all the parties concerned. The Centre is ideally suited to implement
Knowledge Transfer Partnerships, funded by the Department of Trade and Industry, between the
University of Leeds andUKfirmswishing to do business in India. The ISABChas been involvedwithUKTI
West Yorkshire to organise one-day events on issues related to “doing business with India”.

18. Capacity building in research on Indian Business to ensure long-term competitiveness

Research training courses and seminars to be provided for doctoral students with interests in India and
South Asia. An ESRC-recognised research training programme could be designed to enhance the research
skills of doctoral students in the UK involved in qualitative research methods with particular reference to
emerging markets.

9 January 2006

APPENDIX 20

Memorandum by Morgan Walker

We write to you with reference to the inquiry into trade and investment opportunities with India. We
would like to focus on the role of the UK government in assisting businesses.

We, being an English law firm with perhaps an exclusive right of practice in India, deal with a diverse
range of corporate and commercial matters, both contentious and non-contentious. This includes banking,
finance, capital markets, dispute resolution, commercial property, intellectual property, information
technology and bulk business immigration. We have a number of Indian corporate clients, many of them
having assumed global outreach with growing business interests in the UK.

The Agreement between the Government of United Kingdom of Great Britain andNorthern Ireland and
theGovernment of the Republic of India in 1995 for “The Promotion and Protection of Investments”. Article
3 (1) of the Agreement states “Each Contracting Party shall encourage and create favourable conditions for
investors of the other Contracting Party to make investments in its territory, and admit such investments
in accordance with its laws and policy.”

A look at the immigration regime reveals a number of constraining factors which work to the detriment
of Indian inward investors into the UK. We summarise them in the following paragraphs:

Article 4 (1) provides that each Contracting Party shall accord to investments of investors of the other
Contracting Party, including their operation, management, maintenance, use, enjoyment or disposal by
such investors, treatment which shall be not less favourable than that accorded either to investments of its
own investors or to investments of investors of any third State.

India one of the largest inward investor into the UK and despite being a Most Favoured Nation it still
has to face problems relating to work permits and visas which hinders Indian investors in increasing
investments. It is asserted that being most favoured nation, the clause would automatically entitle Indian
citizen’s similar treatment that to the EU citizens in respect of travel or work and the immigration regime
should be exactly similar.

There has been a continuing shortage of skilled workforce in the UK, in both the IT and Hospitality
sectors. Due to this reason the IT and the Hospitality sectors have been drawing upon human capital by
way of skilled professionals and specialists from India through “Intra- company Transfers” as well as direct
recruitment through the “advertisements” route.

The Home OYce’s reluctance in issuing work permits to new companies who have recently opened their
branches in the UK has led to significant losses for companies and delays in realising their investments.

The UK Government, on 19 July 2005 launched the Consultation document on “Selective Admission:
making migration work for Britain”. Under this consultation, the government has proposed to introduce
five separate tiers in the work permit application, which will seek to regulate entry into the UK for work,
study and to train.We are concerned that this will only narrow the selection process further and will in eVect
result in more rejections.
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Regarding proposal for changes in immigration rules, they raise many concerns as summarised below:

People from India, generally, come to the UK as visitors, investors, highly skilled migrants, work permit
holders and students. The fees and expenses met by people under these categories at the mission oYces are
very high and it causes a heavy burden on people from a country like India. Furthermore when they apply
for extension of stay they inevitably face heavy expenses again.

There are new proposals requiring execution of bonds to ensure their return. Though it is not yet clear
what would be the impact of such a proposal, it is a major cause of concern. It will impose heavy and
unjustified penalties on Indian businesses which have been contributing to the dynamism of the UK
economy and seem an unfair and discriminatory provision. It will cause further divergence from the
provisions of the bilateral treaty on protection of investments which enjoin equal treatment. We do hope
that discriminatory policies are not applied with regard to Indian nationals, as India is now widely
acknowledged to have a dynamic and growing economy with which developing relations will be beneficial
to the UK.

Significantly, there have been no such constraints faced by British nationals who now travel to India in
hundreds to take up jobs.

Although on one side it is said that the UK government is promoting investors from India and their
business, on the other it seems to be creating a number of constraints. Investors after investing huge amounts
are sometimes harassed by the procedures and expenses involved.

To safeguard business interests, inward investors have to bring in personnel for key positions on whom
they have confidence and trust. For this they may have to recruit or transfer people from India having the
requisite skills and knowledge of the business and on whom they can confide to help in the growth of the
business.

But such eVorts are often hindered by rejections or long drawn procedural delays at the immigration
department. Such applications are often refused on minor grounds like the perfection of advertisement and
the place where the advertisements are made in the UK. Appeals are often not allowed and if they opt for
a review, it may cause further long delays to get a decision.

Some of our clients’, especially from the IT or the Hospitality (especially Indian cuisines) sectors, have
been refused work permits on one ground or the other. They are all very reputable companies in India and
have opened their branches in the UK to provide their expertise and help the UK industries to grow. They
have brought into theUK large investments fromwhich theUKas a country has reaped substantial benefits.

Students who come to study in the UK are charged higher fees than home students for the same course.

Wewould like to add further that for freemovement of goods and services, the immigration regime should
be suitably relaxed so as to provide opportunities for more experts and professionals from India to cater the
ever burgeoning needs and requirements of Trade and Industry. India has a huge human capital to oVer in
this regard.

We shall be pleased to provide further inputs, which we might be able to help you in this regard.

9 January 2006

APPENDIX 21

Memorandum by Rio Tinto

1. Rio Tinto in India

(a) Rio Tinto has been in India since 1993 and currently has four oYces there.

— Rio Tinto Exploration (RTE) has an oYce in Bangalore and concentrates its exploration
eVorts on diamonds.

— Rio Tinto Diamonds (RTD) has a representative oYce in Mumbai, centrally positioned for
its customers with established cutting and polishing operations.

— Rio Tinto Iron Ore (RTIO), with an oYce in New Delhi, has a joint venture to develop an
iron ore project with the Government of Orissa; and

— Rio Tinto Asia (RTA), also with an oYce in Bangalore, is selling coking coal to steel makers
and the Group is oVshoring project implementation and software development for its
business information systems.

(b) As a market, a provider of shared services and potential asset base, India is growing in importance
to Rio Tinto. This was acknowledged with the recent appointment of Nik Senapati as Regional
Vice President India, based in New Delhi.
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2. Barriers to Investment in India by ForeignMining Companies

The Hoda Committee

(a) Whilst India is rich in natural resources, they are still largely undeveloped. In June 2005,
Mr Montek Singh Ahluwalia, Deputy Chairman of the Planning Commission, established a
committee to identify what measures will be needed to stimulate the mining sector. It was asked
to address the issues around procedural and fiscal impediments,mineral policy and regulation. The
commitee has four members and is headed by Anwarul Hoda, a member of the commission.

(b) Over the last 18 months, Rio Tinto has had several high-level discussions with the Indian
Government. Tom Albanese, Chief Executive Copper and Exploration met Mr P Chidambaram,
Finance Minister in October 2004. Guy Elliott, Finance Director met Mr Ahluwalia, Deputy
Chairman Planning Commission inMay 2005 and more recently, Keith Johnson, Chief Executive
Diamonds met Kamal Nath, CommerceMinister in India and Paul Skinner, the Chairman of Rio
Tinto met Mr P Chidambaram at the WEF in Davos. The Government has asked Rio Tinto for
its views on what would make India more attractive as a destination for investment.

(c) Rio Tinto has outlined its “value proposition” to India, in which the mining sector underpins
general economic development in urban areas and also acts as a “catalyst” for sustainable
economic prosperity and social well-being for rural communities who might otherwise be left out
of the “growth” story.

(d) Rio Tinto is engaging with the review. The Rio Tinto India team made a detailed written
submission to the Hoda Committee in September 2005. This was followed by a presentation in
December 2005.

Framework for FDI

(e) Rio Tinto presented a framework for FDI in mining to the Hoda Committee. The key elements
were as follows:

— security of tenure through preliminary exploration to mine development;

— speedy and transparent permitting/licensing process;

— stable fiscal regime;

— access to markets: enabling free market competition for product; and

— access to market prices: allowing investors to fully evaluate investments.

Impediments to investment

(f) Rio Tinto provided the Hoda Committee with an analysis of the factors impeding investment and
suggested remedies. The main points are summarised below.

(i) State Expectations of Value Addition:

Certain States make downstream value addition a pre-condition for granting Reconnaissance
Permits (“RP”), despite the Federal Government’s insistence that such impositions discourage
investment and are not legally enforceable. Some States are explicit in their policies, allocating
what are described as “captive” leases to those companies prepared to invest in downstream assets.

Rio Tinto has proposed the international development model, whereby competent mining
companies develop the resources needed to supply local markets eYciently. This would lead to the
development of large scale, internationally competitive operations underpinning downstream
infrastructure development.

(ii) Access to Markets:

Value addition requirements also have the knock-on eVect of imposing limitations on exports.
There is perception in India that iron ore resources are finite and must be preserved for domestic
use. However, exploration has not been undertaken with modern techniques. As a result, the
picture for iron ore resources is incomplete. Similarly, limited mine planning and beneficiation
technologies are in use and advances could further increase resources.

Rio Tinto accepts that local markets would always be supplied first. However, there should also
be opportunities to export in order to meet demands for large-scale, low cost production that can
deliver a competitive oVering to customers.

(iii) Access to Market Prices:

In some cases, price setting leads to poor investment decision making. Rio Tinto contends that
exposure to exports and realisable market prices would enable investment evaluation and decision
making to be based on economic criteria.

(iv) Stable Fiscal Regime:

In order to be sustainable, mines require fiscal regimes at Federal and State levels that are stable,
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globally competitive and enable investment evaluation and decisions to bemade. Random imposts
cause concern to international investors and deter them from investing.

Ernst & Young’s 2005 comparative study of the Indian fiscal regime for mining and that other
leading mining economies was included with the Rio Tinto submission to the Hoda Committee.

(v) Interaction with Forestry and other Laws:

The process from Reconnaissance Permit to mining lease is bureaucratic and time consuming. It
is further complicated by the need to coordinate with the forestry approvals processes.

The interpretation of laws, policies and approvals processes needed to be made consistent.

(vi) FDI Policy and Press Note I:

Press Note No 18 (1998) stipulated that Government approval be sought for new foreign
investment and technical collaboration proposals where the foreign investor has or had any
previous joint venture or technology transfer/trademark agreement in the same or allied field in
India. The Foreign Investment Promotion Board (FIPB) exempted the mineral sector from the
conditions of Press Note 18. In so doing, it recognised the special challenges of the mineral sector.
The exemption is subject to a declaration from the applicant that it has no existing joint venture
in the “same area and/or particular mineral”. The terminology used here is so broad that where a
foreign investor has an existing joint venture he is wise to seek either a “No Objection Certificate”
(NOC) or FIPB approval before investing; to eliminate the risk of later disruption by an Indian
partner. This defeats the purpose of the exemption.

PressNoteNo 1 (2005) suggests that prospective partnersmay wish to agree a “conflict of interest”
provision when setting up a joint venture, and puts the onus on both the foreign and local partner
to prove damage from any new investment outside of the existing joint venture but in the same
field. The diYculty remains that, except in specific cases, local partners still have the potential to
obstruct unreasonably further investment by the foreign partner. Press Note 1 provides little
benefit for a foreign investor reasonably seeking to set up a wholly owned subsidiary to explore/
mine in the same field as an existing joint venture.

Rio Tinto proposed the international development model, whereby mining joint ventures are
typically formed to explore for andmine a specificmineral within a specific geographic area usually
defined by a granted concession. In India, this concession would include the reconnaissance
permit, prospecting license or mining lease areas. Rio Tinto suggested that investment in the sector
would be considerably improved by tighter definitions in FDI policy and application of the key
terms, “same area”, “particular mineral” and “same field”.

(vii) State Royalty on Diamond Production:

The 10% State royalty on diamond production is high compared to other diamond-producing
countries and to royalties for other commodities in India. When combined with India’s corporate
tax rate and surcharges, the eVect on a project’s economics can be substantial.

Rio Tinto supported last year’s decision to reduce India’s corporate tax rate to 30%.

(viii) Restrictive Regulations on Exploration Tenure:

The conversion of Reconnaissance Permits (“RP”) to Prospecting Licenses (“PL”) after a three-
year period is diYcult given the current PL limit of only 25km2 per company per State. This is too
small an area and too rapid a reduction for eVective exploration to be completed.

Rio Tinto supports the proposed revisions to the Mines & Minerals (Development and
Regulation) Act that include increasing the PL limit to approximately 500km2 per State and
automatic conversion of RPs to PLs.

(ix) Import Duties on Exploration Equipment:

The mining sector is liable for 50% of drill rig value when moving a rig onto site, regardless of
duration of work.

Rio Tinto is seeking equal treatment to the oil and gas sector, which is currently exempt from
import duties on exploration equipment.

Next steps

(g) The recommendations of the Hoda Committee are expected shortly. A positive indication of the
Government’s intent was provided on 25 January 2005 whenKamal Nath announced FDI in both
the mining of diamonds and precious stones, and mining of coal and lignite will now be allowed
up to 100%. This is part of a set of wider reforms to rationalise and liberalise FDI policy.

(h) Rio Tinto will continue to encourage Ministers in the Indian Government to aspire to having a
world class mining industry with access to capital and the skills in exploration, mine planning and
social and environmental management that are needed to establish long life, sustainable
operations.

28 February 2006
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APPENDIX 22

Memorandum by Rolls-Royce

Background

Rolls-Royce has had a presence in India for over 70 years. The Company established its headquarters in
Delhi, together with a Diesel Engine Trading Company, and currently employs almost 100 people “in-
country” operating in seven locations. We have a Marine Trading OYce located in Mumbai and support
staV are positioned with operators/customers in Bangalore and several other locations.

In the past, most of the Company’s business was focused on licensing Hindustan Aeronautics Limited
(HAL), the state owned aircraft manufacturing company, to buildRolls-Royce engines for locally produced
military aircraft. This partnership with HAL has existed since 1956.

In recent years, Rolls-Royce has re-positioned itself in India to adjust to the rapidly changing local
circumstances. From being perceived as the supplier of luxury cars, the Company is now recognized as a
modern leader in the power systems business. Rolls-Royce has more than 1,000 aero engines in service in
India, mainly as a result of long-term defence programmes and all four of the company’s global market
sectors: civil aerospace, defence aerospace, marine and energy are represented in the country.

The surge in civil aviation during the previous two years, and especially the emergence of private sector
domestic airlines, has brought a flood of new business. The V2500 engine, in which we have a major share,
has been selected by every Indian private airline that has chosen the A320 aircraft for its fleet: a total of
almost 400 V2500 engines. Our partnership with HAL remains a major activity via the new Hawk Trainer
programme and the support of older military engines.

In theMarine andEnergy sectors we also have significant growing business. Over 300 Indian ships operate
Rolls-Royce equipment including engines, thrusters, steering gear, stabilisers, winches, shafts and
propellers. The Coast Guard is a major customer for our waterjets which power its large fleet of patrol craft
and three new Pollution Control Vessels—designed and equipped by Rolls-Royce—are also under
construction for the Coast Guard.

In the oil and gas sector over 100 RB211 and other, smaller, gas turbines are employed on-shore and oV-
shore whilst our diesel engines power the network of pipelines carrying crude oil and refined products across
India. With the arrival of imported LNG and large gas discoveries oV-shore, major expansion is now being
planned for this sector.

The Company is currently establishing local sub-contract engineering and we are also planning to set-up
a joint venture to manufacture diesel engines.

Opportunities/challenges

India is now realising its long awaited potential. The economy is growing strongly at about 8% per year
and is less dependent on agriculture having moved firmly into services (50% of GDP). However, India is still
heavily aVected by the monsoons since 75% of the population is employed in agriculture.

The burgeoning middle class is driving consumerism and credit with associated spiraling demands for
energy and air travel. Meanwhile, India’s non-aligned status and regional instabilities continue to drive
India’s defence spending which is about 3% of GDP.

These factors mean that there is strong demand for the whole range of Rolls-Royce products but doing
business in India can be extremely demanding. There are now two distinctly diVerent business arenas: the
traditional and the new. The first continues to be represented by Government owned companies like Air
India, HAL, Oil and Natural Gas Commission (ONGC), and the MoD with traditional bureaucracy. By
comparison, the latter is represented by the private airlines, Oil and Gas companies, private shipyards etc,
with modern business practices.

Both business environments demand value for money and reliable products with good service. Both are
aVected by poor infrastructure which is lagging well behind the rate of business progress—this is especially
the case in airports, roads and electricity.

There is a well-established legal structure in India although litigation is still very much in evidence.

Rolls-Royce has found it vital to have a strong resident presence in-country to guide our visiting Business
Units. Increasingly, we also need to be seen to have a strong local presence through local manufacture,
transfer of technology, contribution to Indian exports etc. The recent Indian defence oVset policy firmly
points in this direction for the future with stringent demands for exportable technology transfers.

Local content is increasingly important but there is also an opportunity for localisation of selected posts
and outsourcing both of which reduce costs. The key is maintenance of quality through supervision and
training. The common use of English coupled with high educational qualifications and willingness to adapt
are all helpful features in localisation.
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Role of HMG

The British High Commission (BHC) in Delhi provides Rolls-Royce with first class support. The High
Commissioner is frequently personally engaged on our behalf especially with Indian GovernmentMinisters
and the Post plays an important role as an integral part of the Company marketing team. Regular meetings
ensure exchange of views and relevant, timely interventions. We are also fully involved by the High
Commission with visiting Inward Missions and senior UK visitor programmes.

There are two areas where further UK Government support would be helpful. The first is in relation to
implementation of defence oVset policy, where the rules need to be modified to support the transfer of
exportable technology. The demanding requirements on the release of technology, and the associated IPR,
to specific Indian defence manufacturers such that it can be subsequently exported, gives rise to unrealistic
expectations which cannot be delivered. Such precise demands could actually be detrimental to the
encouragement of foreign investment.

The second is in relation to Export Credit support. Of the 1,400 aircraft ordered by airlines this year over
200 are going to airlines in India and the majority of these are destined for start-up carriers who will not be
able to readily access commercial funding. The availability of export credit support will be vital to the
delivery of those orders. Currently the UK ECGD has a market risk appetite of £500–750 million for India.
This may appear to be more than adequate today but if account is taken of the infrastructure requirement
to support these aircraft deliveries (airport development, air traYc control investment, etc) and assume that
UK companies will be successful in bidding for at least a portion of those projects, these limits may need to
be reviewed upwards in the not too distant future.

APPENDIX 23

Memorandum by Scott Wilson

INDIA: BIHAR PLATEAU DEVELOPMENT PROJECT (BPDP): CR2439-IN

Introduction

This case concerns aWorld Bank funded project which ScottWilson successfully completed in June 2000.
There was a dispute over payments which we had to take to arbitration in Bihar in accordance with our
contract. The three person arbitration panel found unanimously in our favour in June 2003.

Despite the wording of Clause 8.7(c) of our contract with the State Government:

“The decision of the sole arbitrator or of a majority of the arbitrators (or of the third arbitrator if
there is no such majority) shall be final and binding and shall be enforceable in any court of competent
jurisdiction, and the Parties hereby waive any objection to or claims of immunity in respect of such
enforcement.”

the State Government of Jharkhand (the project area in Bihar was transferred to Jharkhand under
boundary changes) has continued to lodge appeals at District, State High and now Supreme Court levels
against the arbitration award.

Our case has been raised with the President of theWorld Bank, UKExecutive Director and by successive
UK Secretaries of State for Trade and Industry with their counterparts in the Indian Government. Much
support has been received from the British High Commissioner and his staV but yet the matter still
languishes in the Supreme Court.

Notwithstanding that this matter has not been resolved the World Bank agreed a new Rural Roads loan
(ie in the same sector) with the Government of Jharkhand in November 2004. The World Bank have also
agreed that our arbitration award could be reimbursed from this loan subject to the Indian Central
Government agreeing the procedure with the State.

ScottWilson has worked overseas for over 80 years and considerably on donor funded projects to use our
skills to improve the living standards of developing countries. A huge amount of eVort has been expended
in order to recover just recompense for our services on this project; it should not take three years for the
results of arbitrations to be honoured. Such experiences severely undermine the desire and ability of
organizations such as ours to carry out these important projects in the future.

Further information on this case is given in the attached summary of major issues.

Scott Wilson

28 February 2006
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Executive Summary ofMajor Issues

In August 1995 Scott Wilson was appointed by the State Government of Bihar for the contract
supervision of the Rural Roads Component of the BPDP. The project was funded by the World Bank.

The initial contract was for 30 months but it was extended three times, finally being scheduled for
completion at the end of June 2000. Severe payment delays were experienced, in part because the Bihar
Government had little or no experience of implementing WB funded projects. Extensions to the contract
were initiated but took months to formalize delaying invoicing. This culminated in no payment for the last
12 months, up to June 2000, although Scott Wilson successfully implemented the project in good faith
(employing 200 staV on the project and supervising many local contractors over a wide area).

In October 2000, the World Bank urged the Chief Secretary of the Government of Bihar to resolve the
problem because the loan for the project was due to expire at the end of October. At the request of Bihar
an extension of two months to the loan was granted. In November 2000 the project was transferred to the
new State of Jharkhand.

A major diYculty that was experienced was the use of state auditors at the end of the project who had no
experience of World Bank contracts, who then required submission of numerous vouchers (going back to
1995) that were not a contract requirement. This information was provided (at much time and cost) but still
payment was not eVected. The World Bank refused a request for further loan extension because of the
inability of the State to resolve matters in any realistic timescale.

After seekingGovernment of India (plusUKGovernment andWorldBank) assistancewithout successful
resolution, Scott Wilson had no option other than to proceed to binding arbitration in accordance with the
contact. The following time line then occurred.

April 2001 Scott Wilson requested arbitration and nominated arbitrator. Under contract
client should respond and nominate arbitrator within 30 days.

January 2002 After many prompts, Jharkhand appoint their arbitrator.

June 2003 After much eVort, delayed hearings etc all three arbitrators unanimously award
full payment of all dues owed to Scott Wilson plus interest.

November 2003 Jharkhand lodges an appeal against arbitration.

August 2004 Court dismisses appeal as time barred under Supreme Court legislation.

April 2005 High Court of Jharkhand dismisses second appeal for same reason.

July 2005 Jharkhand lodge an appeal in the Supreme Court of India. Following initial
hearing in October 2005 we are still waiting for further hearing for Jharkhand to
present arguments.

In August 2005 Scott Wilson met the Chief Minister and Chief Secretary of Jharkhand in London who
indicated their intention to resolve this issue quickly (but the Supreme Court hearing is still proceeding).

The total sum currently outstanding is about $3.65 million (including interest which is accruing at
$750/day).

APPENDIX 24

Memorandum by the Society of British Aerospace Companies (SBAC)

Introduction

1. UK aerospace is one of the UK’s few globally competitive, research intensive manufacturing sectors.
Aerospace companies spend nearly four and a half times more on research and development than the
average company, according to the DTI’s R&D scoreboard, 2005.

2. The opportunities in India for aerospace in both the civil and defence markets have increased
significantly over the last few years. With projected economic growth rates of more than 7%, the recent
upsurge in the Indian economy has led financiers to suggest that India could be one of the world’s largest
economies by 2032 overtaking Japan, France and Germany and trailing only the US and China. The
increase in disposable income amongst a middle class of more than 200 million (20% of the population) has
helped fuel demand for air travel. Coupled with this, travelling distances in India are long it currently takes
twenty-four hours to travel between Delhi and Mumbai by train, compared to an hour by plane. The
attraction of air travel in these circumstances is obvious.

3. The airline market is changing rapidly with the emergence of two new low cost carriers joining the two
flag carriers and eight jet operators already active in the market. The increase in demand for air travel and
the reshaping of the airline industry is already translating into to more aircraft sales. The independent
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airlines have about 177 jets on order, with the flag carriers awaiting government approval for their 93 plane
renewal. Confirmed aircraft sales show that of world aircraft sales 12% (184 aircraft out of a world total of
1,500) were to Indian airlines in the period between January and November 2005.18

4. The growth of the low cost airline, Air Deccan, demonstrates the changes that are occurring in India.
Air Deccan has grown in just 20 months from one aircraft on two routes to 20 aircraft on 118 routes and
this airline is already planning for further growth with recent orders placed for new aircraft.

Opportunities for Businesses Operating in India

5. As the UK trade association representing 2,600 companies supplying the civil air transport, aerospace
defence, homeland security and space industries SBAC has members who are either active in the Indian
market or who are seeking to take advantage of new opportunities. In addition, the British Airports Group
(BAG), a part of SBAC hasmembers who are active in the supply of services and support to Indian airports.

6. This growing confidence in the Indian scene is backed up through inward visits by the IndianMinister
of Civil Aviation, the Airports Authority of India (AAI) and considerable support from UK Trade and
Investment (UKTI) with the promotion of India as a priority market for UK industry. SBAC has supported
the Asian airshow, Aero India since its inception in 1996 and has managed the UK participation including
outwards missions and the UK Pavilion since 1998. SBAC will also be managing the UK presence at Aero
India in 2007.

7. The Airports Authority of India manages some 124 airports of which 88 are currently fully
operational. In their most recent visit to BAG, AAI outlined their plans to upgrade, operate and manage
all 124 airports. AAI has also taken responsibility for Air TraYcManagement, Control of Indian Air Space
and the development and management of all International and Domestic Cargo Terminals. The goals of
AAI include the upgrade of facilities to full international standards, professional management and
exploitation of the commercial aspects of airport operations. There are planned investments of $7 billion in
the airports and airport services sector.

Aerospace DefenceMarket

8. India is anticipated to spend more than $100 billion in major procurements over the next five to 10
years and its defence budget is predicted to grow from $19 billion in 2005 to over $40 billion in 2015. UK
Aerospace has over five decades of experience of projects that have been sold to the Indian defence industry
through programmes such as the AVRO 748, GNAT, Jaguar, Sea Harrier, Hawk aircraft; Sea King
helicopters; Dart, Avon and Adour engines, and participation as a supplier in the indigenous Light Combat
Aircraft (Tejas) programme.

9. The Indian government is determined to grow its domestic defence industrial base and major global
suppliers must therefore look beyond the traditional direct supply model to succeed under this changing
environment. The recent introduction of a new oVset policy, aims to invert its 70/30 ratio of reliance on
external defence supply and develop export opportunities as part of the nation’s aspiration to become a
regional and international supplier.

10. In acknowledgement of the private sectors key role in achieving these objectives, the defence sector
was opened to 100% private sector participation for Indian companies and 26% Foreign Direct Investment
(FDI) in 2001. More than 30 Indian companies have successfully received defence licences since that time.

11. With these new ground rules established, Indian companies aspire to progressively move from
subsystems and component suppliers to prime contractors and first tier suppliers of defence platforms and
major equipment. Notwithstanding the drive to “Indianise” aerospace and defence and to generate
intellectual property and employment, India’s policies also accept the need for foreign technology partners,
as part of its transformation plan.

12. The Indian aerospace market accounts for just 2% of world aerospace products. This is in contrast
to the UKs well developed aerospace market that accounts for 13% of global aerospace production.19

Aerospace Companies Active in India

13. India is not just a purchaser of civil aircraft but an active participant in the manufacture of aircraft
products and equipment. It is host to many UK based companies including Rolls-Royce, BAE Systems and
Thales. Second tier suppliers including GKN, Honeywell, Smiths and Gardner represent some of the others
taking advantage of what India has to oVer.

18 Aviation Strategy, Issue No 93, July/August 2005.
19 UK aerospace industry survey 2005, SBAC.
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14. India is well known for its expertise in high precision manufacturing capabilities and parts &
assemblies and this has traditionally been the processes that are outsourced to the region. These processes
are not technical in nature. Other specialities that are growing in the region and which members are making
use of include software development. With large numbers of graduates being produced every year in
engineering and IT it is expected that this trend will continue.

Offset Policies Impact on Skills

15. India’s oVset obligations requires 30% of the value of a contract for all capital purchases from foreign
suppliers of more than $70 million. As a result, tier one suppliers from the US and Europe have begun
establishing oVset oYces in India.

16. There are mixed views amongst SBAC members regarding oVset policies; whilst some view it as
desirable that this obligation is removed, others see it as simply a fact of life and consider India’s demands
to be no worse than any other government.

17. A factor of India’s oVset policies that is of concern is the expectation that the oVset will include the
transfer of technology and Intellectual PropertyRights. Some of these expectations are unrealistic and could
undermine foreign direct investment. SBAC would be encouraged by discussions between the UK and
Indian Governments on ways to address the limitations that these rules cause.

18. Perhaps one of the more interesting or concerning aspects of India’s oVset policy is the impact that
it has on the skills development and training opportunities for graduates in the UK. SBAC has received
reports from members that suggest oVset requirements have resulted in them relocating sections of their
business abroad. The aspect of the business that can be most easily transferred tend to be the technically
risk free processes, this impacts on the training opportunities for graduates coming into the UK aerospace
industry. Traditionally it was these low risk areas where graduates began training and with these
opportunities no longer available companies have been required to rethink their approach to skills
development. There is some concern that the training base in the UK is being eroded to the benefit of the
development of the Indian aerospace industry.

19. There are of course other factors that have led to UK companies viewing India as an attractive
location to outsource areas of manufacturing, not least competitiveness factors.

Mergers and Acquisitions

20. UK companies are using diVerent approaches to access Indian opportunities, while some are able to
supply directly others have developed partnerships and or acquired Indian companies to gain access to the
market and comply with oVset obligations. The process is not a one way flow since Indian companies are
also purchasing UK companies to gain access to our market.

UK Export Controls and Bureaucracy in India

21. New export control legislation that requires export licences for technology has led to a period of
readjustment for members. Perhaps unsurprisingly this is viewed as another layer of bureaucracy as it is
something that did not exist before.

22. The Indian process has challenges including: lengthy bureaucratic procedures for the approval for
foreign purchases of spare parts exceeding $100 thousand. The slow approval process results in delays in
aircraft maintenance, repair and overhaul which impacts the airlines revenue generating capabilities.

23. A strong legacy of control and primacy by the traditional Defence Public Sector Undertakings—
nationalised industries, whose management and political masters can be expected to resist change also
contributes to delay.

UK Manufacturers Required to Fund Debt to Secure Sales

24. Although rapidly growing the Indian airline market is viewed by lenders as a higher risk prospect and
so it is more diYcult for emerging airlines to secure finance to purchase newmore eYcient and safer aircraft.
International financiers will not service the debt due to the higher level of risk and the diYculty in reclaiming
assets. As a consequence of this UK manufacturers are known to provide a backstop to debt as the only
way to secure sales. UKmanufacturers are not lenders and are consequently diverting resources away from
other areas of important investment such as research and development and skills and training.

25. There is a solution available that is likely to increase the availability of finance for developingmarkets
such as India. The Cape Town Treaty, an international agreement, was designed to provide comfort to
lenders operating in countries where risk is perceived to be traditionally higher. This is achieved through
facilitating asset-based financing and leasing of high value mobile equipment.
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26. The Treaty aims to reduce creditors’ uncertainty by providing secure and readily enforceable rights
in aircraft. In those countries that are signatories to the convention creditors will be able to reduce the
interest rate they must charge to account for the risk and this will make greater amounts of financing
available to airlines on more attractive terms.

27. The Treaty is designed as a “multi equipment treaty” with protocols for aircraft equipment, railway
rolling stock and space assets. Only the Aircraft Protocol, which applies to airframes, aircraft engines and
helicopters, has been adopted so far. The Protocol applies to all airframes which can carry at least eight
persons or goods in excess of 2,750kg and all aircraft engines which have at least 1,750lbs of thrust (if jet
propulsion) or at least 550 rated take-oV shaft horse power (if turbine powered or piston powered).

28. If India were to ratify the Cape Town Treaty it would increase the availability of finance from
commercial lenders. This would provide greater opportunities for UK industry to benefit from sales in this
region and it would reduce the need for UK manufacturers to underwrite risk.

29. The Convention was concluded at a Diplomatic conference in Cape Town in November 2001 and 29
countries including the UK signed legal texts. The Treaty will come into force in March 2006 following the
eighth ratification byMalaysia. Other countries that have ratified include Ethiopia, Ireland, Nigeria, Oman,
Pakistan, Panama and the United States.

30. It is diYcult for the UK to encourage the Indian government to ratify the treaty when it has not yet
done so itself. SBAC would like to see the process of ratification advance as rapidly as possible and has
contacted the Secretary of State for Trade and Industry to urge the UK to advance this process. Ireland has
already moved ahead in this area and set a precedent that EU member states can proceed without full EU
level ratification. UK ratification requires primary legislation and an appropriate level of consultation. It is
important that this process is commenced very soon since a delay will prevent UK aerospace companies
from benefiting from the terms of the treaty once it comes into force in March 2006.

Role of UK Government

31. SBACmembers who do not have a presence in the Indian market have recently approached Defence
Export Services Organisation (DESO) who has been able to provide comprehensive background
information about the market and the best way to approach the country to achieve an audience with the
right authorities. This information has helped provide an insight into themarket requirements in this region.

32. The British High Commission (BHC) in Delhi provides SBAC members with support and the High
Commissioner is frequently engaged on behalf of the industry and especially with Indian Government
Ministers. Industry members based in India are also involved by the High Commission with visiting Inward
Missions and senior UK visitor programmes.

33. The second is in relation to Export Credit support. Of the 1,400 aircraft ordered by airlines this year
over 200 are going to airlines in India and the majority of these are destined for start-up carriers who will
not be able to readily access commercial funding. The availability of export credit support will be vital to
the delivery of those orders. Currently the UK ECGD has a market risk appetite of £500–750 million for
India. This may appear to be more than adequate today but if account is taken of the infrastructure
requirement to support these aircraft deliveries (airport development, air traYc control investment, etc) and
assume that UK companies will be successful in bidding for at least a portion of those projects, these limits
may need to be reviewed upwards in the not too distant future.

Indian Government Policy as a Barrier to Trade

34. India has some disparities in tax policies which has implications for the development of regional air
routes and connectivity. For example, there is a fuel tax exemption on aircraft with less than 100 seats.
Turboprops (aircraft powered by propellers) are taxed at 4%. In contrast to this, regional jets, which
contribute to the development of routes and connectivity just as much as turboprops in other parts of the
world, are subject to as much as 25% tax which varies by State.

35. There is currently a tax exemption for the leasing of aircraft; however this must be extended on a six
monthly basis. The process of continual renewal adds to the burden of airlines’ fleet planning.

36. There is a growingmarket for corporate aircraft in India but growth is hindered by the strict exchange
controls that are applied. There is currently a restriction on the amount of money that leaves the country
and this causes problems in the purchase of new aircraft.

23 December 2005
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APPENDIX 25

Memorandum by Tata Consultancy Services (TCS)

About TCS

Tata Consultancy Services (TCS) is the world-leading technology consulting, IT services and solutions,
business process outsourcing and engineering services organization that pioneered the adoption of the
flexible global business practices that today enable companies to operate more eYciently and produce more
value. Ranked amongst the world’s top 20 IT consulting companies, TCS has 50,000 employees working in
157 oYces in 34 countries, and revenues of $2.24 billion in the fiscal year 2004–05. Seven of the Fortune Top
10 companies are customers.

TCS in the UK

TCS has been operating in the UK for 30 years. Since 1975, it has been oVering “UK PLC” technology
consulting, services, and business process outsourcing, both to commercial corporations and, increasingly,
to the public sector in the UK.

TCS today has a network of oYces in the UK and Ireland, and over 5,000 consultants working on UK
clients. In 2002, a Development Centre in Guildford, Surrey, was opened, which immediately became part
of the TCS global network of development centres.

Amongst TCS’ work in the Public Sector, TCS is delivering on the UK government’s commitment to
modernising public services; for example, TCS is a key member of the Fujitsu Alliance, delivering the NHS
National Programme for IT for the Southern Cluster. TCS is also a major direct supplier to the Department
ofWork and Pensions underUnity, and is a lead sponsor of the E.gif initiative to bring the highest standards
to Public Sector systems.

Key commercial customers in the UK include National Grid, P&O Nedloyd, Somerfield, BT, BP, Aviva
and United Utilities.

The UK is a major market for TCS, both in current size and future potential. The company sees the UK
as receptive to the business and performance-enhancing IT strategies and solutions the company oVers.

Investment in the UK

UK Trade and Investment recognised TCS’ “Outstanding Contribution to the UK Knowledge
Economy” in September 2005, when the CEO of TCS, Mr S Ramadorai, was presented with a Special
Recognition Award by the Rt Hon Tony Blair.

TCS was also singled out in Invest UK’s AGM in 2002 as the type of inward investing company the UK
seeks—strategic, for the long-term, contributing.

As a demonstration of this, in October 2005, TCS entered into exclusive discussions with Pearl Group
Ltd, the closed fund insurance group, to transfer existing Pearl business processes to a new UK company.
The new company will be a subsidiary of TCS, based in Peterborough, and will become an end-to-end BPO
“centre of excellence”, and the key part of TCS’ strategy of pioneering the next generation of BPO. The deal
is valued at £486million over 12 years, and will involve the subsidiary employing about 950 of Pearl Group’s
current 1,100 staV, with about 150 staying with Pearl.

Links with British Higher Education

TCS has forgedmutually beneficial links with many of the UK and Ireland’s major academic institutions:

— Oxford India Forum: TCS is the primary sponsor of Oxford University’s “Oxford India Forum”,
the first event being held in Delhi in March 2006. The sponsorship lasts three years.

— Research collaboration: TCS has been collaborating with King’s College and the University of
York on research into model-driven artchitectures (MDA) and model-driven development
techniques.

— Sharing world-leading research with UK business leaders:
— TCS is a patron sponsor ofMIT’s research into ITGovernance, and shared the findings of this

research with a group of “C level” IT and business leaders in the UK at a seminar at Oxford
University in November 2005,

— TCS sponsored research with the Economist Intelligence Unit into Knowledge Management
across European companies, and shared the insights in a series of seminars and debates across
the UK.

— Recruitment of IT graduates—Recently ranked as one of the Top Ten ICT Employers in the UK,
2005 by the Corporate Research Foundation, as well as various employer awards in India (eg
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Dataquest—IDC Best Employer in IT Services Award, 2004), TCS prides itself in the
opportunities it oVers UKand Irish graduates, including sending them over to India to equip them
with world-class knowledge and IT skills via its formal training programme.

APPENDIX 26

Supplementary memorandum by Tata Consultancy Services

In Q25,Mr Lakshminarayanan oVers to provide the Committee with information on the proportion of Tata’s
profits from its UK investments, which are reinvested in the UK and those which are repatriated to India.

Tata Group Structure

The Group is a family of companies ultimately controlled by Tata Sons, a private company which is itself
substantially owned by charitable trusts. The main operating companies are public companies. Tata Sons’
stake in each company varies but is typically less than 50%. As such, there are no consolidated accounts for
the Group as a whole.

Some of the Group’s operations in the UK are subsidiary companies (Tata Ltd, Tata Tea GB Ltd etc),
but others are branches of their Indian parent company (including in the case of TCS).

As a consequence of these structural considerations, precise and inclusive answers to the questions asked
are not available.

What percentage of Tata profits are re-invested in the UK, and what percentage repatriated from the country?

The Tata Group continues to invest considerably more in the UK than it is repatriating as dividend. In
2005, the Groupmade two acquisitions in the UK, and announced the creation of a UKTechnology Centre
for its motor interests. These investments amounted to some £122 million in 2005 alone.

In the last completed financial year, the five major subsidiary companies in the UK declared dividends of
just £3.1 million. However, these numbers exclude the branch oYces (most notably TCS), and the newly
acquired businesses.

In Q31 Mr Gardner, when asked about TCS’ joint venture with Pearl Group (Diligenta Ltd), states that
“first of all, the contracts do not have dry ink on them as we speak, so I will talk of what is in the public domain,
but I can provide additional information once the ink is dry, if that is all right”. TheCommittee would be grateful
for a short note about those items Mr Gardner could not talk about at the time.

Ed Gardner is aware of this and will provide when “the ink is dry”.

In Q43 Mr Lakshminarayanan oVers to provide the Committee with a breakdown of Tata’s research and
development spending as a percentage of its turnover.

Tata Group

Most Tata companies are in a phase of rapid development and are quite modest in size, by international
standards. In this stage of their growth, investment in R&D is not as significant as it will need to become in
the future. No consolidated numbers are collected for the Group as a whole, but the leading 10 companies
in the Group (representing 71% of aggregate sales) spent £57.1 million on R&D in the year to March 2005.
This was 0.8% of their sales. The major areas of R&D investment were software (TCS’ R&D spend was 4%
of sales), motor vehicle engineering (Tata Motors’ R&D spend was 0.4% of sales) and steel (Tata Steel’s
R&D spend was 0.2% of sales).

In the UK, R&D spending included:

— Tetley spent £1.3 million on R&D, which represented 0.7% of sales.

— TCS had two technology development collaborations with UK universities (Kings College
London and York) on which TCS spent £200,000.

— Tata Motors is investing in a UK Technology Centre.

The Group has also just been approached by DTI/British Council to participate in the UK-India
Education and Research Initiative.
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Tata Consultancy Services

If corporate R&D as well as product development is used as the yardstick, the TCS annual expenditure
is over 4% on an average. Note that this will include product development in the practices, eg Quartz, NCS,
etc as well as products in retail, security and so on.

The TCS expenditure on corporate R&D alone is much smaller. This will include the costs of TRDDC
in Pune, the ATC and Business Systems and Cybernetics centre in Hyderabad, the embedded/VLSI centre
in Bangalore and the i-Lab in Delhi. In 2004–05, the TCS company annual report showed this expenditure
to be Rs.212.9 million (or 0.3% of revenue). The expenditure this year is likely to be a bit higher as the R&D
numbers have grown.

APPENDIX 27

Memorandum by The India Group

Introduction

1. This submission is made on behalf of “The India Group” by Mr Sonjoy Chatterjee, MD and CEO of
ICICI Bank (UK) Ltd who serves as the Chairman of “The India Group”.

Who are The India Group?

2. The India Group is an alliance of India’s leading private sector companies that have a presence in the
UK. The India Group was established in January 2005 with the aims of:

(a) Providing a private sector perspective on bilateral trade and investment matters concerning India.

(b) Exploring and investigating ideas to accelerate and deepen relations with Britain and Europe.

(c) Providing a “brokerage service” with the aim of facilitating direct contact between companies in
India and Britain for mutual benefits.

3. As individual companies and as an alliance we are committed to building our businesses in the UK.

Introduction toMembers of The India Group

Our members include:

4. ICICI Bank

The ICICI Group is a diversified financial services group oVering a wide range of products and services
to corporate and retail customers in India. ICICI Bank is India’s most valuable bank in terms of market
capitalisation and second largest in terms of asset base. It is India’s largest consumer bank with a market
share in excess of 30%.

Since 2003, In the UK, ICICI have established a network of five branches. In addition, we have a
successful collaboration with Lloyds TSB where we oVer a joint service at 50 of their branches. Last year,
we also launched a high interest, no-frills on-line savings account oVering one of Britain’s highest savings
rates, which has resulted in a large local customer base for our retail products.

In corporate banking, we have in recent months driven all the major Indian acquisitions in UK and
presently have a loan book in excess of USD one billion.

In India, our bank has two successful joint venture with Prudential. ICICI-Prudential Life Insurance has
for the past four years ranked as the No 1 private life insurer in India. Prudential-ICICI Asset Management
Company is the largest private asset management company in India.

5. Tata Group

The Tata Group comprises 93 operating companies in seven business sectors: information systems and
communications; engineering; materials; services; energy; consumer products; and chemicals. In the UK,
Tata Limited, was established in 1907 to be the Tata Group’s representatives in Europe. The company has
evolved to become the agents for the overseas procurement of goods and services for the Group. Tata
Limited has expanded beyond its traditional purchasing activity by introducing sophisticated systems, and
now oVers comprehensive and highly specialised services that cover almost every type of industry and
activity.

In 2000, Tata acquired Tetley Tea and in late 2005 Tata also announced their intention to open a
European Technology Centre in Coventry with the Warwick Manufacturing Group.
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6. Infosys Technologies

Infosys is a leading IT solutions provider to the world’s top performing organisations. Their clients in the
UK include Tesco, BT, Deutsche Bank. Their annual growth rate in Europe is upwards of 60%, faster than
the overall “Infosys growth rate”.

7. Dabur Oncology

Dabur India is the fourth largest FastMovingConsumerGoods (FMCG) company in India with interests
in healthcare, personal care and food products. In the UK, Dabur Oncology has set up a state of the art
sterile cytotoxic facility that gives them entry into the highly specialised area of cancer therapy. This
laboratory follows FDA guidelines for production of drugs specifically for European and American
markets.

8. Tata Consultancy Services

TataConsultancy Services (TCS) is among theworld’s top 20 IT consulting firms. TCS has had operations
in the UK since 1975 and today has some 2,000 consultants working at more than 40 customer locations
throughout the UK. In September 2005, TCS received a UK Trade and Investment Special Recognition
Award from Prime Minister Blair for its contribution to the UK knowledge economy. Also in 2005, TCS
entered into exclusive discussions with Pearl Group Ltd, the closed fund insurance group in a 12-year deal
valued at £486million. The intention is to transfer existing Pearl business processes into a newUKcompany,
which will be a subsidiary of TCS and a business process outsourcing centre of excellence.

9. Usha Martin Group

UshaMartin ranks among the top four wire rope producers in the world and is one of the largest amongst
secondary steel manufacturers of specialty steel long products in India. In Britain, the Group have
companies in Aberdeen, Glasgow, Birmingham and Nottinghamshire that service their diverse commercial
interests spanning services for drilling and exploration activities, manufacture of steel wire rope, marketing
of products, ropeway project engineering, telecommunication & software services.

10. ITC Infotech

ITC Infotech is a wholly owned member of the ITC Group. With $3.5 billion revenue in 2004–05, ITC
group ranks as the largest FMCG group in India. ITC Infotech is a niche specialist IT services company,
which serves customers primarily from the Financial Services, Consumer Goods, Travel and Hospitality,
and Manufacturing sectors. Their clients include Abbey Bank, Centrica, BAT, DHL etc. In the UK, the
company has grown six fold since 2001.

11. UB Group

The United Breweries Group is one of India’s largest conglomerates with a turnover in excess of US $2
billion, with diverse interests in brewing, distilling, real estate, engineering, fertilizers, biotechnology, IT and
aviation. In the UK, the UB Group’s focus remains the distribution of Kingfisher Beer, which is ranked as
the leading “Indian” beer brand in Britain. UB is also the third largest liquor company in the world. Scottish
and Newcastle have also invested in the UB Group in 2004.

12. Apeejay Surrendra

The Apeejay Surrendra Group has a presence in the hospitality, retail, shipping, financial services and
property sectors. It is the largest exporter of tea to the UK, and its acquisition of the “Typhoo” tea business
in 2005 will support its expansion into the British retail market. The company is considering further
expansion through acquisitions in the UK and US. The acquisition of Typhoo marks the second largest
overseas acquisition by an Indian group in the FMCG sector and the seventh largest overseas deal ever for
an Indian company.

13. IFGL Refractories Ltd

IFGL has over the years diversified into Engineering, Systems, and Refractories for the Iron and Steel
Industries. In the Service sector the Group’s interests are in general insurance broking, reinsurance broking
and health insurance administration. In 2005, IFGL acquired Monocon International Refractories, which
is located near Doncaster.

14. I-flex Solutions

I-flex provides IT solutions to the financial services industry and has more than 595 customers in over 115
countries. It oVers a range of products, custom solutions and consulting services that cut costs, respond
rapidly to market needs, enhance customer service levels and mitigate risk. Their flagship solution
“FLEXCUBE”has been ranked the world’sNo 1 selling core banking solution for three consecutive years—
2002, 2003 and 2004—by the UK based International Banking Systems (IBS).

15. Wockhardt

Wockhardt is a global pharmaceutical and biotechnology company.Wockhardt’s market presence covers
formulations, biopharmaceuticals, nutrition products, vaccines and active pharmaceutical ingredients
(APIs). The company has made two acquisitions in the UK (Wallis Laboratory in 1998 and CP
Pharmaceuticals in 2003) and has eVectively integrated and synergised their operations.
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Wockhardt UK Limited is amongst the 10 largest generics companies in UK and the second largest
hospital generics supplier. The Company has a comprehensive, FDA-approved manufacturing facility for
injectables. This facility plays a strategic role in the company’s growth plans and provides a manufacturing
base for Europe.

16. Godrej

Godrej is a renowned and much respected engineering and consumer products company. They have
varied interests from engineering to personal care products with a total sales turnover of about US$ one
Billion. In 2005, Godrej acquired Keyline Brands Ltd which is a British FMCG company engaged in the
manufacture, marketing, sales and distribution of cosmetics and toiletries with a strong portfolio of brands
and a well-developed customer base in numerous supermarket chains and discount stores.

Context

17. The rising economies of India and China nowadays occupy the business pages of leading newspapers
of mostWestern countries; form the discussion point at several business seminars and conferences on a daily
basis; and are posed as challenges by politicians delivering speeches in their home countries on various issues
ranging from their influence on the corner-shop retailer through to the skills and competitiveness agenda of
their “developed” economies.

18. Given the mass of statistics illustrating the insatiable appetite of the Indian middle classes and their
consumer habits, the central question that we have been asked to address in this submission is to identify
why Britain’s businesses haven’t seized the chance provided by India and its companies at the similar pace
to that of other countries such as the USA and China.

19. As a group of Indian companies who have invested considerable resources in the UK, we seek to
provide a view based upon our experiences of dealing with Britain’s business community and of interacting
with the Government’s agencies on practical measures such as immigration.

Recommendations

21. To develop a public relations strategy on the lines of the public diplomacy initiative currently taking
place in India to communicate more eVectively with British businesses in the UK of the developments and
opportunities in India. Outdated perceptions about the Indian market such as it producing only low cost
and low quality goods and services or one in which labour laws are so archaic that enterprise can be stifled
need to be addressed.

22. To develop a structured programme encouraging SME businesses in Britain to explore the
opportunities presented in/by India. The size and commercial characteristics of SME organisations doesn’t
naturally favour the employment of consultants and legal advisers to advise them on their next steps. This
programme could also encompass a training programme that educates participants on what it takes to
succeed in India. The UK Government should address these.

23. Both apex Indian trade bodies—FICCI and CII have oYces in Britain. Their activities, research and
championing of UK in India are contributory factors in attracting Indian investments into Britain. Apart
from the British High Commission’s Trade teams in India, we recommend the establishment of oYces of
equivalent bodies such as the CBI and British Chambers of Commerce in India to promote the Indian
opportunity more accurately and eVectively to companies in Britain.

24. The facilitation by UKTI of direct contact between British and Indian companies already in Britain
with the purpose of informing the British party of the realities associated with doing business in India and
to provide any contacts that may be useful for them. There is an increase need for the private sector to
complement the eVorts of Government.

25. The need to recognise and reward Indian and British businesses for their eVorts in the respective
markets.

26. Creation of an express business visa programme for “star” companies, as per the USmodel. The UK
Government could take a more rewarding approach to specific “star” companies.

27. A greater recognition of the visa requirements of companies in the Information and Communications
Technology sectors.

28. The development of a range of services that UK agencies such as the RDA’s can provide to
established Indian businesses such as skills education and sectoral-based sales training.

29. With respects to encouragingmore Indian students to study in Britain, a review of the visa restrictions
is advised. In particular, the ability to remain in Britain to work after completing their education.
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India in UK

30. Given that India is the eight largest investor in the UK, which is also the most popular destination
in Europe for Indian companies, it stands to reason that relevant government policy and eVorts to promote
UK plc have been successful.

31. Public diplomacy

In particular, we commend the public diplomacy eVorts of the British High Commission, both pre and
post the current diplomacy programme to try and influence India’s rising generation of decision makers to
choose the UK.

32. Amongst the leading businesses in India, a large proportion of corporate leaders will have been
educated in the USA, worked in the USA and may even aspire to the “American Dream”. For this reason,
we commend theBritishGovernment’s acknowledgement and commitment to address these aspects through
a strategic public diplomacy programme, which encompasses culture, business, education, science and
technology, and the environment.

33. Immigration and Visas

Whilst the majority of our members felt that UKGovernment policy vis-à-vis immigration to be fair and
sensitive, it was felt that there needs to be greater recognition of the requirements of companies in the
Information & Communications Technology (ICT) sector for the following reasons:

(a) It’s diYcult to clinically categorise skills required to execute projects in a multi-country
environment.

(b) Reputed companies like TCS, Infosys, ITC Infotech, and I-flex have rigorous processes to filter
people from good universities to recruit and train.

(c) In the ICT environment, there is a lot of movement of people and any new policies should not
unintentionally hamper this.

34. With respects to the prescribed minimum salary levels, our members’ concerns were:

(a) Regional variations in salaries in UK are not considered.

(b) Gradations of skills/role not are not taken into account. For example, a “business analyst” is a
very broad range to fix one salary level.

(c) Netting or even grossing up Indian salaries to make a comparison against the “minimum salary
level” in UK is incorrect, as it does not take into account purchasing power parity in India. If the
test is to see if the staV employed by our companies is adequately provided for in the UK without
recourse to public funds—then this could be guaranteed.

(d) Finally, on salary levels, our membership felt that the markets should be allowed to dictate the
right levels for salary payments. The companies highlighted above, recognise the need to have HR
practices that conform to those that they are competing with internationally and as such
communicated that salaries paid to their staV are simply not an issue.

35. Access to Finance and Professional Advice

It was noted that in a discussion concerning the acquisition of Typhoo Tea by Apeejay Surrendra and of
Monocon Refractories by IFGL that British financial institutions were someway behind in understanding
the dynamics and requirements of Indian businesses in the pursuit of acquisitions in the UK and Europe.
Whereas Indian banks like ICICI et al were their preferred institutions due to their increased knowledge and
familiarity with Indian business transactions.

36. Europe

We believe that the marketing of the European opportunity would be an eVective argument to pose to
India’s private sector to attract them to the UK. As an opportunity, Europe can be to India what India is
to the UK.

37. Press Management and HR Advice

The publicity in the British media on “the oV-shoring phenomenon” that occurred from 2002–04 was
generally regarded as unhelpful. However, our members identified that the debate had moved on and that
these issues are raised only occasionally.

38. Some companies such asNatwest andAlliance and Leicester havemade public statements concerning
their decision not to oVshore activities to India and such destinations on the basis of poor standards in
quality of services. Our members welcomed the debate on the basis of quality as opposed to other
discriminatory reasons.

39. British companies that have begun to consider oV-shoring and the use of Indian IT companies are at
times extending their scope of activities by requesting guidance from our member companies on both public
relations and human relations programmes to assist with the organisational change that will occur in their
businesses.
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40. TUPE

As the role and capability of Indian companies grows, issues of employee transfer from previous UK
employers to Indian-owned operations will inevitably grow. This requires of course an understanding of and
compliance with TUPE conditions and regulations. Companies like TCS have put the management
capability in place to ensure complete compliance with all TUPE requirements, in terms of both terms and
conditions and communications.

It is of course desirable that such employee transfers are maximised, but there are potential constraints.
Governments might want to review TUPE conditions to allow greater flexibility; currently, apart from
prescribed economic, technical and organisational conditions, employees must be transferred, with only
pension arrangements open to negotiation. All other conditions having to be transferred unchanged.

This might merit future consideration: however the key fact is that Indian companies like TCS have the
intent and the capability to comply at all levels with TUPE requirements.

41. Role of UK Government’s Agencies

The professionalism demonstrated by the British High Commission at all their locations in India,
Regional Development Agencies in Britain, UK Trade and Investment et al was duly appreciated by
members of our groupwho have recentlymade acquisitions in theUKand equally also by thosewho interact
with these agencies regularly through the necessity of obtaining visas etc.

42. However, those companies that had already invested in the UK requested that the various agencies
consider how they could add value to their existing operations in the UK.

UK in India

43. India is rich in natural resources, has a billion plus population, a middle class that is bigger in size
than the entire population of the USA which is growing by the population of Australia every year, it
produces 70,000 software professionals and 2.5 million graduates in engineering, IT and life sciences every
year (sources—FCO, Demos, NASSCOM).

44. Only 1% of the UK’s total exports are to India, and India ranks 17th in the league table of UK export
markets, compared to its status as tenth largest economy (source—FCO).

45. We believe that the opportunity cost for British companies for not engaging with India is immense.
There are two particular aspects:

46. India as a market

As the general facts listed above demonstrate, India due to it’s increasing young, aZuent population
coupled with an economy that is slowly repositioning itself to gain from globalisation can prove to be a
lucrative marketplace for products and services that are made in Britain. Examples provided include the
ICICI—Prudential joint venture that today is India’s largest private life insurer.

47. Strategic sourcing

Due to the cost advantage, it was estimated that cost savings in the region of 40%—60% are achievable
for British companies considering India as a location for sourcing products and services as part of a strategic
eVort. Examples provided are those of Norwich Union using the eYciencies and savings realised by their
India operations to oVer increased service in the UK.

48. Market liberalisation

As Indian businesses we share the enthusiasm that the UKGovernment and the CBI show for the Indian
market, we are in agreement with them with regards to the need to open our markets up to international
competition, however, we are also of the belief that the approach adopted by the Indian Government to
raise FDI quota’s in a systematic way will provide Indian businesses the opportunity to reform their ways
of working so that they may take advantage of the innovation international companies will bring to India
in years to come.

49. We assure British companies that the complaints they raise with respects to ineYciencies of operating
in India are equally applicable to and are felt by Indian businesses. We do not get preferential treatment
with respects to licenses, approvals or any such matters. We continue to campaign for lesser bureaucracy,
better infrastructure, greater transparency and stability with respects to commercial negotiations and deals,
better labour laws etc.

50. Simply put, the risks British businesses face if they decide against engaging with India include:

— Losing an early mover advantage or even worse being frozen out in a dynamic and significant
market.

— Realising cost eYciencies that will make them more competitive in their domestic markets.

51. Indian law

The robustness of Indian law coupled with inordinate delays in administering commercial justice in case
of litigation may be another hindering factor. We recognise that at times it takes several years to complete
a civil action. We too face this reality.
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52. In the case of Intellectual property protection, despite a new Patent Amendment Act being enacted
in 2005, counterfeiting and piracy continue in several sectors eg engineering and software.

53. Sectoral focus

Whilst companies in the ICT or automotive parts sectors are well versed with the opportunity India
presents to them, it may be the case that British companies in other sectors, such as biotechnology or
animation are unaware of the potential India holds for them or are sceptical of the returns to be expected
on their eVorts.

54. Role of UK Government’s Agencies

We believe that the UK Government contributes positively by interacting with British companies that
have decided to assess the potential India holds for them. An example being the seminar’s that are organised
in the UK titled “Doing business in India” that provide participants an insight on Indian behaviour,
management style and cultural impact on business decisions.

55. However, there are a larger number of companies in Britain of all sizes that need advisory services
that can make the India picture clearer for them. The net result being that decision makers are able to have
the debates on their own growth strategy in an informed manner prior to joining the various delegations
organised by UKTI.

Role of Educational Institutions

56. The role of educational institutions in developing links has also been considered. Through the British
Council, we believe that UK higher and further educational institutions do contribute in the development
of relations between our countries.

57. Over the years, academic institutions have served as catalysts in promoting ties. Since they capture
trends and patterns early enough and interpret them for the rapidly changing business landscape, tie-ups
are a great asset. These same institutions provide the third party objectivity without either being fascinated
by or sceptical of the reality around them.

58. The increase from 1,000 students a decade ago to approximately 16,000 Indian students currently in
Britain is a strong indicator of the success of the British Council’s eVorts in promoting Britain (source:
FCO).

59. We highlight the following activities that have had an influence on marketing the UK.

60. Higher education

We commend the Prime Minister’s Initiative, titled “Education 2020” to attract Indian students to the
UK. In particular the state focussed regional events, the numerous exhibitions where potential studentsmeet
representatives from British education establishments, the agent training workshops, the publication of
Club UK magazine, the organisation of English language summer schools and the overall eVort to gather
intelligence on Indian education consumers that helps UK higher education institutions understand the
Indian market.

61. Schools

On the eVorts to promote the linking of schools, we are also in agreement with the Global Gateway
exercise that seeks to set up long lasting partnerships between schools.

62. Teachers’ International Professional Development

The eVorts to organise exchanges for teachers between India and the UK are commendable and result in
the exposure of innovative techniques, best practice and knowledge sharing that can serve as a contributing
factor in the overall bilateral relationship.

63. The OYce of Science and Technology Networking Scheme

Promoting the meeting of young minds to discuss collaborative opportunities and helping them access
funding is a worthy cause.

64. Comparative Figures

Figures taken in isolation are never useful.Media reports indicate that more than 800,000 Indian students
are expected to study abroad in 20 years. The following countries attract the following number of Indian
students:

65. Australia

IDP Education Australia, which promotes Australian institutions abroad, has forecasted about 80,000
Indian students to study in Australia. To drive this growth they have recommended the establishment of
university campuses in India. In 2004, there were 20,749 Indian students in Australia, which is 45% more
than in 2003 (source—Australian Dept of Education).

66. USA

According to the Institute for International Education, there were 79,736 Indian students in the USA in
2003–04—an increase of nearly 7% over 2002–03.
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67. New Zealand

In 2000, there were only 251 Indian students inNewZealand. This rose to 2,405 in 2004 and 2,567 in 2005.

68. Reasons

We believe that the following matters need to be considered in the UK Government’s focus on attracting
Indian students to these shores.

69. The increase of fees to extend “leave to remain” visas from £155 to £355 for postal applications and
from £250 to £500 for the premium service and the increase of fees for initial student visas from £36 to £85
in July 05 are simply too aggressive and will result in a negative influence on the decision making process
of Indian students.

70. Concern/confusion about the ability to work after completing their educational course is another
factor identified as reducing the UK’s attractiveness for Indian students.

71. As mentioned elsewhere, a large proportion of overseas-educated successful business leaders in India
have graduated fromUS schools and universities. They prove to be eVective rolemodels/brand ambassadors
for educational institutions in the US. The US remains the first choice for potential students. The UK
Government’s public diplomacy programme must address this factor.

72. Impact on the UK’s Skills Agenda

The UK faces a major challenge in ensuring its workforce is equipped with the skills needed to compete
in a global marketplace on the basis of high value-added goods and services. Currently India produces
approximately two million graduates each year and is not only competing with the UK on cost, but
increasingly on expertise. This has an overwhelming impact on the state of future relations with India.

73. Existing links between Indian Businesses and British Educational Institutions

The Tata Group, Tata Consultancy Services and Infosys Technology have existing relationships with
British Universities.

74. Tata are establishing an Advanced Technology Centre with the Warwick Manufacturing Group at
Warwick University. This will serve as a centre of excellence for applied research on Technology.

75. Tata Consultancy Services have commissioned joint research projects at York University and Kings
College, London on the next generation of business and software modelling and open architecture. They
have also established a relationship with the Said and London Business Schools on the subjects of transition
and knowledge management.

76. Infosys have a formal relationship with the London Business School.

77. All of the above companies declared that the projects have been commissioned for an eventual
commercial benefit.

APPENDIX 28

Memorandum by The Scotch Whisky Association

1. Introduction

1.1 The ScotchWhisky Association (SWA) is the trade body which represents the interests of the industry
at home and abroad. Its main objective is to promote and protect the Scotch Whisky industry.

1.2 Scotch Whisky is important to the economy of Scotland and the UK as a whole. With exports
annually contributing in excess of £2 billion to the balance of trade, Scotch Whisky is one of the UK’s top
fivemanufactured exports and represents 25% of all UK food and drink exports. The industry supports over
65,000 jobs and some £1 billion expenditure each year with UK suppliers of goods and services.

1.3 Continuing success in international markets is vital to the health of the ScotchWhisky industry. The
SWA is a proactive campaigner against trade barriers and seeks to ensure fair and non-discriminatory
market access in relation to competing alcoholic drinks.

1.4 India is a market of considerable potential for Scotch Whisky producers. However, Scotch Whisky
is unable to take advantage of the opportunities oVered because access is unfairly restricted by a
discriminatory fiscal regime for imported spirits, which is contrary to WTO rules. Today the overall duty
burden faced by Scotch Whisky in India is an exorbitant 212.5% to 525%.

1.5 The SWAwelcomes the Committee’s inquiry, and the opportunity to provide evidence on the Scotch
Whisky industry’s experience of the Indian market.
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2. The Indian SpiritsMarket

2.1 The Indian spirits market is conservatively estimated to be around one hundred million cases in
volume, making it one of the largest in the world. The market is dominated by domestically produced
“IndianMade Foreign Liquor” (IMFL), made almost entirely from molasses and then flavoured to be sold
as “whisky”, “rum”, “gin” etc.

2.2 Imported spirit drinks are estimated to only account for circa 550,000 cases, with Scotch Whisky
representing 500,000 cases (only 0.5% of the total spirits market).

2.3 In 2004, ScotchWhisky exports to India were valued at £13.7 million. This is a small level of exports
given the size of the spirits market and potential Indian consumer interest in Scotch Whisky.

2.4 India is not a single market for alcoholic beverages. Fiscal and regulatory responsibility is delegated
to the 28 individual State governments and sevenUnion Territories. Imported spirits are subject to radically
diVerent and complex tax and regulatory treatment depending on the State or Union Territory concerned.

3. Market Access for ScotchWhisky

3.1 Scotch Whisky access to the Indian spirits market has been unfairly restricted for many years. In
contrast, all Indian spirits can be imported into the EU tariV free.

3.2 Prior to 2001, India maintained a restrictive import licensing regime for bottled imported spirits,
including Scotch Whisky. In 1999, following an EU/USA challenge in the WTO, India agreed to remove all
quantitative restrictions on imported spirits with eVect from 1 April 2001.

3.3 Fair access to the market in India, however, was not achieved. The elimination of quantitative
restrictions was accompanied by the introduction of an “Additional Customs Duty” ranging from 75% to
150%. This new duty was applied in addition to a “Basic CustomsDuty” of 210% and a “Special Additional
Duty” (subsequently abolished in 2004). The cumulative Federal duty burden on ScotchWhisky was at this
time a prohibitive 460% to 710%.

3.4 Since 2001, there has only been limited movement towards reducing the overall duty burden and
today the cumulative duty rate ranges from 212.5% to 525% for bottled in Scotland Scotch Whisky.

3.5 Market access therefore continues to be restricted and Scotch Whisky (and other UK spirit drinks)
are unfairly prevented from competing on a level playing field with domestic spirits.

3.6 Unsurprisingly, the excessive duty burden has encouraged a thriving grey/black market trade in
ScotchWhisky. It is estimated that less than 15% of ScotchWhisky consumed in India is sourced duty paid
through oYcial retail outlets.

3.7 The grey/black market has also resulted in locally produced counterfeit being sold as Scotch Whisky
brands. (It is estimated that up to half of Scotch Whisky sales in India are counterfeit.) This is damaging to
Scotch Whisky’s reputation, and the industry has to devote considerable resources to protect the category
from “passing oV” and to protect individual brand intellectual property rights.

4. Basic Customs Duty

4.1 India is entitled under WTO rules to levy an import tariV. However, the “Basic Customs Duty” on
Scotch Whisky, levied at 150%, is very high by international standards.

4.2 In contrast, other developing countries such as Brazil (20%), China (10%), and South Africa (3%)
apply more reasonable tariVs to imported spirits. The high Basic Customs Duty applied by India works to
restrict market access for Scotch Whisky and is also a major contributory factor to the grey/black market
trade.

4.3 China oVers an interesting comparison. Since China joined the WTO in 2001 and began a gradual
process of reducing its import tariV on spirits (from 65% to 10%) and liberalisation of distribution
arrangements, Scotch Whisky exports have risen from around £1 million a year to over £30 million.

5. Additional Customs Duty and Other Restrictions

5.1 Additional tariVs and taxes, applied on top of the Basic Customs Duty, complicate the tariV and tax
system for imported spirits in India.

5.2 In India, an “Additional Customs Duty” of 25% to 150% (depending on cif value) is applied to
imported spirits. This is applied at Federal level and, in principle, should be levied on imported spirits in
place of State-level excise duty.

5.3 In practice, however, the Additional Customs Duty rate applied by the Indian Government to
imported spirits is much higher than the excise duty levied on domestic spirits in most Indian States. This
is a breach of India’s obligations under GATT Article III.2. The WTO requires countries not to use tax
policy to protect domestic production by discriminating against imported products.
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5.4 In some States, despite the Additional Customs Duty supposedly applying in place of State-level
excise duty, imported spirits are required to pay both the Additional Customs Duty and State excise duty.
This has created a situation of double taxation.

5.5 The Additional Customs Duty is therefore applied in a discriminatory manner, contrary to WTO
rules. It also inflates the overall tariV burden faced by imported spirits to between 212.5% and 525%.

5.6 In contravention ofWTO rules, at least thirteen States also apply further discriminatory taxes of one
kind or another on imported spirits, including the application of licence fees, special duties and import fees,
which are not imposed on domestic products.

5.7 Seven Indian States have failed to introduce policies to allow the retail sale of imported spirits (this
should have taken place after the removal of quantitative restrictions in April 2001).

6. EU Trade Barrier Regulation Complaint

6.1 The SWA strongly supported a July 2005 complaint by the EU wine and spirits industries regarding
the Indian import regime, made under the EU Trade Barrier Regulation (TBR) procedure (Regulation No
3286/94).

6.2 The European Commission supported this complaint and launched an investigation into the Indian
import regime for EU wines and spirits in September 2005. This investigation is examining violations of
WTO rules, most notably in the application of the Additional Customs Duty and internal State taxes.

6.3 The formal dialogue under the TBRmechanism can be used to seek early agreement between the EU
and India onmeasures which will help to resolve the market access problems identified in the Commission’s
investigation. The Commission is expected to report in the first quarter of 2006.

7. ScotchWhisky Industry Proposals

7.1 Scotch Whisky producers have worked closely with UK Government departments, the British High
Commission in New Delhi, and the European Commission to improve market access to India. Strong UK
Government support has been consistent and invaluable. The industry has also been in regular dialogue with
the Indian Government and domestic spirits producers.

7.2 Industry proposals have been developed to eliminate the damaging grey/blackmarket trade in Scotch
Whisky by reducing the tariV and tax burden to a more reasonable level by international standards. This
would result in more aVordable retail prices, thereby encouraging consumers to switch purchasing to
legitimate channels.

7.3 A recent study by RaboBank for the Indian Government concluded that a reduction in the Basic
Customs Duty to 75% could bring 97% of the grey/black market in premium Scotch Whisky back into
oYcial channels. A switch to legitimate purchasing channels would boost Indian Government revenue.

7.4 Indirectly, the measure would also reduce the risk of counterfeit and help to protect the Scotch
Whisky category from unfair competition. The SWA is therefore proposing such a step should be taken in
the Indian Federal Budget in February 2006.

7.5 This would begin tomeet the industry’s aspirations for genuine access to India, and encourage Scotch
Whisky producers to develop their businesses in an increasingly important world market. The industry
would, for example, be able to invest with more confidence in distribution to the Indian market.

7.6 The SWA is also proposing that the Indian Government should take the opportunity of the
forthcoming Federal Budget to eliminate the Additional Customs Duty and to introduce a level internal
taxation playing field for imported and domestic spirits.

7.7 The latter proposal could be achieved by the introduction of a Federal or State levy on imported
spirits which is identical to the excise duty applied to domestic spirits in the State of consumption. Such a
move would allow India to make progress towards meeting its WTO commitments.

8. Conclusion

8.1 India is potentially one of the ScotchWhisky industry’s most important developing markets over the
next 10 to 20 years. Improved market access to India is the industry’s top international trade priority.

8.2 Scotch Whisky (and other UK spirit drinks) are currently unable to take advantage of the
opportunities oVered because of the high tariV and the continuing application of a discriminatory fiscal
regime for imported spirits.

8.3 The industry is seeking fair market access in line with international trade rules. Industry proposals
would help limit the grey/black market incentive and bring sales back into mainstream trade. India should
take early steps to meet its WTO commitments and provide a stable environment in which UK distillers
can invest.
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8.4 We would of course welcome the opportunity to provide further written or oral evidence to the
Committee or discuss any points raised in this submission on which the Committee may wish to seek
further details.

January 2006

APPENDIX 29

Memorandum by UK Trade and Investment (UKTI)

Preface

In 2005 “India continued its inexorable rise, and the world took notice.”20 During the EU/India Summit
in September 2005, the UK’s Prime Minister Tony Blair set out a vast agenda of cooperation for the next
few years. In the context of that Summit, India’s PrimeMinister Manmohan Singh described the UK/India
relationship as a “special relationship” and the UK should continue to work hard to maximise this special
relationship.

2005 also saw India’s economic indices soar. Indian stock markets have recorded 100% growth in 18
months and Indian FOREXReserves reached an all time high ($145 billion—about three times the reserves
of the Bank of England). 2005–06 growth will be above 7% illustrating the steady rise of this emerging giant
economy.

But India’s enormous burden of poverty continues (300 million people on less than $1 a day; 350 million
illiterate; more than 40% of all children undernourished). The quality of life is improving in rural India,
helped last year by a good monsoon. The government remains committed to poverty reduction however,
especially improved education and health services.

In addition to tax reform, progress has been made on civil aviation, telecoms, and some of the transport
infrastructure. Fiscal deficits are coming down. But a lot of the reform that the UK is keen to see—financial
sector liberalisation, FDI in retail, implementation of the power sector reforms—is unfortunately slowed
by India’s political system. Ironically it is this democratic process that constrains the nature and pace of
change in India. The post 1991 liberalisation approach has gone some way to meet the challenge of
globalisation but market access and reform remain at the top of the UK’s trade and investment interest
in India.

UK interests have advanced well and India is now unquestionably a Strategic Partner. UK economic
interests continue to prosper. India remains 8th in our league table for inward investment and more and
more top British companies are finding business partnerships with India.

Looking forward to 2006, the context for our bilateral work is very favourable. The economic potential
for the UK and India remains huge. One key focus for the UK will be on the knowledge economy, S&T
cooperation and education links. India’s future is its young people (54% under 25) and the British High
Commission has just launched a major public diplomacy campaign to target India’s future leaders with
messages about modern Britain.

Team India is HMG’s biggest, and probably most diverse, overseas operation. The agenda is growing all
the time. Both UK and locally engaged (LE) staV are working to capacity, but there is an excitement about
working in the right place at the right time, and actually seeing some results.

A. Introduction

HMG places extremely high importance on our relationship with India, with trade and investment being
driven at the most senior levels. India is the world’s second fastest-growingmajor economy and an emerging
global economic force. In the next 10 years it is expected to overtake China as the fastest growing major
economy on a sustained basis. Within 40 years it could be the world’s third largest economy.

UKTI is committed to making UK plc part of this success. India is already theUK’s fourth largest export
market in Asia Pacific, and the eighth largest investor in the UK. But as India’s economy continues to
develop, the potential for greater economic interchange between the two countries is immense.

20 Sir Michael Arthur, British High Commissioner to India, Annual Review 2005.
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B. The Trade Figures

The Trade Figures between India and the UK show promising and continuing signs of growth with this
year’s export figures showing a 27.2% increase over the same period last year (see attached excel
spreadsheets). However, only 1% of the UK’s total trade is with India andUKTI is working to increase this.

The UK government is committed to achieving a significant increase in UK exports to and investment in
India. To this end, India is an important market for the Asia Task Force (see AnnexA). TheUK-India Joint
Economic Trade Committee (JETCO) is similarly committed to improving the environment for, and
supporting development of, UK-India two-way trade and investment (See Annex J).

The most dramatic new trend in the UK-India business relationship is the growth of India as in investor
into the UK. A very significant level of new investments are UKTI assisted. UKTI’s Inward Investment
Group (IIG) eVorts in India aim to improve the competitiveness and economic prosperity of the UK by
identifying, actively encouraging and facilitating high quality Indian inward investment into the UK,
focusing particularly on “knowledge driven” industry sectors including: ICT (Software services, IT enabled
services, telecom software); Biotech, Pharmaceuticals and Healthcare; Automotive/Advanced Engineering;
Creative Industries; Food and Drink Processing.

C. UK Trade and Investment Activity in Relation to India

Although there is a strong and extensive public sector in India, India is essentially a free market economy
underpinned by the common law system. English is the language used by the courts, and by big business.
Most areas of the Indian economy are open to foreign direct investment, albeit with certain restrictions in
some cases. The two main non-defence sectors still closed to FDI are legal services and retail. There is some
prospect of the retail sector being opened, possibly within the next year and we are working in support of
liberalisation of the legal services market as well.

There are many established links between Indian and British business and considerable respect for UK
capability in diVerent areas of business and education. In this respect, British business comes to India with
a head start on other countries.

At the same time, geographical distance from the UK, extensive bureaucracy and continuing problems
with corruption make India a challenging market, especially for relatively inexperienced exporters. UKTI
has a crucial role to play in assisting UK companies to achieve business success in this market.

D. Barriers to Trade and Investment in India

There are a number of issues aVecting UK companies seeking to do business in India that have required
extensive lobbying fromUKTI’s Team India. They are real and current illustrations of the barriers to trade
and investment faced by UK Companies when seeking to do business in India. These barriers include caps
on foreign ownership (eg 26% in insurance sector), double taxation, heavy import duties eg on Scotch
Whisky, protracted legal cases, petty and grand corruption, bureaucracy and non-payment. TISC requested
details of current outstanding UK company issues and these can be found in Annex C. However the TISC
is asked to note that this information is both commercially sensitive and confidential and should not be
circulated. UKTI is currently conducting a consultation exercise with UK business in order to fully
understand the barriers to trade with India, the results of which will be used in our discussions with the
Indian Government. (See Annex B for consultation document and initial findings).

E. UKTI Activity in India and the UK

E1. UKTI in India

With representation in nine cities, India is UKTI’s second largest overseas network.21 During the three
year Spending Review period 2005–08, the UKTI India network will work to enhance the competitiveness
of UK companies by helping them to export or invest in India, and by increasing the number of Indian
companies investing in the UK.

The UKTI India Business Plan commits the India network to work directly with companies, and with
stakeholders inside and outside the UKTI system to:

— Increase the number of new UK exporters to and investors in India.

— Increase the number of Indian investors in the UK.

— Raise awareness among UK companies of the detailed issues of doing business with India.

— Improve the environment for doing business in India.

— Identify new/emerging areas of commercial opportunity.

21 72 staV in 9 British High Commissions and Trade OYces. It is important for the TISC to note that UKTI resources include
the British High Commissioner and his Deputies across India, as well as our dedicated commercial teams.
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E2. UKTI International Trade Development Group (ITDG)

Key Mechanisms:

— JETCO.

— Asia Task Force.

— Indo-British Partnership Network.

E2.1 JETCO

JETCOwas established in 2005 as part of the UK-India PrimeMinisters’ Initiative to strengthen bilateral
relations. This ministerially-led committee meets annually in order to discuss specific issues arising out of
our economic co-operation and to identify opportunities to enhance bilateral trade and investment in
traditional and non-traditional areas. UKTI acts as the Secretariat to the JETCO on the UK side, and is
responsible for acting on the Committee’s agreed recommendations. Ministerial and oYcial relationships
are excellent and JETCO, alongwith theAsia TaskForce, is a constructive and powerfulmeans of delivering
for UK Business. UKTI’s oYcials are working hard to ensure it fulfils its potential.

The second full JETCO meeting will take place in London on 31 January 2006 and UKTI will provide
the TISC with a full update and progress report following this meeting. The meeting will be lead by Alan
Johnson and Kamal Nath and will involve both a closed-door bilateral meeting and an open plenary, to
which UK and Indian business people, key stakeholders and the TISC members are invited.

This will be preceded on 30 January by meetings of some the JETCO working groups (agriculture and
healthcare) and oYcial level meetings on hi-tech clusters and PPP/infrastructure.

E2.2 Asia Task Force

The Chancellor announced the creation of the Asia Task Force (ATF) in his pre-budget statement in
December 2004. The aim of the ATF is to increase UK trade with the Asian economies by making use of
the expertise available within industry, academia and Government. The focus of its work is to identify the
challenges and opportunities presented by the Asian markets and to suggest practical ways that UK
companies can prepare for and take advantage of them. The ATF is made up of nineteen members from the
private sector and from academia, co-chaired by the Secretary of State for Trade & Industry and the Chair
of Standard Chartered Bank, Bryan Sanderson. A list of members is attached in Annex A1. The Chancellor
opened its first meeting in London on 27 October 2005.

The ATF is working to identify the current and future challenges faced by UK businesses exporting to
or operating inAsianmarkets in order to suggest practical ways that these can be overcome and anticipated.
UKTI is holding seminars in five Asian cities, including NewDelhi, to seek views on the future of UK trade
with the region.We have also commissioned work to look at the success of mid-sized UK companies in Asia
and how the services provided by Government have been of use in accessing these markets.

The goal of this work is to raise awareness among UK businesses of the potential opportunities in these
markets and to provide a resource to support companies wanting to take advantage of them. UKTI hopes
to take the findings of these studies to companies in the UK, through seminars and events, to encourage
them to trade with Asia and to publicise the services that are available from UKTI.

E2.3 Indo-British Partnership Network (IBPN)

The IBPN is a business led organisation, which aims to encourage and support UK businesses,
particularly SMEs, to do business in India. The IBPN also aims to identify issues that prevent or discourage
UK firms from trading with India. It is managed by a board drawn from the private sector. Membership of
the Network is open to British and Indian companies of all sizes. There are currently approximately 200
individual members of the IBPN.

The original Indo-British Partnership was launched by the then British and Indian PrimeMinisters, John
Major and Narasimha Rao, in 1993. In subsequent years the work of the IBP fell away primarily because
the expected benefits to British companies following the initial liberalisation of the Indian economy were
not being realised.

In 2002 Tony Blair and Atal Bihari Vajpayee (the then Indian Prime Minister) renewed the commitment
to strengthen the bilateral relationship through the New Delhi Declaration, which was signed in Delhi in
January 2002.KaranBilimoria, the CEOofCobraBeer, was appointed theUKCo-Chair of the IBP in 2002.
With the support of UKTI he recently created a new business led organization, the Indo British Partnership
Network (IBPN). UKTI have provided start up costs, primarily to fund the board secretariat.

The first formal meeting of the IBPN Board took place on 16 December 2004, while the oYcial launch
took place on 5 December 2005 with the Minister for Trade delivering the keynote speech. In its current
form the IBPN has identified a number of ways to enhance bilateral trade and investment and deliver the
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JETCO agenda, including the launch of a networking website and a booklet on doing business in India. The
IBPN will also be organising a series of regional seminars designed to promote greater bilateral trade
between the UK and India.

E3. UKTI International Sectors Group (ISG)

The development of India’s service sector, including the business process outsourcing industry, IT
solutions providers, creative industries and software research, have attracted international attention.
However, modernisation and upgrading is taking place across a much broader range of areas, including the
automotive sector, other areas of engineering, chemicals and heavy industry. Although India is a priority
market for all sixteen ISG sectors, this report will focus on those sectors of primary interest to the committee.
The Committee should note that some of our sector teams operate regionally eg automotive is based in the
West Midlands. The British High Commissions and British Trade OYces also have sector specialists. The
six most sectors that this report focuses on are:

— E3.1 Aerospace (Civil).

— E3.2 Education and Training.

— E3.3 Financial Services.

— E3.4 Software, Computer Services and Electronics, Telecoms.

— E3.5 Bioscience.

— E3.6 Automotive.

E3.1 Aerospace

The 2005–06 activity plan is focused on the growth in the Indian Aerospace (Civil) sector and the
opportunities for UK companies. Through a scoping mission and report, and by maintaining key contacts,
we aim to assess this growth and the opportunities for 2005 and beyond. We aim to promote “UK First”
through targeted VIP visitors from India to the UK and from UK to India, through inward and outward
trade missions, through positive media coverage, and through supporting UK airlines as they start new
routes/schedules. The inwardmission took place in September 2005 to the NorthWest to “Meet the Buyer”,
the outward mission to Bangalore in December 2005 to Aerodrome India and AMEXPO. Also, we aim to
maintain and develop the UKTI India team knowledge, experience and contacts in UK industry by
undertaking a Business Development Visit and an Industry Briefing Course. The intended outcome of these
activities is to introduce 10 UK companies to the Indian market, facilitate five UK/Indo partnerships, and
for 90% of UK companies receiving our assistance report that our help was a significant factor.

E3.2 Education and training

For the year 2005–06, the education and training teamwill aim to introduce 10 UK companies into India,
of which we propose to have four companies new to market. In addition to this, the team aims to facilitate
five Indo/UKpartnerships. To achieve this target, we will arrange a government sponsored visit programme
around the BETT Show in London in January 2006. We will sponsor two companies and also encourage
leading Indian education and training companies to visit the show. The sector leader will undertake a
business development visit to meet up with UK companies to brief them about opportunities in the
Indian market.

E3.3 Financial Services

The aim of the strategy is to achieve further opening of the financial services sector in India to allow
foreign direct investment on more favourable terms and wider and profitable service provision. It also aims
to promote liberalisation of the legal services market in India to allow UK firms to carry out transactional
business for international contracts and clients. We aim to do this through a sustained programme of
Ministerial, senior oYcial and business visits. Target areas are in banking (retail), financial services
(reducing the minimum capital requirements from $50 million), insurance and reinsurance (removing
restrictions on broking, reinsurance and products), training (Securities Institute), securities, accountancy,
Public Private Partnerships, promotion ofUK skills and a number of other areas.Wewill workwithLondon
Stock Exchange to significantly increase its profile in India and encourage increased number of London
listings.

E3.4 Software, Computer Services and Electronics

The 2005–06 activity plan is focused on inward and outward trade missions, with the intended outcome
of introducing 10 UK companies to the Indian market, facilitate five UK/Indo partnerships, and for 90%
of UK companies receiving our assistance report that our help was a significant factor. The inward mission
was to TechWorld05, Cambridge, in May, and the outward mission to IT.COM, Bangalore, was at the end
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of October. The sector team supported a UKVIP delegation to India at the time of IT.COM and promoted
the UK industry through positive media coverage. With the aim to capture future opportunities for UK
companies, two separate scoping missions on Entertainment software and Electronics will be completed.
Also, we aim to maintain and develop the UKTI India team knowledge, experience and contacts in India
through visits, networking and conference attendance, and maintain and develop knowledge of the UK
Industry by undertaking a Business Development Visit and Commercial Training Tour.

Telecommunications The communications sector Business Plan for 2005–06 includes the following
activities. An inward mission in May took advantage of the only wireless event in London—WiCon. An
outward mission to India in Jan 2006 to coincide with GSM India where we will also be bringing a speaker
from UK to showcase UK expertise and also influence policy decisions by GOI. There will also be visits to
trade shows and publishing a Communications sector journal. The team further aims to enhance its sector
knowledge and contacts both in UK and India through Commercial training tours, local visits and regular
networking. The Business Development visit of the team is scheduled to be in June to a prominent ICT
event—Communic Asia where the team will have the opportunity to network with more than 100 UK
companies. The key targets are to introduce five new to market companies and facilitate business for five
already introduced companies, to facilitate five UK/Indo partnerships.

E3.5 Bioscience

The annual growth rate of about 40% over the last three to four years has encouraged the Government
of India to envisage an annual turnover of $5 billion by 2010. According to the recently published Ernst &
Young Report, by 2010, India will be the largest manufacturer of vaccines in theWorld. India is categorised
as the II Tier priority market by UK Trade and Investment. Opportunities for the UK businesses exist in
the areas of joint research, technology transfer, clinical development/trials handling services, contract
manufacturing, bio-supplies, data analysis and in consultancy services. Annex S provides more sector
specific brief.

E3.6 Automotive

The Automotive sector teams Strategy Development and Market Approach is regarded as a mature and
successful model and is used as a benchmark when developing strategies and business plans for other
developing markets such as China. Successes since 2002 include:

— Organised six missions involving around 75 UK companies. A further mission is scheduled for
January 2006 with up to 40 companies participating.

— Business achieved as a result of these since 2003 is estimated to be worth £6.4 million. This figure
does not include results from 2002 which were not collated at that time and only includes 50% of
the results from a recent visit in September 2005. A mission

— In the last three years (2002–05) the team has helped with the formation of more than 40
partnerships between UK and Indian automotive companies.

— On the inward investment side, two partnerships have been concluded.

— The UKTI team has undertaken over 30 market research reports including programme arranging
and specific business advice to visiting UK companies up to September 2005.

— The Automotive team (India!UK) have met well over 200 UK companies in India and the UK
since 2002 and provided significant advice and support.

Full details of UKTI work in relation to these sectors can be found in Annex S.

E4. UKTI Inward Investment Group

India is a priority market for UK Trade and Investment’s Inward Investment Group. There are inward
investment teams in New Delhi, Mumbai, Bangalore and Kolkata. The team in India is supported from
UKTI in London, handling issues such as research and client delivery. UKTI’s inward investment team
work in close partnership with the UK Development Agencies under the guidelines laid down by the
Committee for Overseas Promotion, which is the forum under which the UK inward investment eVort is
managed. The development agencies which have oYces in India are Scottish Development International
(New Delhi), Welsh Development Agency (Bangalore) and British Midlands (a collaborative operation
between Advantage West Midlands and the East Midlands Development Agency in Mumbai),

India is an important source of inward investment into the UK which currently receives approximately
60% of all Indian investment coming into Europe. India is now the third largest source of foreign direct
investment (FDI) into the UK from Asia by project numbers (after Japan and China) and globally was the
8th largest source of investment in 2004–05. Indian investment is spread across the UK although a large
proportion goes to London (37% of all new projects over the last five years).
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Investment from India is increasing. 2003–04 saw 30 new investment projects from India (an increase of
26% on 2002–03). 2004–05 saw 36 new investments (an increase of 20%). Up to the end of the second quarter
of the current financial year (30 September 2005) UKTI had assisted 20 Indian companies invest in the UK
(up 54% on the first half of last year).

There are over 430 Indian companies with a base in the UK of which approximately two thirds are in the
ICT/software sector. 20 Indian companies are listed on the London Stock Exchange with a total market
capitalisation of US$3.46 billion (£1.98 billion). More Indian companies are listed on the London Stock
Exchange than on the New York and NASDAQ exchanges combined. These include State Bank of India,
Tata Tea (owners of the Tetley brand) and Ashok Leyland.

UKTI primarily concentrates on attracting knowledge driven companies from India and this is reflected
in a focus on the ICT, life sciences, automotive/advanced engineering, food processing, creative industries,
and financial/business service sectors.

E5. UKTI Regional International Trade Teams

UKTI delivers to its international trade customers in the English regions through a network of nearly 40
International Trade Teams, provided typically by Chambers or Business Link operators, employing
between them around 380 International Trade Advisers. In each region UKTI has an International Trade
Director who, with their regional core team, are co-located with the RDA, and who are responsible for
UKTI’s strategy, delivery and stakeholder relationships in the region.

On international trade (but not inward investment)UKTI hasmanagement responsibility for its own staV
and programmes in the English regions and operates as the RDAs’ international trade arm. This
relationship reflects the importance of UKTI giving coherence to regional and national demands on the
overseas network. We work in partnership with the RDAs on strategy and priorities through a nationally-
agreed Dual Key Framework (attached at Annex R8), and jointly signed-oV delivery plans at regional level.

All Regional Teams have appointed an “India Champion” and hold regular “doing Business in India”
events. These are also regional champions located in the British High Commission/British Trade OYces in
India. India Champions meet quarterly with other UKTI colleagues to ensure a more joined-up approach
to in-market work eg the NW and EM are undertaking a joint market visit in March 2006.

Some regional teams have established oYces in market or in the UK, which focus specifically on India or
on South Asia eg the EastMidlands, have opened an India Trade Bureau. Like other regions this has grown
out of historical links between India and the diaspora and the accompanying pattern of travel and trading.
Good links exist between regional teams and theNRI business community.Other regional teams eg theWest
Midlands, are utilising EU funding and RDA Cluster funding to finance more UKTI activity focused on
India in consultation with UKTI London and UKTI India.

Some regional teams oVer a sector specialism in joint ventures and alternative routes to market. Regional
teams are seeking to be more strategic in their approach to India and have commissioned research eg
mapping opportunities in the Indian market against capabilities present in the region.

UKTI oVers a range of support to business, including “passport to export” for SMEs, which is delivered
by our regional teams. Passport to Export has produced many successful exporters for the Indian Market.
Individual regional team approaches are explained in more detail in Annex R.

F. UKTI Activity with other Stakeholders in Government

F1. Market Awareness

While our assistance to companies22 is primarily in the form of the established UKTI business
development process (International Trade Advisers working in co-operation with in-market posts), there is
an increasing demand for UKTI to raise awareness of the India market in the UK. Increasing numbers of
British companies recognise the opportunity in the India market, but want a greater understanding of the
detailed issues involved in doing business in India. UKTI India Team is working in closer co-operation with
UKTI ITDG and the Regional International Trade Teams to address this need, including through regional
events focussed on doing business with India. In addition to this UKTI are working more closely with the
devolved administrations, regional teams and our parent/other government departments in order to ensure
a strategic approach to trade and investment opportunities with India. Please see Annex P for full details
of our work with our parent and other government departments.

22 Please see Annex U for full details of UKTI Services to business.
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F2. Public Diplomacy Initiative

As part of the British Government’s eVorts to project a more up-to-date and accurate image of the UK
in India, a major Public Diplomacy Initiative has been commissioned jointly by the British High
Commission and the British Council Division. Its objective is to inspire India’s rising generation of decision-
makers “to choose theUK”.A key intention is to counter the perception in some quarters of Indian business
that the UK is less “cutting-edge” than some of our competitors.

The initiative will witness a series of high profile and high impact events and activities in the fields of arts
and culture, business, education, environment and science and technology. Some of these events will be built
into annual properties that will go on beyond the life of the initiative.

First among these was the announcement of the UK Trade and Investment India Business Awards in
September 2005, coinciding with the PM’s visit to New Delhi. These awards will recognise and celebrate
UK—India business partnership, specifically in terms of inward investment, collaborative business
partnership, entrepreneurship and innovation.

The first awards presentation has been scheduled forautumn 2006 with entries opening in February 2006.
A one-oV special recognition award was presented to Tata Consultancy Services (TCS) by the Prime
Minister when he launched the awards in September. This recognised TCS’s leading role among Indian
investors in the UK.

As a build up to the awards the broadcast partner (CNBCTV18) will telecast a series of vignettes profiling
Indian businesses and businessmen who have excelled in the UK. Also being negotiated with CNBC is a
program profiling UK as a profitable investment destination.

Other elements of the Public Diplomacy Initiative include a cross cutting advertising campaign that will
highlight British innovation& creativity across the five pillars of the initiative and also establish its relevance
to the Indian viewer. For further information on the PDI see Annexes D, E and F.

F3. Science and technology

Team India consists of Science andTechnology specialists, with interest driven by theHighCommissioner
and the Director if Trade and Investment. HMG is keen to expand UK-India links between Universities,
R&D establishments and their Commercial operations in order to increase trade and investment, as well as
science and innovation. Lord Sainsbury23 will visit India during February 2006 in order to take this forward.
Other OYce of Science and Technology (OST) initiatives in relation to India include.

F3.1 UK-India Science and Innovation Council (for background see DTI/OST at Annex P)

In London in early May 2006 (co-chaired by Sir David King and his Indian counterpart Professor Rao).
UK stakeholders—through the Global Science and Innovation Forum24—are working hard to design the
agenda and content of this meeting. Likely to be based around the four priority areas under the Global
Science and Innovation Forum:

— Excellence in research.

— Excellence in innovation.

— Global leadership.

— International development.

The UK would like to use this meeting to:

— raise the profile of the S&T bilateral across a broad range of policy agendas—engaging other
government players on both sides;

— endorse new innovative initiative(s) for promoting S&T between India and UK;

— bridge the S&T-commercialisation link and provide a vehicle for entrepreneurship.

The Indians have indicated that they would like to discuss increased collaboration in:

— IT;

— weather forecasting/climate change;

— manufacturing sciences;

— nuclear sciences; and

— commercialisation.

23 Lord Sainsbury of Turville, Parliamentary Under Secretary of State for Science and Innovation, Responsible for Promoting
World Class Science and Innovation.

24 Chaired by Sir David King, OYce of Science and Technology, Global Science and Innovation Forum is a Cross-Government
committee to establish a strategic approach towards International Science.
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F3.2 Good progress on the UK-India Education and Research Initiative (background at Annex P)

A UK funded £10 million initiative to be launched in January 2006. S&T well-integrated into the higher
education (and to a lesser extent vocational education) strands.

G. Conclusion

UKTI welcomes this enquiry into trade and investment opportunities with India and looks forward to
receiving the recommendations of the Committee.

H. List of Annexes and Attachments (not printed except “B”)
Annex A Asia Task Force Background Note.
Annex A1 Asia Task Force members.
Annex B Barriers To Investment.
Annex C Outstanding UK Company Issues.
Annex D UKT&I India Business Awards, Draft White paper, January 2006.
Annex E UKT&I India Business Awards 2006.
Annex F Public Diplomacy Initiative.
Annex I Issues of Concern to the Indian Government.
Annex K UKT&I Contributions from Key Stakeholders.
Annex P UKT&I Work with Parent and Other Government Departments in relation to India.
Annex R UKT&I Regional International Teams and Devolved Administrations.
Annex S UKT&I Sector Priorities.
Annex T Facts and Figures.
Annex U UKT&I Services to Business.
Other: Aerospace, Biotech and IT Sector Strategies attached.
Excel: Spreadsheets showing Global Trade Figures to Sept 2005 and Contracts Issues by DfID to

UK Suppliers are also attached.

Annex B

INDIA: BARRIERS TO INVESTMENT

Barriers to Investment in India—Consultation Paper

Introduction

India has immense potential as a trade and investment partner for. the United Kingdom. However, our
trade and Investment links do not appear to fulfil present potential. Only 1% of the UK’s total exports are
to India, and India ranks seventeenth in the league table of UK export markets, compared to its status as
tenth largest economy. It is also clear that total FDI into India is well below that into China. According to
UNCTAD’s “World Investment Report 2005”, the total FDI into India last year amounted to $5 billion as
against $61 billion into China.

The UK Government has established a Joint Economic and Trade Committee with the Indian
Government to identify areas of potential for co-operation, and to remove the impediments to this.

We need to examine why British companies appear to under-perform particularly in terms of investment
in India. The following covers the perceived range of issues involved but it is important that we invite views
from UK industry to validate these prior to raising this during the next round of JETCO discussions.

Why do British companies under-perform in India?

1. The greatest impediment to greater trade and investment with India are the practical obstacles to doing
business there. India is a market economy, but it is also highly regulated. Despite the economic reform
process launched in 1991, it still has many of the characteristics of the closed, self-reliant economy, which
the Congress Party aimed to create after Independence. Obstacles include not only legal and regulatory
barriers, but also issues related to bureaucracy, inadequate infrastructure etc.

2. For investors, a number of sectors remain completely closed to FDI, including retail and legal services.
Some other key areas have been opened, but on restrictive terms. For example, insurance companies can
only have a 26% share in joint venture. In the telecoms field the limit on FDI has been raised from 49% to
76%, but under restrictive conditions, such as the Directors being Indian residents. Foreign banks may take
a 75% equity share in Indian banks, but only in non-profitable ones.
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3. Even where companies are permitted to export or invest, a variety of factors conspire to make doing
business diYcult. These include:

— Excessive red tape and bureaucracy, particularly in business transactions involving the public
sector. Although some state governments have tried to emulate the “single window” or “onestop-
shop” approach to investment approvals that are common in China, generally speaking foreign
investors have to go through extremely complicated bureaucratic processes to complete their
business here.

— Closely linked to this is a culture of tips and payoVs, not only in the public but also in the
private sectors.

— Similarly, there is a lack of transparency in public sector business, particularly major procurement
deals. It is a common experience that tenders are often revisited, or specifications changed at short
notice without explanation. Even after deals have been completed, they are often reopened, as has
been the case with the major fleet purchase deals by the two state-owned airlines.

— The playing field for private and public business is in many cases not level. In certain areas of the
economy, there is a deliberate preference to state-owned companies, including through a deliberate
policy of “price preference” or subsidy. A notable example is in the LPG market.

— Inadequate protection for Intellectual Property Rights is a major problem. Although the Patent
Law has now been brought into compliance with TRIPS, enforcement of the law remains patchy.
Counterfeiting and piracy is a significant problem, and not only in publishing and software. For
example, engineering products are often illegally copied.

— While India uses the common law system, and English is the language of the courts, administration
of justice is slow and cumbersome. Without the right personal or political connections, a foreign
investormight need ten years to complete a civil action. Ahuge backlog of casesmeans that actions
may take a long time to be heard, after which there are multiple avenues of appeal through the
diVerent layers of state and then central judiciary. The lower courts are sometimes not so eVective.

— Cumbersome labour laws are a major obstacle or deterrent to investment in manufacturing.
Closely related is trade union militancy. It must be said, however, that trade union activism tends
to be focussed on particular areas of the country. Many major manufacturers, for example, in the
automotive sector, have been able successfully to invest in India and to develop good relations with
trade unions and within the limitations of the labour laws.

4. Whilst the Government of India holds the key to resolving the issues above, UK underperformance in
India should not be entirely attributed to diYculties on the Indian side. Other factors must also be involved,
including a lack of awareness of the market. It seems unlikely that general ignorance of India is an
impediment. India’s economic success is well publicised in the UK, not least as a result of popular interest
in Indian call centres. A company that simply does not know about India is unlikely to be suYciently
international in its outlook to succeed in tackling the market here. The “information deficit” may take more
specific forms:

— General awareness of India, but inadequate detailed knowledge of market opportunities. There
may be a sectoral dimension to this. UK ICT and software companies for example would appear
generally to be well aware of India, while companies in the automotive supply chain are
increasingly aware too. What is less clear is whether in certain sectors, such as agribusiness or
biotechnology, which are less well trodden by UK companies, lack of awareness is the problem,
or scepticism about the level of opportunity.

— Outdated perceptions. At the crudest end, that India is amarket only for cheap, low quality goods.
There is also an historical overhang. In the power sector, for example, UK companies tend to be
nervous of the sector following bad experiences in the 1990s. This is despite considerable progress
with power sector reform since that time.

— Awareness of India, and a wish to explore, but uncertainty about how to proceed. This appears
to be a growing segment, largely of SMEs.

— Lack of resources and adequate skills/training to succeed in India.

— Lack of appreciation of the way business is done in India, and in particular some of the cultural
aspects. These include the importance of high-level managerial engagement, face-to-face contact,
well developed relationships with business partners, a diVerent approach to time (which often
places price above urgency in closing a negotiation) etc.

Barriers to Investment in India Consultation—a few Initial Conclusions

The consultation exercise is not yet complete, but the following represent a few initial conclusions:

— UK SME’s are deterred by the time, resources and uncertainty Indian market entry requires.
Easier pickings elsewhere.
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— UK’s investment in India may well be understated since it appears to measure FDI only. Many
UK companies with a long presence in the Indian market have increased their investment through
retained earnings rather than FDI.

— AT Kearney, the American business consultants, recently published their 2005 survey of FDI
confidence. This annual survey tracks the confidence and preference of executives of the World’s
leading companies for FDI. For the third year running China remains at the top of the league of
investor confidence, however, India achieved second place in 2005, up from sixth place in 2003,
and third place in 2004 and knocking the USA from second to third place. This would suggest that
the Indian reform programme is beginning to be recognised on a wider scale. India still lags behind
China in World FDI, but is gaining on it. But why does India attract so little in the way of British
exports and FDI? Perhaps it is the mismatch in the economies. The UK is no longer a
manufacturing nation and yet this is one area where India is considered highly attractive by foreign
investors.

APPENDIX 30

First supplementary memorandum submitted by UKTI

BRIEFING: UKVISAS

KeyMessages

— India is the UK’s largest visa operation. Applications are expected to rise to over 400,000 this
financial year (FY).

— Our four visa issuing oYces continue to oVer an excellent standard of service with around 96% of
straightforward applications processed within 24 hours.

— The introduction of outsourced visa application centres has transformed the service we oVer in
India, and is very popular with our customers.

— We continue to welcome genuine travellers from India, whilst ensuring strong controls to identify
fraud and forgery.

Background

Applications

— There are four entry clearance issuing Posts in India: New Delhi, Mumbai, Chennai and Kolkata.

— Mumbai and New Delhi were the third and four busiest posts world-wide in the FY 2004–05.

— 344,764 applications were received in the FY 2004–05, a 15% increase over the FY 2003–04. In the
FY 2005–06 (April–December), 302,736 applications were received, a 15% increase over the same
period in the FY 2004–05.

— In the FY 2004–05 applications divided into the following main categories:

Chennai Kolkata
Visitors—55% Visitors—74%
Students—12% Students—6%
Work Permits—10% Work Permits—5%

Mumbai New Delhi
Visitors—72% Visitors—80%
Students—7% Students—5%
Work Permits—5% Work Permits—3%

Student and work permit applications range from 8% of total business in New Delhi to 11% in Calcutta,
12% in Mumbai and 22% in Chennai.

— Refusal rates at two of the four posts in India are close to the world-wide average of 19%:

— Kolkata 8%

— Chennai 17%

The slightly higher rates of 20% in Mumbai and 28% in New Delhi are a reflection of the higher levels of
risk presented by the States covered by Posts.
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Performance

— In the FY 2004–05, all Posts (except Kolkata at 88% for target 1) met PSA target times on
processing applications:

— 90% of straightforward applications were decided within 24 hours;

— 90% of non-settlement applications requiring interview were decided within 10 working
days; and

— Settlement applications were decided within 13 weeks.

— In the FY 2005–06 (April to December 2005) all Posts are meeting PSA target times on processing
applications:

— 90% of straightforward applications were decided within 24 hours;
— 90% of non-settlement applications requiring interview were decided within 15 working

days; and

— Settlement applications were decided within 12 weeks.

Staff

The following staV are all employed on entry clearance duties

New Delhi

Carol Doughty is the Director of Visa Service (DVS) in NewDelhi and is supported by AndreaMcGlone
who is the Head of Visa Department. There are three Entry Clearance Managers (ECMs), one Returns
Liaison OYcer/ECM, 13 Entry Clearance OYcers (ECOs), and 58 locally engaged staV. In addition, the
Department has one Risk Assessment Manager (RAM), who is supported by a Risk Assessment OYcer.

Mumbai

Mandy Ivemy is the Deputy Director of Visa Service (DDVS) andHead of Visa Department inMumbai.
She is supported by three ECMs. The team consists of 13 ECOs, one Risk Assessment OYcer and 55 locally
engaged staV.

Chennai

This Post has two ECMs, KevinWood and David Oswald, who are supported by nine ECOs, one RAO,
and 33 locally engaged staV.

Kolkata

Kevin McCole is the ECM (spending 10% of his time on this work), and is supported by 1.5 ECOs and
three locally engaged staV.

Fees

— UKVisas receives no subsidy from the UK taxpayer.

— New visa fees were introduced from 1 July 2005 to ensure that the full costs of the world-wide visa
operation continue to be met.

— These costs reflect the twin aims of welcoming genuine applicants whilst preventing abuse of the
managed migration system.

— For 2004–05, this includes implementing the points-based system for workers and students
overseas, continuing with a programme of capturing biometric data from visa applicants and
introducing intelligence-led decision-making at all visa posts.

— Fees increased by an average of 21%, although settlement visas remained the same and the cost of
five and 10 year multiple visit visas fell. The current fees are:

£30 Commonwealth countries, UK Overseas Territories, Direct Airside Transit Visa, In
transit Visit, Join Ship or Aircraft.

£50 Single, Double and Multiple Visit valid up to six months.
£85 Longer term validity visa, Visa for any other purpose (includes student and employment)

and certificate of entitlement.
£260 Settlement, Marriage.

— The structure of the fee table has been simplified and there are now only four diVerent fees.
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— Applicants and visa staV will benefit from the less complicated structure through fewer mistakes
and lower administrative costs.

Operations

— Since February 2003, we have used an outsourcing operation in India. The outsourced operation
means that visa staV now spendmore time on decision making and less on routine administration.

— Our outsource partner, Visa Facilitation Services (VFS), operates eleven visa application centres
throughout India. These are situated in Delhi, Mumbai, Chennai, Kolkata, Jalandhar,
Chandigarh, Ahmedabad, Pune, Hyderabad, Bangalore and Cochin.

— Trained staV at the centres accept, check and forward the applications to theVisa Sections.A small
additional fee is charged.

— VFS operate a drop-box facility for frequent travellers and travel agents, therefore saving such
applicants even the trip to submit their applications.

— Outsourcing routine administrative work, the availability of theWarnings IndexOn Line (WIOL)
and the introduction of Risk Assessment Units (RAUs) has enabled more intelligence and fraud-
related work to be undertaken, which informs Eco’s decision-making.

— Other improvements in policy and processes include:

— Simplified procedures for work permit applicants, including applications by e-mail.

— OVering online applications to most categories of applicant.

— Operating a business express service to process business traveller applications even more
quickly, especially in the IT industry.

— The Science and Engineering Graduates scheme (SEGS), introduced in October 2004, allows
qualifying graduates to apply to stay in, or return to the UK, within one year of graduation
to seek work.

— The Fresh Talent Working in Scotland Scheme was introduced on 22 June 2005, aiming to
counter Scotland’s falling population by encouraging people to consider living and working
in Scotland. The scheme encourages overseas students who graduate from Scottish
universities to live and work in Scotland for an additional two years. They can undertake any
type of employment (paid or unpaid), self-employment or business in the UK, without the
need for a work permit or other permission from the Home OYce. This has been popular
in India.

— The Highly Skilled Migrant Programme, introduced world-wide in early 2002 and amended
in October 2003, allows those with valued skills to come to the UK without first needing a
work permit.

Students

— India is a priority country under the UK/India Education Initiative. There are strong educational
partnerships between UK and Indian universities.

— The British Council operation in India is one of the world’s largest. UKVisas has close links with
the British Council in India, participating in regular education seminars and briefings.

— Posts in India are issuing visas to record numbers of students every year. In 2003–04 14,641 visas
were issued to students, a 20% increase on the previous year and in 2004–05, they issued 16,457
student visas, a 12% increase on the previous year.

— UKVisas is a member of the Joint Education Taskforce, which was established in February 2005
to look at ways of promoting the number of international students coming to the UK while
maintaining eVective immigration control.

— UKVisas welcomes genuine students to the UK who have been accepted for a course of study
provided by an organisation on the Department for Education and Skills register. This register
will help students enrol on courses at a bona fide educational establishment.

Biometrics

— Since September 2004 all UK visas have contained a photograph of the applicant.

— By 2008 all visa applicants will be required to provide biometrics in the form of fingerscans.

— Fingerscanning of visa applicants has already been successfully piloted for those applying for a
visa, first in Sri Lanka (since July 2003) and subsequently in seven East African countries (Uganda,
Kenya, Djibouti, Ethiopia, Eritrea, Tanzania and Rwanda).

— We are adding three further trials this autumn as part of work on the Tipping Point.
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— The Tipping Point target was set by the PrimeMinister in order to get a balance where the number
of removals is greater than the number of asylum applications.

India and the Points Based System(PBS)

StaV in India are fully up to speed on the proposals for the points based system. India-wide staV
participated in a UKVisas workshop in early October and made many useful suggestions, which have been
fed in to the Home OYceManagedMigration Strategy and Review teamworking on developing the Points
Based System(PBS).

Posts main concerns about the current system include the quality of Work Permit issuing in the United
Kingdom, particularly under theHighly SkilledMigrant Programme (HSMP)—(mirroring concerns voiced
by SheYeld staV at a recent event with the Minister about the quality of decision making overseas). The
points based system, single overseas decision and framework for structured decision making should all help
with this.

Senior oYcials from IND travelled to India in September to discuss the PBS with senior Indian
stakeholders.

UKVisas, together with IND, will be considering resources for the new points based system once the
broad outline of the policy has been agreed. While we expect the outcome to be broadly resource neutral,
there will be some posts which will require extra resources. UKVisas will consult posts early in 2006.

The Home OYce has been testing the “descriptors” for the points based system. The descriptors are the
items of evidence an applicant provides to gain their points, ie funds, previous compliance etc. The Home
OYce has taken this testing to entry clearance posts, and Delhi and Accra have tested the PBS theory on
“real” cases. The results of the Delhi testing will be sent to the Home OYce (give date, or week ending).

Indian posts, in particular Mumbai, have led the way in IT use. We will keep posts in the loop as the IT
develops for the points-based system, particularly on-line self-assessment.

IT Issues

Mumbai has successfully piloted a number of IT applications (add-ons to the Proviso database),
including electronic vignette management, extra checklists for applications for outsourcers and bar-coding.
UKVisas now wishes to roll-out the add-ons to other posts in India, as this will enable all Posts to benefit
from the extra integrity and eYciency that these add-ons oVer. The pilots were evaluated by Post earlier this
year, and UKVisas are considering other issues before making a decision on whether to extend the facility
to other Posts.

January 2006

APPENDIX 31

Second supplementary memorandum by UK Trade and Investment

1. Commonwealth Games

The announcement that Delhi was to host the Commonwealth Games in 2010 was made in November
2003. In January 2004 UKTI sponsored a scoping mission, led by the Chairman of the Sports and Leisure
Infrastructure Working Group, comprising companies with expertise in all aspects of staging and hosting
a major sporting events.

This mission met the key individuals in both the Delhi Government and the Indian Olympic Committee
who had been responsible for compiling and presenting the bid. They discussed ways in which theUK could
help Delhi deliver a successful Games in 2010, as well as a lasting legacy.

Since that initial mission, UKTI has maintained close contact with the stakeholders in the various
organisations who will build the infrastructure and stage the Games. We have cultivated good relationships
with these people and using Manchester as an example highlighted areas where UK expertise can benefit
Delhi.

We have a rolling programme of events to promote UK companies and expertise—missions (inward and
outward), seminars and visits. In partnership with the British Construction and Consultants Bureau we
hosted a UKTI sponsored mission in India in early February which comprised of 8 companies covering
engineering, infrastructure, design consultancy, PR, security, marketing, PPP, construction consultancy.

Our current project is to bring a delegation of decision makers over from the Central Public Works
Department of Delhi (CPWD) in April 2006. The CPWD are responsible for all the construction and
refurbishment works connected to the Games. We are organising a programme of visits for them to
Manchester and London.
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According to our contacts in the CPWD, tender bids will be issued in six to eight months time. However,
it is still unclear if they are building any new infrastructure or refurbishing what already exists. Whatever
the outcome, we are hopeful that the good relationship we have built up with our contacts will ensure that
UK companies are given a good opportunity to bid for these contracts when the time comes.

According to our contacts only the Germans and French have been in touch with the organising
committee oVering technical consultancy advice. We do not have information on any other contacts with
the Indians.

The Australians have been very actively pursuing the organisers of the Games particularly in view of the
Melbourne Games next month. They have hosted and paid for many visits to Australia by key oYcials, and
have brought Australian Ministers and companies to Delhi to engage with stakeholders.

The Indians are keen to engage with us to learn fromManchester which was a success and there is proof
that the legacy of the games is sustainable. Like Delhi, Manchester is a city that would benefit from
regeneration, increased tourism, civic pride, investment from public and private sector and a lasting
sporting legacy.

Tender bids for work have not yet been released.

2. UK Regional Representation in India

The BritishMidlands (BM) has had representation in the Indian market for four years. After a successful
pilot in 2002–03, a three year contract was put in place from 1 April 2003. This contract terminates at the
end of March 2006 and BM are in the process of retendering for representation in India.

The current contract holder is Deloitte in Mumbai. There is a lead manager for the BM account but not
on a full time basis under the current contract.

Key minimum annual outputs from the existing contract include:

— 20 leads;

— six projects;

— seven inward visits;

— two inward missions;

— attend four promotional events; and

— market research, analysis and reports as required.

These outputs have been met/exceeded over the contract period to date with over 80 leads and more than
16 significant projects being generated.

More importantly, a total of five successes with involvement from the BM India oYce have been achieved;
details are as follows:

— Balkrishna Tyres (Mumbai) set up tyre distribution facility in Cannock in 2003–04 creating three
jobs. The original lead was from UKTI Mumbai.

— Mahindra andMahindra (Mumbai) acquired Walsall based Stokes Engineering safeguarding 285
jobs in 2005–06. The lead came through the BM oYce when the company approached BM to
provide support and regional information. Together with the Advantage West Midlands (AWM)
team facilitated introductions to relevant professional services to assist in the acquisition.

— Jaivel Techno Services Limited set up an engineering company in Leicester in 2005–06 creating 10
new jobs. The lead came from the BritishMidlands oYce and was supported by the EastMidlands
Development Agency.

— Usha Martin (Kolkata) acquired Solihull based Logica CMG’s customer billing software
operation safeguarding 50 jobs in 2005–06. The lead came from UKTI. BM dealt with the CEO
and established the relationship between BM and the company In India, and in the UK ensured
that AWM met with the company oVering support in the investment process.

— State Bank of India opened a branch in Leicester in 2005–06 and the BM provided assistance to
the company both from BM India oYce and regional oYces in the UK. The lead came from the
BM oYce. BM have other projects in the pipeline that will deliver over the next couple of months.

The British Midlands oYce in India also carries out a number of other activities to raise the profile of the
region and to generate leads. These activities include close liaison and joint working with UKTI oYces in
India, attending exhibitions and networking events, and organising seminars such as the Transport
Technologies seminars in Delhi, Chennai and Mumbai in November 2005.

Given the in FDI activity and the growing presence of Indian companies in the region, BM will begin to
include Investor Development visits to Indian parent companies as part of the remit of our Indian oYce.

Future contracts for representation will focus on the number of successes generated and new jobs created
on an annual basis.
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The recent announcement that Tata intend to set up a joint venture withWarwickManufacturing Group
with the potential for significant job creation is extremely good news for the region. BM will play a key role
in ensuring that the venture runs smoothly.

India is a key market for the BritishMidlands, particularly given the significant British Asian population
in the region (30% in Leicester for example). BM will continue to develop these key linkages in the future.

3. UKTI Doing Business in India Roadshows

In July 2005, the South Asia Unit of UK Trade and Investment undertook a programme of visits to
International Trade Teams to encourage the nine English Regions[r1] to host an event on “Doing Business
in India”. The objectives of these events, or “Roadshows”, were to identify potential new to market
customers, with a view to convert them to actual exporters to India. We aimed to achieve this by raising
awareness of the numerous opportunities that exist in this market, but also to inform them of the challenges
that are present for firms looking to trade with India. These events were also used to promote the range of
services that UKTI oVers to companies and to encourage firms to consider joining the Indo-British
Partnership Network.

To date, (March 2006) we have partnered with six of the English regions (the North West, North East,
East Midlands, West Midlands, East of England and the South East) in hosting a regional event: we have
agreed with the London region to co-host an event with them at the end of March; we are organising events
in Yorks and Humber and the South West, either before the end of the current Financial Year, or early in
the next FY.

Given the level of interest in the English Regions in hosting an India event, UKTI made the decision to
invite the Devolved Administrations to consider hosting similar events in Wales, Northern Ireland and
Scotland respectively. All have accepted and theWales event is scheduled to take place at the end ofMarch;
we are still negotiating dates with NI and Scotland.

These regional events have followed a broadly similar format. They usually begin with a seminar on key
aspects of trade with India, including legal considerations and getting paid for goods and services provided.
The events also include case studies of firms who have successfully entered the Indian market, usually with
UKTI assistance. Often, these events will have workshops dealing with opportunities in specific sectors, or
on wider issues of trading, for example, in helping to prepare for a first business visit.

Whenever possible, we try and involve senior managers from the UKTI network in India at these events.
To date the High Commissioner, Sir Michael Arthur, and the Director of Trade and Investment, Stephen
Lillie, have both spoken at these events. Karan Bilimoria, the Chairman of the IBPN has also chaired a
number of these events and other IBPN Board Members have spoken at these events.

Company attendance at events

The numbers of companies attending these events varies from region to region, but is generally of a high
number and good quality. The event in Derbyshire attracted the most participation with nearly 200 local
firms attending; another series of three events held in the South East, were designed to focus more on one-
to-onemeetings and attracted an audience of about 16 companies per event. UKTI estimate that by the time
the series of events currently being planned are completed, approximately 1,000 individual companies will
have attended an event.

Given the value that the majority of participants have said they got from attending these events, UKTI
plans to repeat these seminars in the forthcoming Financial Year, subject to funding. Additionally, we are
working closely with the IBPN secretariat to organise a number of events.

4. Sector by Sector Barriers to FDI in India

The Indian market is not fully open to trade competition. There are practical obstacles to doing business
in India and it remains a highly regulated economy. India still possesses many of the characteristics of a
closed, self-reliant economy eg:

— Legal/regulatory barriers.

— Bureaucracy.

— Inadequate infrastructure.

Some sectors remain completely closed to FDI eg Legal Services, others are open to FDI on restrictive
terms eg:

— Defence sector: essentially closed to FDI.

— Insurance sector: open only to joint ventures with 26% equity held by foreign partner.

— Retail: recently opened on highly restrictive basis: joint ventures with 51% equity held by foreign
partner but only for single-brand retailers. Otherwise entry only via franchising.
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— Banking: diVerent limits apply for investment in profitable versus unprofitable Indian banks eg
Foreign banks may take a 75% equity share in Indian banks, but only in non-profitable ones.

— Airlines: investment allowed, but not by foreign airlines.

— Real estate: completely open (title and planning issues).

— Automotive: completely open.

— Business Process Outsourcing: completely open.

— Food processing: open, but manufacture of alcohol, subject to cumbersome licensing regulations.

— Telecoms: FDI limit increased to 75%, but regulations are a constraint egDirectorsmust be Indian
residents.

— While FDI may be permitted in some sectors, it may be unattractive for reasons that are common
to domestic as well as foreign companies (eg labour laws).

The Indian government is gradually reducing the barriers to FDI through legislation, eg recent relaxation
on retail and mining. On 24 January, the Indian cabinet approved measures to further liberalise and
rationalise India’s FDI regime. This included FDI up to 51% in retailing of single brands, with franchising
and wholesale cash and carry already permitted. Retailing remains the largest employer in India after
agriculture and as 97% of the sector consists of small retailers or unorganised sector, liberalisation of the
sector is a politically sensitive issue for the Government of India.

UKTI anticipate that the insurance cap will be raised to 49% this year. The Government of India has also
established an Investment Commission to identify blockages to FDI and to recommend solutions.

Other barriers to FDI in India include:

— Excessive red tape and bureaucracy.

— Demand for speed money and at times, payoVs.

— A lack of transparency in public sector business.

— The playing field for private and public business is in many cases not level.

— Inadequate protection for Intellectual Property Rights.

— Despite Patent Law compliance with TRIPS, enforcement of the law remains patchy.

— Court administration of justice slow and cumbersome.

— Cumbersome labour laws remain a major obstacle to investment in manufacturing.

UKTI is working with the Government of India through the Joint Economic and Trade Committee
agenda to identify and remove barriers to investment in both markets.

5. UK-India Education and Research Initiative Contributions from the Private Sector

Over the next five years, theUK-India Education andResearch Initiative (UKIERI) aims to substantially
improve educational links between India and the UK, ensuring in the longer term that we become each
other’s partner of choice in education.

Background

Announced by the Prime Minister during his visit to India in September 2005, the Initiative is currently
in the design phase with pilot activity and mainstream funding starting in April 2006.

HMG has committed £10 million to this initiative through contributions from DfES, FCO and British
Council. This is to be augmented by contributions from OST, the Devolved Administrations, business and
the educational institutions involved in the Initiative. The British Council, who leads on this, has already
secured commitments to the value of £1 million.

The main focus of the investment (85%) will be on higher education and, within this, promoting a strong
emphasis on research oriented links between centres of excellence. The British Council expect high impact
in areas of science, technology and social sciences that are crucial for the future of both countries and their
place in the globalised and increasingly knowledge based economy. A key component will be to encourage
substantially more doctorate and post-doctorate collaboration between India and UK, through split PhDs,
research fellowships or other mechanisms.

The Initiative will also include activities devoted to a strengthening of professional and technical skills
(5%), by developing links between centres of vocational excellence in both countries and providing
opportunities for workforce development in areas of skills gaps identified by the business community. This
strand will focus on developing skills for the financial services and creative industries sectors.

Activities in schools will also be an integral element of the Initiative (10%), bringing together clusters of
schools in the UK and India for joint curriculum projects and professional development opportunities.
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By strengthening institution-to-institution collaboration and promoting stronger links to industry and
related communities, this initiative will lead ultimately to India and the UK being each other’s preferred
partner. The Initiative will be flexible and responsive to the needs of these partners so that good ideas that
contribute to relevance, sustainability and impact of the partnerships will be welcomed. Proposals will be
peer reviewed but the selection and implementation requirements will be minimal, with excellence, relevance
to the UK and India, quality of planning, and sustainability, being important criteria.

The Initiative will also ensure that the UK and India are engaging in constructive dialogue on key policy
issues. The British Council will work with central and state government regulatory bodies, associations and
individual institutions to ensure that our respective international education policies are harmonised to best
eVect and to support each other’s broader international educational aspirations (such as membership of the
Washington Accord for India). We will be responsive to the varying needs of the state governments and
educational sectors. The British Council expect this dialogue to lower barriers to co-operation on both sides
and therefore enhance the overall eVectiveness of the Initiative (eg transferability of national awards leading
to greater student mobility).

The Initiative is being designed after extensive consultation in India and the UK, including educational
institutions and the business sector. Decisions are made by a Project Board reporting to Bill Rammell,
representing the main funding agencies with advice from a wide range of bodies.

Prospective business partners have been involved in the design phase of the Initiative from its inception.
Around ten British companies are being invited to participate as “Corporate Champions” of the Initiative,
oVering cash and in-kind support in partnerships of up to £1 million in value over a period of five years.
Already BP and Shell have indicated their agreement in principle, to become Corporate Champions. Three
more UK companies are expected to follow suit after final approaches are co-ordinated with Downing
Street. India’s Tata Group has been the first Indian company to indicate that it wishes to form a partnership
with the Initiative.Discussions are also underway regarding creating lower-level opportunities for corporate
engagement such as support for financial skills training activities.

17 March 2006

APPENDIX 32

Third supplementary memorandum by UK Trade and Investment

1. Q366, Page 5: To provide a detailed breakdown of export activities which together comprise the
£2.3 billion figure for exports from January to November 2005.

Details of the UK’s trade in Services with India are given below. 2005 figures will be available from the
ONS in July 2006.

Details of the UK’s exports of goods to India for 2005, are attached in various tables as follows:

— India SITC 66 68 28.doc shows a breakdown of the three codes as requested by TISC;

— India SITC 5 digit.xls lists the full 5 digit SITC breakdown.25

— India EU rankings.xls consists of three tables showing EU rankings taken from Eurostat: one for
total goods, one for goods excluding diamonds, and one excluding diamonds, silver and gold.

It should be noted that:

— Including diamonds, the UK was the second largest EU exporter to India in 2005, after Belgium.
Excluding diamonds, the UK was the second largest exporter to India in 2005 after Germany.

— The growth in value of UK exports to India from 2004 to 2005 was about 20–30%, depending on
which items you ignore.

UK TRADE IN SERVICES WITH INDIA 2000–04

Trade In Services with India (£ Million)

2000 2001 2002 2003 2004

UK Exports 549 664 619 688 812

UK Imports 663 814 804 783 1,015

UK Balance "114 "150 "185 "95 "203

25 Not printed.
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Trade in Goods and Services with India (£ Million)

2000 2001 2002 2003 2004

UK Exports 2,067 2,461 2,374 2,981 3,049

UK Imports 2,314 2,639 2,598 2,871 3,291

UK Balance 293 "178 "224 "110 "242

Source: ONS, United Kingdom Balance of Payments (The Pink Book).

EU25 COUNTRIES EXPORTS TO INDIA 2004–05 MILLION EURO

Total Goods Excluding Diamonds (HS 7102) silver (HS 7106) and gold (HS 7108)

2004 2005

Germany 3,284 4,145

UK 1,752 2,135

France 1,445 1,973

Italy 1,272 1,676

Sweden 784 931

Netherlands 908 751

Belgium 615 726

Spain 379 554

Austria 266 404

Denmark 301 335

Finland 264 279

Czech Republic 163 212

Ireland 69 160

Poland 108 130

Hungary 29 36

Slovakia 21 34

Greece 27 32

Portugal 18 26

Slovenia 14 23

Lithuania 18 21

Luxembourg 11 13

Cyprus 2 13

Estonia 4 3

Latvia 2 3

Malta 0 1

EU25 Total 11,758 14,615

2. Q378, Page 10: To provide a note on the impact of Gershon on UKTI staYng figures.

1. UK Trade and Investment draw its staV and support services from the Foreign and Commonwealth
OYce (FCO) and the Department of Trade and Industry (DTI) as well as the Government oYce network
and the private sector. The organisation deploys some some 2,400 people across the world, including over
300 in the English regions and some 1,500 overseas across the wider FCO network in more than 100
countries.

2. Under the provisions of its settlement under Spending Review 2004, which took account of the
Gershon agenda, UK Trade and Investment is reducing the number of posts in headquarters oYces by 200
byApril 2008. This represents a reduction of some 25% of headquarters numbers. The organisation will also
reduce the resource deployed in the overseas operation by £20 million, from a total value of £140 million.
At the same time the organisation has been building front-line capability in the regions.

3. The 2006 budget statement announced a new focus for UK Trade and Investment under which the
organisation will undertake a programme of organisational change with the aim of transforming its
eVectiveness in marketing the UK economy internationally. Planning for this change is under way.
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3. Q386, Page 13: To provide more detail on the promotion of energy eYciency in India through JETCO.

Under the auspices of the JETCO initiative the Power Team, within UK Trade & Investment,
commissioned a scoping report in July 2005 on “The potential business opportunities in the power sector
for UK companies”. Members of UK Trade and Investment’s Power Sector Advisory Group carried out
the report.

The report identified a number of areas for potential export and collaborative activity. These included the
emphasis on improving energy eYciency by strengthening transmission and distribution networks and bring
forward end use energy optimisation schemes such as prepaid and more sophisticated meters. Other areas,
which would contribute to an increase in eYciency, are the optimisation, management and maintenance of
power plant. Other distinct areas of opportunities/collaboration identified included training ie capacity
building within regulators and consultancy including market reform and liberalisation advice.

A seminar was organised in March 2006 to disseminate the report findings to the UK power industry.
Speakers included a senior director fromNational Thermal Power Corporation (the largest power producer
in India) and the Managing Director North Delhi Power Limited (a TATA Power and Delhi Government
joint venture). The delegation also had a number of organised meetings including one with a leading UK
supercritical boiler manufacturer. This manufacturer also attended a meeting, as part of a Joint Power
Sector Working Group, in January 2005 in Delhi where they set out the benefits of using supercritical
boilers. (This company is already actively building in the Chinese market).

Following on from this seminar, the Power Sector Team and their Advisory Group is developing a
strategy to target the opportunities in the India power sector, which will add value to UK exports and to
assist the Indian power sector improve its eYciency.

In addition to this, the Climate Change Projects OYce (CCPO) have run three trade missions since 2003.
India has approved more Clean Development Mechanism (CDM) projects than any other country
(currently running at 240). UK companies are investing in CDMprojects in India eg a project co-firing using
sugar waste. Several companies have recently set up CDMproject oYces in India with Ecosecurities leading
the field (who developed the worlds 1st CDM project and recently floated on the AIM for $400 million).

In a series of workshops earlier this year, UKTI’s Oil and Gas Team invited relevant speakers from India
to present their views on the current and future opportunities in India for UK companies in this sector.
Although the focus was more in the deep water and subsea areas, energy eYciency was touched on.

SBGI/UKTI took UK companies to a conference in India in February where both security of supply and
energy eYciency were subjects within the more overarching geopolitical discussions.”

The Indian government has expressed keen interest in energy eYciency. It figures (R&D, IPR, technology
transfer) in the Indian Non paper (“A new Paradigm for International Co-operation for Action on Climate
change”) shared at the Gleneagles (G8) summit last year. Indians have so far been very pleased and positive
about their involvement in the Gleneagles Summit but are now keen to see action. Sustainable consumption
and production figures in as a potential area for bilateral co-operation under the India UK High Level
Dialogue on Sustainable development, which was signed in October last year. India and UK have also
agreed to a joint study on barriers to technology transfer for a low carbon economy, the contract is now to
be finalised”

4. Q418, Page 32: To provide written details of measures taken by the DTI to inform UK potential
exporters about the caste system.

The Government is committed to ensuring that British businesses operate to the highest possible
standards. This includes taking account of the social and environmental impact of their activities worldwide.
We firmly believe that everyone is entitled to all of the rights and freedoms set out in the Universal
Declaration of Human Rights, without discrimination of any kind.

We and our EU partners are committed to human rights and will continue to raise such issues as
discrimination based on work and descent in our meetings with governments of those countries aVected by
this problem. We consider that success in the fight against racism, xenophobia, discrimination against
minorities and indigenous people is best sought through our eVorts to raise awareness of responsible
business behaviour worldwide.
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We support a range of international initiatives, which encourage responsible business practice worldwide.
For example the OECD Guidelines for Multi National Enterprises, which are a baseline for corporate
behaviour to help multinationals to design their own codes of conduct. They are voluntary but include a
mechanism that allows individuals or organisations to raise potential breaches of the guidelines with
national governments. We are also strong supporters of the UN Global Compact, an agreement between
the UN and business to uphold and promulgate a set of 10 principles covering human rights, labour rights,
environmental protection and combating corruption.

Good human rights observance contributes to a stable secure and prosperous world that benefits us all.
The UK played a leading role in promoting a constructive consensus-based approach to this issue including
in chairing the UN negotiations as part of the cross-regional group that proposed the Secretary General’s
Special Representative position. The mandate of the SRSG includes the identification and clarification of
standards of corporate responsibility and accountability for business with regard to human rights, as well
as an elaboration of the role of States in eVectively regulating and adjudicating the role of business.

Through ourworkwith the International LabourOrganisation (ILO)we are encouraging India to comply
with those ILO Core Conventions it has ratified—on forced labour and discrimination—as well as its
obligations under the 1988 Declaration to promote and respect all of the core standards. Ratification of a
convention commits a country to applying the convention in its national laws.

Through our missions overseas, we also continue to seek out opportunities to work with NGOs in India
and elsewhere on caste and other human rights issues. He British High Commission in New Delhi has
discussed these issues, with reference to specific cases that have been brought to our attentionwith the Indian
National Commission for Minorities and with various State level authorities, drawing their attention to
British Parliamentary and public concern. In addition we are trying to raise awareness of these issues with
Indian companies operating in the UK. The Director for Asia Pacific at UK Trade and Investment recently
met with the India Group in London, the membership of which comprises CEOs from TATA, Infosys and
ICICI Bank amongst others, to discuss how they can incorporate corporate social responsibility practices
into their operations in the UK. Many of them already have extensive CRS programmes in India.

We are also taking part in a tripartite mission to India in 2006. The mission comprising representatives
from TUC, UKBusiness and HMGwill seek to forge closer links between the unions in India and the TUC
and promoting responsible business behaviour.

5. Q435, Page 40: To write to the Committee to explain the apparent discrepancy between student visa
work permits for Scotland (two years) and England and Wales (one year).

This isn’t a discrepancy, but is related to the diVerent aims and rationales of the diVerent schemes, as
outlined below. UKvisas recognises the importance of international students to the UK—not only because
of the economic benefits of students choosing to study here, but also because they can help the UK to
develop and maintain important trade and tourism links with their home countries.

The new points-based system for managed migration oVers an opportunity to make the student route
both simpler and more robust. Integral to the new PBS is providing more objectivity and transparency to
the decision-making process and a greater role for sponsors in vouching for the students they want us to
allow into the UK. It will continue to support the Prime Minister’s Initiative in making the system simpler
for applicants (with on-line assessment and clear entry criteria) and by putting sponsors at the heart of
the system.

The Immigration Rules already enable all non-EEA students who graduate at degree level or above from
a relevant UK institution to switch into an appropriate category of immigration leave, such as leave as a
work permit holder or highly skilled migrant, to pursue their career in the UK in the long term. These
provisions will continue under the points based system. In addition, students applying for Tier 1 will be
eligible for extra points because they have chosen to study in the UK.

There are two existing schemes which enable non-EEA students to gain some work experience in the UK
after their studies but prior to switching into a permanent managed migration route—the Fresh Talent:
Working in Scotland scheme and the Science and Engineering Graduates Scheme. These two schemes have
diVerent aims, and therefore diVerent requirements and entitlements for the students using them. However,
they are both transitional schemes between studying in the UK and pursuing a long-term career here. They
will both be incorporated into Tier 1: Post Study of the new points based system (please see page 24,
paragraph 86 of A Points-Based System: Making Migration Work for Britain).
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The Fresh Talent: Working in Scotland scheme was launched on 22 June 2005. This scheme recognises
the unique demographic challenges that Scotland is facing. The scheme is part of the Scottish Executive’s
FreshTalent initiative, which aims to counter Scotland’s falling and ageing population. It encourages people
to consider living and working in Scotland, as well as supporting eVorts to retain indigenous people who
wish to begin, or to further, their career in Scotland. The scheme is being monitored and evaluated by the
Scottish Executive.

The Fresh Talent: Working in Scotland scheme aims to encourage those who have chosen to study in
Scotland, and have shown some interest in and commitment to that country, to gain some work experience
in Scotland after study and to consider pursuing their long-term career there. If they want to switch into
leave as a work permit holder following their time under this scheme, then they need to hold a valid work
permit for employment in Scotland.

2 May 2006

EU25 COUNTRIES EXPORTS TO INDIA 2004–05 MILLION EURO

Total Goods Excluding Diamonds (HS 7102) silver (HS 7106) and gold (HS 7108)

2004 2005

Germany 3,284 4,145

UK 1,752 2,135

France 1,445 1,973

Italy 1,272 1,676

Sweden 784 931

Netherlands 908 751

Belgium 615 726

Spain 379 554

Austria 266 404

Denmark 301 335

Finland 264 279

Czech Republic 163 212

Ireland 69 160

Poland 108 130

Hungary 29 36

Slovakia 21 34

Greece 27 32

Portugal 18 26

Slovenia 14 23

Lithuania 18 21

Luxembourg 11 13

Cyprus 2 13

Estonia 4 3

Latvia 2 3

Malta 0 1

EU25 Total 11,758 14,615

HS 7102

Diamonds, whether or not worked, but not mounted or set (excluding unmounted stones for pick-up
styluses, worked stones, suitable for use as parts of meters, measuring instruments or other articles of
chapter 90).
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HS 7106

Silver, including Silver plated with gold or platinum, unwrought or in semi-manufactured forms, or in
powder form.

HS 7108

Gold, including Gold plated with platinum, unwrought or not further worked than semi-manufactured
or in powder form.

Source: Eurostat Intra and Extra EU Trade.

£ million 2005 UK exports UK imports UK exports UK imports
to India from India to world from world

SITC

66: non-metallic mineral manufactures not 1,121 89 6,905 7,591
elsewhere specified

of which

66721: diamonds, rough, unsorted
66722: diamonds, sorted (other than industrial
diamonds), unworked or simply sawn, cleaved or
bruted 1,111 40 5,066 4,902
66729: diamonds (other than industrial diamonds),
otherwise worked, but not mounted or set

68: non-ferrous metals 267 11 3,886 4,076

of which

68113: silver (including silver plated with gold or
platinum), unwrought
68114: silver (including silver plated with gold or 235 0 377 236
platinum), in semi-manufactured or in powdered
form
683: nickel 14 0 522 356

28: metalliferous ores and metal scrap 221 3 1,730 2,223

of which

282: ferrous waste and scrap; remelting ingots of 151 0 938 83
iron or steel

28823: aluminium waste and scrap 35 0 299 90

28821: copper waste and scrap 31 0 253 25

0 indicates less than £0.5 million.

Source: HMRC UK Trade Info.

APPENDIX 33

Memorandum by the UK India Education and Research Initiative (UKIERI)

1. The UKIERI is a five year initiative which aims to substantially improve educational links between
India and UK ensuring in the longer term we become each other’s partner of choice in education.
Announced by the Prime Minister during his visit to India in September 2005, the initiative is currently in
the design phase, with pilot activity due to start in February 2006, and mainstream funding coming on line
in April. HMGhas committed £10million to this initiative, through contributions fromDfES, FCO, British
Council and OST. This will be augmented by contributions from business and the educational institutions
involved in the initiative.

2. The main focus of the investment will be on higher education and, within this, promoting a strong
emphasis on research oriented links between centres of excellence.We expect high impact in areas of science,
technology and social sciences that are crucial for the future of both countries and their place in the
globalised and increasingly knowledge based economy. A key component will be to encourage substantially
more doctorate and post-doctorate collaboration between India and UK, through split PhDs, research
fellowships or other mechanisms.
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3. The Initiative will also activities devoted to a strengthening of Professional and Technical Skills, by
developing links between centres of vocational excellence in both countries, and providing opportunities for
workforce development in areas of skills gaps, identified by the business community. Activities in schools
will also be an integral element of the Initiative, bringing together clusters of schools in the UK and India
together for joint curriculum projects and professional development.

4. By strengthening institution to institution collaboration and promoting stronger links to industry and
related communities, this initiative will lead ultimately to India and the UK being each other’s preferred
partner once again. The Initiative will be flexible and responsive to the needs of these partners so that good
ideas that contribute to relevance, sustainability and impact of the partnerships will be welcomed. Proposals
will be peer reviewed but the proposal, selection and implementation requirements will be minimal with
excellence, relevance to UK and India, quality of planning and sustainability being important criteria.

5. The Initiative will also ensure that the UK and India are engaging in constructive dialogue on key
policy issues. We will work with central and state government, regulatory bodies, associations and
individual institutions to ensure that our respective international educational policies are harmonised to best
eVect and to support each others broader international educational aspirations (such as membership of the
Washington Accord for India). We will be responsive to the varying needs of the state governments and
educational sectors. We expect this dialogue to lower barriers to co-operation on both sides and therefore
enhance the overall eVectiveness of the Initiative (eg transferability of national awards leading to greater
student mobility).

6. UKIERI is being designed after extensive consultation in India and UK, including educational
institutions and the business sector. Decisions are made by a Project Board chaired by Bill Rammell
representing the main funding agencies with advice from a wide range of bodies.

7. Prospective business partners have been involved in the design phase of the Initiative from its
inception, with a number of UK, multinational and Indian companies already expressing strong interest in
participation and support. Business partners will play a full role in the Initiative, engaging with academic
and other institutions involved, particularly in key areas of interest such as engineering, IT, energy and
financial services. Businesses will support academic and research collaborations in areas of particular
interest, contribute to the Initiative’s skills agenda in their particular sectors, and engage in schools projects
aligning with their social investment goals. In response to feedback from business partners, the project team
for the Initiative is now actively exploring creation of a dedicated “Business Zone” for the initiative, pulling
together activities in skills, professional development, enterprise education, and business related higher
education.

8. The Initiative is due to be formally launched in early March 2006 with the main funding coming on
stream from 1 April. Pilot projects will be launched in joint research and schools in February/March 2006.

UKIERI Activities

General

— Policy dialogue and formulation.

Higher Education

— Joint research—based on institution to institution partnerships and including PhD scholarships,
post doctoral research and exchanges.

— Collaborative delivery of programmes—eg jointly delivered masters programmes in key areas.

— Student mobility programme (especially students to India).

Professional and Technical Skills

— Collaborative delivery of programmes to develop innovative training solutions benchmarked to
international practice that address skills gaps and needs in industry.

— Professional work placements and apprenticeship exchange schemes.

Schools

— Collaborative projects between school clusters.

— Exchanges in policy and professional practice.
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APPENDIX 34

Memorandum by Kay Swain of the University of Wolverhampton

General

— Huge market with sizable middle class, who value UK qualifications and have the wealth to
aVord it.

— Lots of opportunities for UK HEI’s in India for student recruitment and collaborative links and
joint research—broadly comparable qualifications and good English Language levels is
advantageous.

— Predominantly a post-graduate market but some opportunities for full and top-up undergraduate
courses. Most popular subjects for UoW: Business (MBA), IT, Engineering, Biotechnology,
Health (MPH), Hospitality Management, and Sports Science.

— We are successful particularly in Punjab (due partly to large local Punjabi community) andKerala.
We are also currently strengthening our links with the Gujarat region where we also have large
local links. A Our Chancellor, Lord Paul is of Punjabi origins and has strong connections with
India.

— Due to increased competition, however, we are moving more into second/third tier cities.

— Our confidence in the market is demonstrated in the fact we have just established an oYce in
New Delhi.

— We have a good network of agents, which is imperative for student recruitment.

— We need to prepare for future developments. Will India become a regional hub for other Asian
countries? Will India follow the example of Malaysia?

Links with Industry

— We believe there is potential to develop technology supported learning and E-commerce for both
higher education and industry. Industry would benefit from not just attaining improved technical
skills but also from acquiring more developed cross-cultural awareness of work place practices
which would equip staV better for working in an international context.

— Need for more Employment related qualifications. Need UK/India employer forum to identify
industrial skill sets for the next five to 10 years, in order to inform curriculum development.

— Some HE institutions are already oVering on-line, teleconference supported delivery.

— As a vocationally orientated institution we deal with a huge number of international companies
based in the UK that are likely to have oYces in India and feel that work placement exchanges of
students could enhance and promote industrial opportunities between UK and India.

— It would be useful for universities to be more closely linked with professional industrial
organisations.

— As a University looking at enhancing the student learning experience we are actively engaged in
using new technologies and are currently looking at the use of PDA’s and their role in supporting
students. This in turn could also be developed in the business community providing various
opportunities to work more smartly and eYciently.

— There seems to be evidence coming from businessmen in Bangalore that there is a huge shortage
of suitably qualified graduates to fill positions in the IT industry.

— Fromour experience Indian students value degree type qualifications.Wewouldwelcome anyDTI
findings on the viability of short term technical or other training courses.

— Huge need for scholarships—putting back? Government scholarships for joint research, student
placement, staV exchange in technical subjects would nurture and promote bilateral cooperation
for investment and innovative business practice.

Visas/Work Permits

— Visas—UK seen as diYcult. Competitor countries oVering on-line applications, opportunities to
obtain settled status on graduation. (BUT Home OYce looking at these issues as part of the
JET process).

— Deposits—although no requirement in Immigration Rules, in practice students unlikely to be
successful in visa application unless paid a deposit of least 50% of fee (around £4,000).

— Fresh Talent Initiative having adverse aVect on Non-Scottish UK Universities.
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APPENDIX 35

Memorandum by Xansa (India) Ltd

Thank you for the meeting on 6March 2006. It was indeed very fruitful and we hope that you and fellow
members of your committee found it helpful.

Currently, the process we follow is to apply for a work permit only after the employee has been employed
by Xansa for six months. This restriction has the eVect of preventing recently joined skilled and qualified
employees from delivering valuable services to our UK clients at their UK premises.

I take this opportunity on behalf of Xansa to formally request that the Trade and Industry Select
Committee recommends waiver of the 6 month work criteria, prior to grant of a work permit to an Indian
National by the High Commission.

May I also take this opportunity to put on record our appreciation of the eVectiveness of the High
Commission here in India in providing support.

16 March 2006

APPENDIX 36

Memorandum by Richard Perry

Introduction

This submission is based on my personal experience of UKTI over a number of years in UK and India.
In addition I have assisted UKTI in work related to new commercial staV in Cuba. I worked for a large UK
pharmaceutical company for 14 years and I currently work in the Life Sciences team of a large consultancy
firm. For the last three years I have been living and working in India and have gained real insight from
working with the leaders of Indian businesses, UKTI/IIG and senior executives of UK companies. I was a
founder of a UK company with significant activity in India and have first hand knowledge of the Indian
market. Prior to that I worked, briefly, as an International Trade Adviser for UKTI as part of Business Link
for London. I therefore base my views on an internal and external view of UKTI.

Whilst in India I was a committee member of the British Business Group in Delhi working closely with
the High Commission. In a private capacity I organised a number of private tours to India for senior
executives to learn first hand about the realities of doing business in India. My personal interest is in the
potential of innovation coming out of India and the opportunity oVered by the domestic market. I have
direct experience in India of the key sectors of IT and Life Sciences.

In addition with the help of the British High Commission and contacts at the Institute of Directors my
company organised an event for 60 UK companies with a panel from DTI, Nasscom and Amicus to debate
the impacts of oVshoring on the UK economy. That work developed into a group known as the Global
Business Partnership Alliance (GBPA) with continued support from the then Secretary of State for Trade
and Industry.

You should also be aware that I have been asked by the Commonwealth Business Council (CBC) to
establish their Life Science Forum. I am familiar with both Labour Friends of India and more recently
Conservative Party Friends of India and have dealt with the leaders of CII, IBPN, BHC, BCC, Nasscom,
IVCA, TiE, FICCI and Assocham in India. I strongly believe that UK and India have great potential to
improve the level of trade and investment as well as partner to deal with global opportunities that exist. To
this end I did propose establishing the Indo-British Chamber of Commerce in an attempt to pull together
the fragmented nature of Indo-British business links. This had the support of UKTI, British Chamber of
Commerce, Commonwealth Business Council, Assocham, FICCI and a number of major UK and India
CEOs. At one stage I was oVered significant funding byUKTI, a London oYce by CBC and administration
support in India from FICCI. The experience of this process oVers some lessons to contribute to the debate.

I therefore have had the chance towitness the whole range of activity and players active in the Indo-British
arena. I also have a genuine and personal wish to contribute to the improvement of Indo-British trade and
investment.

Key Points and Suggestions

1. When looking at the growth in trade and investment between the two countries it is important to
understand the potential level of trade and not just look at the actual. The Indo-British corridor should be
benchmarked against the other major economies to give a real indication of the gap between actual and
potential. There is some evidence that the UK-India corridor is only a tenth of the size of the US-India
corridor and so we need to look at the structure, conduct and performance of that relationship.
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2. There are numerous trade bodies, chamber of commerce, interest groups, industry networks and
business groups in UK and India resulting in a highly fragmented ecosystem. Frequently, the groups deal
with the same issueswith the same speakers andmuch of the debate has been based on case studies of existing
large companies active in the two countries or projections of market potential across various sectors. Only
recently has there been a shift away from the macro-economic analysis towards a more focussed and
business-led approach to creating trade and investment. UKTI can take a leadership role in this trend.

3. In India and UK there are a number of trade bodies that seek a leadership position Indo-British
business but the result is duplication and competition. What is needed is a more strategic framework based
on existing arrangements that works to consolidate the eVorts of all the stakeholders towards achieving clear
strategic aims. The brand of “Indo-British Partnership” has lacked credibility and it is not clear what it has
achieved. JETCO should improve the situation but there is significant work to be done.

4. In India UKTI is joined by the business support bodies of the Welsh and Scottish. This can lead to
duplication and confusion when UKGov should be oVering a single brand to attract Indian companies and
help UK exporters.

5. UKTI should oVer “insight tours” for targeted senior executives to learn about the realities of doing
business in India. It is a good way to overcome the perceptions that frequently hold back investment and
activity and results in more commitment from the top.

6. UKTI is driven by a target for new exporters and is comfortable in dealing with large UK companies
already active in India. The result is that those mid-sized companies that are better positioned to enter the
complex Indian market are excluded from support that could be better targeted on them. In addition the
focus on Inward Investment from India results in less support for UK exporters. In one case a major global
bank had partnered with a leading trade body to organise a private trade mission to India.

7. UKTI run a number of initiatives to encourage exchange between UK and India in the key areas of
innovation, science and technology and have brought in specialist help to implement programmes of
activity. They may oVer lessons in the near future but such programmes need to be scaleable to be of
significant value.

8. In one instance I approached UKTI (IIG) to support an initiative to bring innovative Indian
companies to the UK to meet with technology and investment companies based on an event they already
supported for US companies. All the key partners were ready to participate. The event did not receive
funding but they did sponsor the ‘STING’ music concert by a significant sum. I cannot comment on the
success in attracting Indian companies but UKTI created some upset amongst the UK business expats who
were not invited to the hospitality. I obtained support elsewhere but there needs to be better use of UKTI
funds to achieve strategic aims.

9. The nature of technology means that smaller companies with the right funding andmentoring are able
to enter the larger markets such as India. It is not clear that such support exists. Such companies are unlikely
to be first time exporters, which may exclude them from existing UKTI schemes.

10. The Indo British Partnership (set up in 1993) is seen as an outdated brand and more recently there
has been an attempt to inject new life into it via the Indo-British Partnership Network. It would be better to
encourage the integration of existing business-led bodies that feed into the JETCO framework and generate
activity and initiatives that target the key barriers to trade and investment.

11. Despite JETCO’s aim to encourage the development of business-led bodies to build trade and
investment it will only deal with a limited number bodies for trade missions to India. What is required is a
strategic approach that pulls together the best elements of all the interested bodies and companies.ie. LCCI,
BCC, CBC, Asia House, IBG etc.

12. I was surprised to be told by UKTI that they do not promote markets. This is a missed opportunity
as India is a strategic market and partner for UK and should be given special treatment. This can then be
broken down into key sectors initiatives and tailored support for those companies with the right capabilities.
UK companies need to be educated in the opportunities in India and UKTI should work with partners to
provide the necessary support to them. The same should apply to key markets such as USA, Japan and
China. UKTI will be able to transfer lessons from other key markets.

13. UK companies should be provided with a tailored support package that helps them through each
stage of market entry and development. For a strategic market like India UKTI would attract more clients
by oVering a relationship with experienced advisors who have relevant sector and market knowledge.
Currently, few UKTI staV have worked outside government.

14. The Science and Innovation presence in India is insuYcient given the importance of the issues and
the sectors aVected. Again for a strategic market it is advisable to have a stronger team with technical and
industry background.

15. JETCO needs to take charge of the Indo-British relationship and provide a focussed strategic
framework that actively deals with issues that hinder or promote trade and investment. Each objective
should have clear objectives and outcomes and identify the most suitable partners in UK and India. In this
way JETCO will be seen as a framework that facilitates bilateral activity. It will be more inclusive and tap
into the vast pool of talent and interest. Current activity is fragmented and JETCO have an opportunity.
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16. My own experience of helping UK companies interested in entering India whilst at BusinessLink in
London exposes the limitations of the system. Support was limited to a small amount of funding and the
option of market research but there was no strategic initiative to encourage credible companies to enter
India. There is a need to develop a longer term and credible programme for selected UK companies to give
them intensive support to enter the Indian market. This can be done with partners from the banking and
training sectors and employ people that have experience of setting up companies abroad. This programme
would attract a new segment of clients that are looking for long-term support and mentoring.

17. There is a need to create a service that allows companies in UK and India to identify companies for
potential partnerships. This should be focussed on the mid-size companies that have the resource to enter
the market. UKTI should reconsider the allocation of resources from first time exporters to experienced
exporters who want to develop overseas in the complex Indian market. The level and nature of export
support should not be determined by the need to meet internally generated targets that do not help the
appropriate companies.

18. UKTI should analyse the successes and failures of UK companies entering the market so that the
learning is shared within UKTI for the benefit of staV and clients.

19. As part of the strategic status of India all returningUKTI commercial oYcers should work in theUK
for at least six months to enable them to transfer their knowledge of India to colleagues and clients. This
will improve learning and continuity. I would support any initiatives to enhance the UKTI team in India
with the wealth of local expert talent that is available. This can only add to the credibility of UKTI when
dealing with partners and clients.

I have listed my thoughts from the hard won lessons of operating in India with a range of organisations
and I wish to ensure that this learning is shared with people who believe that UKTI can achieve even greater
success by a more strategic approach to clients and partners. It has the will and ability.

Summary

There is a significant opportunity for partnering between UK and India on a number of strategic issues
and sectors. Creating a framework based on the JETCO body that partners with the best organisations in
India and UK will generate more confidence amongst UK companies and will integrate the fragmented
nature of the activity currently undertaken by Government and Industry.

There is a need for some basic research to identify the real needs of UK and Indian companies and design
a strategic programme of activity that shows that we are serious about the future business relationship
between UK and India.

In addition we need to benchmark UK-India trade and investment against the level of US-India or India-
China and translate the lessons to our benefit.

The work will look at current objectives, resources invested, the experience of the people oVering the
support and the way in which UKTI partners with the numerous trade groups that represent the majority
of Indian and UK businesses. Currently there are a number of organisations that compete for a leadership
position in the Indo-British space. This is not helpful and UKTI have the chance to take a leadership role
that makes use of all the skills on oVer.Undertaking such a project will indicate to British industry that
UKTI is committed to India and is prepared to create a tailor made strategic initiative that leads to lasting
investments in both UK and India.

We need to grasp the opportunity for UK and India, make better use of the existing JETCO framework,
partner with all the key business bodies and encourage a stronger architecture focussed on exchange,
sustainable partnerships and results for the appropriate size companies that want to do business and require
a more tailored programme of support. We need some core activity that results in trade and investment and
we need to establish long term initiatives that drive the eVorts of all aspects of UKTI involved with India.

6 January 2006
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